The Descendants of the Colonists in LUCIENVILLE

Basavilbaso, Escriña, and Villa Mantero,
a Century Later

Our study on the orientation and destiny of the first colonists in Argentina and their descendants is based on the following facts:

• **Early beginning:** The emigration form the Russian Empire to Argentina was a “whole family process.” Sometimes, up to three generations would arrive together. Other times, the Father would emigrate first and then send the “follow me” signal to the relatives waiting in the Old Country. In some cases, two families whose sons and daughters were already married, would decide to emigrate together, would land in Argentina in the same ship, and would later settle in the same Colony.

• **The majority of the first generation were already married when they arrived to Argentina:** However, usually their sons and daughters were still single and would later on marry with youngsters from the same Colony or from Basavilbaso. Distances in Argentina are huge and the “chacras” were far away from each other. Means of transportation and communications at the beginning of the 20th Century in Argentina were not very developed.

• **Their culture:** Their language was Yiddish; their food was Kosher; the Jewish festivities and traditions were observed; weddings were between Jewish people. In our study of five generations, no first generation marriage involved non-Jewish people.

• **except for a lonely immigrant who used Yiddish to communicate with a Christian woman of German-Russian origin and married her.**

As time went by, the descendants of the first colonists started to behave like their non-Jewish neighbors. This process was faster when the Colonists lived in Towns rather than in a Colony. The festivities and traditions were left behind; their faces were shaved, no more beards, no more head covers. Names were changed: Mindl was Manuela, Falck was Felipe. Latter the surname was “shortened”: Braiolovsky became Brailo and so on...

The national language, Spanish, started replacing Yiddish; they started eating the same foods as the local people; they started attending the same schools, clubs and parties, and Jews started marrying Christians:
“...Yes, it is true that she is a goye, but she can cook knishes better than the bobe...”

“...We started buying meat in the gentile butcher store when we noticed that it was much cheaper than the shoichet...”

After the fourth generation, we find not only mixed couples of Jews and Christians but also, for the first time, we see weddings of the grand-grand-children of the first Colonists were both of them are Christians.

This analysis here presented, was done using broad data from five families who settled in the Basavilbaso area, and three other families who settled in the South of Argentina in the areas of Colonia Russa, Phillipson and Rivera.

These eight families were researched for a period of one hundred and fifteen years of their lives. The information can be seen in the sections following this Prologue. There you will learn about:

- The first generation, i.e. the immigrants who were born in the Russian Empire and died in Basavilbaso and other colonies.
- Those who followed them, i.e. were born in the Colonies, were mostly married inside the Jewish people and a few with non-Jewish. Some of them died in the colonies, some in other towns.
- The following generation, mostly were born outside the Colonies, and marriages with non-Jewish people became more frequent.
- Finally, most recently, some of the descendants of the Colonists started emigrating from Argentina, most of them going to Israel.

...They shall be countless as the dust upon the earth, and you shall spread Far and wide, to North, and South, to East and West..
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Generation 1

1. **Ytzchak** BAJAROFF was born in 1860 in Kherson UKRAYNE. He died on 06 Jun 1940 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. He married UNKNOWN in Kherson UKRAYNE. She was born in Kherson UKRAYNE.

Ytzchak BAJAROFF and UNKNOWN had the following children:

2. i. **Gregorio** BAJAROFF was born in 1883 in Kherson UKRAYNE. He died on 01 Nov 1970 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Esther EFRON, daughter of Chaim EFRON and UNKNOWN in Linea 22 E.R. ARGENTINA. She was born in 1890 in Amdur Grodno LITHUANIA. She died on 22 Aug 1971 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

3. ii. **Francisco Ben Isaac** BAJAROFF was born in 1900 in Kherson UKRAYNE. He died on 22 Jul 1984 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He married Berta TREUBER in Linea 22 E R ARGENTINA. She was born in 1905. She died on 09 Jun 1988 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

4. iii. **Abraham** BAJAROFF was born in 1902 in Linea 22 E.R. ARGENTINA. He married Cecilia ENGELBERT in Linea 22 E.Rios ARGENTINA. She was born in 1906 in Linea 22 Basavilbaso.

Generation 2

1. **Gregorio** BAJAROFF (Ytzchak BAJAROFF) was born in 1883 in Kherson UKRAYNE. He died on 01 Nov 1970 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Esther EFRON, daughter of Chaim EFRON and UNKNOWN in Linea 22 E.R. ARGENTINA. She was born in 1890 in Amdur Grodno LITHUANIA. She died on 22 Aug 1971 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Gregorio BAJAROFF and Esther EFRON had the following children:

1. i. **Poniat** BAJAROFF was born in Linea 22 E.R. ARGENTINA. She married Salomon FRIDMAN in 1905 in Linea 22 E.R. ARGENTINA.

ii. **Dasel** BAJAROFF was born in Linea 22 E.R. ARGENTINA. She married Jose PINUS in 1906 in Linea 22 E.R. ARGENTINA.

iii. **Leon** BAJAROFF was born in 1910 in Linea 22 E.R. ARGENTINA. He died on 10 Apr 1970 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Dora KRIZCAUTZY on 17 Feb 1950 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She died on 02 Nov 1988 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA.

5. iv. **Sofia** BAJAROFF was born on 11 Sep 1911 in Linea 22 E.R. ARGENTINA. She died on 14 Jan 1983 in Rosario del Tala E.R. ARGENTINA. She married Abrum Leib Leon GLUSCHANKOV, son of Usher GLUSCHANKOV and Mariashe Maria LITMAN in 1933 in ARGENTINA. He was born on 10 May 1905 in Kriviepliotz Kherson UKRAYNE. He died on 15 Mar 1965 in Rosario del Tala E.R. ARGENTINA.

6. v. **Samuel** BAJAROFF was born in 1917 in Linea 22 E R ARGENTINA. He married Dora ZONIS in ARGENTINA. She was born in ARGENTINA.

vi. **Ana** BAJAROFF was born in 1920 in Linea 22 E R ARGENTINA. She married David EFRON, son of Shevach Severo EFRON and Maria EDELCOP in ARGENTINA. He was born in 1915 in Dominguez Entre Rios ARGENTINA.
5. **Francisco Ben Isaac^2 Bajaroff** (Ytzchak^1) was born in 1900 in Kherson UKRAYNE. He died on 22 Jul 1984 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He married Berta TREUBER in Linea 22 E.R ARGENTINA. She was born in 1905. She died on 09 Jun 1988 in Basavilbaso E.R ARGENTINA.

Francisco Ben Isaac BAJAROFF and Berta TREUBER had the following children:

i. **Elisa^3 Bajaroff** was born in 1927 in Linea 22 E.R ARGENTINA. She married Isaac GRIMAN in Linea 22 E.Rios ARGENTINA.

ii. **Enrique Bajaroff** was born in 1930 in Linea 22 E.R ARGENTINA.

4. **Abraham^2 Bajaroff** (Ytzchak^1) was born in 1902 in Linea 22 E.R. ARGENTINA. He married Cecilia ENGELBERT in Linea 22 E.Rios ARGENTINA. She was born in 1906 in Linea 22 Basavilbaso.

Abraham BAJAROFF and Cecilia ENGELBERT had the following children:

i. **Matilde^3 Bajaroff** was born in 1922 in Linea 22 E.R. ARGENTINA.

ii. **Francisco Ben Abraham Bajaroff** was born in 1924 in Linea 22 E.R ARGENTINA. He died on 22 Jul 1984 in Basavilbaso E.R ARGENTINA.

iii. **Moises Bajaroff** was born in 1932 in Linea 22 E.R ARGENTINA.

---

**Generation 3**

5. **Sofia^3 Bajaroff** (Gregorio^2, Ytzchak^1) was born on 11 Sep 1911 in Linea 22 E.R. ARGENTINA. She died on 14 Jan 1983 in Rosario del Tala E.R. ARGENTINA. She married Abram Leib Leon GLUSCHANKOV, son of Usher GLUSCHANKOV and Mariashe Maria LITMAN in 1933 in ARGENTINA. He was born on 10 May 1905 in Kriviepliotz Kherson UKRAYNE. He died on 15 Mar 1965 in Rosario del Tala E.R. ARGENTINA.

Abrum Leib Leon GLUSCHANKOV and Sofia BAJAROFF had the following children:

i. **Mario GLUSCHANKOV** was born in Rosario del Tala E.R. ARGENTINA.

ii. **Ana Bat Abrum GLUSCHANKOV** was born on 25 Feb in Rosario del Tala E.R. ARGENTINA.

iii. **Leonardo GLUSCHANKOV** was born on 25 Sep 1944 in Rosario del Tala E.R. ARGENTINA. He married Clara Leah AMERMAN, daughter of Daniel AMERMAN and Juana MOSCOVICH on 19 May 1972 in Rosario Santa Fe Argentina. She was born in Victoria Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

16.

1. **Samuel^3 Bajaroff** (Gregorio^2, Ytzchak^1) was born in 1917 in Linea 22 E.R ARGENTINA. He married Dora ZONIS in ARGENTINA. She was born in ARGENTINA.

Samuel BAJAROFF and Dora ZONIS had the following children:

iii. **Cesar^4 Bajaroff** was born in ARGENTINA.

iv. **Negro Bajaroff** was born in ARGENTINA.

v. **Miguel Eduardo Bajaroff** was born in ARGENTINA.
Generation 4

8. **Leonardo** ⁴ **Gluschankov** (Sofia ³ Bajaroff, Gregorio ² Bajaroff, Ytzchak ¹ Bajaroff) was born on 25 Sep 1944 in Rosario del Tala E. R. Argentina. He married Clara Leah Amerman, daughter of Daniel Amerman and Juana Moscovich on 19 May 1972 in Rosario Santa Fe Argentina. She was born in Victoria Entre Rios Argentina.

Leonardo Gluschankov and Clara Leah Amerman had the following children: **Generation 4 (con't)**

8. i. **Gaston Abraham** ⁵ Gluschankov was born on 25 Jul 1973 in Rosario del Tala Entre Rios Argentina. He married Unknown.

   ii. **Gabriel Adrian Gluschankov** was born on 27 Nov 1977 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. Argentina.

   iii. **Giselle Anabel Gluschankov** was born on 21 Dec 1981 in Concepcion E.R. Argentina.

   iv. **Geraldine Alumine Gluschankov** was born on 29 Jul 1986 in Concepcion E.R. Argentina.

---

Generation 5

7. **Gaston Abraham** ⁵ Gluschankov (Leonardo ⁴, Sofia ³ Bajaroff, Gregorio ² Bajaroff, Ytzchak ¹ Bajaroff) was born on 25 Jul 1973 in Rosario del Tala Entre Rios Argentina. He married **Unknown**.

Gaston Abraham Gluschankov and Unknown had the following child:

i. **Sofia** ⁶ Gluschankov was born on 11 Mar 2001 in Villa Libertador San Martin Argentina.
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Descendants of Yankl BLANC

Generation 1

2. **Yankl BLANC** was born in Podolsk BESSARABIA. He married **Bruche FAINESTEIN**. She was born in Podolsk BESSARABIA.

Yankl BLANC and Bruche FAINESTEIN had the following children:

2. i. **ENRIQUE HERSHEL** was born in Escrinia Colonia Dos ARGENTINA. He married **RUCHEL ROSA PASCAR**.

   ii. **RUCHLL BLANC**. She married LEIV POLIAK.

3. iii. **CHONE BAT YANKL BLANC** was born in Podolsk BESSARABIA. She married **YTZCHOK DUJOVNE**. He was born in Russian Empire. He died on 14 Feb 1934 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

2. iv. **SHMIL SHMUEL BLANC** was born in 1875 in Podolsk BESSARABIA. He died on 12 Feb 1968 in Kiriat Onu ISRAEL. He married Leie Luisa SINGER, daughter of Rev Moishe SINGER and Rivke LANFIR in 1898 in Podolsk ? BESSARABIA. She was born in 1877 in Beltz BESSARABIA. He died on 25 Feb 1960 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

3. v. **BERKO BERL BLANC** was born about 1892 in Podolsk BESSARABIA. He died on 21 Nov 1985 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married **SOSY SILVERMAN** in 1920 in Telenesti BESSARABIA. She was born about 1888 in BESSARABIA. She died on 27 May 1975.

Generation 2

6. **ENRIQUE HERSHEL** was born in Escrinia Colonia Dos ARGENTINA. He married **RUCHEL ROSA PASCAR**.

Enrique Hershel BLANC and Ruchel Rosa PASCAR had the following children:

iii. i. **SALOMON BEN HERSHEL**. He died in 1968. He married Paulina Peke PITASHNY, daughter of Leib Leon Ben Chaim PITASHNY and Maria HICK in ARGENTINA. She was born on 03 Oct 1916 in Colonia 4 Escrinia E.R. ARGENTINA. She died on 15 Jul 1993 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

   ii. **YOSEF BEN HERSHL BLANC**.

   iii. **BERTHA BLANC** was born on 08 Aug 1910 in ColoniaDos Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 10 Dec 1999 in ARGENTINA. She married Abraham Leib Ben Hersch GLUSCHANKOV, son of Hersch Yoel Elias GLUSCHANKOV and Leike Luisa HICK in Feb 1933 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born on 19 Sep 1910 in Escrinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 26 May 2002 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

7. **CHONE BAT YANKL** was born in Podolsk BESSARABIA. She married **YTZCHOK DUJOVNE**. He was born in Russian Empire. He died on 14 Feb 1934 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Ytzchok DUJOVNE and Chone Bat Yankl BLANC had the following children:
vi. Bracha Dujojne. She died in Argentina.

vii. Shaul Dujojne was born in Villa Mantero E R Argentina. He died in Israel.

viii. Leon Dujojne.

ix. Paulina Dujojne.

Fanny Dujojne.

5. vi. Shemomo Dujojne was born in 1896 in Russian Empire. He died in 1969 in Argentina. He married Ines Cohan. She was born in 1902.

16. Samuel Dujojne was born on 10 Jun 1902. He died on 03 Sep 1996 in Buenos Aires Argentina. He married Teresa Bat Julio Schwartz. She was born in Argentina.


4. Natalio Dujojne was born in 1906 in Basavilbaso E R Argentina. He married Ana Kohan in Basavilbaso Argentina. She was born in 1912 in Basavilbaso E R Argentina.

1 Shmil Shmuel Blanc (Yankl) was born in 1875 in Podolsk Bessarabia. He died on 12 Feb 1968 in Kiriat Onu Israel. He married Leie Luisa Singer, daughter of Rev Moishe Singer and Rivke Lanfir in 1898 in Podolsk? Bessarabia. She was born in 1877 in Beltz Bessarabia. She died on 25 Feb 1960 in Buenos Aires Argentina.

Shmil Shmuel BLANC and Leie Luisa SINGER had the following children:

1. Chone Blanc was born about 1899 in Podolsk Bessarabia? She died about 1954 in Buenos Aires Argentina.

4. ii. Salomon Ben Shmil Blanc was born in Mar 1905 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. Argentina. He died on 04 Oct 1971 in Buenos Aires Argentina. He married Sara Faigon, daughter of Ben Tzion Faigon and Ruchel Gernish about 1929 in Colonia Dos Escrinia E. R. Argentina. She was born on 21 Jan 1907 in Russian Empire. She died on 30 Nov 1984 in Tel Aviv Israel.

11. iii. Feigel Fanny Blanc was born about 1909 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. Argentina. She died on 25 Dec 1929 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. She married Adolfo Gedansky in 1928 in Basavilbaso Argentina. He was born about 1907 in Poland. He died about 1962 in Buenos Aires Argentina.


v. Jaime Blanc was born on 25 Sep 1912 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. Argentina. He died on 16 Apr 1978 in Buenos Aires Argentina. He married (1) Sara Blanc, daughter of Berko Berl BLANC and Sosy Silverman on 27 Nov
1974 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 01 Dec 1923 in BESARABIA. He married (2) THERESA NEMIROVSKI on 30 Mar 1939 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 10 Oct 1912 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She died on 21 Sep 1973 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

5. **BERKO BERL** \(^2\) **BLANC** (Yankl\(^1\)) was born about 1892 in Podolsk BESARABIA. He died on 21 Nov 1985 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Sosy SILVERMAN in 1920 in Telenesti BESARABIA. She was born about 1888 in BESARABIA. She died on 27 May 1975.

Berko Berl BLANC and Sosy SILVERMAN had the following children:

6. i. **MARTHA** \(^3\) **BLANC** was born on 23 Jan 1922 in BESARABIA. She married Saul SAIDMAN on 18 Sep 1954 in ARGENTINA. He was born on 19 Nov 1910 in UKRAYNE ? He died on 19 Feb 1994 in ARGENTINA.

1  **SARA BLANC** was born on 01 Dec 1923 in BESARABIA. She married Jaime BLANC, son of Shmil Shmuel BLANC and Leie Luisa SINGER on 27 Nov 1974 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 25 Sep 1912 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA.. He died on 16 Apr 1978 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

2  **CELIA BLANC** was born on 20 Jun 1925 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She died on 17 Jun 1968 in ARGENTINA.

7. iv. **FLORA BLANC** was born on 27 Mar 1929 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Aldo YWNEITZKY on 26 Jun 1953 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 17 Nov 1930 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

---

**Generation 3**

1  **SALOMON BEN HERSHEL** \(^3\) **BLANC** (Enrique Hershel\(^2\), Yankl\(^1\)). He died in 1968. He married Paulina Peke PITASHNY, daughter of Leib Leon Ben Chaim PITASHNY and Maria HICK in ARGENTINA. She was born on 03 Oct 1916 in Colonia 4 Escrinia E.R. ARGENTINA. She died on 15 Jul 1993 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Salomon Ben Hershel BLANC and Paulina Peke PITASHNY had the following child:

   i  **ENRIQUE LEON** \(^4\) **BLANC** was born on 19 Sep 1950 in ARGENTINA. He died in 1993.

2  **BERTHA** \(^3\) **BLANC** (Enrique Hershel\(^2\), Yankl\(^1\)) was born on 08 Aug 1910 in Colonia Dos Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 10 Dec 1999 in ARGENTINA. She married Abraham Leib Ben Hersch GLUSCHANKOV, son of Hersch Yoel Elias GLUSCHANKOV and Leike Luisa HICK in Feb 1933 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born on 19 Sep 1910 in Escrinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 26 May 2002 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Abraham Leib Ben Hersch GLUSCHANKOV and Bertha BLANC had the following children:

   i  **JORGE** \(^4\) **GLUSCHANKOV** was born on 07 Nov 1935 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGE. He died on 07 Nov 1948 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

18.  ii.  **GLORIA GLUSCHANKOV** was born on 04 Jul 1939 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 15 Jun 1965 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Natalio WECHLER, son of Gregorio WECHLER and Elena ZAKS in 1959 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 18 Feb 1933 in Chaco ARGENTINA.

3  **SHELOMO** \(^3\) **DUJOVNE** (Chone Bat Yankl\(^2\) BLANC, Yankl\(^1\) BLANC) was born in 1896 in Russian Empire. He died in 1969 in ARGENTINA. He married **INES COHAN**. She was born in 1902.

Shelomo DUJOVNE and Ines COHAN had the following child:

A  i.  **BETTY** \(^4\) **DUJOVNE**. She married DAVID FRIDMAN. He died in 2008.
1 **ISRAEL AZRIEL**\(^3\) DUJOVNE (Chone Bat Yankl\(^2\) BLANC, Yankl\(^1\) BLANC) was born on 22 Nov 1903 in Basavilbaso Entre Ríos ARGENTINA. He died on 29 Jul 1975 in Basavilbaso Entre Ríos ARGENTINA. He married Dora FAIGON, daughter of Ben Tzion FAIGON and Ruchel GERNISH on 16 Oct 1933 in Colonia Dos Entre Ríos ARGENTINA. She was born on 27 Aug 1910 in Russian Empire. She died on 28 Jul 1999 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Israel Azriel DUJOVNE and Dora FAIGON had the following children:

i. i. **BERARDO**\(^4\) DUJOVNE was born in 1937. He married **SILVIA HIRSCH**.

ii. ii. **MARTHA DUJOVNE** was born in 1940. She married **EDUARDO JORGE**. She married **VICTOR ZEBAHIA**.

1 **SALOMON BEN SHMIL**\(^3\) BLANC (Shmil Shmuel\(^2\), Yankl\(^1\)) was born in Mar 1905 in Escriña Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA.. He died on 04 Oct 1971 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Sara FAIGON, daughter of Ben Tzion FAIGON and Ruchel GERNISH about 1929 in Colonia Dos Escriña E. R. ARGENTINA. She was born on 21 Jan 1907 in Russian Empire. She died on 30 Nov 1984 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL.

Salomon Ben Shmil BLANC and Sara FAIGON had the following children:

i. **FANY NONA**\(^4\) BLANC was born on 14 Dec 1932 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married **MARCELINO JR CERELIDO**. He was born about 1932 in ARGENTINA.

ii. **BETTY BLANC** was born on 26 Nov 1941 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Carlos BERGER, son of Hershel Leib BERGER and Chaie ASMAN on 06 Apr 1965 in ARGENTINA. He was born on 04 Mar 1937 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

2 **FEIGEL FANNY**\(^3\) BLANC (Shmil Shmuel\(^2\), Yankl\(^1\)) was born about 1909 in Escriña Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA.. She died on 25 Dec 1929 in Basavilbaso Entre Ríos ARGENTINA. She married Adolfo GEDANSKY in 1928 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He was born about 1907 in POLAND. He died about 1962 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Adolfo GEDANSKY and Feigel Fanny BLANC had the following child:

i. i. **RIVKA (QUQUE)**\(^4\) GEDANSKY was born on 22 Dec 1929 in Escriña Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA.. She died on 03 Sep 2008 in Kibbutz Haogen ISRAEL. She married Itzchak KAMINSKY, son of Isser KAMINSKY and Fanny ROITBLAT on 23 Feb 1953 in Naharia ISRAEL. He was born on 26 Mar 1930 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

17. **IOSEL BEN SHMIL**\(^3\) BLANC (Shmil Shmuel\(^2\), Yankl\(^1\)) was born on 27 Aug 1910 in Escriña Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA.. He died on 21 Feb 1991 in Kibbutz Meguido ISRAEL. He married Susana ELBERG, daughter of Levy Shloime ELBERG on 09 Apr 1935 in Escriña Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA.. She was born on 02 Jul 1913 in Escriña Colonia Dos Entre Rios ARG.. She died on 12 Mar 1994 in Kibbutz Meguido ISRAEL.

Iosel Ben Shmil BLANC and Susana ELBERG had the following children:

1. **FANY ROSA SHOSHANA**\(^4\) BLANC was born on 23 Feb 1936 in Escriña Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA.. She married Naftaly GRADSTEIN, son of Ber GRADSTEIN and Tova WEINBUSH on 17 Aug 1958 in ISRAEL. He was born on 15 Apr 1936.

2. **LEONARDO BLANC** was born on 05 Jun 1941 in Escriña Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA.. He married Mirtha EPHEL, daughter of Aaron EPHEL and Rivke SHMUNICH on 18 Aug 1966 in ISRAEL. She was born on 03 Feb 1946 in ARGENTINA.
Jaime BLANC (Shmil Shmuel\(^2\), Yankl\(^1\)) was born on 25 Sep 1912 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA. He died on 16 Apr 1978 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married (1) SARA BLANC, daughter of Berko Berl BLANC and Sosy SILVERMAN on 27 Nov 1974 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 01 Dec 1923 in BESSARABIA. He married (2) THERESA NEMIROVSKI on 30 Mar 1939 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 10 Oct 1912 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She died on 21 Sep 1973 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Jaime BLANC and Theresa NEMIROVSKI had the following children:

31. i. NEOMI\(^4\) BLANC was born on 22 Sep 1944 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Jorge LEVINTON on 12 Dec 1965. He was born on 08 Jan 1945 in ARGENTINA.

ii. SERGIO BLANC was born on 29 Nov 1947 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Laura KIEVSKY, daughter of Jacobo KIEVSKY and UNKNOWN on 10 Aug 1973 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 29 Aug 1946 in ARGENTINA.

14. MARTHA\(^3\) BLANC (Berko Berl\(^2\), Yankl\(^1\)) was born on 23 Jan 1922 in BESSARABIA. She married Saul SAIDMAN on 18 Sep 1954 in ARGENTINA. He was born on 19 Nov 1910 in UKRAYNE ?. He died on 19 Feb 1994 in ARGENTINA.

Saul SAIDMAN and Martha BLANC had the following children:

27. i. SILVANA\(^4\) SAIDMAN was born on 18 Mar 1958. She married Oscar QUINZANI on 17 Dec 1987 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 17 Mar 1960 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

ii. LAURA SAIDMAN was born on 17 Mar 1960 in ARGENTINA.

15. FLORA\(^3\) BLANC (Berko Berl\(^2\), Yankl\(^1\)) was born on 27 Mar 1929 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Aldo YWNITZKY on 26 Jun 1953 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 17 Nov 1930 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Aldo YWNITZKY and Flora BLANC had the following children:

28. i. JULIO\(^4\) YWNITZKY was born on 28 Jun 1954 in ARGENTINA. He married Silvana BOSCHI on 24 Nov 1989 in ARGENTINA. She was born on 05 Jan 1963 in ARGENTINA.

29. ii. DARIO YWNITZKY was born on 31 May 1957 in ARGENTINA. He married Beatriz GARCIA on 08 Jan 1988 in ARGENTINA. She was born on 20 Sep 1958 in ARGENTINA.

30. iii. MARIANA YWNITZKY was born on 02 Nov 1962 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Damian KANTOR on 04 Jan 1985 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 20 Apr 1959 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Generation 4

1. GLORIA\(^4\) GLUSCHANKOV (Bertha\(^3\) BLANC, Enrique Hershel\(^2\) BLANC, Yankl\(^1\) BLANC) was born on 04 Jul 1939 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 15 Jun 1965 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Natalio WECHLER, son of Gregororio WECHLER and Elena ZAKS in 1959 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 18 Feb 1933 in Chaco ARGENTINA.

Natalio WECHLER and Gloria GLUSCHANKOV had the following children:

1. i. ADRIANA LUISA\(^5\) WECHLER was born on 24 Feb 1960 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married NORBERTO LITVAK. He was born in 1958 in ARGENTINA. She married JORGE BISCARDI. He was born in 1958.
i. **Roxana Elita Wechsler** was born on 04 May 1962 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

ii. **Evelyn Mara Wechsler** was born on 11 Feb 1968 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

1. **Betty** DujoVNE (Shelomo, Chone Bat Yankl BLANC, Yankl BLANC, Shelomo, Ytzchok). She married **David Fridman**. He died in 2008.

   David FRIDMAN and Betty DUJOVNE had the following children:
   
   iii. **Igal** FRIDMAN.

   40. **Danny Fridman**.

18. **Berardo** DujoVNE (Israel Azriel, Chone Bat Yankl BLANC, Yankl BLANC) was born in 1937. He married **Silvia Hirsch**.

   Berardo DUJOVNE and Silvia HIRSCH had the following children:
   
   43. **Nicolas** DUJOVNE was born in 1964.

   44. **Cecilia DujoVne** was born in 1965.

   45. **Iriene DujoVne** was born in 1965.

19. **Martha** DujoVne (Israel Azriel, Chone Bat Yankl BLANC, Yankl BLANC) was born in 1940. She married **Eduardo Jorge**. She married **Victor Zebalia**.

   Eduardo JORGE and Martha DUJOVNE had the following child:
   
   43. **Faustino** Jorge was born in 1967.

   Victor ZEBALIA and Martha DUJOVNE had the following child:
   
   29. **Diego** ZEBALIA was born in 1983.

20. **Fany Nona** BLANC (Salomon Ben Shmil, Shmil Shmuel, Yankl) was born on 14 Dec 1932 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married **Marcelino Jr Cereijido**. He was born about 1932 in ARGENTINA.

   Marcelino Jr CEREIJIDO and Fany Nona BLANC had the following children:
   
   32. i. **Fabian** CEREIJIDO was born about 1962 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Gabriela SIMON in MEXICO. She was born in ARGENTINA.

   33. ii. **Margarita Cereijido** was born on 06 Dec 1970 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Gregg BLOCH about Sep 1991.

21. **Betty** BLANC (Salomon Ben Shmil, Shmil Shmuel, Yankl) was born on 26 Nov 1941 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Carlos BERGER, son of Hershel Leib BERGER and Chaie ASMAN on 06 Apr 1965 in ARGENTINA. He was born on 04 Mar 1937 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

   Carlos BERGER and Betty BLANC had the following children:
   
   i. **Iris** BERGER was born on 29 Apr 1969 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

   34. ii. **Yuval Berger** was born on 22 Jul 1973 in ISRAEL. He married Maya PELEG, daughter of Alex PELEG and Gila SCHLUSH on 01 Jun 2010 in ISRAEL. She was born in Tel Aviv ISRAEL.
iii. Uri Berger was born on 22 Aug 1980 in Israel.

22. Rivka (Quque) Gedansky (Feigel Fanny Blanc, Shmil Shmuel Blanc, Yankl Blanc) was born on 22 Dec 1929 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. Argentina. She died on 03 Sep 2008 in Kibbutz Haogenous Israel. She married Itzhak Kaminsky, son of Isser Kaminsky and Fanny Roitblat on 23 Feb 1953 in Naharia Israel. He was born on 26 Mar 1930 in Buenos Aires Argentina.

Itzhak Kaminsky and Rivka (Quque) Gedansky had the following children:

35. i. Semadar Kaminsky was born on 23 Aug 1954 in Kibbutz Metzer Israel. She married (1) Motti Fridman about 1975 in Tel Aviv Israel. He was born about 1952 in Guivataim Israel. He died on 07 Jul 1977 in Kibbutz Gonen Israel. She married (2) Uri K Admon, son of Yehuda Revetz and Rachel Fromer on 14 Apr 1981 in Israel. He was born on 05 Feb 1948 in Kibbutz Kfar Hamacabi Israel.

21. ii. Dalia Kaminsky was born on 03 Apr 1958 in Buenos Aires Argentina. She married Shaul Weigert, son of Benjamin Weigert and Chava Lewinson on 04 Apr 1986 in Kibbutz Haoguen. He was born on 23 Feb 1958 in Kibbutz Shobal Israel.

37. iii. Ronit Kaminsky was born on 12 Mar 1965 in Kiron Israel. She married Azri Jr Cohen, son of Ezri Cohen and Tzvia Dale on 12 Jun 2001 in Kibbutz Haogenous Israel. He was born in 1960 in Israel.

1 Fany Rosa Shoshana Blanc (Iosel Ben Shmil, Shmil Shmuel, Yankl) was born on 23 Feb 1936 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. Argentina. She married Naftaly Gradstein, son of Ber Gradstein and Tova Weinbush on 17 Aug 1958 in Israel. He was born on 15 Apr 1936.

Naftaly Gradstein and Fany Rosa Shoshana Blanc had the following children:

55. i. Amit Gradstein was born on 29 Nov 1959 in Kibbutz Megido Israel. He married Anat Berger, daughter of Yaakov Berger and Gelb on 24 May 1983 in Tel Aviv Israel. She was born on 13 Oct 1960 in Petach Tikva Israel.

56. ii. Irit Leah Gradstein was born on 01 Feb 1964 in Kiron Israel. She married Doron Segalovich, son of Yeoshua Segalovich and Kadury on 03 Jul 1984 in Tel Aviv Israel. He was born on 25 Nov 1958 in Tiberia Israel.

57. iii. Adva Gradstein was born on 16 Jun 1969 in Kiron Israel. She married Avner Glukstadt, son of Bracha Zilberman on 13 Sep 1994 in Tel Aviv Israel. He was born in Tel Aviv Israel.

2 Leonardo Blanc (Iosel Ben Shmil, Shmil Shmuel, Yankl) was born on 05 Jun 1941 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. Argentina. He married Mirtha Ephet, daughter of Aaron Ephet and Rivke Shmunich on 18 Aug 1966 in Israel. She was born on 03 Feb 1946 in Argentina.

Leonardo Blanc and Mirtha Ephet had the following children:

1 i. Chagit Blanc was born on 26 Apr 1967 in Israel. She married Madi Rapaport on 01 Oct 1992 in Israel. He was born on 18 Jan 1961.

2 ii. Orna Blanc was born on 26 Apr 1967 in Israel. She married Gil Lavi, son of Lavi and Neomi Michaeli on 14 Feb 1991 in Kibbutz Megido. He was born on 23 Oct 1967 in Kibbutz Hazorea Israel.

3 iii. Avivit Blanc was born on 30 Mar 1970 in Israel. She married Tamir Ishay, son of Yehuda Ishay and Sara Madar on 30 Mar 1992 in Tel Aviv Israel. He was born on
04 Aug 1967 in ISRAEL.

iv. LIAT BLANC was born on 29 Apr 1974 in ISRAEL. She married Boaz RANKEVITZ, son of Mordechay RENKEVITZ and JENNY on 01 Jul 2004 in Tel Hadashim ISRAEL.

v. ROI BLANC was born on 20 Jul 1979 in ISRAEL. He married Rina PICK, daughter of Uri PICK and Dalia on 13 May 2013 in Kibbutz Meguido ISAREL.

25. Neomi BLANC (Jaime, Shmil Shmuel, Yankl) was born on 22 Sep 1944 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Jorge LEVINTON on 12 Dec 1965. He was born on 08 Jan 1945 in ARGENTINA.

Jorge LEVINTON and Neomi BLANC had the following children:

39. i. Gad LEVINTON was born on 13 Dec 1967 in Kibbutz Lehavot Habashan ISRAEL. He married Cinthya Valencia SALAZAR on 10 Apr 1992 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 14 Jan 1968.

40. ii. Sol LEVINTON was born on 25 Jul 1975 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Herman LECZYKI on 07 Dec 2002 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

   i. Alejo LEVINTON was born on 12 Oct 1979 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

41. Sergio BLANC (Jaime, Shmil Shmuel, Yankl) was born on 29 Nov 1947 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Laura KIEVSKY, daughter of Jacobo KIEVSKY and UNKNOWN on 10 Aug 1973 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 29 Aug 1946 in ARGENTINA.

Sergio BLANC and Laura KIEVSKY had the following children:

i. Theresa BLANC was born on 15 Jun 1977 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Nicolas VESUCHANSKY on 03 Dec 2005 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born in ARGENTINA.

   Ernesto BLANC was born on 11 Sep 1980 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

42. Silvana SAIDMAN (Martha BLANC, Berko Berl, Yankl) was born on 18 Mar 1958. She married Oscar QUINZANI on 17 Dec 1987 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 17 Mar 1960 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Oscar QUINZANI and Silvana SAIDMAN had the following child:

   Gabriel QUINZANI was born on 13 Aug 1989 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

28. Julio YWNITZKY (Flora BLANC, Berko Berl, Yankl) was born on 28 Jun 1954 in ARGENTINA. He married Silvana BOSCHI on 24 Nov 1989 in ARGENTINA. She was born on 05 Jan 1963 in ARGENTINA.

Julio YWNITZKY and Silvana BOSCHI had the following children:

i. Irina YWNITZKY was born on 15 Feb 1985 in ARGENTINA.

ii. Ignacio YWNITZKY was born on 15 Jan 1994 in ARGENTINA.

iii. Ernesto YWNITZKY was born on 05 Nov 1998 in ARGENTINA.

iv. Sofia YWNITZKY was born on 21 Apr 2000 in ARGENTINA.

29. Dario YWNITZKY (Flora BLANC, Berko Berl, Yankl) was born on 31 May 1957
in ARGENTINA. He married Beatriz GARCIA on 08 Jan 1988 in ARGENTINA. She was born on 20 Sep 1958 in ARGENTINA.

Dario YWNITZKY and Beatriz GARCIA had the following child:

i. **MILENA** YWNITZKY was born on 23 Mar 1993 in ARGENTINA.

30. **MARIANA** YWNITZKY (Flora BLANC, Berko Berl BLANC, Yankl BLANC) was born on 02 Nov 1962 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Damian KANTOR on 04 Jan 1985 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 20 Apr 1959 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Damian KANTOR and Mariana YWNITZKY had the following children:

i. **SACHA** KANTOR was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

ii. **LUNA KANTOR** was born on 22 Jan 1992 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

**Generation 5**

1. **ADRIANA LUISA WECHLER** (Gloria GLUSCHANKOV, Bertha BLANC, Enrique Hershel BLANC, Yankl BLANC) was born on 24 Feb 1960 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married **NORBERTO LITVAK**. He was born in 1958 in ARGENTINA. She married **JORGE BISCARDI**. He was born in 1958.

Norberto LITVAK and Adriana Luisa WECHLER had the following child:

62. **LUCIA** LITVAK was born on 05 Nov 1989.

Jorge BISCARDI and Adriana Luisa WECHLER had the following children:

**PEDRO BISCARDI** was born in 1999 in ARGENTINA.

24. **FABIAN CEREIJIDO** (Fany Nona BLANC, Salomon Ben Shmil BLANC, Shmil Shmuel BLANC, Yankl BLANC) was born about 1962 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Gabriela SIMON in MEXICO. She was born in ARGENTINA.

Fabian CEREIJIDO and Gabriela SIMON had the following children:

**ANTONIA** CEREIJIDO was born in 1993 in MEXICO.

**LUCAS CEREIJIDO** was born in 1999 in MEXICO.

25. **MARGARITA CEREIJIDO** (Fany Nona BLANC, Salomon Ben Shmil BLANC, Shmil Shmuel BLANC, Yankl BLANC) was born on 06 Dec 1970 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married **GREGG BLOCH** about Sep 1991.

Gregg BLOCH and Margarita CEREIJIDO had the following child:

**CECILIA** BLOCH was born in 1995.

26. **YUVAL BERGER** (Betty BLANC, Salomon Ben Shmil BLANC, Shmil Shmuel BLANC, Yankl BLANC) was born on 22 Jul 1973 in ISRAEL. He married Maya PELEG, daughter of Alex PELEG and Gila SCHLUSH on 01 Jun 2010 in ISRAEL. She was born in Tel Aviv ISRAEL.

Yuval BERGER and Maya PELEG had the following child:

**YOAV** BERGER was born on 25 Mar 2011 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL.

27. **SEMADAR KAMINSKY** (Rivka Quque GEDANSKY, Feigel Fanny BLANC, Shmil Shmuel BLANC, Yankl BLANC) was born on 23 Aug 1954 in Kibbutz Metzer ISRAEL. She married (1) **MOTTI FRIDMAN** about 1975 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He was born about 1952 in Guivataim ISRAEL.
He died on 07 Jul 1977 in Kibbutz Gonen ISRAEL. She married (2) Uri KADMON, son of Yehuda REVETZ and Rachel FROMER on 14 Apr 1981 in ISRAEL. He was born on 05 Feb 1948 in Kibbutz Kfar Hamacabi ISRAEL.

Motti FRIDMAN and Semadar KAMINSKY had the following child:
47. i. NOAH FRIDMAN was born on 14 Feb 1978 in ISRAEL. She married Tzvika KINSLER on 24 Sep 2009 in ISRAEL.

Uri KADMON and Semadar KAMINSKY had the following children:
1 i. TAMAR KADMON was born on 19 Jul 1982 in Kfar Saba ISRAEL. She married Kfir ZAFRANI on 26 Aug 2007 in ISRAEL.

66. IDO KADMON was born on 05 Jan 1984 in Hedera ISRAEL.

68. Dalia KAMINSKY (Rivka (Quque) GEDANSKY, Feigel Fanny BLANC, Shmil Shmuel BLANC, Yankl BLANC) was born on 03 Apr 1958 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Shaul WEIGERT, son of Benjamin WEIGERT and Chava LEWINSOHN on 04 Apr 1986 in Kibbutz Haoguen. He was born on 23 Feb 1958 in Kibbutz Shobal ISRAEL.

Shaul WEIGERT and Dalia KAMINSKY had the following children:
Lior WEIGERT was born on 24 Oct 1987 in Kibbutz Haoguen ISRAEL.
Michal WEIGERT was born on 30 Apr 1990 in Kibbutz Haoguen ISRAEL.
Yubal WEIGERT was born on 05 Feb 1997 in Kibbutz Haoguen ISRAEL.

69. Ronit KAMINSKY (Rivka (Quque) GEDANSKY, Feigel Fanny BLANC, Shmil Shmuel BLANC, Yankl BLANC) was born on 12 Mar 1965 in Kiron ISRAEL. She married Azri Jr COHEN, son of Ezri COHEN and Tzvia DALE on 12 Jun 2001 in Kibbutz Haogen ISRAEL. He was born in 1960 in ISRAEL.

Azri Jr COHEN and Ronit KAMINSKY had the following children:
Ori COHEN was born on 28 Oct 2002 in ISRAEL.
Yael COHEN was born on 04 May 2005 in ISRAEL.

70. Amit GRADSTEIN (Fany Rosa Shoshana BLANC, Iosel Ben Shmii BLANC, Shmil Shmuel BLANC, Yankl BLANC) was born on 29 Nov 1959 in Kibbutz Megido ISRAEL. He married Anat BERGER, daughter of Yaakov BERGER and GELB on 24 May 1983 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. She was born on 13 Oct 1960 in Petach Tikva ISRAEL.

Amit GRADSTEIN and Anat BERGER had the following children:
Omer GRADSTEIN was born on 29 Feb 1988 in Beer Sheva ISRAEL.
Oded GRADSTEIN was born on 21 Jun 1991 in ISRAEL.
Inbal GRADSTEIN was born on 23 Dec 1997 in ISRAEL.

71. Irit Leah GRADSTEIN (Fany Rosa Shoshana BLANC, Iosel Ben Shmii BLANC, Shmil Shmuel BLANC, Yankl BLANC) was born on 01 Feb 1964 in Kiron ISRAEL. She married Doron SEGALOVICH, son of Yeoshua SEGALOVICH and KADURY on 03 Jul 1984 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He was born on 25 Nov 1958 in Tiberia ISRAEL.

Doron SEGALOVICH and Irit Leah GRADSTEIN had the following children:
Adi SEGALOVICH was born on 26 Mar 1987 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL.
SHAY SEGALOVICH was born on 26 Mar 1987 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL.

GAL SEGALOVICH was born on 15 Oct 1990 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL.

TAL SEGALOVICH was born on 13 Feb 2000 in ISRAEL.

72. **ADVA**\(^5\) GRADSTEIN (Fany Rosa Shoshana\(^4\) BLANC, Iosel Ben Sbmil\(^3\) BLANC, Shmil Shmuel\(^2\) BLANC, Yankl\(^1\) BLANC) was born on 16 Jun 1969 in Kiron ISRAEL. She married Avner GLUKSTAD, son of Bracha ZILBERMAN on 13 Sep 1994 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He was born in Tel Aviv ISRAEL.

Avner GLUKSTAD and Adva GRADSTEIN had the following children:

- **NOI**\(^6\) GLUKSTAD was born on 28 May 1995 in Kfar Saba ISRAEL.

- **GUY** GLUKSTAD was born on 16 Jul 1997 in Petach Tikva ISRAEL.

34. **CHAGIT**\(^6\) BLANC (Leonardo\(^4\), Iosel Ben Shmilm\(^3\), Shmil Shmuel\(^2\), Yankl\(^1\)) was born on 26 Apr 1967 in ISRAEL. She married Madi RAPAPORT on 01 Oct 1992 in ISRAEL. He was born on 18 Jan 1961.

Madi RAPAPORT and Chagit BLANC had the following children:

- **SCHACHAR**\(^6\) RAPAPORT was born on 26 Nov 1993 in Kibbutz Megido ISRAEL.

- **OPHIR** RAPAPORT was born on 27 May 1996 in ISRAEL.

- **NIR** RAPAPORT was born on 20 Dec 2001 in Kibbutz Meguido ISRAEL.

35. **ORNA**\(^5\) BLANC (Leonardo\(^4\), Iosel Ben Shmilm\(^3\), Shmil Shmuel\(^2\), Yankl\(^1\)) was born on 26 Apr 1967 in ISRAEL. She married Gil LAVI, son of LAVI and Neomi MICHAELI on 14 Feb 1991 in Kibbutz Megido. He was born on 23 Oct 1967 in Kibbutz Hazorea ISRAEL.

Gil LAVI and Orna BLANC had the following children:

- **PAZ**\(^6\) LAVI was born on 07 Aug 1991 in Kibbutz Magido ISRAEL.

- **ERAN** LAVI was born on 10 Apr 1996 in ISRAEL.

- **AMIR** LAVI was born on 16 Apr 2000 in Kibbutz Megido ISRAEL.

- **YONATHAN** LAVI was born on 06 Sep 2003 in ISRAEL.

36. **AVIVIT**\(^5\) BLANC (Leonardo\(^4\), Iosel Ben Shmilm\(^3\), Shmil Shmuel\(^2\), Yankl\(^1\)) was born on 30 Mar 1970 in ISRAEL. She married Tamir ISHAY, son of Yehuda ISHAY and Sara MADAR on 30 Mar 1992 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He was born on 04 Aug 1967 in ISRAEL.

Tamir ISHAY and Avivit BLANC had the following children:

- **TOM**\(^6\) ISHAY was born on 28 Dec 1992 in Kibbutz Megido ISRAEL.

- **DANIEL** ISHAY was born on 14 Mar 1996 in Afula ISRAEL.

- **MOR** ISHAY was born on 28 Jun 1997 in Afula ISRAEL.

- **YAAV** ISHAY was born on 29 Jun 2003 in Afula ISRAEL.
70. AMIT ISHAY was born on 05 Mar 2007 in Afula ISRAEL.

37. LIAT BLANC (Leonardo, Iosel Ben Shmil, Shmil Shmuel, Yankl) was born on 29 Apr 1974 in ISRAEL. She married Boaz RANKEVITZ, son of Mordechay RENKEVITZ and JENNY on 01 Jul 2004 in Tel Hadashim ISRAEL.

Boaz RANKEVITZ and Liat BLANC had the following children:

66. OFER RANKEVITZ was born on 13 Mar 2005 in ISRAEL.

67. OAD RANKEVITZ was born on 18 Sep 2009 in ISRAEL.

38. ROI BLANC (Leonardo, Iosel Ben Shmil, Shmil Shmuel, Yankl) was born on 20 Jul 1979 in ISRAEL. He married Rina PICK, daughter of Uri PICK and Dalia on 13 May 2013 in Kibbutz Meguido ISRAEL.

Roi BLANC and Rina PICK had the following child:

66. ORI BLANC was born on 25 Apr 2014 in Kibbutz Megido ISRAEL.

1 GAD LEVINTON (Neomi BLANC, Jaime BLANC, Shmil Shmuel BLANC, Yankl BLANC) was born on 13 Dec 1967 in Kibbutz Lehavot Habashan ISRAEL. He married Cinthya Valencia SALAZAR on 10 Apr 1992 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 14 Jan 1968.

Gad LEVINTON and Cinthya Valencia SALAZAR had the following children:

59. TAMARA LEVINTON was born in 1998 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

60. CATALINA LEVINTON was born on 14 Jun 2003 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

2 SOL LEVINTON (Neomi BLANC, Jaime BLANC, Shmil Shmuel BLANC, Yankl BLANC) was born on 25 Jul 1975 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Herman LECZYKI on 07 Dec 2002 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Herman LECZYKI and Sol LEVINTON had the following child:

59. AZUL LECZYKI was born on 03 Aug 2003 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

3 THERESA BLANC (Sergio, Jaime, Shmil Shmuel, Yankl) was born on 15 Jun 1977 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Nicolas VESUCHANSKY on 03 Dec 2005 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born in ARGENTINA.

Nicolas VESUCHANSKY and Theresa BLANC had the following children:

59. LEANDRO VESUCHANSKY was born on 28 Jan 2007 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

60. EZEQUIEL VESUCHANSKY was born on 15 Apr 2010 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Generation 6

49. NOAH FRIDMAN (Semadar KAMINSKY, Rivka (Quque), GEDANSKY, Feigel Fanny BLANC, Shmil Shmuel BLANC, Yankl BLANC) was born on 14 Feb 1978 in ISRAEL. She married Tzvika KINSLER on 24 Sep 2009 in ISRAEL.

Tzvika KINSLER and Noah FRIDMAN had the following children:

i. YULI KINSLER was born on 15 Mar 2011 in ISRAEL.

ii. OFER KINSLER was born on 29 Jul 2013 in ISRAEL.

50. TAMAR KADMON (Semadar KAMINSKY, Rivka (Quque), GEDANSKY, Feigel Fanny BLANC, Shmil Shmuel BLANC, Yankl BLANC) was born on 19 Jul 1982 in Kfar Saba ISRAEL. She
married Kfir ZAFRANI on 26 Aug 2007 in ISRAEL.

Kfir ZAFRANI and Tamar KADMON had the following children:
i. AMIT ZAFRANI was born on 05 Feb 2010 in ISRAEL.
ii. ZIV ZAFRANI.
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Descendants of Ochia BOCLES

Generation 1

3. **Ochia BOCLES** was born in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. He died in Basavilbaso E.R ARGENTINA. He married Sara BALBASCHAN in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. She was born in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. She died on 26 Jan 1936 in Basavilbaso E.R ARGENTINA.

Ochia BOCLES and Sara BALBASCHAN had the following children:

2. i. **BERNARDO BOCLES** was born in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA.

     26 **ABRAHAM LEIB BOCLES** was born about 1891 in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. He died on 04 May 1955 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Manuela Minde SINGER, daughter of Rev Moishe SINGER and Gitl Katerina WANTMAN on 25 Mar 1909 in Villa Mantero E R ARGENTINA. She was born in 1890 in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. She died on 08 Mar 1965 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Generation 2

1 **BERNARDO BOCLES** (Ochia BOCLES) was born in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA.

Bernardo BOCLES had the following children:

1. **JUANA BOCLES** was born in Beltzi BESSARABIA. She died in ARGENTINA.

2. **PAULINA BOCLES** was born in Beltz BESSARABIA. She died in ARGENTINA.
Descendants of David Yoseph BRAILOVSKY

Generation 1

4. **David Yoseph¹ BRAILOVSKY** was born in Kherson? RUSSIAN Empire ?. He married UNKNOWN in RUSSIAN Empire ?. She was born in RUSSIAN Empire ?.

David Yoseph BRAILOVSKY and UNKNOWN had the following child:

2. i. **Meier² BRAILOVSKY** was born in 1846 in Irkrusy RUSSIAN Empire. He died on 26 Jan 1914 in Colonia Numero 3 Villa Mantero Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Esther SAFRANCHIK, daughter of Abraham SAFRANCHIK and UNKNOWN in 1865 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She was born in 1848 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She died on 18 Feb 1945 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

Generation 2

4. **Meier² BRAILOVSKY** (David Yoseph¹) was born in 1846 in Irkrusy RUSSIAN Empire. He died on 26 Jan 1914 in Colonia Numero 3 Villa Mantero Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Esther SAFRANCHIK, daughter of Abraham SAFRANCHIK and UNKNOWN in 1865 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She was born in 1848 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She died on 18 Feb 1945 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

Meier BRAILOVSKY and Esther SAFRANCHIK had the following children:

i. **Maria Bat Meir³ BRAILOVSKY** was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She died on 29 Sep 1965 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Isaac KLEIMAN. He was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

ii. **Marcos BRAILOVSKY** was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died on 04 Sep 1958 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Dora ANCHULER in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

iii. **Antonio BRAILOVSKY** was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Rebecca ROZITCHNER, daughter of Hersh ROZITCHNER and Luisa GROISMAN in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She died on 05 Aug 1955 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

1 iv. **Isabelino BRAILOVSKY** was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Dora BORODOVSKY in San Miguel Bs As ARGENTINA.

2 v. **Sofia BRAILOVSKY** was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Salomon KRASNIAINSKY in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. He was born in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA.

1 v. **Bertha Bat Meir BRAILOVSKY** was born in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. She married Rudaeff in ARGENTINA.

vii. **Don BRALOVSKY** was born in 1874 in Soroki BESSARABIA RUSSIA. He died in ARGENTINA.

1 viii. **Miguel Michael BRAILOVSKY** was born in 1876 in BESSARABIA RUSSIA. He married Cecilia LEBENSOHN in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

6. **Bracha BRAILOVSKY** was born in 1878 in Irkrsy Russian Empire.

2 x. **Saul BRAILOVSKY** was born in 1882 in BESSARABIA RUSSIA. He died on 22 Apr 1973 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Celia KAPLAN. She died on 04 Dec 1966 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.
6. **Schevel Bralovsky** was born in 1888 in Irkrusy Russian Empire.

1  xii. **David Ben Meir Bralovsky** was born in 1894 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. He died in 1963 in Buenos Aires Argentina. He married Clara Gurevich in Kherson Russian Empire. She was born in 1879 in Kherson Russia. She died on 06 Oct 1979 in Buenos Aires Argentina.

10. **Israel Bralovsky** was born in 1894 in Irkrusy Russian Empire.


2  **Rivka Bralovsky** was born in 1908 in Argentina. She died in 2008.

---

**Generation 3**

1  **María Bat Meir** ³ **Bralovsky** (Meier², David Yoseph¹) was born in Buenos Aires Argentina. She died on 29 Sep 1965 in Buenos Aires Argentina. She married Isaac Kleiman. He was born in Buenos Aires Argentina.

Isaac Kleiman and María Bat Meir Bralovsky had the following children:

7. **Rosa Kleiman.**

8. **María Kleiman.**

9. **Maruca Kleiman.**

10. **Moises Kleiman.**

11. **Jose Kleiman.**

9. **Bertha Kleiman.** She died on 26 Jun 1933 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina.

10. **Catalina Kleiman.**

**Rebecca Kleiman.**

7. **Marcos Bralovsky** (Meier², David Yoseph¹) was born in Buenos Aires Argentina. He died on 15 Sep 1958 in Buenos Aires Argentina. He married Dora Anchuler in Buenos Aires Argentina. She was born in Buenos Aires Argentina.

Marcos Bralovsky and Dora Anchuler had the following children:

4  i. **Abraham Ben Marcos Bralovsky.** He married Aida Svetliza in Argentina. She was born in 1878 in Russian Empire. She died on 04 Aug 1942 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina.

5  ii. **Rebecca Bat Marcos Bralovsky.** She died on 22 Apr 1981 in Buenos Aires Argentina. She married Jaime SujoVolsky in Buenos Aires Argentina. He was born in Poland ?.
iii. **David Ben Marcos Brailovsky.** He married Lilia Meyer in Buenos Aires, Argentina.

iv. **Samuel Brailovsky.** He died on 01 Dec 1963 in Buenos Aires, Argentina.


10. **Antonio Brailovsky (Meier^2, David Yoseph^1)** was born in Buenos Aires, Argentina. He married Rebecca Rozitchner, daughter of Hersh Rozitchner and Luisa Groisman in Buenos Aires, Argentina. She died on 05 Aug 1955 in Buenos Aires, Argentina.

Antonio Brailovsky and Rebecca Rozitchner had the following child:

**Dora Bat Antonio Brailovsky.**

13. **Isabelino Brailovsky (Meier^2, David Yoseph^1)** was born in Buenos Aires, Argentina. He married Dora Borodovsky in San Miguel Bs As, Argentina.

Isabelino Brailovsky and Dora Borodovsky had the following children:

i. **Clara Pipa Brailovsky.** She married Marcos Mauricio Kaplan. He was born in 1908.

**Meyer Ben Isabelino Brailovsky.**

**Rebecca Bat Isabelino Brailovsky.**

14. **Sofia Brailovsky (Meier^2, David Yoseph^1)** was born in Buenos Aires, Argentina. She married Salomon Krasniansky in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R., Argentina. He was born in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R., Argentina.

Salomon Krasniansky and Sofia Brailovsky had the following children:

i. **Higinio Krasniansky.**

ii. **Fany Krasniansky.**

iii. **Saul Krasniansky.**

iv. **Chunde Krasniansky.**

1. **Miguel Michael Brailovsky (Meier^2, David Yoseph^1)** was born in 1876 in Bessarabia, Russia. He married Cecilia Lebensohn in Buenos Aires, Argentina.

Miguel Michael Brailovsky and Cecilia Lebensohn had the following children:

ii. **Chula Brailovsky.**

18. ii. **Leon Brailovsky.** He died on 13 Dec 1983 in Buenos Aires, Argentina. He married Rosita Sacks. She was born on 28 Sep 1911. She died on 09 Jul 1991 in Buenos Aires, Argentina.

i. **Rebecca Bat Miguel Brailovsky was born in 1908.**

iv. **Bertha Bat Miguel Brailovsky was born in 1910 in Argentina.** She died on 20 Feb 1987 in Argentina. She married Simon Kupchik in Argentina. He was born in 1903 in Orgeyev Bessarabia Russian Empire. He died on 13 Sep 1958 in Buenos Aires.
ARGENTINA.

10. **Saul BraiLOVSKY** (Meier Meier, David Yoseph) was born in 1882 in BESSARABIA RUSSIA. He died on 22 Apr 1973 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married **Celia KAPLAN**. She died on 04 Dec 1966 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Saul BRAILOVSKY and Celia KAPLAN had the following children:

- **Maria Bat Saul BraiLOVSKY**
- **Dora Bat Saul BraiLOVSKY** was born in 1910.
- **Betuca BraiLOVSKY** was born in 1911. She married **David Rabinovich**.

30. iv. **Sara BraiLOVSKY** was born in 1912. She died on 03 Mar 2000 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married **BeBe Davidovich**.

31. v. **Marta BraiLOVSKY** was born in 1914. She married **Ignacio Zapolnikov**.

32. vi. **Maruca BraiLOVSKY** was born in 1918. She married **Isaac Chites**.

14. **David Ben Meir BraiLOVSKY** (Meier, David Yoseph) was born in 1894 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died in 1963 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Clara GUREVICH in Kherson RUSSIAN Empire. She was born in 1879 in Kherson RUSSIA. She died on 06 Oct 1979 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

David Ben Meir BRAILOVSKY and Clara GUREVICH had the following children:

1. i. **Fany BraiLOVSKY** was born in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. She married Jacobo GATENO in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born in Panama City PANAMA.

1. ii. **Mario BraiLOVSKY** was born in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. He died in Jerusalem Israel. He married Ana FRIDMAN in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She died in Jerusalem Israel.

24. iii. **Rebecca Bat David BraiLOVSKY** was born in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. She died in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Julio SEREBRINSKY in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

25. iv. **Jose Ben David BraiLOVSKY** was born in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. He died in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. He married Betty in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. She was born in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. She died in Santa Fe ARGENTINA.

26. v. **Maria Bat David BraiLOVSKY** was born in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. She died in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. She married Abraham COHAN in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

27. vi. **Abraham Ben David BraiLOVSKY** was born on 27 Apr 1918 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. He died in 1989 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Sara MILNER, daughter of Salomon MILNER and Maria SOCOLOVSKY in 1950 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 27 Nov 1920 in Bahia Blanca Bs As ARGENTINA.
28. vii. **BERTHA BAT DAVID BRAILOVSKY** was born on 30 Aug 1922 in Villa Mantero E.R. ARGENTINA. She died on 22 Jul 2004 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Pablo GARBER in 1950 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 24 Dec 1924 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

1 **YOSEF BEN MEIR BRAILOVSKY** (Meier\(^2\), David Yoseph\(^1\)) was born in 1895 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 06 Oct 1948 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Chaia Ite Aida SINGER, daughter of Rev Moishe SINGER and Gitl Katerina WANTMAN in 1919 in Villa Mantero Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born in 1899 in Colonia Tres Villa Mantero E. R. ARGENTINA. She died on 03 Dec 1967 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Yosef Ben Meir BRAILOVSKY and Chaia Ite Aida SINGER had the following children:

1 i. **MARGARITA BRAILOVSKY** was born on 29 Apr 1920 in Villa Mantero Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 12 Dec 1992 in Basavilbaso Pcia Entre Rios ARG.. She married Israel LEVITZKY, son of Shloime LEVITZKY and Sofia MINUCHIM on 07 Mar 1945 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born on 02 Jun 1917 in Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 13 Jun 1993 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

2 ii. **MOISES BRAILOVSKY** was born on 19 Sep 1922 in Villa Mantero Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 17 Jun 1982 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. He married Sofia Rosa GOLDCHMIT, daughter of Adolfo GOLDCHMIT and Olga GUENIA in ARGENTINA. She was born on 28 May 1925 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. She died on 03 Jul 1998 in Cordoba ARGENTINA.

### Generation 4

14. **ABRAHAM BEN MARCOS BRAILOVSKY** (Marcos, Meier\(^2\), David Yoseph\(^1\), Marcos). He married Aida SVETLIZA in ARGENTINA. She was born in 1878 in Russian Empire. She died on 04 Aug 1942 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Abraham Ben Marcos BRAILOVSKY and Aida SVETLIZA had the following children:

1 i. **EDUARDO RICARDO BRAILOVSKY** was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Rosali Lidia POHULANIK in Resistencia Chaco ARGENTINA. She was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

29. **JORGE ALBERTO BRAILOVSKY** was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

2 ii. **GLADYS JUDITH BRAILOVSKY** was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Federico WAINSTEIN in ARGENTINA. He was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

15. **REBECCA BAT MARCOS BRAILOVSKY** (Marcos, Meier\(^2\), David Yoseph\(^1\), Marcos). She died on 22 Apr 1981 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Jaime SUJOVOLSKY in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born in Poland ?.

Jaime SUJOVOLSKY and Rebecca Bat Marcos BRAILOVSKY had the following child:

ii. **MARTHA SUJOVOLSKY** was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

2 **DAVID BEN MARCOS BRAILOVSKY** (Marcos, Meier\(^2\), David Yoseph\(^1\), Marcos). He married Lilia MEYER in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

David Ben Marcos BRAILOVSKY and Lilia MEYER had the following child:

iii. **ALBERTO ELIO BRAILOVSKY** was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Jacobo BRAILOVSKY and Cecilia MALAMUD had the following children:

   iii. **Carlos Alberto Braiovsky** was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

35. ii. **Judith Braiovsky** was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Jorge Vdret in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

23. **Clara Pipa Braiovsky** (Isabelino, Meier^{2}, David Yoseph^{1}, Isabelino). She married **Marcos Mauricio Kaplan**. He was born in 1908.

Marcos Mauricio KAPLAN and Clara Pipa BRAILOVSKY had the following child:

   i. **Rebecca Catalina Kaplan** was born in 1941 in Villa Elisa Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married **Pacual Americo Moren**.

24. **Leon Braiovsky** (Miguel Michael, Meier^{2}, David Yoseph^{1}, Miguel Michael). He died on 13 Dec 1983 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married **Rosita Sacks**. She was born on 28 Sep 1911. She died on 09 Jul 1991 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Leon BRAILOVSKY and Rosita SACKS had the following children:

   i. **Carlos Braiovsky**.

   ii. **Susana Braiovsky**.

25. **Bertha Bat Miguel Braiovsky** (Miguel Michael, Meier^{2}, David Yoseph^{1}) was born in 1910 in ARGENTINA. She died on 20 Feb 1987 in ARGENTINA. She married Simon KUPCHIK in ARGENTINA. He was born in 1903 in Orgeyev Bessarabia Russian Empire. He died on 13 Sep 1958 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Simon KUPCHIK and Bertha Bat Miguel BRAILOVSKY had the following child:

   35. i. **Aberto Kupchik** was born in ARGENTINA. He married **Unknown**.

26. **Sara Braiovsky** (Saul, Meier^{2}, David Yoseph^{1}) was born in 1912. She died on 03 Mar 2000 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married **Bebe Davidovich**.

Bebe DAVIDOVICH and Sara BRAILOVSKY had the following child:

   i. **Ethel Davidovich**.

27. **Marta Braiovsky** (Saul, Meier^{2}, David Yoseph^{1}) was born in 1914. She married **Ignacio Zapolnikov**.

Ignacio ZAPOLNIKOV and Marta BRAILOVSKY had the following children:

   i. **Anibal Zapolnikov**.

   ii. **Marta Zapolnikov**.

   iii. **Hugo Zapolnikov**.

28. **Maruca Braiovsky** (Saul, Meier^{2}, David Yoseph^{1}) was born in 1918. She married **Isaac Chites**.

Isaac CHITES and Maruca BRAILOVSKY had the following children:

   i. **Anita Chites**.
29. **Fany Braiovsky** (David Ben Meir, Meier², David Yoseph¹) was born in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. She married Jacobo Gateno in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born in Panama City PANAMA.

Jacobo Gateno and Fany Braiovsky had the following children:

A  

 i. **Claudia Ines Gateno** was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married William Braiovsky, son of Braiovsky in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born in Mexico DF MEXICO.

Jose Norberto Gateno was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

34. **Mario Braiovsky** (David Ben Meir, Meier², David Yoseph¹) was born in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. He died in Jerusalem Israel. He married Ana Fridman in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She died in Jerusalem Israel.

Mario Braiovsky and Ana Fridman had the following children:

i. **Daniel Jorge Bar Meir** was born on 13 Apr 1945 in Palomar Bs As ARGENTINA. He married Blime on 23 Jan 1968 in ISRAEL. She was born on 22 Jan 1948 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

ii. **Reuben Bar Meir** was born on 25 Nov 1947 in Palomar Bs As ARGENTINA. He married Tzipora on 14 Aug 1968 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. She was born in Divekar INDIA.

35. **Rebecca Bat David Braiovsky** (David Ben Meir, Meier², David Yoseph¹) was born in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. She died in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Julio Serembrinsky in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Julio Serembrinsky and Rebecca Bat David Braiovsky had the following children:

1 i. **Sonia Esther Serembrinsky** was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Francisco Flam. He was born in Resistencia Chaco ARGENTINA.

2 ii. **Amelia Serembrinsky** was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Oscar Leiber. He was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

1 **Jose Ben David Braiovsky** (David Ben Meir, Meier², David Yoseph¹) was born in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. He died in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. He married Betty in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. She was born in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. She died in Santa Fe ARGENTINA.

Jose Ben David Braiovsky and Betty had the following children:

i **Alejandro Braiovsky** was born in Santa Fe ARGENTINA.

ii **Patricia Braiovsky** was born in Santa Fe ARGENTINA.

iii **Debora Braiovsky** was born in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. She died on 29 Jan 1960 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Alschulier.

2 **Maria Bat David Braiovsky** (David Ben Meir, Meier², David Yoseph¹) was born in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. She died in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. She married Abraham Cohen in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Abraham Cohen and Maria Bat David Braiovsky had the following children:
1  i. LUISA COHAN was born on 12 Oct 1938 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Juan Manuel SONIN on 19 Nov 1960 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

2  ii. GLADYS COHAN was born in 1942 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. She married Ernesto WAINER in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. He was born in Santa Fe ARGENTINA.

3  iii. LUIS COHAN was born in 1951 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married (1) NORMA WITNICK in 1980 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married (2) VIRGINIA WITNICK in 1977 in Montevideo URUGUAY. She was born in Montevideo URUGUAY. He married (3) VIRGINIA in 1977 in Montevideo URUGUAY. She was born in Montevideo URUGUAY.

56. ABRAHAM BEN DAVID BRAILOVSKY (David Ben Meir, Meier\(^2\), David Yoseph\(^1\)) was born on 27 Apr 1918 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. He died in 1989 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Sara MILNER, daughter of Salomon MILNER and Maria SOCIOLOVSKY in 1950 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 27 Nov 1920 in Bahia Blanca Bs As ARGENTINA.

Abraham Ben David BRAILOVSKY and Sara MILNER had the following children:

i. EDUARDO JORGE BRAILOVSKY was born on 21 Sep 1952 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married CHRISTINA ABRAMOFF. She was born on 18 Jun 1954 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married (2) TAMARA SILVINA BREZCA on 17 Aug 1995 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 18 Jun 1969 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

ii. CARLOS SERGIO BRAILOVSKY was born on 19 Mar 1958 in Buenos Aires. He married Graciela CALOMITI in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

iii. DIANA ALEJANDRA BRAILOVSKY was born on 01 Mar 1970 in Ciudadela Bs As ARGENTINA. She married MARCELO GONZEWKY. He was born in Posadas Misiones ARGENTINA.

57. BERTHA BAT DAVID BRAILOVSKY (David Ben Meir, Meier\(^2\), David Yoseph\(^1\)) was born on 30 Aug 1922 in Villa Mantero E.R. ARGENTINA. She died on 22 Jul 2004 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Pablo GARBER in 1950 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 24 Dec 1924 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Pablo GARBER and Bertha Bat David BRAILOVSKY had the following children:

2  i. MONICA NOEMI GARBER was born on 21 Apr 1948 in Palomar Bs As ARGENTINA. She married Sergio Nestor GWIRC on 30 Sep 1972 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 21 Apr 1950 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

3  ii. RICARDO CESAR GARBER was born on 18 Aug 1953 in Martin Coronado Bs As ARGENTINA. He married Florencia Eva Ines ZUBRISKY, daughter of Valentin ZUBRISKY and Marta GURMAN in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 18 Dec 1955 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

36. MARGARITA BRAILOVSKY (Yosef Ben Meir, Meier\(^2\), David Yoseph\(^1\)) was born on 29 Apr 1920 in Villa Mantero Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 12 Dec 1992 in Basavilbaso Pcia Entre Rios ARG.. She married Israel LEVITZKY, son of Shloime LEVITZKY and Sofia MINUCHIM on 07 Mar 1945 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born on 02 Jun 1917 in Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 13 Jun 1993 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Israel LEVITZKY and Margarita BRAILOVSKY had the following children:

1  i. SALOMON OSCAR (DIDI) LEVITZKY was born on 04 Sep 1947 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios
ARGENTINA. He died on 14 Aug 1991 in Corrientes ARGENTINA. He married Maria Elena (Tury) ROBLES on 14 Aug 1976 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 11 Sep 1947 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

30. ii. JOSE ABRAHAM LEVITZKY was born on 19 Aug 1951 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Nora R. MAGNI, daughter of Robero Casto MAGNI and Maria ROSSI on 18 Mar 1977 in Basavilbaso E.R. ARGENTINA. She was born on 29 Aug 1955 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

64. iii. MARTHA SOPHIA LEVITZKY was born on 03 May 1955 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Yossi KRUG, son of Tzvi KRUG and Rachel KLAINSHTIEN on 14 May 1979 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He was born on 30 Aug 1953 in Tel Aviv Yaffo ISRAEL.

1 Moises BRAILOVSKY (Yosef Ben Meir, Meier2, David Yoseph1) was born on 19 Sep 1922 in Villa Mantero Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 17 Jun 1982 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. He married Sofia Rosa GOLDCHMIT, daughter of Adolfo GOLDCHMIT and Olga GUENIA in ARGENTINA. She was born on 28 May 1925 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. She died on 03 Jul 1998 in Cordoba ARGENTINA.

Moises BRAILOVSKY and Sofia Rosa GOLDCHMIT had the following children:

1. i. JOSE ALEJANDRO BRAILOVSKY was born on 02 Dec 1949 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. He married Marcela SOSA about 1975 in Cordoba ARGENTINA.

52. ii. ELIZABETH LEONOR (ELITA) BRAILOVSKY was born on 07 Aug 1951 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. She died on 10 Aug 2006 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Francisco Ben Francisco DELGADO, son of Francisco DELGADO and Maria Encarnacion CARDARELLI about 1974 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. He was born on 05 Feb 1946 in Cordoba ARGENTINA.

53. iii. GABRIEL JUAN BRAILOVSKY was born on 23 May 1957 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. He married (1) GABRIELA ARRAGADA, daughter of Alberto ARRAGADA and Amelia SILVEYRA on 09 Sep 1992 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. She was born on 06 Dec 1965 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. He married (2) MICHEL MOSTOVSKY in 1984.

73. iv. ADRIANA ETHEL BRAILOVSKY was born on 22 Sep 1960 in San Francisco Cordoba ARGENTINA. She married Marcelo GARIGLIO, son of Felix Benjamin GARIGLIO and Alba BASCOECHEA in ARGENTINA. He was born on 09 Oct 1959 in San Francisco Cordoba ARGENTINA.

Generation 5

27. EDUARDO RICARDO BRAILOVSKY (Abraham Ben Marcos, Marcos, Meier2, David Yoseph1) was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Rosali Lidia POHULANIK in Resistencia Chaco ARGENTINA. She was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Eduardo Ricardo BRAILOVSKY and Rosali Lidia POHULANIK had the following children:

52. DIEGO FABIAN BRAILOVSKY was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

53. ARIEL BRAILOVSKY was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Karina SUASNABAR in 1966 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

28. GLADYS JUDITH BRAILOVSKY (Abraham Ben Marcos, Marcos, Meier2, David Yoseph1) was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Federico WAINSTEIN in ARGENTINA. He was born in
Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Federico WAINSTEIN and Gladys Judith BRAILOVSKY had the following children:

52. **ROMINA WAINSTEIN** was born in ARGENTINA.

53. **ALEJANDRO WAINSTEIN** was born in ARGENTINA.

29. **JUDITH BRAILOVSKY** (Jacobo, Marcos, Meier², David Yoseph¹) was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Jorge VIDRET in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Jorge VIDRET and Judith BRAILOVSKY had the following child:
   i. **SILVIA VIDRET**.

4. **ABERTO KUPCHIK** (Bertha Bat Miguel BRAILOVSKY, Miguel Michael BRAILOVSKY, Meier² BRAILOVSKY, David Yoseph¹ BRAILOVSKY) was born in ARGENTINA. He married **UNKNOWN**.

Aberto KUPCHIK and UNKNOWN had the following child:
   i. **CLAUDIO KUPCHIK** was born in ARGENTINA.

5. **CLAUDIA INES GATENO** (Fany BRAILOVSKY, David Ben Meir BRAILOVSKY, Meier² BRAILOVSKY, David Yoseph¹ BRAILOVSKY) was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married William BRAILOVSKY, son of BRAILOVSKY in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born in Mexico DF MEXICO.

William BRAILOVSKY and Claudia Ines GATENO had the following children:
   i. **DANIEL ALEXANDER BRAILOVSKY** was born on 04 Oct 1988 in Mexico D F MEXICO.

   ii. **YONATHAN ARIEL BRAILOVSKY** was born on 04 Sep 1990 in Mexico D F MEXICO.

   iii. **PAOLA CLARA BRAILOVSKY** was born on 24 Mar 1995 in Mexico D F MEXICO.

6. **DANIEL JORGE BAR MEIR** (Mario BRAILOVSKY, David Ben Meir BRAILOVSKY, Meier² BRAILOVSKY, David Yoseph¹ BRAILOVSKY) was born on 13 Apr 1945 in Palomar Bs As ARGENTINA. He married **BLIME** on 23 Jan 1968 in ISRAEL. She was born on 22 Jan 1948 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Daniel Jorge Bar MEIR and BLIME had the following children:
   59. i. **SHIRLI BAR MEIR** was born on 19 Jun 1969 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. She married Alon ATZMON on 15 Oct 1994 in Haifa ISRAEL.

   60. ii. **RINAT BAR MEIR** was born on 19 Jun 1969 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. She married Erez COHEN on 11 Nov 1995 in Haifa ISRAEL.

   61. iii. **MEIR BAR MEIR** was born on 21 Aug 1972 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He married **OSHRIT** on 21 Oct 2000 in Haifa ISRAEL.

   62. iv. **MOTI BAR MEIR** was born on 24 Sep 1978 in ISRAEL. He married **DANA** in 2006 in ISRAEL. She was born in ISRAEL.

7. **REUBEN BAR MEIR** (Mario BRAILOVSKY, David Ben Meir BRAILOVSKY, Meier² BRAILOVSKY, David Yoseph¹ BRAILOVSKY) was born on 25 Nov 1947 in Palomar Bs As ARGENTINA. He married **TZIPORA** on 14 Aug 1968 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. She was born in Divekar INDIA.

Reuben Bar MEIR and TZIPORA had the following children:
1. **LIAT BAR MEIR** was born on 23 Oct 1968 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. She married Marcelo Arcos CHACHAM on 15 May 1992 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He was born in Santiago de CHILE.

2. ii. **NAĐAV BAR MEIR** was born on 15 Oct 1971 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He married Debbie FELDMAN on 13 Feb 1997 in ISRAEL. She was born on 31 Aug 1969 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

3. iii. **LIMOR BAR MEIR** was born on 23 Mar 1975 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. She married Yaniv BARUCH on 18 Aug 2003 in ISRAEL.

1. **SONIA ESTHER SREBRINSKY** (Rebecca Bat David BRAILOVSKY, David Ben Meir BRAILOVSKY, Meier² BRAILOVSKY, David Yoseph¹ BRAILOVSKY) was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married **FRANCISCO FLAM**. He was born in Resistencia Chaco ARGENTINA.

   Francisco FLAM and Sonia Esther SREBRINSKY had the following children:
   iii. **SILVA FLAM**. She married Isaac MATERYN in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

   iv. **ELISA FLAM**. She married Ruben MATERYN in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

2. **AMELIA SREBRINSKY** (Rebecca Bat David BRAILOVSKY, David Ben Meir BRAILOVSKY, Meier² BRAILOVSKY, David Yoseph¹ BRAILOVSKY) was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married **OSCAR LEIBER**. He was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

   Oscar LEIBER and Amelia SREBRINSKY had the following children:
   iii. **GUSTAVO LEIBER** was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

   iv. **JULIO LEIBER** was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

3. **LUISA COHAN** (Maria Bat David BRAILOVSKY, David Ben Meir BRAILOVSKY, Meier² BRAILOVSKY, David Yoseph¹ BRAILOVSKY) was born on 12 Oct 1938 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Juan Manuel SONIN on 19 Nov 1960 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

   Juan Manuel SONIN and Luisa COHAN had the following children:
   60. i. **SILVIA SONIN** was born on 31 Jul 1961 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Pablo UMANSKY on 26 Mar 1989 in Quilmes Bs As ARGENTINA. He was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

   i. **RICARDO VALENTIN SONIN** was born on 21 Aug 1962 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

   ii. **LAURA SONIN** was born on 02 Jan 1970 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Diego Alberto LANCHUSKE in 1993 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

1. **GLADYS COHAN** (Maria Bat David BRAILOVSKY, David Ben Meir BRAILOVSKY, Meier² BRAILOVSKY, David Yoseph¹ BRAILOVSKY) was born in 1942 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. She married Ernesto WAINER in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. He was born in Santa Fe ARGENTINA.

   Ernesto WAINER and Gladys COHAN had the following children:
   i. **NICOLAS WAINER**.

   ii. **VALERIA WAINER** was born in 1968.
Luis COHAN (Maria Bat David BRAILOVSKY, David Ben Meir BRAILOVSKY, Meier\(^2\) BRAILOVSKY, David Yoseph\(^1\) BRAILOVSKY) was born in 1951 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married (1) NORMA WITNICK in 1980 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married (2) VIRGINIA WITNICK in 1977 in Montevideo URUGUAY. She was born in Montevideo URUGUAY. He married (3) VIRGINIA in 1977 in Montevideo URUGUAY. She was born in Montevideo URUGUAY.

Luis COHAN and Norma WITNICK had the following children:

i. MATIAS COHAN was born in 1980.

ii. LEANDRO COHAN was born in 1981.

iii. IVAN COHAN was born in 1987.

Luis COHAN and Virginia WITNICK had the following children:

64. MATIAS COHAN was born in 1980.

65. LEANDRO COHAN was born in 1981.

66. IVAN COHAN was born in 1987.

Eduardo Jorge BRAILOVSKY (Abraham Ben David, David Ben Meir, Meier\(^2\), David Yoseph\(^1\)) was born on 21 Sep 1952 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married CHRISTINA ABRAMOFF. She was born on 18 Jun 1954 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married (2) TAMARA SILVINA BREZCA on 17 Aug 1995 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 18 Jun 1969 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Eduardo Jorge BRAILOVSKY and Tamara Silvina BREZCA had the following child:

65. MATIAS BRAILOVSKY was born on 18 Mar 1997.

Carlos Sergio BRAILOVSKY (Abraham Ben David, David Ben Meir, Meier\(^2\), David Yoseph\(^1\)) was born on 19 Mar 1958 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married GRACIELA CALOMITI in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married (2) MARCELO GONZEWSKY on 17 Aug 1995 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 18 Jun 1969 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Carlos Sergio BRAILOVSKY and Graciela CALOMITI had the following children:

65. IVANNA BRAILOVSKY.

66. NICOLAS BRAILOVSKY.

Diana Alejandra BRAILOVSKY (Abraham Ben David, David Ben Meir, Meier\(^2\), David Yoseph\(^1\)) was born on 01 Mar 1970 in Ciudadela Bs As ARGENTINA. She married MARCELO GONZEWSKY. He was born in Posadas Misiones ARGENTINA.

Marcelo GONZEWSKY and Diana Alejandra BRAILOVSKY had the following child:

65. SEBASTIAN GONZEWSKY was born in 2000 in Posadas Misiones ARGENTINA.

Monica Noemi GARBER (Bertha Bat David BRAILOVSKY, David Ben Meir BRAILOVSKY, Meier\(^2\) BRAILOVSKY, David Yoseph\(^1\) BRAILOVSKY) was born on 21 Apr 1948 in Palomar Bs As ARGENTINA. She married Sergio Nestor GWIRC on 30 Sep 1972 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 21 Apr 1950 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Sergio Nestor GWIRC and Monica Noemi GARBER had the following children:
65. **DEBORA GWIRC** was born on 07 May 1974 in Moron Bs As ARGENTINA. She married Chavier ELEMOGIEN on 19 Aug 2001 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 16 Jan 1971 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

66. **ROMINA LAURA GWIRC** was born on 24 Oct 1976 in Moron Bs As ARGENTINA.

67. **DAMIAN ANIBAL GWIRC** was born on 18 Sep 1978 in Moron Bs As ARGENTINA.

39. **RICARDO CESAR GARBER** (Bertha Bat David BRAILOVSKY, David Ben Meir BRAILOVSKY, Meier² BRAILOVSKY, David Yoseph ¹ BRAILOVSKY) was born on 18 Aug 1953 in Martin Coronado Bs As ARGENTINA. He married Florencia Eva Ines ZUBRISKY, daughter of Valentín ZUBRISKY and Marta GURMAN in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 18 Dec 1955 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Ricardo Cesar GARBER and Florencia Eva Ines ZUBRISKY had the following children:

68. i. **SEBASTIAN ANDRES GARBER** was born on 05 Jul 1979 in Martin Coronado Bs As ARGENTINA. He married Yanina BINDER in 2008 in Palomar Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born in 1979.

**FLAVIO ESTEBAN GARBER** was born on 12 Jul 1980 in Martin Coronado Bs As ARGENTINA.

**LEANDRO MARTIN GARBER** was born on 28 Feb 1987 in Martin Coronado Bs As ARGENTINA.

48. **SALOMON OSCAR (DIDI) LEVITZKY** (Margarita BRAILOVSKY, Yosef Ben Meir BRAILOVSKY, Meier² BRAILOVSKY, David Yoseph ¹ BRAILOVSKY) was born on 04 Sep 1947 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 14 Aug 1991 in Corrientes ARGENTINA. He married Maria Elena (Tury) ROBLES on 14 Aug 1976 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 11 Sep 1947 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Salomon Oscar (Didi) LEVITZKY and Maria Elena (Tury) ROBLES had the following children:

64. i. **LUCRECIA CAROLINA MARTHA LEVITZKY** was born on 15 Sep 1981 in Corrientes ARGENTINA. She married UNKNOWN in Corrientes ARGENTINA.

ii. **GUILLERMO LEVITZKY** was born on 03 May 1984 in Corrientes ARGENTINA.

49. **JOSE ABRAHAM LEVITZKY** (Margarita BRAILOVSKY, Yosef Ben Meir BRAILOVSKY, Meier² BRAILOVSKY, David Yoseph ¹ BRAILOVSKY) was born on 19 Aug 1951 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Nora R. MAGNI, daughter of Roberto CASTO MAGNI and Maria ROSSI on 18 Mar 1977 in Basavilbaso E.R. ARGENTINA. She was born on 29 Aug 1955 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Jose Abraham LEVITZKY and Nora R. MAGNI had the following children:

65. i. **DEBORA CONSTANZA LEVITZKY** was born on 16 Mar 1979 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Javier Alejandro GARNIER, son of Delis Rogelio GARNIER and Angelica Rosa ERPEN in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

66. ii. **ELIANA ARACELI LEVITZKY** was born on 28 May 1982 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Lucas ORSINI. He was born in Macia Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

iii. **NOELIA ANALI LEVITZKY** was born on 19 Oct 1984 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios
iv. **ROBERTO ELIEZER LEVITZKY** was born on 14 Jun 1985 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

37. ** MARTHA SOPHIA LEVITZKY** (Margarita BRAILovsky, Yosef Ben Meir BRAILovsky, Meier\(^2\) BRAILovsky, David Yoseph\(^1\) BRAILovsky) was born on 03 May 1955 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Yossi KRUG, son of Tzvi KRUG and Rachel KLAINSHTIEN on 14 May 1979 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He was born on 30 Aug 1953 in Tel Aviv Yaffo ISRAEL.

Yossi KRUG and Martha Sophia LEVITZKY had the following children:

- **SHELLY KRUG** was born on 13 Jun 1980 in Tel Aviv Yaffo ISRAEL. She married Frank QUINTEROS in 2010 in CRYPUS. He was born in CUBA.
- **DANA KRUG** was born on 09 Aug 1982 in Tel Aviv Yaffo ISRAEL.
- **YONATAN KRUG** was born on 24 Jun 1987 in Tel Aviv Yaffo ISRAEL.

58. **JOSE ALEJANDRO BRAILovsky** (Moises, Yosef Ben Meir, Meier\(^2\), David Yoseph\(^1\)) was born on 02 Dec 1949 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. He married Marcela SOSA about 1975 in Cordoba ARGENTINA.

Jose Alejandro BRAILovsky and Marcela SOSA had the following children:

i. **MIGUEL BEN JOSE BRAILovsky** was born on 04 Feb 1978 in Cordoba ARGENTINA.

85. **VALENTINA BRAILovsky** was born on 04 Feb 1978 in Cordoba ARGENTINA.

44. **ELIZABETH LEONOR (ELITA) BRAILovsky** (Moises, Yosef Ben Meir, Meier\(^2\), David Yoseph\(^1\)) was born on 07 Aug 1951 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. She died on 10 Aug 2006 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Francisco Ben Francisco DELGADO, son of Francisco DELGADO and Maria Encarnacion CARDARELLI about 1974 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. He was born on 05 Feb 1946 in Cordoba ARGENTINA.

Francisco Ben Francisco DELGADO and Elizabeth Leonor (Elita) BRAILovsky had the following children:

42. i. **FLORENCIA DELGADO** was born on 29 Apr 1976 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. She married **GUSTAVO RABELLINO**.

93. **PATRICIO DELGADO** was born on 15 Aug 1978 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

iii. **GABRIEL JUAN BRAILovsky** (Moises, Yosef Ben Meir, Meier\(^2\), David Yoseph\(^1\)) was born on 23 May 1957 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. He married (1) **GABRIELA ARRAGADA**, daughter of Alberto ARRAIGADA and Amelia SILVEYRA on 09 Sep 1992 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. She was born on 06 Dec 1965 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. He married (2) **MICHEL MOSTOVSKY** in 1984.

Gabriel Juan BRAILovsky and Gabriela ARRAIGADA had the following children:

i. **IVAN BRAILovsky**

ii. **PEDRO BRAILovsky** was born on 19 Jan 1995 in Rio Cuarto Cordoba ARGENTINA.

Gabriel Juan BRAILovsky and Michel MOSTOVSKY had the following child:

76. **BARBARA BRAILovsky** was born in 1985 in Cordoba ARGENTINA.

45. **ADRIANA ETHEL BRAILovsky** (Moises, Yosef Ben Meir, Meier\(^2\), David Yoseph\(^1\)) was born on 22 Sep 1960 in San Francisco Cordoba ARGENTINA. She married Marcelo GARIGLIO, son of Felix
Benjamin GARIGLIO and Alba BASCOECHEA in ARGENTINA. He was born on 09 Oct 1959 in San Francisco Cordoba ARGENTINA.

Marcelo GARIGLIO and Adriana Ethel BRAILOVSKY had the following child:

77. **DANA LIZ GARIGLIO** was born on 12 Nov 1996 in ARGENTINA.

iii. **GABRIEL JUAN BRAILOVSKY** (Moises, Yosef Ben Meir, Meier\(^2\), David Yoseph\(^1\)) was born on 23 May 1957 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. He married (1) **GABRIELA ARRAIGADA**, daughter of Alberto ARRAIGADA and Amelia SILVEYRA on 09 Sep 1992 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. She was born on 06 Dec 1965 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. He married (2) **MICHEL MOSTOVSKY** in 1984.

Gabriel Juan BRAILOVSKY and Gabriela ARRAIGADA had the following children:

i. **IVAN BRAILOVSKY**

ii. **PEDRO BRAILOVSKY** was born on 19 Jan 1995 in Rio Cuarto Cordoba ARGENTINA.

Gabriel Juan BRAILOVSKY and Michel MOSTOVSKY had the following child:

77. **BARBARA BRAILOVSKY** was born in 1985 in Cordoba ARGENTINA.

46. **ADRIANA ETHEL BRAILOVSKY** (Moises, Yosef Ben Meir, Meier\(^2\), David Yoseph\(^1\)) was born on 22 Sep 1960 in San Francisco Cordoba ARGENTINA. She married Marcelo GARIGLIO, son of Felix Benjamin GARIGLIO and Alba BASCOECHEA in ARGENTINA. He was born on 09 Oct 1959 in San Francisco Cordoba ARGENTINA.

Marcelo GARIGLIO and Adriana Ethel BRAILOVSKY had the following child:

77. **DANA LIZ GARIGLIO** was born on 12 Nov 1996 in ARGENTINA.

**Generation 6**

43. **SHIRLI BAR MEIR** (Daniel Jorge Bar, Mario BRAILOVSKY, David Ben Meir BRAILOVSKY, Meier\(^2\) BRAILOVSKY, David Yoseph\(^1\) BRAILOVSKY) was born on 19 Jun 1969 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. She married Alon ATZMON on 15 Oct 1994 in Haifa ISRAEL.

Alon ATZMON and Shirli Bar MEIR had the following children:

93. **SHAKED ATZMON** was born on 18 Apr 1997 in ISRAEL.

94. **ROTEM ATZMON** was born on 22 Dec 2001 in ISRAEL.

1 **RINAT BAR MEIR** (Daniel Jorge Bar, Mario BRAILOVSKY, David Ben Meir BRAILOVSKY, Meier\(^2\) BRAILOVSKY, David Yoseph\(^1\) BRAILOVSKY) was born on 19 Jun 1969 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. She married Erez COHEN on 11 Nov 1995 in Haifa ISRAEL.

Erez COHEN and Rinat Bar MEIR had the following children:

84. **RAZ COHEN** was born on 22 Dec 1997 in ISRAEL.

85. **IAM COHEN** was born on 30 Apr 2000 in ISRAEL.

86. **ITAI COHEN** was born in Sep 2008 in ISRAEL.

2 **MEIR BAR MEIR** (Daniel Jorge Bar, Mario BRAILOVSKY, David Ben Meir BRAILOVSKY, Meier\(^2\) BRAILOVSKY, David Yoseph\(^1\) BRAILOVSKY) was born on 21 Aug 1972 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He married OSHRIT on 21 Oct 2000 in Haifa ISRAEL.

Meir Bar MEIR and OSHRIT had the following children:

84. **LIHI BAR MEIR** was born on 22 Nov 2001 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL.
85. ORIT BAR MEIR was born on 30 Jan 2003 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL.

3 Moti Bar MEIR (Daniel Jorge Bar, Mario BRAILOVSKY, David Ben Meir BRAILOVSKY, Meier² BRAILOVSKY, David Yoseph¹ BRAILOVSKY) was born on 24 Sep 1978 in ISRAEL. He married DANA in 2006 in ISRAEL. She was born in ISRAEL.

Moti Bar MEIR and DANA had the following child:

84. GUY BAR MEIR was born in 2007.

4 LIAT BAR MEIR (Reuben Bar, Mario BRAILOVSKY, David Ben Meir BRAILOVSKY, Meier² BRAILOVSKY, David Yoseph¹ BRAILOVSKY) was born on 23 Oct 1968 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He married Marcelo Arcos CHACHAM on 15 May 1992 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He was born in Santiago de CHILE.

Marcelo Arcos CHACHAM and Liat Bar MEIR had the following children:

84. YUVAL ARCOS CHACHAM was born on 13 Dec 1992 in ISRAEL.

85. PELEG ARCOS CHACHAM was born on 28 Jan 1995 in ISRAEL.

5 Nadav Bar MEIR (Reuben Bar, Mario BRAILOVSKY, David Ben Meir BRAILOVSKY, Meier² BRAILOVSKY, David Yoseph¹ BRAILOVSKY) was born on 15 Oct 1971 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He married Debbie FELDMAN on 13 Feb 1997 in ISRAEL. She was born on 31 Aug 1969 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Nadav Bar MEIR and Debbie FELDMAN had the following children:

84. ETHEL BAR MEIR was born on 25 Nov 1998 in Jerusalem ISRAEL.

85. YAZMIN BAR MEIR was born on 30 Mar 2001 in Tegucigalpa HONDURAS.

86. GEFEN BAR MEIR was born on 30 Mar 2001 in Tegucigalpa HONDURAS.

6 Limor Bar MEIR (Reuben Bar, Mario BRAILOVSKY, David Ben Meir BRAILOVSKY, Meier² BRAILOVSKY, David Yoseph¹ BRAILOVSKY) was born on 23 Mar 1975 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. She married Yaniv BARUCH on 18 Aug 2003 in ISRAEL.

Yaniv BARUCH and Limor Bar MEIR had the following children:

84. KESHEF BARUCH was born on 01 Mar 2001 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL.

i. GILI BARUCH was born in 2006 in ISRAEL.

1 Silvia Sonin (Luisa COHAN, Maria Bat David BRAILOVSKY, David Ben Meir BRAILOVSKY, Meier² BRAILOVSKY, David Yoseph¹ BRAILOVSKY) was born on 31 Jul 1961 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Pablo UMANSKY on 26 Mar 1989 in Quilmes Bs As ARGENTINA. He was born in Buenos Airess ARGENTINA.

Pablo UMANSKY and Silvia SONIN had the following children:

ii. SHIRLY UMANSKY.

iii. MELISA UMANSKY.

2 Sebastian Andres Garber (Ricardo Cesar, Bertha Bat David BRAILOVSKY, David Ben Meir BRAILOVSKY, Meier² BRAILOVSKY, David Yoseph¹ BRAILOVSKY) was born on 05 Jul 1979 in Martin Coronado Bs As ARGENTINA. He married Yanina BINDER in 2008 in Palomar Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born in 1979.
Sebastian Andres GARBER and Yanina BINDER had the following child:
   ii. EMMA GARBER was born on 05 Sep 2008 in ISRAEL.

3  **LUCRECIA CAROLINA MARTHA LEVITZKY** (Salomon Oscar (Didi), Margarita BRAILOVSKY, Yosef Ben Meir BRAILOVSKY, Meier² BRAILOVSKY, David Yoseph¹ BRAILOVSKY) was born on 15 Sep 1981 in Corrientes ARGENTINA. She married UNKNOWN in Corrientes ARGENTINA.

UNKNOWN and Lucrecia Carolina Martha LEVITZKY had the following children:
   ii. JOEL LEVITZKY was born in Corrientes ARGENTINA.

   iii. MIKAEL LEVITZKY was born in Corrientes ARGENTINA.

4  **DEBORA CONSTANZA LEVITZKY** (Jose Abraham, Margarita BRAILOVSKY, Yosef Ben Meir BRAILOVSKY, Meier² BRAILOVSKY, David Yoseph¹ BRAILOVSKY) was born on 16 Mar 1979 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Javier Alejandro GARNIER, son of Delis Rogelio GARNIER and Angelica Rosa ERPEN in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Javier Alejandro GARNIER and Debora Constanza LEVITZKY had the following children:
   ii. FRANCISCO MISIEL GARNIER was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

   iii. ALVARO GENARO GARNIER was born in 2004 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENT.

5  **ELIANA ARACELI LEVITZKY** (Jose Abraham, Margarita BRAILOVSKY, Yosef Ben Meir BRAILOVSKY, Meier² BRAILOVSKY, David Yoseph¹ BRAILOVSKY) was born on 28 May 1982 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married LUCAS ORSINI. He was born in Macia Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Lucas ORSINI and Eliana Araceli LEVITZKY had the following child:
   ii. FELIPE ORSINI was born in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

6  **FLORENCIA DELGADO** (Elizabeth Leonor (Elita) BRAILOVSKY, Moises BRAILOVSKY, Yosef Ben Meir BRAILOVSKY, Meier² BRAILOVSKY, David Yoseph¹ BRAILOVSKY) was born on 29 Apr 1976 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. She married GUSTAVO RABELLINO.

Gustavo RABELLINO and Florencia DELGADO had the following child:
   ii. SOFIA DELGADO was born on 14 Dec 2002 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.
Descendants of Shloime Ytzick DOCTOROVICH

Generation 1

SHLOIME YTZICK 1 DOCTOROVICH was born in 1858 in BESSARABIA, RUSSIA. He died in 1956 in ARGENTINA. He married Reizel Perl Ronia WANTMAN, daughter of Yankl WANTMAN and Rivka ROZENSTEIN in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She was born in 1858 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She died in ARGENTINA.

2 ROSA BAT SHLOIME 2 DOCTOROVICH (Shloime Ytzick 1 ) was born in ARGENTINA. She died on 11 Nov 1979 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Aaron AISEMBERG in ARGENTINA. He was born in Bragado ARGENTINA. He died on 13 Jun 1980 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Aaron AISEMBERG and Rosa Bat Shloime DOCTOROVICH had the following child:

1 i. DAVID 3 AISEMBERG was born on 12 Feb 1913 in Bragado ARGENTINA. He died on v. Nov 1982. He married MANUELA SUTZ. She was born on 02 May 1913 in Coronel Suarez ARGENTINA.

Shloime Ytzick DOCTOROVICH and Reizel Perl Ronia WANTMAN had the following children:

3. i. ROSA BAT SHLOIME 2 DOCTOROVICH was born in ARGENTINA. She died on 11 Nov 1979 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Aaron AISEMBERG in ARGENTINA. He was born in Bragado ARGENTINA. He died on 13 Jun 1980 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

4. ii. KEILA CATERINA DOCTOROVICH was born in 1878 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She died on 15 Dec 1965 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Jose JASPER in ARGENTINA. He died on 20 Feb 1966 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

5. iii. YANKL JACOBO DOCTOROVICH was born in 1880 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. He died on 25 Feb 1941 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. He married MARIA in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

6. iv. SURE DOCTOROVICH was born in 1882 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She died on 26 Aug 1956 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married SALOMON PAVIS DOCTOROVICH. He was born in BESSARABIA. He died in ARGENTINA.

2 v. CHAIA ITE DOCTOROVICH was born in 1885 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She died on 23 Oct 1951 in Colonia Tres Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Chaim SINGER, son of Rev Moishe SINGER and Gitl Katerina WANTMAN in 1906 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born in 1885 in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. He died on 27 Aug 1927 in Colonia Tres Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

3 vi. JOSE BEN SHLOIME DOCTOROVICH was born in 1885 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. He died on 28 Jan 1971 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married MANIE ESHET JOSE.

1 Feibus DOCTOROVICH was born in 1886 in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

4 viii. ABRAHAM DOCTOROVICH was born in 1906 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He
died on 21 Aug 1996 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Rebecca ROISTACHER in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born on 01 Jan 1901. She died on 22 Jan 1994 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

5  ix. ELIAS BEN SHLOIME DOCTOROVICH was born on 04 Apr 1906 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 06 Oct 1986 in General Roca Río Negro ARGENTINA. He married Adela KOPMAN in ARGENTINA. She died on 08 Mar 1971 in Baasavilbaso.

Generation 2

KEILA CATERINA² DOCTOROVICH (Shloime Ytzick¹) was born in 1878 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She died on 15 Dec 1965 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Jose JASPER in ARGENTINA. He died on 20 Feb 1966 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Jose JASPER and Keila Caterina DOCTOROVICH had the following children:
11. i. JULIO³ JASPER. He died on 30 Apr 1976 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married ROSA VARSHAWSKY.

   REBECCA JASPER. She died on 16 Feb 1978. She married ALF HOLT.

10. iii. MARCOS BEN JOSE JASPER. He married UNKNOWN.

11. iv. ROSA JASPER. She died on 17 Jun 1985 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married ABRAHAM AIZENBERG.

26  TERESA JASPER was born about 1911.

1 YANKL JACOBO² DOCTOROVICH (Shloime Ytzick¹) was born in 1880 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. He died on 25 Feb 1941 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. He married MARIA in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Yankl Jacobo DOCTOROVICH and MARIA had the following children:
21  REBECCA DOCTOROVICH. She married BERLATZKY.

22  FANNY DOCTOROVICH. She married WAISENSTEIN.

23  ANITA DOCTOROVICH. She died on 27 Dec 1993 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married MITELMAN.

24  ENRIQUE DOCTOROVICH.

25  OFELIA BAT YANKL DOCTOROVICH. She died on 25 May 1987. She married FREIDEMBERG.

2 SURE² DOCTOROVICH (Shloime Ytzick¹) was born in 1882 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She died on 23 Aug 1956 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married SALOMON PAVIS DOCTOROVICH. He was born in BESSARABIA. He died in ARGENTINA.

Salomon Pavis DOCTOROVICH and Sure DOCTOROVICH had the following children:
1  i. LEON³ DOCTOROVICH. He died on 06 Dec 1984 in Mendoza ARGENTINA. He married AIDA REPETUR. She died in 1986 in ARGENTINA.

3  ELIAS BEN SALOMON DOCTOROVICH. He died on 24 Jun 1980 in Buenos Aires
ARGENTINA.

iii. JULIO DOCTOROVICH. He married ANDREA MOINE. She was born in France.

ELIAS BEN SURE DOCTOROVICH. He died on 24 Jun 1980 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

v. RAUL DOCTOROVICH. He married MIRIAM.

vi. ADOLFO DOCTOROVICH was born on 26 Jul 1912 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died on 24 May 2006 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Frima TUMRAKIN on 25 Oct 1940 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born in Odessa UKRAYNE RUSSIA. She died on 14 Jul 1995 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

8. CHAIA ITE 2 DOCTOROVICH (Shloime Ytzick 1) was born in 1885 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She died on 23 Oct 1951 in Colonia Tres Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Chaim SINGER, son of Rev Moishe SINGER and Giti Katerina WANTMAN in 1906 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born in 1885 in Bessarabia BESSARABIA RUSSIA. He died on 27 Aug 1927 in Colonia Tres Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Chaim SINGER and Chaia Ite DOCTOROVICH had the following children:

i. REBECA (BECKY) SINGER was born on 23 Mar 1908 in Basavilbaso Pcia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 12 Jul 1993 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Silvio Luis SERRA in 1937 in ARGENTINA. He was born on 28 Nov 1904 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died about 1954 in ARGENTINA.

16. ii. TERESA SINGER was born on 19 Sep 1910 in Balcarce Pcia Buenos Aires ARG. She died on 21 Apr 1978 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Jose LIPOVETZKY, son of Moishe Ben Israel LIPOVETZKY and Bertha MIRKIN on 03 Nov 1931 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born in 1907 in Basavilbaso Colonia 1 Entre Rios. He died in 1979 in La Plata ARGENTINA.

17. iii. JACOBO (BINCHO) SINGER was born on 03 Feb 1911 in Basavilbaso Pcia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died in 1987 in Mar del Plata Bs As ARGENTINA. He married Estrella Esther SAIDMAN, daughter of Luis SAIDMAN and Maria CUSHNIR in Mar del Plata Pcia Buenos Aires. She was born on 06 Jul 1911 in ARGENTINA. She died on 30 Aug 1978 in Mar del Plata Pcia Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

i. RAQUEL SINGER was born on 27 Dec 1915 in Basavilbaso Pcia Entre Rios AR. She died in Nov 2000 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

ii. MOISHE BEN CHAIM SINGER was born on 05 Jul 1918 in Basavilbaso Pcia Entre Rios AR. He died on 21 Oct 1999 in El Tigre pci Bs As ARGENTINA.

B vi. MARTHA BAT CHAIM SINGER was born on 24 Dec 1919 in Basavilbaso Pcia Entre Rios AR. She died on 24 Dec 1980 in Mar del Plata Pcia Bs As ARG.. She married HUGO MORALES. He was born about 1915 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

2 JOSE BEN SHLOIME 2 DOCTOROVICH (Shloime Ytzick 1) was born in 1885 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. He died on 28 Jan 1971 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married MANIE ESHET JOSE.

Jose Ben Shloime DOCTOROVICH had the following children:

i. MAURICIO 3 DOCTOROVICH. He died on 10 Aug 1998 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

15. CECILIA DOCTOROVICH. She died on 24 Aug 1992 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.
16. **Ofelia Bat Jose Doctorovich.**

17. **Alberto Doctorovich.** He died on 15 Oct 1996 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

18. **Raquel Doctorovich** was born on 01 Sep 1916. She died on 10 Dec 1999 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Jose Ben Shloime DOCTOROVICH and Manie Eshet JOSE had the following children:

i. **Mauricio** DOCTOROVICH. He died on 10 Aug 1998 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

ii. **Cecilia Doctorovich.** She died on 24 Aug 1992 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA

20. **Ofelia Bat Jose Doctorovich.**

21. **Alberto Doctorovich.** He died on 15 Oct 1996 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

**Raquel Doctorovich** was born on 01 Sep 1916. She died on 10 Dec 1999 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA

10. **Abraham** DOCTOROVICH (Shloime Ytzick) was born in 1906 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 21 Aug 1996 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Rebecca ROISTACHER in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born on 01 Jan 1901. She died on 22 Jan 1994 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Abraham DOCTOROVICH and Rebecca ROISTACHER had the following children:

26. i. **Rosa Rochi** DOCTOROVICH was born on 28 Jan 1936 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died in Feb 2006 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married **David Azulay.** He was born on 26 Feb 1928.

27. ii. **Sebastian Doctorovich** was born on 27 Oct 1938 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married **Laura Garcia.** She was born on 17 Mar 1938 in ARGENTINA.

11. **Elias Ben Shloime** DOCTOROVICH (Shloime Ytzick) was born on 04 Apr 1906 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 06 Oct 1986 in General Roca Rio Negro ARGENTINA. He married Adela KOPMAN in ARGENTINA. She died on 08 Mar 1971 in Baasavilbaso.

Elias Ben Shloime DOCTOROVICH and Adela KOPMAN had the following children:

30. i. **Hilda Susana** DOCTOROVICH. She died in 1999 in General Roca Rio Negro ARGENTINA. She married **Gregorio Groisman.**

ii. **Carlos Ben Elias Doctorovich.** He married **Marta Gabarret**

**Aisemberg** (Rosa Bat Shloime DOCTOROVICH, Shloime Ytzick DOCTOROVICH) was born on 12 Feb 1913 in Bragado ARGENTINA. He died on 04 Nov 1982. He married **Manuela Sutz.** She was born on 02 May 1913 in Coronel Suarez ARGENTINA.
David AISEMBERG and Manuela SUTZ had the following children:
   i. HUGO AISEMBERG was born on 07 May 1938 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.
   ii. LEOPOLDO POLO AISEMBERG was born on 05 Sep 1940 in Tres Arroyos Bs As ARGENTINA. He married Susana DORIN, daughter of Nacha CYTRINOWICZ on 05 Sep 1966. She was born on 20 Jan 1943 in Mercedes Corrientes ARGENTINA.
   iii. MARISHA AISEMBERG was born on 15 Jul 1944 in Resistencia Chaco ARGENTINA. She married GABRIEL SPIVAK.
   iv. ARIANA AISEMBERG was born on 01 Jun 1952 in Resistencia Chaco ARGENTINA.

12. JULIO JASPER (Keila Caterina DOCTOROVICH, Shloime Ytzick, DOCTOROVICH, Jose). He died on 30 Apr 1976 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married ROSA VARSHAVSKY.

   Julio JASPER and Rosa VARSHAVSKY had the following children:
   1. HECTOR GUILLERMO JASPER was born in ARGENTINA. He married MIRIAM.
   2. ALICIA JASPER was born in ARGENTINA. She married DANIEL ALFONSO PORTELLA

12. LEON DOCTOROVICH (Sure DOCTOROVICH, Shloime Ytzick, Salomon Pavis, PAVIS). He died on 06 Dec 1984 in Mendoza ARGENTINA. He married AIDA REPETUR. She died in 1986 in ARGENTINA.

   Leon DOCTOROVICH and Aida REPETUR had the following children:
   1. PEDRO OSCAR DOCTOROVICH was born in ARGENTINA. He married JACINTA SABAGH.
   2. EDGARDO RAUL DOCTOROVICH was born in ARGENTINA. He married ZULEMA ROIZ.

31. JULIO DOCTOROVICH (Sure DOCTOROVICH, Shloime Ytzick, Salomon Pavis, PAVIS). He married ANDREA MOINE. She was born in France.

   Julio DOCTOROVICH and Andrea MOINE had the following child:
   CLAUDIA DOCTOROVICH was born on 25 Dec 1969 in ARGENTINA. She married MIGUEL MELATO. He was born in ARGENTINA.

32. RAUL DOCTOROVICH (Sure DOCTOROVICH, Shloime Ytzick, Salomon Pavis, PAVIS). He married MIRIAM.

   Raul DOCTOROVICH and MIRIAM had the following children:
   SANDRA DOCTOROVICH was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.
   1. DANIEL DOCTOROVICH was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married BETTINA GOTTLIEB.

33. ADOLFO DOCTOROVICH (Sure DOCTOROVICH, Shloime Ytzick) was born on 26 Jul 1912 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died on 24 May 2006 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Frima TUMRAKIN on 25 Oct 1940 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born in Odessa UKRAYNE RUSSIA. She died on 14 Jul 1995 in Buenois Aires ARGENTINA.

   Adolfo DOCTOROVICH and Frima TUMRAKIN had the following children:
   1. ROSA BAT ADOLFO DOCTOROVICH was born on 04 Mar 1943 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Enrique SHLESER in ARGENTINA.
   2. SILVIA GRACIELA DOCTOROVICH was born on 02 Dec 1946 in ARGENTINA. She died on 11 Oct 2007 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Ignasio ROGUZNICKY, son of
Pedro ROGUZNICKY and Carmen PABOLOVSKY on 27 Mar 1969 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 15 Feb 1943.

22 Teresa SINGER (Chaia Ite² DOCTOROVICH, Shloime Ytzick¹ DOCTOROVICH) was born on 19 Sep 1910 in Balcarce Pcia Buenos Aires ARG. She died on 21 Apr 1978 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Jose LIPOVETZKY, son of Moishe Ben Israel LIPOVETZKY and Bertha MIRKIN on 03 Nov 1931 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born in 1907 in Basavilbaso Colonia 1 Entre Rios. He died in 1979 in La Plata ARGENTINA.

Jose LIPOVETZKY and Teresa SINGER had the following children:

i. i. Jaime Cesar (Negro) LIPOVETZKY was born on 25 Dec 1932 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Sara Elba AMORES, daughter of Juan Bautista AMORES and Sara Luisa BIANCHI on 17 Jan 1963 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 21 Oct 1939 in Posadas Misiones ARGENTINA.

ii. ii. Gladis Beatriz LIPOVETZKY was born on 26 Dec 1937 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Emilio KATZ, son of Adolfo KATZ and Sara HECKER on 26 Apr 1960 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 07 Oct 1936 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

23. Jacobo (Bincho) SINGER (Chaia Ite² DOCTOROVICH, Shloime Ytzick¹ DOCTOROVICH) was born on 03 Feb 1911 in Basavilbaso Pcia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died in 1987 in Mar del Plata Bs As ARGENTINA. He married Estrella Esther SAIDMAN, daughter of Luis SAIDMAN and Maria CUSHNIR in Mar del Plata Pcia Buenos Aires. She was born on 06 Jul 1911 in ARGENTINA. She died on 30 Aug 1978 in Mar del Plata Pcia Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Jacobo (Bincho) SINGER and Estrella Esther SAIDMAN had the following children:

i. i. Jaime (Ben Jacobo) SINGER was born on 22 Mar 1940 in Mar del Plata Pcia Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died on 22 Nov 2000 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Norma RAZE, daughter of Ernesto RAZE and Sara SHENQUERMAN on 16 Aug 1972 in Mar del Plata ARGENTINA. She was born on 18 Feb 1946 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Diana Silvina SINGER was born on 14 Jul 1941 in Mar del Plata Pcia Bs As ARGENTINA. She married Marcos BERNARD, son of Leopoldo BERNARD and Maria Angelica BERNARD on 20 Oct 1987 in ARGENTINA. He was born on 03 Dec 1934 in Necochea Pcia Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died on 31 May 2003 in ARGENTINA.

16. Martha Bat Chaim SINGER (Chaia Ite² DOCTOROVICH, Shloime Ytzick¹ DOCTOROVICH) was born on 24 Dec 1919 in Basavilbaso Pcia Entre Rios AR. She died on 24 Dec 1980 in Mar del Plata Pcia Bs As ARG. She married Hugo MORALES. He was born about 1915 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Hugo MORALES and Martha Bat Chaim SINGER had the following child:

29. Julio Cesar Bepo MORALES was born about 1959 in Mar del Plata Buenos Aires ARG.

17. Rosa Rochi³ DOCTOROVICH (Abraham², Shloime Ytzick¹) was born on 28 Jan 1936 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died in Feb 2006 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married David AZULAY. He was born on 26 Feb 1928.

David AZULAY and Rosa Rochi DOCTOROVICH had the following children:

29. Leonardo M.⁴ AZULAY was born on 01 Apr 1967 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

30. Guillermo A. AZULAY was born on 28 Aug 1968 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.
22. **Sebastian**\(^3\) **Doctorovich** (Abraham\(^2\), Shloime Ytzick\(^1\)) was born on 27 Oct 1938 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married **Laura Garcia**. She was born on 17 Mar 1938 in ARGENTINA.

Sebastian DOCTOROVICH and Laura GARCIA had the following children:

32. i. **Pablo Ben Sebastian**\(^4\) **Doctorovich** was born on 24 Nov 1967 in ARGENTINA. He married Isabel MARGULIS in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She died on 02 Jul 1974 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

   i. **Claudia Doctorovich** was born on 25 Dec 1969 in ARGENTINA. She married **Miguel Melato**. He was born in ARGENTINA.

23. **Hilda Susana**\(^3\) **Doctorovich** (Elias Ben Shloime\(^2\), Shloime Ytzick\(^1\)). She died in 1999 in General Roca Rio Negro ARGENTINA. She married **Gregorio Groisman**.

Gregorio GROISMAN and Hilda Susana DOCTOROVICH had the following children:

36. i. **Gaston**\(^4\) **Groisman**. He married **Andrea Marcilla**.

37. ii. **Gustavo Groisman**. He married **Sabina Snozzi**.

30. **Carlos Ben Elias**\(^3\) **Doctorovich** (Elias Ben Shloime\(^2\), Shloime Ytzick\(^1\)). He married **Marta Gabarret**.

Carlos Ben Elias DOCTOROVICH and Marta GABARRET had the following children:

i. **Marcelo**\(^4\) **Doctorovich**.

ii. **Sergio Doctorovich**.

iii. **Hugo Doctorovich**.

iv. **Claudio Doctorovich**.

---

**Generation 4**

22. **Hector Guillermo**\(^4\) **Jasper** (Julio\(^3\), Keila Caterina\(^2\) **Doctorovich**, Shloime Ytzick\(^1\) **Doctorovich**) was born in ARGENTINA. He married **Miriam**.

Hector Guillermo JASPER and MIRIAM had the following children:

A i. **Mariana**\(^5\) **Jasper** was born in ARGENTINA. She married **Pablo Chamilis**.

B ii. **Nicolas Jasper** was born in ARGENTINA. He married **Maria De Las Mercedes Martinez**. She was born in SPAIN.

23. **Alicia**\(^4\) **Jasper** (Julio\(^3\), Keila Caterina\(^2\) **Doctorovich**, Shloime Ytzick\(^1\) **Doctorovich**) was born in ARGENTINA. She married **Daniel Alfonso Portella**. He was born in ARGENTINA.

Daniel Alfonso PORTELLA and Alicia JASPER had the following children:

50. **Andres**\(^5\) **Portella** was born in ARGENTINA.

51. **Marina Portella** was born in BRAZIL.
24. **Boris JASPER** (Marcos Ben Jose, Keila Caterina DOCTOROVICH, Shloime Ytzick DOCTOROVICH, Marcos Ben Jose, Jose). He married **Ana MARIA**. Boris JASPER and Ana MARIA had the following children:

50. **Matias JASPER**.

25. **LETICIA JASPER**.

36. **Pedro Oscar DOCTOROVICH** (Leon, Sure, Shloime Ytzick) was born in ARGENTINA. He married **Jacinta SABAGH**. Pedro Oscar DOCTOROVICH and Jacinta SABAGH had the following children:

Mariano DOCTOROVICH was born in ARGENTINA.

Gustavo DOCTOROVICH was born in ARGENTINA.

37. **Edgardo Raul DOCTOROVICH** (Leon, Sure, Shloime Ytzick) was born in ARGENTINA. He married **Zulema ROIZ**. Edgardo Raul DOCTOROVICH and Zulema ROIZ had the following children:

i. Hector DOCTOROVICH was born in ARGENTINA. He married **Beatriz**.

ii. Victor DOCTOROVICH was born in ARGENTINA. He married **Sabela**.

iii. Diana DOCTOROVICH was born in ARGENTINA. She married Sergio SEGAL in ARGENTINA.

38. **Daniel DOCTOROVICH** (Raul, Sure, Shloime Ytzick) was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married **Bettina GOTTLIEB**.

Daniel DOCTOROVICH and Bettina GOTTLIEB had the following children:

JULIAN DOCTOROVICH.

GASTON DOCTOROVICH.

39. **Rosa Bat Adolfo DOCTOROVICH** (Adolfo, Sure, Shloime Ytzick) was born on 04 Mar 1943 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Enrique SHLESER in ARGENTINA.

Enrique SHLESER and Rosa Bat Adolfo DOCTOROVICH had the following children:

DIEGO SHLESER was born in ARGENTINA.

Julieta SHLESER was born in ARGENTINA.

40. **Silvia Graciela DOCTOROVICH** (Adolfo, Sure, Shloime Ytzick) was born on 02 Dec 1946 in ARGENTINA. She died on 11 Oct 2007 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Ignacio ROGUZNICKY, son of Pedro ROGUZNICKY and Carmen PABOLOVSKY on 27 Mar 1969 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 15 Feb 1943.

Ignacio ROGUZNICKY and Silvia Graciela DOCTOROVICH had the following children:

ARIEL ROGUZNICKI was born on 12 Nov 1973 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married **Leticia VELAZCO**.

CINTIA ROGUZNICKI was born on 23 Aug 1978 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She
married LEONEL CIMELI.

ELIANA ROGUZNIKI was born on 25 Mar 1981 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

41. **JAIME CESAR (NEGRO) LIPOVETZKY** (Teresa SINGER, Chaia Ite\(^2\) DOCTOROVICH, Shloime Ytzick\(^1\) DOCTOROVICH) was born on 25 Dec 1932 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.. He married Sara Elba AMORES, daughter of Juan Bautista AMORES and Sara Luisa BIANCHI on 17 Jan 1963 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 21 Oct 1939 in Posadas Misiones ARGENTINA.

Jaime Cesar (Negro) LIPOVETZKY and Sara Elba AMORES had the following children:

26. i. **DANIEL ANDRES LIPOVETZKY** was born on 02 Dec 1967 in La Plata Pcia Bs As ARGENTINA.. He married Monica MIELNICZUK, daughter of Juan MIELNICZUK and Rosa AROCENA on 22 Mar 1996 in La Plata Pcia Bs As ARGENTINA.. She was born on 14 Jun 1971 in ARGENTINA.

27. ii. **VERA CELINA LIPOVETZKY** was born on 30 Jan 1969 in La Plata Pcia Bs As ARG.. She married Pablo NEUMANN on 14 Mar 1997 in ARGENTINA. He was born on 10 Dec 1967 in ARGENTINA.

1 **GLADIS BEATRIZ LIPOVETZKY** (Teresa SINGER, Chaia Ite\(^2\) DOCTOROVICH, Shloime Ytzick\(^1\) DOCTOROVICH) was born on 26 Dec 1937 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.. She married Emilio KATZ, son of Adolfo KATZ and Sara HECKER on 26 Apr 1960 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 07 Oct 1936 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Emilio KATZ and Gladis Beatriz LIPOVETZKY had the following children:

24. i. **MARIANA KATZ** was born on 14 Apr 1963 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Leandro ARGANIARAZ on 28 Dec 1984 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born in Chubut ARGENTINA.

55. **GABRIEL KATZ** was born on 04 Sep 1965 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Gabriela KLEIMANS in ARGENTINA.

58. **JAIME (BEN JACOBO) SINGER** (Jacobo (Bincho), Chaia Ite\(^2\) DOCTOROVICH, Shloime Ytzick\(^1\) DOCTOROVICH) was born on 22 Mar 1940 in Mar del Plata Pcia Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died on 22 Nov 2000 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Norma RAZE, daughter of Ernesto RAZE and Sara SHENQUERMAN on 16 Aug 1972 in Mar del Plata ARGENTINA. She was born on 18 Feb 1946 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Jaime (Ben Jacobo) SINGER and Norma RAZE had the following child:

MARIA ISABEL SINGER was born on 03 Feb 1976 in ARGENTINA.

59. **PABLO BEN SEBASTIAN\(^4\) DOCTOROVICH** (Sebastian\(^3\), Abraham\(^2\), Shloime Ytzick\(^1\) DOCTOROVICH) was born on 24 Nov 1967 in ARGENTINA. He married Isabel MARGULIS in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She died on 02 Jul 1974 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Pablo Ben Sebastian DOCTOROVICH and Isabel MARGULIS had the following children:

CARLOS BEN PABLO\(^5\) DOCTOROVICH. He died on 16 May 1997 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

JOSE BEN PABLO DOCTOROVICH was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

RAUL BEN PABLO DOCTOROVICH was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died on 11 Apr 1996 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.
HAYDEE DOCTOROVICH was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She died on 25 Nov 2000 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

60. GASTON⁴ GROisman (Hilda Susana³ DOCTOROVICH, Elias Ben Shloime² DOCTOROVICH, Shloime Ytzick¹ DOCTOROVICH, Gregorio). He married ANDREA MARCILLA.
Gaston GROisman and Andrea MARCILLA had the following children:
   4. IAN GROisman was born in Gral" Roca Río Negro ARGENTINA.

37. GUSTAVO⁴ GROisman (Hilda Susana³ DOCTOROVICH, Elias Ben Shloime² DOCTOROVICH, Shloime Ytzick¹ DOCTOROVICH, Gregorio). He married SABINA SNOZZI.
Gustavo GROisman and Sabina SNOZZI had the following child:
   1. SARA⁵ GROisman.

Generation 5

2. MARIANA⁵ JASPER (Hector Guillermo⁴, Julio³, Keila Caterina² DOCTOROVICH, Shloime Ytzick¹ DOCTOROVICH) was born in ARGENTINA. She married PABLO CHAMILIS.
Pablo CHAMILIS and Mariana JASPER had the following children:
   44. LUCAS CHAMILIS was born in ARGENTINA.
   45. MATIAS CHAMILIS was born in ARGENTINA.

3. NICOLAS⁵ JASPER (Hector Guillermo⁴, Julio³, Keila Caterina² DOCTOROVICH, Shloime Ytzick¹ DOCTOROVICH) was born in ARGENTINA. He married MARIA DE LAS MERCEDES MARTINEZ. She was born in SPAIN.
Nicolas JASPER and Maria De Las Mercedes MARTINEZ had the following children:
   44. GONZALO⁶ JASPER was born in ARGENTINA.
   45. SANTIAGO JASPER was born in ARGENTINA.

4. HECTOR⁵ DOCTOROVICH (Edgardo Raul⁴, Leon³, Sure², Shloime Ytzick¹) was born in ARGENTINA. He married BEATRIZ.
Hector DOCTOROVICH and Beatriz had the following child:
   44. MARCO LEON⁶ DOCTOROVICH was born in Puerto Madryn ARGENTINA.

5. VICTOR⁵ DOCTOROVICH (Edgardo Raul⁴, Leon³, Sure², Shloime Ytzick¹) was born in ARGENTINA. He married SABELA.
Victor DOCTOROVICH and SABELA had the following children:
   44. YAEL⁶ DOCTOROVICH.
   45. ABEL DOCTOROVICH.

6. DIANA⁵ DOCTOROVICH (Edgardo Raul⁴, Leon³, Sure², Shloime Ytzick¹) was born in ARGENTINA. She married Sergio SEGAL in ARGENTINA.
Sergio SEGAL and Diana DOCTOROVICH had the following children:
   44. FERNANDO⁶ SEGAL was born in ARGENTINA.
45. **Gabriel Segal was born in Argentina.**

7. **Daniel Andres Lipovetzky** (Jaime Cesar (Negro), Teresa Singer, Chaia Ite\(^2\) Doctorovich, Shloime Ytzick\(^7\) Doctorovich) was born on 02 Dec 1967 in La Plata Pcia Bs As Argentina. He married Monica Mielniczuk, daughter of Juan Mielniczuk and Rosa Arocena on 22 Mar 1996 in La Plata Pcia Bs As Argentina. She was born on 14 Jun 1971 in Argentina.

Daniel Andres Lipovetzky and Monica Mielniczuk had the following children:

i. **Matias Lipovetzky** was born on 04 Aug 1998 in La Plata Bs As Argentina.

ii. **Delphina Lipovetzky** was born on 18 Sep 2002 in La Plata Bs As Argentina.

iii. **Gael Lipovetzky** was born on 16 Dec 2008 in La Plata Bs As Argentina.

23. **Vera Celina Lipovetzky** (Jaime Cesar (Negro), Teresa Singer, Chaia Ite\(^2\) Doctorovich, Shloime Ytzick\(^7\) Doctorovich) was born on 30 Jan 1969 in La Plata Pcia Bs As ARG. She married Pablo Neumann on 14 Mar 1997 in Argentina. He was born on 10 Dec 1967 in Argentina.

Pablo Neumann and Vera Celina Lipovetzky had the following children:

1. **Catherine Neuman** was born on 08 May 2002 in Buenos Aires Argentina.

2. **Emilia Neuman** was born on 15 Aug 2003 in Buenos Aires Argentina.

24. **Mariana Katz** (Gladis Beatriz Lipovetzky, Teresa Singer, Chaia Ite\(^2\) Doctorovich, Shloime Ytzick\(^7\) Doctorovich) was born on 14 Apr 1963 in Buenos Aires Argentina. She married Leandro Arganiaraz on 28 Dec 1984 in Buenos Aires Argentina. He was born in Chubut Argentina.

Leandro Arganiaraz and Mariana Katz had the following children:

1. **Lucia Arganiaraz** was born on 07 Oct 1989 in Buenos Aires Argentina.

2. **Violeta Alma Arganiaraz** was born on 09 Feb 1995 in Buenos Aires Argentina.
Descendants of Levy Shloime ELBERG

Generation 1

5. **LEVY SHLOIME 1 ELBERG** was born in 1867 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. He died in 1921 in Villa Mantero Colonia Cuatro E. Rios ARGENTINA. He married an unknown spouse in Bessarabia Russian Empire. He married (2) **CHONE JUANA OSBERG** in 1892 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She was born in 1876 in Russian Empire. She died on 10 Jun 1941 in Villa Mantero Colonia Cuatro E. Rios ARGENTINA.

Levy Shloime ELBERG had the following children:

2. i. **MARIA 2 ELBERG** was born in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She died in 1938 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Mauricio SCHVARTZ, son of Shloime SCHWARTZ and Chave Malke ELBERG in Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born in 1888 in BESSARABIA. He died on 01 Dec 1963 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

26 **SOFIA ELBERG**. She married JACOBO FLISHFICH.

3. iii. **FANIA ELBERG**. She died on 07 Jan 1943 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She married SALOMON ROSENFELD.

21 **YAACOV ELBERG**. He married MARIA DEJTIAR.

22 **ROSA ELBERG**. She married JACOBO GOLDSHMIT.

23 **BERTHA ELBERG** was born in 1893 in Bessarabia Russian Empire..

24 **LIZE LUISA ELBERG** was born in 1894 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She married ENRIQUE DEJTIAR.

25 **MARCOS ELBERG** was born in 1898 in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

26 **USHER OSCAR ELBERG** was born in 1900 in Villa Mantero Colonia Cuatro E. Rios. He married EVA FRAIMAN.

4. x. **ITE AIDA ELBERG** was born in 1902 in Villa Mantero Colonia Cuatro E. Rios. She married Isaac STRINBAUM in Basavilbaso E.R. ARGENTINA. He was born in 1896 in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

i. **ENRIQUE ELBERG** was born in 1911 in Villa Mantero Colonia Cuatro E. Rios. He died on 08 May 1963 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married CATALINA ROZEMBERG.

5. xii. **SUSANA ELBERG** was born on 02 Jul 1913 in Escrinia Colonia Dos Entre Rios ARG.. She died on 12 Mar 1994 in Kibbutz Meguido ISRAEL. She married Iosel Ben Shmil BLANC, son of Shmil Shmuel BLANC and Leie Luisa SINGER on 09 Apr 1935 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA.. He was born on 27 Aug 1910 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA.. He died on 21 Feb 1991 in Kibbutz Meguido ISRAEL.

i. **CHARNE CARLOTA ELBERG** was born in 1917 in Villa Mantero Colonia Cuatro E. Rios. She married SIMON KRAPIVKA.
Levy Shloime ELBERG and Chone Juana OSBERG had the following children:

iii. M**aria** ELBERG was born in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She died in 1938 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Mauricio SCHVARTZ, son of Shloime SCHWARTZ and Chave Malke ELBERG in Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born in 1888 in BESSARABIA. He died on 01 Dec 1963 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

6. **Sofia** ELBERG. She married **JACOBO Flishfich**.

3. iii. **Fania** ELBERG. She died on 07 Jan 1943 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She married **Salomon Rosenfeld**.

1. **Yaacov** ELBERG. He married **Maria Dejtiar**.

2. **Rosa** ELBERG. She married **JACOBO Goldshmit**.

xix. **Bella** ELBERG was born in 1892 in BESSARABIA.

ii. **Bertha** ELBERG was born in 1893 in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

iii. **Lize Luisa** ELBERG was born in 1894 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She married **Enrique Dejtiar**.

iv. **Marcos** ELBERG was born in 1898 in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

v. **Usher Oscar** ELBERG was born in 1900 in Villa Mantero Colonia Cuatro E. Rios. He married **Eva Faiman**.

7. x. **Itea Aida** ELBERG was born in 1902 in Villa Mantero Colonia Cuatro E. Rios. She married **Isaac Strinbaum** in Basavilbaso E.R. ARGENTINA. He was born in 1896 in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

**Enrique Elberg** was born in 1911 in Villa Mantero Colonia Cuatro E. Rios. He died on 08 May 1963 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married **Catalina Rozemberg**.

8. xii. **Susana** ELBERG was born on 02 Jul 1913 in Escrinia Colonia Dos Entre Rios ARG.. She died on 12 Mar 1994 in Kibbutz Meguido ISRAEL. She married Iosel Ben Shmil BLANC, son of Shmil Shmuel BLANC and Leie Luisa SINGER on 09 Apr 1935 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA. He was born on 27 Aug 1910 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA.. He died on 21 Feb 1991 in Kibbutz Meguido ISRAEL.

1. **Charne Charlofa** ELBERG was born in 1917 in Villa Mantero Colonia Cuatro E. Rios. She married **Simon Krapivka**.

**Generation 2**

8. **Maria** ELBERG (Levy Shloime ¹) was born in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She died in 1938 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Mauricio SCHVARTZ, son of Shloime SCHWARTZ and Chave Malke ELBERG in Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born in 1888 in BESSARABIA. He died on 01 Dec 1963 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Mauricio SCHVARTZ and Maria ELBERG had the following children:
i. DAVID³ SCHVARTZ was born in Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married CLARA CHERVIN.

ii. DORA BAT MAURICIO SCHVARTZ was born on 03 Apr 1912 in Colonia Trece Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 20 Oct 2009 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. She married David Ben Leon PITASHNY, son of Leib Leon Ben Chaim PITASHNY and Maria HICK on 12 Oct 1935 in Escrinia E Rios ARGENTINA. He was born on 08 Mar 1910 in Colonia 4 Escrinia E R. ARGENTINA. He died on 10 Aug 1981 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

iii. MANUEL BEN MAURICIO SCHVARTZ was born on 13 Aug 1913 in Arroyo Gena Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 14 Jul 1970 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. He married Ana Elisa Leie RESNITZKY, daughter of Ytzhak Ben Gershon RESNITZKY and Elena Elka JAJAM on 23 Apr 1939 in Basavilbaso E. R. ARGENTINA. She was born on 18 Feb 1918 in Distrito Gena Entre Rios, ARGENTINA. She died on 07 Oct 1993 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA.

vi. SAMUEL SCHVARTZ was born in 1920 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA.

v. CATALINA CHANE SCHVARTZ was born on 30 Sep 1922 in Basavilbaso E.R ARGENTINA. She married Samuel FLESLER on 29 Sep 1950 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He was born on 29 Jan 1916 in Russian Empire. He died on 29 Sep 1970 in Villa Domingez E R ARGENTINA.

vi. ISAAC SCHVARTZ was born on 03 Apr 1912 in Colonia Trece Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Sara CORSUNSKY on 12 Oct 1935 in Escrinia E R ARGENTINA. She was born in ARGENTINA.

16. FANIA² ELBERG (Levy Shloime¹). She died on 07 Jan 1943 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She married SALOMON ROSEN Feld.

Salomon ROSEN Feld and Fania ELBERG had the following children:

MOISHE³ ROSEN Feld.

FANNY ROSEN Feld.

17. ITE AIDA² ELBERG (Levy Shloime¹) was born in 1902 in Villa Mantero Colonia Cuatro E. Rios. She married Isaac STRINBAUM in Basavilbaso E.R. ARGENTINA. He was born in 1896 in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

Isaac STRINBAUM and Ite Aida ELBERG had the following children:

JULIO³ STRINBAUM was born in 1923 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA.

REBECCA STRINBAUM was born in 1925 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She died on 02 Feb 1990 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. She married JUAN REJTMAN.

SALOMON STRINBAUM was born in 1927 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA.

SOFIA STRINBAUM was born in 1928 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA.

ELIAS STRINBAUM was born in 1930 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA.

SALVADOR STRINBAUM was born in 1931 in Villa Mamtero E Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 17 Feb 1985 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.
HELENA STRINBAUM was born in 1932 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA.

PAULINA STRINBAUM was born in 1932 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA.

18. SUSANA\textsuperscript{2} ELBERG (Levy Shloime\textsuperscript{1} was born on 02 Jul 1913 in Escrinia Colonia Dos Entre Rios ARG.. She died on 12 Mar 1994 in Kibbutz Meguido ISRAEL. She married Iosel Ben Shmil BLANC, son of Shmil Shmuel BLANC and Leie Luisa SINGER on 09 Apr 1935 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA.. He was born on 27 Aug 1910 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA.. He died on 21 Feb 1991 in Kibbutz Meguido ISRAEL.

Iosel Ben Shmil BLANC and Susana ELBERG had the following children:

22. i. FANY ROSA SHOSHANA\textsuperscript{3} BLANC was born on 23 Feb 1936 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA.. She married Naftaly GRADSTEIN, son of Ber GRADSTEIN and Tova WEINBUSH on 17 Aug 1958 in ISRAEL. He was born on 15 Apr 1936.

23. ii. LEONARDO BLANC was born on 05 Jun 1941 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA.. He married Mirtha EPHEL, daughter of Aaron EPHEL and Rivke SHMUNICH on 18 Aug 1966 in ISRAEL. She was born on 03 Feb 1946 in ARGENTINA.

Generation 3

9. DORA BAT MAURICIO\textsuperscript{2} SCHVARTZ (Maria\textsuperscript{2} ELBERG, Levy Shloime\textsuperscript{1} ELBERG) was born on 03 Apr 1912 in Colonia Trece Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 20 Oct 2009 in Basaviibaso E R ARGENTINA. She married David Ben Leon PITASHNY, son of Leib Leon Ben Chaim PITASHNY and Maria HICK on 12 Oct 1935 in Escrinia E Rios ARGENTINA. He was born on 08 Mar 1910 in Colonia 4 Escrinia E R ARGENTINA. He died on 10 Aug 1981 in Basaviibaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

David Ben Leon PITASHNY and Dora Bat Mauricio SCHVARTZ had the following children:

i. LEON BEN DAVID\textsuperscript{4} PITASHNY was born on 28 Aug 1937 in Basaviibaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 25 Jul 1973 in La Plata Pcia Buenos Aires ARG. He married Ruth Martha FLESLER, daughter of Jaime FLESLER and Elisa BANCHICK in Apr 1970 in Basabizoso E R. She was born on 15 Feb 1948 in Basaviibaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

ii. MARCELINA NEGRA PITASHNY was born on 05 Aug 1941 in Escrinia Colonia 4 E R ARGENTINA. She married Mosae TROSBICZ, son of Mendel TROSBICZ and Brandel WAXMAN on 28 Dec 1961 in La Plata ARGENTINA. He was born on 17 Aug 1933 in Lodz POLAND.

10. MANUEL BEN MAURICIO\textsuperscript{3} SCHVARTZ (Maria\textsuperscript{2} ELBERG, Levy Shloime\textsuperscript{1} ELBERG) was born on 13 Aug 1913 in Arroyo Gena Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 14 Jul 1970 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. He married Ana Elisa Leie RESNITZKY, daughter of Ytzchak Ben Gershon RESNITZKY and Elena Elka JAAM on 23 Apr 1939 in Basaviibaso E. R. ARGENTINA. She was born on 18 Feb 1918 in Distrito Gena Entre Rios, ARGENTINA. She died on 07 Oct 1993 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA.

Manuel Ben Mauricio SCHVARTZ and Ana Elisa Leie RESNITZKY had the following children:

24. i. SALOMON\textsuperscript{4} SCHVARTZ was born on 01 May 1940 in Basaviibaso E.R ARGENTINA. He married Luisa Fanny SLAVIN, daughter of Abraham SLAVIN and Catalina WOLIN on 17 Dec 1966 in Basaviibaso E.R. ARGENTINA. She was born on 12 Mar 1936 in Basaviibaso ARGENTINA.

25. ii. MARIO SCHVARTZ was born on 12 Feb 1942 in Basaviibaso E.R ARGENTINA. He died in 1971 in Basaviibaso ARGENTINA. He married Lidia Beatriz BACCON, daughter of
Ricardo Clemente Alejo BACCON and Margarita Isabel COLLET on 06 Mar 1971 in Villa San Marcial E. R. ARGENTINA. She was born on 16 Aug 1947 in Las Moscas E. Rios ARGENTINA.

iii. GUILLERMO SAUL SCHVARTZ was born on 20 May 1948 in Basavilbaso E.R ARGENTINA. He died on 04 May 1968 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA.

SUSANA JULIA SCHVARTZ was born on 28 Aug 1960 in Villa Marcial E R ARGENTINA.

1 CATALINA CHANE² SCHVARTZ (Maria² ELBERG, Levy Shloime¹ ELBERG) was born on 30 Sep 1922 in Basavilbaso E.R ARGENTINA. She married Samuel FLESLER on 29 Sep 1950 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He was born on 29 Jan 1916 in Russian Empire. He died on 29 Sep 1970 in Villa Domingez E R ARGENTINA.

Samuel FLESLER and Catalina Chane SCHVARTZ had the following children:

13 i. SERGIO MIGUEL FLESLER was born on 30 May 1951 in Villa Domingez E R ARGENTINA. He married Rosa Noemi VERNIK on 14 Oct 1976 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. She was born on 29 Mar 1957 in Santa Fe, ARGENTINA.

14 ii. MARIO ALBERTO FLESLER was born on 12 Aug 1953 in Villa Domingez E R ARGENTINA. He married Norma NORIEGA on 17 Sep 1982 in Villa Domingez E R ARGENTINA. She was born on 05 Apr 1958.

15 iii. PABLO RAUL FLESLER was born on 12 Jul 1955 in Villa Domingez E R ARGENTINA. He married Victoria EMANUEL on 13 Oct 1983 in Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA. She was born on 20 May 1961.

16 iv. IGNACIO JULIO FLESLER was born on 20 Feb 1958 in Villa Domingez E R ARGENTINA. He married Adriana PICOLET on 24 Apr 1987 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. She was born on 09 Aug 1953.

2 ISAAC³ SCHVARTZ (Maria² ELBERG, Levy Shloime¹ ELBERG) was born on 03 Apr 1912 in Colonia Trece Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Sara CORSUNSKY on 12 Oct 1935 in Escrinia E R ARGENTINA. She was born in ARGENTINA.

Isaac SCHVARTZ and Sara CORSUNSKY had the following child:

1 DORA BAT ISAAC⁴ SCHVARTZ.

3 FANY ROSA SHOSHANA³ BLANC (Susana² ELBERG, Levy Shloime¹ ELBERG) was born on 23 Feb 1936 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA. She married Naftaly GRADSTEIN, son of Ber GRADSTEIN and Tova WEINBUSH on 17 Aug 1958 in ISRAEL. He was born on 15 Apr 1936.

Naftaly GRADSTEIN and Fany Rosa Shoshana BLANC had the following children:

1 i. AMIT⁴ GRADSTEIN was born on 29 Nov 1959 in Kibbutz Megido ISRAEL. He married Anat BERGER, daughter of Yaakov BERGER and GELB on 24 May 1983 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. She was born on 13 Oct 1960 in Petach Tikva ISRAEL.

2 ii. IRIT LEAH GRADSTEIN was born on 01 Feb 1964 in Kiron ISRAEL. She married Doron SEGALOVICH, son of Yeoshua SEGALOVICH and KADURY on 03 Jul 1984 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He was born on 25 Nov 1958 in Tiberia ISRAEL.

3 iii. ADVA GRADSTEIN was born on 16 Jun 1969 in Kiron ISRAEL. She married Avner GLUKSTAD, son of Bracha ZILBERMAN on 13 Sep 1994 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He was born in Tel Aviv ISRAEL.
Leonardo BLANC and Mirtha EPHEL had the following children:
1. CHAGIT BLANC was born on 26 Apr 1967 in ISRAEL. She married Madi RAPAPORT on 01 Oct 1992 in ISRAEL. He was born on 18 Jan 1961.

2. ORNA BLANC was born on 26 Apr 1967 in ISRAEL. She married Gil LAVI, son of LAVI and Neomi MICHAELI on 14 Feb 1991 in Kibbutz Megido. He was born on 23 Oct 1967 in Kibbutz Hazorea ISRAEL.

3. AVIVIT BLANC was born on 30 Mar 1970 in ISRAEL. She married Tamir ISHAY, son of Yehuda ISHAY and Sara MADAR on 30 Mar 1992 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He was born on 04 Aug 1967 in ISRAEL.

4. LIAT BLANC was born on 29 Apr 1974 in ISRAEL. She married Boaz RANKEVITZ, son of Mordechay RENKEVITZ and JENNY on 01 Jul 2004 in Tel Hadashim ISRAEL.

5. ROI BLANC was born on 20 Jul 1979 in ISRAEL. He married Rina PICK, daughter of Uri PICK and Dalia on 13 May 2013 in Kibbutz Meguido ISAREL.

Generation 4

6. LEON BEN DAVID PITASHNY (Dora Bat Mauricio SCHVARTZ, Maria ELBERG, Levy Shloime ELBERG) was born on 28 Aug 1937 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 25 Jul 1973 in La Plata Pcia Buenos Aires ARG. He married Ruth Martha FLESLER, daughter of Jaime FLESLER and Elisa BANCHICK in Apr 1970 in Basabilbaso E R. She was born on 15 Feb 1948 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Leon Ben David PITASHNY and Ruth Martha FLESLER had the following child:
ii. SILVINA PITASHNY was born on 20 Sep 1971 in La Plata Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married FREUND in ISRAEL.

7. MARCELINA NEGRA PITASHNY (Dora Bat Mauricio SCHVARTZ, Maria ELBERG, Levy Shloime ELBERG) was born on 05 Aug 1941 in Escrinia Colonia 4 E R ARGENTINA. She married Mosae TROSBICZ, son of Mendel TROSBICZ and Brandel WAXMAN on 28 Dec 1961 in La Plata ARGENTINA. He was born on 17 Aug 1933 in Lodz POLAND.

Mosae TROSBICZ and Marcelina Negra PITASHNY had the following children:
27. VARDIT TROSBICZ was born on 25 Oct 1962 in Tzfat ISRAEL. She married Ilan LANKAR on 01 May 1983 in Kfar Zold ISRAEL. He was born on 21 Jan 1960 in Haifa ISRAEL.

28. AMIR TROSBICZ was born on 15 Nov 1965 in Kiriat Shemone ISRAEL. He married Maia IKEDA on 12 Dec 1992 in Osaka ? JAPAN. She was born in Osaka JAPAN.

29. IRIS TROSBICZ was born on 04 Jul 1967 in Kiriat Shemone ISRAEL. She married Shmuel SOFER on 09 Sep 1992 in Haifa ISRAEL. He was born on 11 Nov 1963 in Haifa ISRAEL.

8. SALOMON SCHVARTZ (Manuel Ben Mauricio, Maria ELBERG, Levy Shloime ELBERG) was born on 01 May 1940 in Basavilbaso E.R ARGENTINA. He married Luisa Fanny SLAVIN, daughter of Abraham SLAVIN and Catalina WOLIN on 17 Dec 1966 in Basavilbaso E.R.
ARGENTINA. She was born on 12 Mar 1936 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA.

Salomon SCHVARTZ and Luisa Fanny SLAVIN had the following children:

31. i. **SERGIO ALBERTO** SCHVARTZ was born on 20 Oct 1967 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. He married FABIANA ROJMAN. She was born in Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA.

32. ii. **FABIANA JUDITH** SCHVARTZ was born on 07 Feb 1972 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. She married Edgardo SZULSZTEIN, son of Alberto SZULSZTEIN and Esther POLONSKY on 11 Nov 2001 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

25. iii. **ANDRES EDUARDO** EYAL SCHVARTZ was born on 09 Jun 1975 in Concepcion del Uruguay ARGENTINA. He married Hanny LITVACK, daughter of Dov LITVACK and Esther ROSENFELD in Oct 2001 in Avellaneda ARGENTINA. She was born in 1980.

25. **MARIO** SCHVARTZ (Manuel Ben Mauricio, Maria ELBERG, Levy Shloime ELBERG) was born on 12 Feb 1942 in Basavilbaso E.R ARGENTINA. He died in 1971 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He married Lidia Beatriz BACCON, daughter of Ricardo Clemente Alejo BACCON and Margarita Isabel COLLET on 06 Mar 1971 in Villa San Marcial E. R. ARGENTINA. She was born on 16 Aug 1947 in Las Moscas E. Rios ARGENTINA.

Mario SCHVARTZ and Lidia Beatriz BACCON had the following children:

   i. **GABRIEL ERNESTO** SCHVARTZ was born on 03 Jul 1973 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. He married Araceli A. IBARRA, daughter of Enrique O. IBARRA and Alicia E. ZARATE in ARGENTINA. She was born in 1973 in ARGENTINA.

   ii. **MONICA ELIZABETH** SCHVARTZ was born on 21 Oct 1974 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. She married Cristian Carlos MIRABELLI, son of Pascual C. MIRABELLI and Alicia ALTIERI on 05 Dec 1997 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTIN. He was born on 09 Oct 1970 in Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA.

   **MARCELO DARDO** SCHVARTZ was born on 21 Jun 1978 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA.

2. **SERGIO MIGUEL FLESLER** (Catalina Chane, Maria ELBERG, Levy Shloime ELBERG) was born on 30 May 1951 in Villa Domingez E R ARGENTINA. He married Rosa Noemi VERNIK on 14 Oct 1976 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. She was born on 29 Mar 1957 in Santa Fe, ARGENTINA.

Sergio Miguel FLESLER and Rosa Noemi VERNIK had the following children:

   i. **ADRIAN SAMUEL** FLESLER was born on 27 Feb 1977 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. He married Cintia KROCHIK on 15 Nov 2005 in Haifa ISRAEL. She was born on 09 Dec 1975 in Mendoza ARGENTINA.

   **FANNY GABRIELA** FLESLER was born on 15 Apr 1981 in Cordoba ARGENTINA.

   **GISELA ELIANA** FLESLER was born on 26 Dec 1986 in Parana Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

3. **MARIO ALBERTO** FLESLER (Catalina Chane, Maria ELBERG, Levy Shloime ELBERG) was born on 12 Aug 1953 in Villa Domingez E R ARGENTINA. He married Norma NORIEGA on 17 Sep 1982 in Villa Domingez E R ARGENTINA. She was born on 05 Apr 1958.
Mario Alberto FLESLER and Norma NORIEGA had the following children:

- **EXEQUIEL MATIAS FLESLER** was born on 26 Jun 1984 in Villaguay E R ARGENTINA.
- **MELINA ESTEFANIA FLESLER** was born on 13 Apr 1988 in Villaguay E R ARGENTINA.

22. **PABLO RAÚL FLESLER** (Catalina Chane³ SCHVARTZ, Maria² ELBERG, Levy Shloime¹ ELBERG) was born on 12 Jul 1955 in Villa Domingez E R ARGENTINA. He married Victoria EMANUEL on 2 Oct 1983 in Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA. She was born on 20 May 1961.

Pablo Raul FLESLER and Victoria EMANUEL had the following children:

i. **IVANA FLESLER** was born on 12 Jan 1987 in Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA.

ii. **JOHANA FLESLER** was born on 07 May 1993 in Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA.

29. **IGNACIO JULIO FLESLER** (Catalina Chane³ SCHVARTZ, Maria² ELBERG, Levy Shloime¹ ELBERG) was born on 20 Feb 1958 in Villa Domingez E R ARGENTINA. He married Adriana PICOLET on 24 Apr 1987 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. She was born on 09 Aug 1953.

Ignacio Julio FLESLER and Adriana PICOLET had the following children:

38. **GERARDO DAVID FLESLER** was born on 29 Dec 1988 in Cordoba ARGENTINA.

39. **EMILIANO FLESLER** was born on 24 Sep 1990 in Cordoba ARGENTINA.

3. **Amit⁴ GRADSTEIN** (Fany Rosa Shoshana³ BLANC, Susana² ELBERG, Levy Shloime¹ ELBERG) was born on 29 Nov 1959 in Kibbutz Megido ISRAEL. He married Anat BERGER, daughter of Yaakov BERGER and GELB on 24 May 1983 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. She was born on 13 Oct 1960 in Petach Tikva ISRAEL.

Amit GRADSTEIN and Anat BERGER had the following children:

55. **OMER⁵ GRADSTEIN** was born on 29 Feb 1988 in Beer Sheva ISRAEL.

56. **ODED GRADSTEIN** was born on 21 Jun 1991 in ISRAEL.

57. **INBAL GRADSTEIN** was born on 23 Dec 1997 in ISRAEL.

4. **IRIT LEAH⁴ GRADSTEIN** (Fany Rosa Shoshana³ BLANC, Susana² ELBERG, Levy Shloime¹ ELBERG) was born on 01 Feb 1964 in Kiron ISRAEL. She married Doron SEGALOVICH, son of Yeoshua SEGALOVICH and KADURY on 03 Jul 1984 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He was born on 25 Nov 1958 in Tiberia ISRAEL.

Doron SEGALOVICH and Irit Leah GRADSTEIN had the following children:

55. **ADI⁵ SEGALOVICH** was born on 26 Mar 1987 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL.

56. **SHAY SEGALOVICH** was born on 26 Mar 1987 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL.

57. **GAL SEGALOVICH** was born on 15 Oct 1990 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL.

58. **TAL SEGALOVICH** was born on 13 Feb 2000 in ISRAEL.

5. **ADVA⁴ GRADSTEIN** (Fany Rosa Shoshana³ BLANC, Susana² ELBERG, Levy Shloime¹ ELBERG) was born on 16 Jun 1969 in Kiron ISRAEL. She married Avner GLUKSTAD, son of Bracha ZILBERMAN on 13 Sep 1994 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He was born in Tel Aviv ISRAEL.
Avner GLUKSTAD and Adva GRADSTEIN had the following children:
  55. Noi GLUKSTAD was born on 28 May 1995 in Kfar Saba ISRAEL.
  56. Guy GLUKSTAD was born on 16 Jul 1997 in Petach Tikva ISRAEL.

6 Chagit BLANC (Leonardo, Susana ELBERG, Levy Shloime ELBERG) was born on 26 Apr 1967 in ISRAEL. She married Madi RAPAPORT on 01 Oct 1992 in ISRAEL. He was born on 18 Jan 1961.

Madi RAPAPORT and Chagit BLANC had the following children:
  55. Schachar RAPAPORT was born on 26 Nov 1993 in Kibbutz Megido ISRAEL.
  6 Ophir RAPAPORT was born on 27 May 1996 in ISRAEL.
  7 Nir RAPAPORT was born on 20 Dec 2001 in Kibbutz Meguido ISRAEL.

28. Orna BLANC (Leonardo, Susana ELBERG, Levy Shloime ELBERG) was born on 26 Apr 1967 in ISRAEL. She married Gil LAVI, son of LAVI and Neomi MICHAELI on 14 Feb 1991 in Kibbutz Megido. He was born on 23 Oct 1967 in Kibbutz Hazorea ISRAEL.

Gil LAVI and Orna BLANC had the following children:
  1 Paz LAVI was born on 07 Aug 1991 in Kibbutz Magido ISRAEL.
  2 Eran LAVI was born on 10 Apr 1996 in ISRAEL.
  3 Amir LAVI was born on 16 Apr 2000 in Kibbutz Megido ISRAEL.
  4 Yonathan LAVI was born on 06 Sep 2003 in ISRAEL.

29. Avivit BLANC (Leonardo, Susana ELBERG, Levy Shloime ELBERG) was born on 30 Mar 1970 in ISRAEL. She married Tamir ISHAY, son of Yehuda ISHAY and Sara MADAR on 30 Mar 1992 in Kibbutz Megido. He was born on 04 Aug 1967 in ISRAEL.

Tamir ISHAY and Avivit BLANC had the following children:
  1 Tom ISHAY was born on 28 Dec 1992 in Kibbutz Megido ISRAEL.
  2 Daniel ISHAY was born on 14 Mar 1996 in Afula ISRAEL.
  3 Mor ISHAY was born on 28 Jun 1997 in Afula ISRAEL.
  4 Yaav ISHAY was born on 29 Jun 2003 in Afula ISRAEL.
  5 Amit ISHAY was born on 05 Mar 2007 in Afula ISRAEL.

30. Liat BLANC (Leonardo, Susana ELBERG, Levy Shloime ELBERG) was born on 29 Apr 1974 in ISRAEL. She married Boaz RANKEVITZ, son of Mordechay RENKEVITZ and Jenny on 01 Jul 2004 in Tel Hadashim ISRAEL.

Boaz RANKEVITZ and Liat BLANC had the following children:
  1 Ofer RANKEVITZ was born on 13 Mar 2005 in ISRAEL.
  2 Oad RANKEVITZ was born on 18 Sep 2009 in ISRAEL.

31. Roi BLANC (Leonardo, Susana ELBERG, Levy Shloime ELBERG) was born on 20 Jul 1979
in ISRAEL. He married Rina PICK, daughter of Uri PICK and Dalia on 13 May 2013 in Kibbutz Megido ISAREL.

Roi BLANC and Rina PICK had the following child:
1. **Ori BLANC** was born on 25 Apr 2014 in Kibbutz Megido ISRAEL.

### Generation 5

19. **Vardit TROSBICZ** (Marcelina Negra PITASHNY, Dora Bat Mauricio SCHVARTZ, Maria ELBERG, Levy Shloime ELBERG) was born on 25 Oct 1962 in Tzfat ISRAEL. She married Ilan LANKAR on 01 May 1983 in Kfar Zold ISRAEL. He was born on 21 Jan 1960 in Haifa ISRAEL.

Ilan LANKAR and Vardit TROSBICZ had the following children:

**Generation 5 (con’t)**

i. **Peleg** LANKAR was born on 20 Jul 1987 in Kfar Sold ISRAEL.

ii. **Sigal** LANKAR was born on 20 Sep 1989 in Kfar Sold ISRAEL.

iii. **Neta** LANKAR was born on 12 Nov 1994 in Kfar Sold ISRAEL.

34. **Amir TROSBICZ** (Marcelina Negra PITASHNY, Dora Bat Mauricio SCHVARTZ, Maria ELBERG, Levy Shloime ELBERG) was born on 15 Nov 1965 in Kiriat Shemone ISRAEL. He married Maia IKEDA on 12 Dec 1992 in Osaka JAPAN. She was born in Osaka JAPAN.

Amir TROSBICZ and Maia IKEDA had the following child:
1. **Alice** TROSBICZ was born in Jun 2001 in JAPAN.

35. **Iris TROSBICZ** (Marcelina Negra PITASHNY, Dora Bat Mauricio SCHVARTZ, Maria ELBERG, Levy Shloime ELBERG) was born on 04 Jul 1967 in Kiriat Shemone ISRAEL. She married Shmuel SOFER on 09 Sep 1992 in Haifa ISRAEL. He was born on 11 Nov 1963 in Haifa ISRAEL.

Shmuel SOFER and Iris TROSBICZ had the following children:
1. **Opal** SOFER was born on 28 Nov 1997 in Kfar Sold ISRAEL.

2. **Shobal** SOFER was born on 28 Aug 1999 in Kfar Sold ISAREL.

36. **Sergio Alberto SCHVARTZ** (Salomon SCHVARTZ, Manuel Ben Mauricio ELBERG, Levy Shloime ELBERG) was born on 20 Oct 1967 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. He married **Fabiana ROJMAN**. She was born in Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA.

Sergio Alberto SCHVARTZ and Fabiana ROJMAN had the following children:
1. **Mati** SCHVARTZ was born on 04 Jul 1994 in ISRAEL.

2. **Ruth** SCHVARTZ was born on 13 Feb 1998 in ISRAEL.

3. **Yaniv** SCHVARTZ was born on 20 Oct 2002 in Sao Paulo BRAZIL.

37. **Fabiana Judith SCHVARTZ** (Salomon SCHVARTZ, Manuel Ben Mauricio ELBERG, Levy Shloime ELBERG) was born on 07 Feb 1972 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. She married Edgardo SZULSZTEIN, son of Alberto SZULSZTEIN and Esther POLONSKY on 11 Nov 2001 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Edgardo SZULSZTEIN and Fabiana Judith SCHVARTZ had the following children:
1. **Tomer** SZULSZTEIN was born on 23 Jun 2003 in Toronto, Ontario CANADA.

2. **Uri** SZULSZTEIN was born on 11 Jul 2007 in Toronto, Ontario CANADA.
38. **Andrés Eduardo Eyal**\(^5\) **Schvartz** (Salomon\(^4\), Manuel Ben Mauricio\(^3\), María\(^2\) Elberg, Levy Shloime\(^1\) Elberg) was born on 09 Jun 1975 in Concepcion del Uruguay Argentina. He married Hanny Litvack, daughter of Dov Litvack and Esther Rosenfeld in Oct 2001 in Avellaneda Argentina. She was born in 1980.

Andrés Eduardo Eyal SCHVARTZ and Hanny Litvack had the following children:

1. **Mira**\(^6\) Schvartz was born in 2009.

2. **Shay Schvartz** was born in 2009.

39. **Gabriel Ernesto**\(^5\) **Schvartz** (Mario\(^4\), Manuel Ben Mauricio\(^3\), María\(^2\) Elberg, Levy Shloime\(^1\) Elberg) was born on 03 Jul 1973 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. Argentina. He married **Generation 5 (con't)** Araceli A. IbarrA, daughter of Enrique O. IbarrA and Alicia E. Zarate in Argentina. She was born in 1973 in Argentina.

Gabriel Ernesto Schvartz and Araceli A. IbarrA had the following child:

i. **David J.**\(^6\) Schvartz was born in 2009.

31. **Monica Elizabeth**\(^5\) **Schvartz** (Mario\(^4\), Manuel Ben Mauricio\(^3\), María\(^2\) Elberg, Levy Shloime\(^1\) Elberg) was born on 21 Oct 1974 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. Argentina. She married Cristian Carlos MirabelLI, son of Pascual C. MirabelLI and Alicia Altieri on 05 Dec 1997 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. Argentina. He was born on 09 Oct 1970 in Buenos Aires, Argentina.

Cristian Carlos MirabelLI and Monica Elizabeth Schvartz had the following child:

1. **Lucia**\(^6\) MirabelLI was born in 2002 in Argentina.

32. **Adrian Samuel Flesler** (Sergio Miguel, Catalina Chane\(^3\) Schvartz, María\(^2\) Elberg, Levy Shloime\(^1\) Elberg) was born on 27 Feb 1977 in Santa Fe Argentina. He married Cintia Krochik on 15 Nov 2005 in Haifa Israel. She was born on 09 Dec 1975 in Mendoza Argentina.

Adrian Samuel Flesler and Cintia Krochik had the following child:

1. **Nir Flesler** was born on 30 Oct 2006 in Haifa Israel.
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Generation 1

6. Shaul FRENKEL was born in 1874 in Russian Empire. He died on 27 Jan 1946 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Clara LEVENSON in 1894 in Russian Empire. She was born in 1879 in Lemberg Russian Empire. She died on 03 Jun 1959 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Shaul FRENKEL and Clara LEVENSON had the following children:

2. i. Abraham FRENKEL was born in ARGENTINA. He married Olga.

26. Elena FRENKEL was born in ARGENTINA. She married Zenon Munioz.

3. iii. Fanny FRENKEL was born in ARGENTINA. She married Isaac RUDAEFF, son of Israel RUDAEFF and Unknown in ARGENTINA. He was born in ARGENTINA.

27. Milie FRENKEL was born in ARGENTINA. She died in ARGENTINA.

28. Luis FRENKEL was born in Escriinia Colonia Tres E.R. ARG. He died in ARGENTINA.

6. vi. Isaac FRENKEL was born in 1900 in ARGENTINA. He died in 1966 in ARGENTINA. He married Lydia Liba SCHWARTZMAN, daughter of Iosef SCHWARTZMAN and Esther Leie TUJOVETZKY in Colonia Tres Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born in 1908 in ARGENTINA. She died on 21 Oct 1973 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

7. vii. Aharon FRENKEL was born on 27 Jul 1903 in Villa Echague Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 31 Jan 1975 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Sara SINGER, daughter of Rev Moishe SINGER and Gitl Katerina WANTMAN on 13 Oct 1926 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born on 20 May 1905 in Colonia Tres Villa Mantero E. R. ARGENTINA. She died on 19 Jun 1998 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Generation 2

2. Abraham FRENKEL (Shaul') was born in ARGENTINA. He married Olga.

Abraham FRENKEL and Olga had the following child:

5. Leopoldo FRENKEL was born in ARGENTINA.

3. Fanny FRENKEL (Shaul') was born in ARGENTINA. She married Isaac RUDAEFF, son of Israel RUDAEFF and Unknown in ARGENTINA. He was born in ARGENTINA.

Isaac RUDAEFF and Fanny FRENKEL had the following children:

5. Sonia RUDAEFF was born in Argentina.

6. Moises Ben Isaac RUDAEFF was born in Argentina.

4. Isaac FRENKEL (Shaul') was born in 1900 in ARGENTINA. He died in 1966 in ARGENTINA. He married Lydia Liba SCHWARTZMAN, daughter of Iosef SCHWARTZMAN and Esther Leie TUJOVETZKY in Colonia Tres Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born in 1908 in ARGENTINA. She died on 21 Oct 1973 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Isaac FRENKEL and Lydia Liba SCHWARTZMAN had the following children:
5. RAUL RULO\textsuperscript{2} FRENKEL was born in Escrinia Colonia Tres E.R. ARGENTINA.

6. LUIS FRENKEL was born in Escrinia Colonia Tres E.R. ARG. He died in ARGENTINA.

LUIS MARCOS LUCHO FRENKEL was born in 1932 in Escrinia Colonia Tres E.R. ARGENTINA.

1. AHARON\textsuperscript{2} FRENKEL (Shaul\textsuperscript{1}) was born on 27 Jul 1903 in Villa Echague Entre Ríos ARGENTINA. He died on 31 Jan 1975 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Sara SINGER, daughter of Rev Moishe SINGER and Gitl Katerina WANTMAN on 13 Oct 1926 in Basavilbaso Entre Ríos. ARGENTINA. She was born on 20 May 1905 in Colonia Tres Villa Mantero E. R. ARGENTINA. She died on 19 Jun 1998 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Aharon FRENKEL and Sara SINGER had the following children:

1 i. DORA (DOLLY)\textsuperscript{3} FRENKEL was born on 25 May 1927 in Colonia Tres Escrinia E. R. ARGENTINA. She married Pablo (Polo) KANTOR, son of Miguel KANTOR and Rosa HUCLANSKI on 08 Oct 1955 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 10 Aug 1926 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died on 08 Sep 2014 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

2 ii. RAQUEL FRENKEL was born on 29 Aug 1928 in Colonia Tres Escrinia E. R. ARGENTINA. She married Bernardino (Dino) GOMEZ on 02 Jul 1961 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 03 Feb 1926 in SPAIN. He died on 18 Feb 2004 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

3 iii. MARIO JORGE (MOISHE) FRENKEL was born on 21 Sep 1932 in Colonia Tres Escrinia E. R. ARGENTINA. He died on 09 Apr 1992 in Curitiva BARZIL. He married Amalia SENDER on 09 Mar 1966 in Curitiba BRAZIL. She was born on 17 Jun 1937 in Sao Paulo BRAZIL.

Generation 3

iii. DORA (DOLLY)\textsuperscript{3} FRENKEL (Aharon\textsuperscript{2}, Shaul\textsuperscript{1}) was born on 25 May 1927 in Colonia Tres Escrinia E. R. ARGENTINA. She married Pablo (Polo) KANTOR, son of Miguel KANTOR and Rosa HUCLANSKI on 08 Oct 1955 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 10 Aug 1926 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died on 08 Sep 2014 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Pablo (Polo) KANTOR and Dora (Dolly) FRENKEL had the following child:

GABRIELA\textsuperscript{4} KANTOR was born on 18 Oct 1959 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Gladys Nelida SANTOS on 04 Feb 1994 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 27 Jul 1965.

iv. RAQUEL\textsuperscript{3} FRENKEL (Aharon\textsuperscript{2}, Shaul\textsuperscript{1}) was born on 29 Aug 1928 in Colonia Tres Escrinia E. R. ARGENTINA. She married Bernardino (Dino) GOMEZ on 02 Jul 1961 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 03 Feb 1926 in SPAIN. He died on 18 Feb 2004 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Bernardino (Dino) GOMEZ and Raquel FRENKEL had the following child:

i. EDGARDO ARIEL\textsuperscript{4} GOMEZ was born on 22 Jan 1962 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Gladys Nelida SANTOS on 04 Feb 1994 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 27 Jul 1965.

6. MARIO JORGE (MOISHE)\textsuperscript{3} FRENKEL (Aharon\textsuperscript{2}, Shaul\textsuperscript{1}) was born on 21 Sep 1932 in Colonia Tres
Escrinia E. R. ARGENTINA. He died on 09 Apr 1992 in Curitiva BARZIL. He married Amalia SENDER on 09 Mar 1966 in Curitiba BRAZIL. She was born on 17 Jun 1937 in Sao Paulo BRAZIL.

Mario Jorge (Moishe) FRENKEL and Amalia SENDER had the following children:

i. SAULO RICARDO FRENKEL was born on 12 Jan 1967 in Curitiba BRAZIL. He married UNKNOWN.

   FLAVIO FRENKEL was born on 20 Dec 1968 in Curitiba BRAZIL.

Generation 4

8. SAULO RICARDO FRENKEL (Mario Jorge (Moishe) 3, Aharon 2, Shaul 1) was born on 12 Jan 1967 in Curitiba BRAZIL. He married UNKNOWN.

Saulo Ricardo FRENKEL and UNKNOWN had the following children:

i. BRUNA FRENKEL was born on 09 Feb 1995 in Curitiba BRAZIL.

ii. MARIO BEN SAULO FRENKEL was born in 1997 in Curitiba BRAZIL.
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Generation 1

7. ABRUM LEIB GLUSCHANKOV was born in 1904 in Kriviepiotz gub Alexander UKRAYNE. He died in
Krivieplotz UKRAYNE. He married Gitl SOSTNITZKY in Krivieplotz Kherson Gubernia UKRA. She was born in Krivieplotz UKRAYNE. She died in Krivirpliotz UKRAYNE.

Abrum Leib GLUSCHANKOV and Gitl SOSTNITZKY had the following children:

2. i. USHER 2 GLUSCHANKOV was born in Krivieplotz Kherson Gubernie Ukrayne. He died on 16 Aug 1961 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Mariashe Maria LITMAN in Krivieplotz Kherson Gubernia. She was born in 1865 in Russian Empire. She died in ARGENTINA.

3. ii. MERIKE GLUSCHANKOV was born in Krivieplotz gub Alexander UKRAYNE. She married MOTL MARCOS WOLIN.

4. iii. HERSCH YOEL ELIAS GLUSCHANKOV was born on 09 Aug 1880 in Krivieplotz Kherson Gubernia Alexander UKRAYNE. He died on 17 Feb 1962 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Leike Luisa HICK, daughter of Luzer Luis HICK and Ite LANFIR about 1909 in Escrinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born on 26 Jul 1891 in Beltz BESSARABIA. She died on 26 Feb 1950 in Escrinia Colonia 4 Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

---

**Generation 2**

5. USHER 2 GLUSCHANKOV (Abrum Leib 1) was born in Krivieplotz Kherson Gubernie Ukrayne. He died on 16 Aug 1961 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Mariashe Maria LITMAN in Krivieplotz Kherson Gubernia. She was born in 1865 in Russian Empire. She died in ARGENTINA.

Usher GLUSCHANKOV and Mariashe Maria LITMAN had the following children:

i. MANIE 3 GLUSCHANKOV was born in ARGENTINA ?. She married LEON SLECH.

ii. BRAINE BERTHA GLUSCHANKOV was born in 1894 in Krivieplotz Kherson Gubernia. She died in ARGENTINA. She married ENRIQUE PITASHNY. He was born in 1892 in Kherson UKRAYNE. He died in ARGENTINA.

iii. REIZEL RASSIA ROSA GLUSCHANKOV was born in 1900 in Krivieplotz Kherson Gubernia. She died on 17 Nov 1959 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married BERNARDO SCHEVELOFF.

3 iv. SHLOIME YEOSHUA GLUSCHANKOV was born in 1901 in Krivieplotz Kherson Gubernia. He died in ARGENTINA. He married MARIA ESHET SHLOIME. She died in ARGENTINA.

4 v. ABRUM LEIB LEON GLUSCHANKOV was born on 10 May 1905 in Krivieplotz Kherson UKRAYNE. He died on 15 Mar 1965 in Rosario del Tala E.R. ARGENTINA. He married Sofia BAJAROFF, daughter of Gregorio BAJAROFF and Esther EFRON in 1933 in ARGENTINA. She was born on 11 Sep 1911 in Linea 22 E.R. ARGENTINA. She died on 14 Jan 1983 in Rosario del Tala E.R. ARGENTINA.

2 vi. JUNE JOSE GLUSCHANKOV was born in 1906 in Krivieplotz Kherson Gubernia. He died in ARGENTINA. He married CLARA I. BANKOFSKY. She died on 09 Aug 1991 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married (2) CLARA in ARGENTINA. She died in ARGENTINA.

3 vii. MORDECHOY MARCOS GLUSCHANKOV was born on 14 Nov 1908 in Krivieplotz Kherson Gubernia UKRAYNE. He died on 22 Sep 1979 in Bs As ARGENTINA. He married Julia KUNIS, daughter of Natalio Nussem KUNIS and Duere MATHOV on 31 Oct 1930 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 01 Oct 1912 in Rio Negro ARGENTINA. She died on 19 Dec 1999 in Bs As ARGENTINA.
viii. MASHE GLUSCHANKOV was born in 1910 in Krivieplotz Kherson Gubernia. She married Mendl POPILEVSKY in ARGENTINA.

iv. MERIKE GLUSCHANKOV (Abrum Leib۱) was born in Krivieplotz gub Alexander UKRAYNE. She married MOTL MARCOS WOLIN.

Motl Marcos WOLIN and Merike GLUSCHANKOV had the following children:
   i. RIVE WOLIN. She married NISSIM ARAVSKY. She was born on 19 Sep 1906. He died on 18 Sep 1962 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.
   iii. HENIE WOLIN. She married GREGORIO MIRSON.
   iv. ADELA WOLIN. She married JACOBO PASIK.

v. HERSCH YOEL ELIAS GLUSCHANKOV (Abrum Leib۱) was born on 09 Aug 1880 in Krivieplotz Kherson Gubernia Alexander UKRAYNE. He died on 17 Feb 1962 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Leike Luisa HICK, daughter of Luzer Luis HICK and Ite LANFIR about 1909 in Escriinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born on 26 Jul 1891 in Beltz BESSARABIA. She died on 26 Feb 1950 in Escriinia Colonia 4 Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Hersch Yoel Elias GLUSCHANKOV and Leike Luisa HICK had the following children:
   3 i. ABRAHAM BEN HERSCH GLUSCHANKOV was born on 19 Sep 1910 in Escriinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 26 May 2002 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Bertha BLANC, daughter of Enrique Hershel BLANC and Ruchel Rosa PASCAR in Feb 1933 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 08 Aug 1910 in Colonia Dos Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 10 Dec 1999 in ARGENTINA.
   4 ii. JACOBO BEN HERSCH GLUSCHANKOV was born on 14 Sep 1916 in Escriinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married (1) SARA GIDEKEL, daughter of Leon GIDEKEL and Aida SENDEREY on 26 Aug 1951 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on Sep 1917 in ARGENTINA. She died on 17 Jan 1989 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married (2) MARTA LUISA AGUIMO MAS, daughter of Miguel Aguilo MAS and Marta Del Carmen JUAN in Palma de Majorca SPAIN. She was born on Jun 1924 in Palma de Majorca SPAIN. She died on 13 May 2008 in Palma de Majorca SPAIN.

Generation 3

9. MANIE GLUSCHANKOV (Usher۲, Abrum Leib۱) was born in ARGENTINA?. She married LEON SLECH.

Leon SLECH and Manie GLUSCHANKOV had the following children:
   i. ABRAHAM SLECH. He married LIDIA SCHEVELOFF.
   ii. ELIAS SLECH.
   iii. BERTHA SLECH.
   iv. SOFIA SLECH.
   v. MARCOS SLECH. BRAINE BERTHA GLUSCHANKOV (Usher۲, Abrum Leib۱) was born in 1894 in Krivieplotz Kherson Gubernia. She died in ARGENTINA. She married
**Enrique Pitashny.** He was born in 1892 in Kherson UKRAYNE. He died in ARGENTINA.

Enrique PITASHNY and Braine Bertha GLUSCHANKOV had the following children:

18. **Libe Lidia** Pitashny was born in 1918 in Linea 24 E R ARGENTINA. She married Szylonsky.

19. **Elias Ben Enrique Pitashny.**

20. ** Catalina Pitashny** was born in Linea 24 E R ARGENTINA.

21. ** Jacobo Ben Enrique Pitashny** was born in 1915 in Linea 24 E R ARGENTINA. He married Enkin.

22. **Moishe Ben Enrique Pitashny** was born in 1917 in Linea 24 E R ARGENTINA. He married Szylonsky.

23. **Martha Ptashne Pitashny** was born in ARGENTINA. She married Reisin.

24. **Sofia Bat Enrique Pitashny** was born in 1923 in Linea 24 E R ARGENTINA.

25. **Jose Ben Enrique Pitashny** was born in 1923 in Linea 24 E R ARGENTINA.

26. **Abraham Ben Enrique Pitashny** was born in 1926 in Linea 24 Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

27. **Benjamin Pitashny** was born in 1931 in Linea 24 E R ARGENTINA. He married Assan.

28. **Maria Maruca Pitashny** was born in 1934 in Linea 24 E R ARGENTINA. She died on 29 May 1953 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married DONADEI in Escrinia Colonia 4 E.R. ARGENTINA.

1. **Leon Ben Enrique Pitashny** was born in 1932 in Linea 24 Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Adela Stromberg.

10. **Reizel Rassa Rosa**\(^3\) GLUSCHANKOV (Usher\(^2\), Abrum Leib\(^1\)) was born in 1900 in Krivieplotz Kherson Gubernia. She died on 17 Nov 1959 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Bernardo Scheveloff.

Bernardo SCHEVELOFF and Reizel Rassa Rosa GLUSCHANKOV had the following children:

15. **Lito** Scheveloff.

16. **Julio Scheveloff.**

17. **Lidia Scheveloff.** She married Abraham Slech.

11. **Shloime Yeoshua**\(^3\) GLUSCHANKOV (Usher\(^2\), Abrum Leib\(^1\)) was born in 1901 in Krivieplotz Kherson Gubernia. He died in ARGENTINA. He married Maria Eshet Shloime. She died in ARGENTINA.

Shloime Yeoshua GLUSCHANKOV had the following children:

15. **Amalia**\(^4\) GLUSCHANKOV.

19. **Lidia GLUSCHANKOV.**
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20. MARTA GLUSCHANKOV.

21. MARIO GLUSCHANKOV was born in Rosario del Tala E.R. ARGENTINA.

Shloime Yeoshua GLUSCHANKOV and Maria Eshet SHLOIME had the following children:
12. AMALIA GLUSCHANKOV.
13. LIDIA GLUSCHANKOV.
14. MARTA GLUSCHANKOV.

MARIO GLUSCHANKOV was born in Rosario del Tala E.R. ARGENTINA.

i. ROSITA GLUSCHANKOV.

17. ABRUM LEIB LEON GLUSCHANKOV (Usher³, Abrum Leib¹) was born on 10 May 1905 in Kriviepliotz Kherson UKRAYNE. He died on 15 Mar 1965 in Rosario del Tala E.R. ARGENTINA. He married Sofia BAJAROFF, daughter of Gregorio BAJAROFF and Esther EFRON in 1933 in ARGENTINA. She was born on 11 Sep 1911 in Linea 22 E.R. ARGENTINA. She died on 14 Jan 1983 in Rosario del Tala E.R. ARGENTINA.

Abrum Leib Leon GLUSCHANKOV and Sofia BAJAROFF had the following children:

MARIO GLUSCHANKOV was born in Rosario del Tala E.R. ARGENTINA.

Ana Bat ABRUM GLUSCHANKOV was born on 25 Feb in Rosario del Tala E.R. ARGENTINA.

iii. LEONARDO GLUSCHANKOV was born on 25 Sep 1944 in Rosario del Tala E.R. ARGENTINA. He married Clara Leah AMERMAN, daughter of Daniel AMERMAN and Juana MOSCOVICH on 19 May 1972 in Rosario Santa Fe Argentina. She was born in Victoria Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

18. JUNE JOSE GLUSCHANKOV (Usher², Abrum Leib¹) was born in 1906 in Kriviep Kherson Gubernia. He died in ARGENTINA. He married CLARA I. BANKOFSKY. She died on 09 Aug 1991 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married (2) CLARA in ARGENTINA. She died in ARGENTINA.

June Jose GLUSCHANKOV and CLARA had the following child:

PABLO BEN JUNE GLUSCHANKOV.

19. MORDECHOY MARCOS GLUSCHANKOV (Usher², Abrum Leib¹) was born on 14 Nov 1908 in Krivieplotz Kherson Gubernia UKRAYNE. He died on 22 Sep 1979 in Bs As ARGENTINA. He married JULIA KUNIS, daughter of Natalio Nussem KUNIS and Duere MATHOV on 31 Oct 1930 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 01 Oct 1912 in Rio Negro ARGENTINA. She died on i. Dec 1999 in Bs As ARGENTINA.

Mordechoy Marcos GLUSCHANKOV and Julia KUNIS had the following children:

18. i. ESTHER CUCHA GLUSCHANKOV was born on 14 Aug 1931 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

19. ii. ISSAC GLUSCHANKOV was born on 24 May 1933 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He
married Hilda CUCA in ARGENTINA. She was born in ARGENTINA.

13. **Mashe GLUSCHANKOV** (Usher, Abrum Leib) was born in 1910 in Krivieplotz Kherson Gubernia. She married Mendl POPILEVSKY in ARGENTINA.

Mendl POPILEVSKY and Mashe GLUSCHANKOV had the following child:

i. **Josefa CUCA** was born in Ramos Mejia ARGENTINA.

14. **Rive WOLIN** (Merike GLUSCHANKOV, Abram Leib GLUSCHANKOV, Motl Marcos). She married **Nissim ARAVSKY**.

Nissim ARAVSKY and Rive WOLIN had the following children:

1. i. **Sonie ARAVSKY**. She married **Isaac MANULIS**.

   iii. **Zame ARAVSKY**.

   iv. **Abrum Leib ARAVSKY**. He married **Charbe Pisarcuco**.

   v. **Nechume ARAVSKY**. She married **Marcos Traiber**.

   vi. **Duere ARAVSKY**. She married **Max Jersek**.

   vii. **Tzivie ARAVSKY**. She married **Isaac Neustadt**.

   viii. **Moishe ARAVSKY**. He married **Feige Axeliov**.

13. **Henie WOLIN** (Merike GLUSCHANKOV, Abram Leib GLUSCHANKOV, Motl Marcos). She married **Gregorio MIRSON**.

Gregorio MIRSON and Henie WOLIN had the following children:

i. **Clara MIRSON**.

ii. **Adela MIRSON**. She married **Solomon CHALIK**.

iii. **Luis MIRSON**.

iv. **Abraham MIRSON**.

v. **Samuel MIRSON**.

14. **Adela WOLIN** (Merike GLUSCHANKOV, Abram Leib GLUSCHANKOV, Motl Marcos). She married **Jacobo PASIK**.

Jacobo PASIK and Adela WOLIN had the following children:

i. **Anita PASIK**. She married **Chervin**.

ii. **Luis LUCHO PASIK**.

iii. **Chocha PASIK**.

15. **Abraham Leib Ben Hersch GLUSCHANKOV** (Hersch Yoel Elias, Abrum Leib) was born on 19 Sep 1910 in Escrinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 26 May 2002 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios
ARGENTINA. He married Bertha BLANC, daughter of Enrique Hershel BLANC and Rachel Rosa PASCAR in Feb 1933 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born on 08 Aug 1910 in Colonia Dos Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 10 Dec 1999 in ARGENTINA.

Abraham Leib Ben Hersch GLUSCHANKOV and Bertha BLANC had the following children:

1. **Jorge** \(^4\) GLUSCHANKOV was born on 07 Nov 1935 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 07 Nov 1948 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

2. ii. **Gloria GLUSCHANKOV** was born on 04 Jul 1939 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 15 Jun 1965 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Natalio WECHLER, son of Gregorio WECHLER and Elena ZAKS in 1959 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 18 Feb 1933 in Chaco ARGENTINA.

34. **Jacobo Ben Hersch** \(^3\) GLUSCHANKOV (Hersch Yoe Elias \(^2\), Abram Leib \(^1\)) was born on 14 Sep 1916 in Escrinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married (1) **Sara GIDEKEL**, daughter of Leon GIDEKEL and Aida SENDEREY on 26 Aug 1951 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 26 Sep 1917 in ARGENTINA. She died on 17 Jan 1989 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married (2) **Marta Luisa Aguilo Mas**, daughter of Miguel Aguilo MAS and Marta Del Carmen JUAN in Palma de Majorca SPAIN. She was born on 21 Jun 1924 in Palma de Majorca SPAIN. She died on 13 May 2008 in Palma de Majorca SPAIN.

Jacobo Ben Hersch GLUSCHANKOV and Sara GIDEKEL had the following children:

1. **Daniel Ben Jacobo** \(^4\) GLUSCHANKOV was born on 20 Aug 1954 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died on 13 Feb 1998 in Pirineos FRANCE. He married Estela RAIMUNDI on 14 Mar 1989. She was born on 17 Dec 1962 in Bandfield Pcia Bs As ARGENTINA.

2. ii. **Pablo Ben Jacobo GLUSCHANKOV** was born on 13 Jun 1956 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Sophie GOMEZ on 10 Nov 1988 in Paris FRANCE. She was born on 24 Nov 1956 in Paris FRANCE.

3. i. **Claudia GLUSCHANKOV** was born on 17 Jul 1958 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Isidoro ROITMAN on 23 Apr 1990 in London ENGLAND. He was born on 15 Oct 1957 in ARGENTINA.

**Generation 4**

24. **Leonardo** \(^4\) GLUSCHANKOV (Abrum Leib Leon \(^3\), Usher \(^2\), Abram Leib \(^1\)) was born on 25 Sep 1944 in Rosario del Tala E. R. ARGENTINA. He married Clara Leah AMERMAN, daughter of Daniel AMERMAN and Juana MOSCOVICH on 19 May 1972 in Rosario Santa Fe Argentina. She was born in Victoria Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Leonardo GLUSCHANKOV and Clara Leah AMERMAN had the following children:

1. i. **Gaston Abraham** \(^5\) GLUSCHANKOV was born on 25 Jul 1973 in Rosario del Tala Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married UNKNOWN.

   **Gabriel Adrian GLUSCHANKOV** was born on 27 Nov 1977 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA.

   **Giselle Anabel GLUSCHANKOV** was born on 21 Dec 1981 in Concepcion E.R. ARGENTINA.

   **Geraldine Alumine GLUSCHANKOV** was born on 29 Jul 1986 in Concepcion E.R, ARGENTINA.

25. **Esther Cuca** \(^4\) GLUSCHANKOV (Mordechoy Marcos \(^3\), Usher \(^2\), Abram Leib \(^1\)) was born on 14 Aug 1931
Abraham FLIGER and Esther Cuca GLUSCHANKOV had the following children:

i. Miguel ALBERTO FLIGER was born on 29 Jan 1961 in Bs As ARGENTINA. He married Myriam Sara ZAWOZNIK, daughter of Abraham ZAWOZNIK and Clara SYDRANSKY on 05 Jan 1985 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 17 Oct 1960 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

ii. Mario ISAAC FLIGER was born on 07 Feb 1964 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Monica GRINBERG in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born in 1964 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

18. Issac GLUSCHANCOV (Mordechoy Marcos GLUSCHANCOV, Usher GLUSCHANCOV, Abrum Leib GLUSCHANCOV) was born on 24 May 1933 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Hilda CUCA in ARGENTINA. She was born in ARGENTINA. Issac GLUSCHANCOV and Hilda CUCA had the following children:

29. Daniel BEN ISAAC GLUSCHANCOV was born on 12 Apr 1959 in Bs As ARGENTINA.

30. Deborah GLUSCHANCOV was born on 29 Oct 1964 in Bs As ARGENTINA.

31. Marcelo GLUSCHANCOV was born on 18 Jan 1969 in Bs As ARGENTINA.

19. Sonie ARAVSKY (Rive WOLIN, Merike GLUSCHANCOV, Abrum Leib GLUSCHANCOV, Nissim). She married Isaac MANULIS.

Isaac MANULIS and Sonie ARAVSKY had the following children:

29. Miguel MANULIS.

30. Rosa MANULIS.


20. Gloria GLUSCHANCOV (Abraham Leib Ben Hersch, Hersch Yoel Elias, Abrum Leib GLUSCHANCOV) was born on 04 Jul 1939 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 15 Jun 1965 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Natalio WECHLER, son of Gregorio WECHLER and Elena ZAKS in 1959 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 18 Feb 1933 in Chaco ARGENTINA. Natalio WECHLER and Gloria GLUSCHANCOV had the following children:

32. Adriana Luisa WECHLER was born on 24 Feb 1960 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Norberto Litvak. He was born in 1958. He was born in 1958.

i. Roxana ELITA WECHLER was born on 04 May 1962 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

ii. Evelyn MARA WECHLER was born on 11 Feb 1968 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

4 Pablo BEN Jacobo GLUSCHANCOV (Jacobo Ben Hersch, Hersch Yoel Elias, Abrum Leib) was born on 13 Jun 1956 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Sophie GOMEZ on 10 Nov 1988.
in Paris FRANCE. She was born on 24 Nov 1956 in Paris FRANCE.

Pablo Ben Jacobo GLUSCHANKOV and Sophie GOMEZ had the following children:

iii. MICAEL GLUSCHANKOV was born on 08 Feb 1989 in FRANCE.

iv. ANA BAT PABLO GLUSCHANKOV was born on 18 Oct 1991 in FRANCE.

Generation 5

31. **GASTON ABRAHAM** GLUSCHANKOV (Leonardo GLUSCHANKOV, Abrum Leib Leon, Usher GLUSCHANKOV, Abrum Leib GLUSCHANKOV) was born on 25 Jul 1973 in Rosario del Tala Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married **UNKNOWN**.

Gaston Abraham GLUSCHANKOV and UNKNOWN had the following child:

35. **SOFIA** GLUSCHANKOV was born on 11 Mar 2001 in Villa Libertador San Martin ARGENTINA.

32. **MIGUEL ALBERTO** FLIGER (Esther Cuca GLUSCHANKOV, Mordechoy Marcos GLUSCHANKOV, Usher GLUSCHANKOV, Abrum Leib GLUSCHANKOV) was born on 29 Jan 1961 in Bs As ARGENTINA. He married Myriam Sara ZAWOZNIK, daughter of Abraham ZAWOZNIK and Clara SYDRANSKY on 05 Jan 1985 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 17 Oct 1960 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Miguel Alberto FLIGER and Myriam Sara ZAWOZNIK had the following children:

35. **DAVID EXEQUIEL** FLIGER was born on 24 Jul 1988 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

36. **FEDERICO JAVIER FLIGER** was born on 25 Oct 1994 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

33. **MARIO ISAAC** FLIGER (Esther Cuca GLUSCHANKOV, Mordechoy Marcos GLUSCHANKOV, Usher GLUSCHANKOV, Abrum Leib GLUSCHANKOV) was born on 07 Feb 1964 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Monica GRINBERG in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born in 1964 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Mario Isaac FLIGER and Monica GRINBERG had the following children:

35. **DARIO** FLIGER was born on 12 Mar 1997 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

36. **SABRINA FLIGER** was born on 18 Jul 2002 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

34. **BLANCA** MANULIS (Sonie ARAVSKY, Rive WOLIN, Merike GLUSCHANKOV, Abrum Leib GLUSCHANKOV, Isaac). She married **LUIS ROITBLAT**.

Luis ROITBLAT and Blanca MANULIS had the following children:

35. **DIANA** ROITBLAT.

36. **NORA LU ROITBLAT**.

35. **ADRIANA LUISA** WECHLER (Gloria GLUSCHANKOV, Abraham Leib Ben Hersch GLUSCHANKOV, Hersch Yoel Elias GLUSCHANKOV, Abrum Leib GLUSCHANKOV, Isaac). She married **JORGE BISCARDI**. He was born in 1958.

Norberto LITVAK and Adriana Luisa WECHLER had the following child:

35. **LUCIA** LITVAK was born on 05 Nov 1989.

Jorge BISCARDI and Adriana Luisa WECHLER had the following children:

50. **JUANA** BISCARDI was born in 1999 in ARGENTINA.
51. PEDRO BISCARDI was born in 2002 in ARGENTINA.

Descendants of Luzer Luis HICK

Generation 1

8. LUZER LUIS’ HICK was born in 1858 in BESSARABIA RUSSIA. He died in 1942 in
ARGENTINA. He married Ite LANFIR, daughter of Yankl Yaakov LANFIR and Chana Perl SINGER in Beltz BESSARABIA. She was born in 1863 in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. She died on 02 Jun 1943 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Luzer Luis HICK and Ite LANFIR had the following children:

2. **AHARON** HICK was born in 1885 in Beltzi BESSARABIA. He married **JUANA ZUSMAN**. He was born in 1893 in BESSARABIA.

6. **ii. HERSHL GREGORIO HICK** was born on 15 Mar 1890 in Beltz BESSARABIA. He died on 23 Jun 1970 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married **SOFIA TARAN** about 1912 in Escrinia Col 4 E. R. ARGENTIN. She was born on 01 Apr 1888 in BESSARABIA. She died on 21 Apr 1963 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

3. **iii. LEIKE LUISA HICK** was born on 26 Jul 1891 in Beltz BESSARABIA. She died on 26 Feb 1950 in Escrinia Colonia 4 Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Hersch Yoel Elias GLUSCHANKOV, son of Abrum Leib GLUSCHANKOV and Gitl SOSTNITZKY about 1909 in Escrinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born on 09 Aug 1880 in Krivieplotz Kherson Gubernia Alexander UKRAYNE. He died on 17 Feb 1962 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

4. **iv. MARIA HICK** was born in 1892 in Beltz BESSARABIA. She died on 29 May 1953 in Escrinia Colonia Cuatro E. R. ARGENTINA. She married Leib Leon Ben Chaim PITASHNY, son of Chaim Zanvel Raul PITASHNY and Chone Ruij Rosa GITKIN in Colony Efingar Kherson Russian Empire. He died on 21 Nov 1932 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

5. **v. MOISES BEN LUZER HICK** was born in 1894 in Beltz BESSARABIA. He died in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married **Tova Teresa EPPEL**, daughter of **EPPEL** and UNKNOWN in Escrinia E R ARGENTINA. She was born in 1900 in BESSARABIA RUSSIA. She died in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

vi. **SAMUEL BEN LUZER HICK** was born in 1894 in Beltz BESSARABIA. He married **AMALIA**.

---

**Generation 2**

2. **HERSHEL GREGORIO** HICK (Luzer Luis) was born on 15 Mar 1890 in Beltz BESSARABIA. He died on 23 Jun 1970 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married **SOFIA TARAN** about 1912 in Escrinia Col 4 E. R. ARGENTINA. She was born on 01 Apr 1888 in BESSARABIA. She died on 21 Apr 1963 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Hershl Gregorio HICK and Sofia TARAN had the following children:

8. **i. JACOBO HICK** was born on 04 Aug 1912 in Escrinia Col' 4 Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married **LUCIA OLIVERAS**. She was born on 11 Feb 1914 in San Luis ARGENTINA. She died on 28 Mar 1993 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

9. **ii. HANNAH JUANA HICK** was born on 18 Nov 1913 in Escrinia Col 4 E. R. ARGENTINA.

ii. **i. CLARA ANNA HICK** was born in 1914 in Escrinia Col 4 E. R. ARGENTINA.

iv. **MOISHE MARIO HICK** was born on 20 Jul 1918 in Escrinia Col 4 E. R. ARGENTINA. He died on 20 Dec 1991 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married **MANUELA LITA ROSENTHAL**. She was born on 05 May 1917. She died on 12 Mar 1993 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.
v. **Samuel Ben Gregorio Hick** was born on 25 Mar 1922 in Escrinia Col 4 E. R. ARGENTINA. He married **Celia Fernandez**. She was born in ARGENTINA.

vi. **Pedro Hick** was born on 16 Aug 1925 in Escrinia Col 4 E. R. ARGENTINA. He married **(1) Margarita Wassertreger** on 15 Oct 1976 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 27 Sep 1927 in 9 deJulio Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She died in Aug 1998 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married **(2) Vera** in ARGENTINA. She died in Aug 2013.

4. **Leike Luisa**² Hick (Luzer Luis¹) was born on 26 Jul 1891 in Beltz BESSARABIA. She died on 26 Feb 1950 in Escrinia Colonia 4 Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Hersch Yoel Elias GLUSCHANKOV, son of Abrum Leib GLUSCHANKOV and Gitl SOSTNITZKY about 1909 in Escrinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born on 09 Aug 1880 in Krivieplotz Kherson Gubernia UKRAYNE. He died on 17 Feb 1962 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Hersch Yoel Elias GLUSCHANKOV and Leike Luisa HICK had the following children:

12. i. **Abraham Leib Ben Hersch**³ GLUSCHANKOV was born on 19 Sep 1910 in Escrinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 26 May 2002 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Bertha BLANC, daughter of Enrique Hershel BLANC and Ruchel Rosa PASCAR in Feb 1933 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born on 08 Aug 1910 in Colonia Dos Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 10 Dec 1999 in ARGENTINA.

13. ii. **Jacobo Ben Hersch Gluschankov** was born on 14 Sep 1916 in Escrinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married **(1) Sara Gidekel** and Aida SENDEREY on 26 Aug 1951 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 26 Sep 1917 in ARGENTINA. She died on 17 Jan 1989 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married **(2) Marta Luisa Aguilo Mas** and Marta Del Carmen JAN in Palma de Majorca SPAIN. She was born on 21 Jun 1924 in Palma de Majorca SPAIN. She died on 13 May 2008 in Palma de Majorca SPAIN.

5. **Maria**² Hick (Luzer Luis¹) was born in 1892 in Beltz BESSARABIA. She died on 29 May 1953 in Escrinia Colonia Cuatro E. R. ARGENTINA. She married Leib Leon Ben Chaim PITASHNY, son of Chaim Zanvel Raul PITASHNY and Chone Rujl Rosa GITKIN in Colonia Cuatro Escrinia E.R.. He was born in 1892 in Colony Efingar Kherson Russian Empire. He died on 21 Nov 1932 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Leib Leon Ben Chaim PITASHNY and Maria HICK had the following children:

12. i. **Aharon Ben Leon**³ PITASHNY was born in 1907 in Colonia 4 Escrinia E.R. ARGENTINA. He married **Maria Igudis Zisman**. She died on 03 Oct 1999 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

13. ii. **David Ben Leon** PITASHNY was born on 08 Mar 1910 in Colonia 4 Escrinia E.R. ARGENTINA. He died on 10 Aug 1981 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Dora Bat Mauricio SCHVARTZ, daughter of Mauricio SCHVARTZ and Maria ELBERG on 12 Oct 1935 in Escrinia E Rios ARGENTINA. She was born on 3 Apr 1912 in Colonia Trece Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 20 Oct 2009 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

14. iii. **Paulina Peke** PITASHNY was born on 03 Oct 1916 in Colonia 4 Escrinia E.R. ARGENTINA. She died in 1968.
5. **Moises Ben Luzer**\(^2\) Hick (Luzer Luis\(^1\)) was born in 1894 in Beltz BESSARABIA. He died in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Tova Teresa EPPEL, daughter of EPPEL and UNKNOWN in Escринia E R ARGENTINA. She was born in 1900 in BESSARABIA RUSSIA. She died in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Moises Ben Luzer Hick and Tova Teresa EppeL had the following children:

iii. i. **Elías**\(^3\) Hick was born in 1921 in Escринia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Sara Elberg.

iv. ii. **Cecilia Tzvie** Hick was born on 12 Oct 1926 in Escринia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 29 Jun 1997 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Jacobo Yankl Zentner, son of Jose Ben Hershl Zentner and Reizl Rosa GorbAN in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born on 17 Nov 1917 in Escринia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 29 May 2008 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

v. iii. **Bernardo Bebo** Hick was born on 28 Oct 1933 in Escринia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Sofia Silberman. She was born on 11 Oct 1937.

---

**Generation 3**

6. **Jacobo**\(^3\) Hick (Hershl Gregorio\(^2\), Luzer Luis\(^1\)) was born on 04 Aug 1912 in Escринia Col'4 Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Lucia Oliveras. She was born on 11 Feb 1914 in San Luis ARGENTINA. She died on 28 Mar 1993 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Jacobo Hick and Lucia Oliveras had the following children:

18. i. **Estela**\(^4\) Hick was born on 05 May 1949 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Horacio Maratea on 29 Jul 1976 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 6 Jul 1948 in CHILE.

19. ii. **Graciela** Hick was born on 27 Dec 1950 in ARGENTINA. She married Unknown.

7. **Hannah Juana**\(^3\) Hick (Hershl Gregorio\(^2\), Luzer Luis\(^1\)) was born on 18 Nov 1913 in Escринia Col'4 E. R. ARGENTINA. She married Jesus Chourrout.

Jesus Chourrout and Hannah Juana Hick had the following children:

20. i. **Liliana**\(^4\) Chourrout was born on 08 May 1950. She married Luis Freire. She married Osvaldo Posadas.

ii. **Mariana** Chourrout was born on 12 Jun 1977.

9. **Moishe Mario**\(^3\) Hick (Hershl Gregorio\(^2\), Luzer Luis\(^1\)) was born on 20 Jul 1918 in Escринia Col'4 E. R. ARGENTINA. He died on 20 Dec 1991 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Manuela Lita Rosenthal. She was born on 05 May 1917. She died on 12 Mar 1993 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Moishe Mario Hick and Manuela Lita Rosenthal had the following children:

24. i. **Carlos**\(^4\) Hick was born on 21 Oct 1946 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Iris Pepe.

25. ii. **Alberto** Hick was born on 24 May 1949 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Pilar.

26. iii. **Silvana** Hick was born in Apr 1959 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Adriano Marsilio. He was born in ARGENTINA.
11. **Pedro HICK** (Hershl Gregorio², Luzer Luis¹) was born on 16 Aug 1925 in Escrinia Col 4 E. R. ARGENTINA. He married (1) **Margarita WASERTREGER** on 15 Oct 1976 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 27 Sep 1927 in 9 deJulio Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She died in Aug 1998 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married (2) **Vera** in ARGENTINA. She died in Aug 2013.

Pedro HICK and Margarita WASERTREGER had the following children:

24. i. **Hugo HICK**. He married **Adriana Orlando**.

25. ii. **Adriana Sofia HICK**. She married Sergio **FIXMAN** in ARGENTINA.

26. iii. **Mabel HICK** was born on 21 Jan 1950. She married **Roberto Devita**.

27. iv. **Irene HICK** was born on 31 Oct 1953 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married **Raul Moreno** in 1976 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 01 Nov 1952 in ARGENTINA.

12. **Abraham Leib Ben Hersch³ GLUSCHANKOV** (Leike Luisa² HICK, Luzer Luis¹ HICK) was born on 19 Sep 1910 in Escrinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 26 May 2002 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Bertha BLANC, daughter of Enrique Hershel BLANC and Ruchel Rosa PASCAR in Feb 1933 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born on 08 Aug 1910 in Colonia Dos Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 10 Dec 1999 in ARGENTINA.

Abraham Leib Ben Hersch GLUSCHANKOV and Bertha BLANC had the following children:

i. **Jorge⁴ GLUSCHANKOV** was born on 07 Nov 1935 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 07 Nov 1948 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

29. ii. **GLORIA GLUSCHANKOV** was born on 04 Jul 1939 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 15 Jun 1965 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Natalio WECHLER, son of Gregorio WECHLER and Elena ZAKS in 1959 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 18 Feb 1933 in Chaco ARGENTINA.

13. **Jacobo Ben Hersch³ GLUSCHANKOV** (Leike Luisa² HICK, Luzer Luis¹ HICK) was born on 14 Sep 1916 in Escrinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married (1) **Sara GIDEKEL**, daughter of Leon GIDEKEL and Aida SENDEREX on 26 Aug 1951 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 26 Sep 1917 in ARGENTINA. She died on 17 Jan 1989 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married (2) **Marta Luisa AGUilo MAS**, daughter of Miguel Aguilo MAS and Marta Del Carmen JUAN in Palma de Majorca SPAIN. She was born on 21 Jun 1924 in Palma de Majorca SPAIN. She died on 13 May 2008 in Palma de Majorca SPAIN.

Jacobo Ben Hersch GLUSCHANKOV and Sara GIDEKEL had the following children:

i. **Daniel Ben Jacobo⁴ GLUSCHANKOV** was born on 20 Aug 1954 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died on 13 Feb 1998 in Pirines FRANCE. He married Estela RAIMUNDI on 14 Mar 1989. She was born on 17 Dec 1962 in Bandfield Pcia Bs As ARGENTINA.

29. ii. **Pablo Ben Jacobo GLUSCHANKOV** was born on 13 Jun 1956 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Sophie GOMEZ on 10 Nov 1988 in Paris FRANCE. She was born on 24 Nov 1956 in Paris FRANCE.

ii. **Claudia GLUSCHANKOV** was born on 17 Jul 1958 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Isidoro ROITMAN on 23 Apr 1990 in London ENGLAND. He was born on 15 Oct 1957 in ARGENTINA.
12. **Aharon Ben Leon** Pitashny (Maria² HICK, Luzer Luis¹ HICK) was born in 1907 in Colonia 4 Escrinia E.R. ARGENTINA. He married **Maria Iguidis Zusman**. She died on 03 Oct 1999 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Aharon Ben Leon Pitashny and Maria Iguidis Zusman had the following children:

i. **Frida⁴ Pitashny.** She married German.

ii. **Pedro Pitashny.**

14. **David Ben Leon** Pitashny (Maria² HICK, Luzer Luis¹ HICK) was born on 08 Mar 1910 in Colonia 4 Escrinia E.R. ARGENTINA. He died on 10 Aug 1981 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Dora Bat Mauricio Schvartz, daughter of Mauricio Schvartz and Maria Elberg on 12 Oct 1935 in Escrinia E Rios ARGENTINA. She was born on 03 Apr 1912 in Colonia Trece Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 20 Oct 2009 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

David Ben Leon Pitashny and Dora Bat Mauricio Schvartz had the following children:

33. i. **Leon Ben David⁴ Pitashny** was born on 28 Aug 1937 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 25 Jul 1973 in La Plata Pcia Buenos Aires ARG. He married Ruth Martha Flesler, daughter of Jaime Flesler and Elisa Banchick in Apr 1970 in Basabibaso E R. She was born on 15 Feb 1948 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

34. ii. **Marcelina Negra Pitashny** was born on 05 Aug 1941 in Escrinia Colonia 4 E R ARGENTINA. She married Mosae Trosbicz, son of Mendel Trosbicz and Brandel Waxman on 28 Dec 1961 in La Plata ARGENTINA. He was born on 17 Aug 1933 in Lodz POLAND.

15. **Paulina Peke** Pitashny (Maria² HICK, Luzer Luis¹ HICK) was born on 03 Oct 1916 in Colonia 4 Escrinia E.R. ARGENTINA. She died on 15 Jul 1993 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Salomon Ben Hershel Blanc, son of Enrique Hershel Blanc and Rachel Rosa Pascar in ARGENTINA. He died in 1968.

Salomon Ben Hershel Blanc and Paulina Peke Pitashny had the following child:

i. **Enrique Leon⁴ Blanc** was born on 19 Sep 1950 in ARGENTINA. He died in 1993.

16. **Elias** HICK (Moises Ben Luzer², Luzer Luis¹) was born in 1921 in Escrinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married **Sara Elberg**.

Elias HICK and Sara Elberg had the following children:

32. i. **Esther⁴ HICK.** She married Unknown.

33. ii. **Luis Jorge HICK.** He died on 31 Oct 1957 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Unknown.

17. **Cecilia Tzvie** HICK (Moises Ben Luzer², Luzer Luis¹) was born on 12 Oct 1926 in Escrinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 29 Jun 1997 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Jacobo Yankl Zentner, son of Jose Ben Hershel Zentner and Reizl Rosa Gorbam in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born on 17 Nov 1917 in Escrinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 29 May 2008 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Jacobo Yankl Zentner and Cecilia Tzvie HICK had the following children:

34. i. **Mabel Juana⁴ Zentner** was born on 18 Mar 1947 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Ernesto Jonas in Sep 1967 in Moises Ville Santa Fe Argentina. He was born on 14 May in Algarrobal ARGENTINA.
35.  ii. JUDITH ZENTNER was born on 11 Jan 1951 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married ELIEZER RESHEF RESNITZKY. He was born on 05 Feb 1958 in ARGENTINA.

36.  iii. JORGE BEN YANKE ZENTNER was born on 27 Feb 1953 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married MARIONA CABASSA. She was born on 06 Dec 1977 in Barcelona SPAIN.

17.  BERNARDO BEBO HICK (Moises Ben Luzer, Luizer Luis) was born on 28 Oct 1933 in Escrinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married SOFIA SILBERMAN. She was born on 11 Oct 1937.

Bernardo Bebo HICK and Sofia SILBERMAN had the following children:

37.  i. GUILLERMO HICK was born on 07 Aug 1964 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. He married MONICA ELGUL.

38.  ii. JAVIER HICK was born on 15 Jan 1968 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. He married MARIA KUSMUK.

39.  iii. VIVIANA HICK was born on 20 Jan 1971 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. She married CARLOS BARRO.

Generation 4

19.  ESTELA HICK (Jacobo, Hershl Gregorio, Luizer Luis) was born on 05 May 1949 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Horacio MARATEA on 29 Jul 1976 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 06 Jul 1948 in CHILE.

Horacio MARATEA and Estela HICK had the following children:

   i. AUTILIO MARATEA. He married RUBI GREZ. She was born in CHILE.

   ii. PABLO ALEJANDRO MARATEA was born on 14 Jan 1977 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

   iii. FERNANDO MARATEA was born on 06 Jul 1981 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

20.  GRACIELA HICK (Jacobo, Hershl Gregorio, Luizer Luis) was born on 27 Dec 1950 in ARGENTINA. She married UNKNOWN.

UNKNOWN and Graciela HICK had the following child:

   i. JULIETA HICK was born on 25 Mar 1985 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

21.  LILIANA CHOURROUT (Hannah Juana, Hershl Gregorio, Luizer Luis HICK) was born on 08 May 1950. She married LUIS FREIRE. She married OSVALDO POSADAS.

Luis FREIRE and Liliana CHOURROUT had the following child:

   40.  i. PABLO FREIRE was born on 28 Mar 1969 in ARGENTINA. He married VERONICA ASSO.

Osvaldo POSADAS and Liliana CHOURROUT had the following child:

   i. MARINA POSADAS was born on 12 Jun 1977 in ARGENTINA.

21.  CARLOS HICK (Moishe Mario, Hershl Gregorio, Luizer Luis) was born on 21 Oct 1946 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married IRIS PEPE.
Carlos HICK and Iris PEPE had the following children:

41. i. DANIEL HICK was born in ARGENTINA. He married PATRICIA.
   
   ii. IVAN HICK was born in 1965 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.
   
   iii. PABLO HICK was born on 14 Jan 1976.

23. ALBERTO HICK (Moishe Mario, Hershl Gregorio, Luzer Luis) was born on 24 May 1949 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married PILAR.

   Alberto HICK and PILAR had the following children:
   
   i. ALEXANDER HICK was born in ENGLAND.
   
   ii. JOHN HICK was born in ENGLAND.
   
   iii. BORJA HICK was born in SPAIN.

24. SILVANA HICK (Moishe Mario, Hershl Gregorio, Luzer Luis) was born in Apr 1959 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married ADRIANO MARSILIO. He was born in ARGENTINA.

   Adriano MARSILIO and Silvana HICK had the following children:
   
   i. ALEJANDRA MARSILIO.
   
   ii. NADIA MARSILIO.
   
   iii. VALERIA MARSILIO.

25. HUGO HICK (Pedro, Hershl Gregorio, Luzer Luis). He married ADRIANA ORLANDO.

   Hugo HICK and Adriana ORLANDO had the following children:
   
   i. MATIAS HICK.
   
   43. ii. FEDERICO HICK. He married MORONO Rocío on 13 Jun 2013 in ARGENTINA.

26. ADRIANA SOFIA HICK (Pedro, Hershl Gregorio, Luzer Luis). She married Sergio FIXMAN in ARGENTINA.

   Sergio FIXMAN and Adriana Sofia HICK had the following children:
   
   i. MARTIN FIXMAN was born on 11 Feb 1992 in ARGENTINA.
   
   ii. CATALINA FIXMAN was born on 05 Aug 1994 in ARGENTINA.

27. MABEL HICK (Pedro, Hershl Gregorio, Luzer Luis) was born on 21 Jan 1950. She married ROBERTO DEVITA.

   Roberto DEVITA and Mabel HICK had the following children:
   
   i. ROXANA DEVITA.
   
   ii. PABLO DEVITA was born on 07 Aug 1977 in ARGENTINA.

28. IRENE HICK (Pedro, Hershl Gregorio, Luzer Luis) was born on 31 Oct 1953 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Raul MORENO in 1976 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 1 Nov 1952 in ARGENTINA.
Raul MORENO and Irene HICK had the following children:

ii. **NATASHA MORENO** was born on 04 Aug 1981 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

iii. **MAIA EKATERINA MORENO HICK** was born on 17 Jan 1985 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married SCHWARTZMAN Yonathan in ISRAEL.

iv. **NICOLAS MORENO HICK** was born on 05 May 1988 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

28. **GLORIA GLUSCHANKOV** (Abraham Leib Ben Hersch, Leike Luisa HICK, Luzer Luis HICK) was born on 04 Jul 1939 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 15 Jun 1965 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Natalio WECHLER, son of Gregorio WECHLER and Elena ZAKS in 1959 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 18 Feb 1933 in Chaco ARGENTINA.

Natalio WECHLER and Gloria GLUSCHANKOV had the following children:

43. i. **ADRIANA WECHLER** was born on 24 Feb 1960 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married NORBERTO LITVAK. He was born in 1958 in ARGENTINA. She married JORGE BISCARDI. He was born in 1958.

ii. **ROXANA ELITA WECHLER** was born on 04 May 1962 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

iii. **EVELYN MARA WECHLER** was born on 11 Feb 1968 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

29. **PABLO BEN JACOB** (Jacobo Ben Hersch, Leike Luisa HICK, Luzer Luis HICK) was born on 13 Jun 1956 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Sophie GOMEZ on 10 Nov 1988 in Paris FRANCE. She was born on 24 Nov 1956 in Paris FRANCE.

Pablo Ben Jacobo GLUSCHANKOV and Sophie GOMEZ had the following children:

i. **MICAEL GLUSCHANKOV** was born on 08 Feb 1989 in FRANCE.

ii. **ANA BAT PABLO GLUSCHANKOV** was born on 18 Oct 1991 in FRANCE.

30. **LEON BEN DAVID PITASHNY** (David Ben Leon, Maria HICK, Luzer Luis HICK) was born on 28 Aug 1937 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 25 Jul 1973 in La Plata Pcia Buenos Aires ARG. He married Ruth Martha FLESLER, daughter of Jaime FLESLER and Elisa BANCHICK in Apr 1970 in Basavilbaso E R. She was born on 15 Feb 1948 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Leon Ben David PITASHNY and Ruth Martha FLESLER had the following child:

i. **SILVINA PITASHNY** was born on 20 Sep 1971 in La Plata Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married FREUND in ISRAEL.

31. **MARCELINA NEGRA PITASHNY** (David Ben Leon, Maria HICK, Luzer Luis HICK) was born on 05 Aug 1941 in Escrinia Colonia 4 E R ARGENTINA. She married Mosae TROSBICZ, son of Mendel TROSBICZ and Brandel WAXMAN on 28 Dec 1961 in La Plata ARGENTINA. He was born on 17 Aug 1933 in Lodz POLAND.

Mosae TROSBICZ and Marcelina Negra PITASHNY had the following children:

44. i. **VARDIT TROSBICZ** was born on 25 Oct 1962 in Tzfat ISRAEL. She married Ilan LANKAR on 01 May 1983 in Kfar Zold ISRAEL. He was born on 21 Jan 1960 in Haifa ISRAEL.

45. ii. **AMIR TROSBICZ** was born on 15 Nov 1965 in Kiriat Shemone ISRAEL. He married Maia IKEDA on 12 Dec 1992 in Osaka JAPAN. She was born in Osaka JAPAN.

46. iii. **IRIS TROSBICZ** was born on 04 Jul 1967 in Kiriat Shemone ISRAEL. She married Shmuel SOFER on 09 Sep 1992 in Haifa ISRAEL. He was born on 11 Nov 1963 in Haifa
32. Esther Hick (Elias, Moises Ben Luzer, Luizer Luis). She married Unknown.

Unknown and Esther Hick had the following child:

i. Sara Hick.


Luis Jorge Hick and Unknown had the following children:

i. Victor Hick.

ii. Romina Hick.

34. Mabel Juana Zentner (Cecilia Tzvie, Moises Ben Luzer, Luizer Luis) was born on 18 Mar 1947 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. She married Ernesto Jonas in Sep 1967 in Moises Ville Santa Fe Argentina. He was born on 14 May in Algarrobal Argentina.

Ernesto Jonas and Mabel Juana Zentner had the following children:

47. i. Leandro Jonas was born on 01 Apr 1969. He married Carolina ABIAD on 13 Oct 2001.

48. ii. Gabriela Jonas was born on 01 Apr 1969. She married Benny Aharoni on 17 Jun 1999 in Kibbutz Gvar Am Israel. He was born on 14 Jan 1976 in Kiriat Malachy Israel.

49. iii. Eliana Ille Jonas was born on 08 Jan 1972. She married Shabtay Hartov on 04 Jul 1992 in Israel. He was born on 03 Aug 1969 in Beer Sheva Israel.

35. Judith Zentner (Cecilia Tzvie, Moises Ben Luzer, Luizer Luis) was born on 11 Jan 1951 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. She married Eliezer Reshef Resnitzky. He was born on 05 Feb 1958 in Argentina.

Eliezer Reshef Resnitzky and Judith Zentner had the following children:

i. Yaniv Reshef was born on 18 Jan 1972 in Israel.

ii. Yogeve Reshef was born on 16 Apr 1974 in Israel.

50. iii. Ilah Reshef was born on 14 Jan 1977 in Israel. She married Eyeal Maor in Israel. He was born on 14 Jan 1971 in Israel.

iv. Maayan Reshef was born on 04 Jan 1980 in Israel.

38. Jorge Ben Yanke Zentner (Cecilia Tzvie, Moises Ben Luzer, Luizer Luis) was born on 27 Feb 1953 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. He married Mariona Cabassa. She was born on 06 Dec 1977 in Barcelona Spain.

Jorge Ben Yanke Zentner and Mariona Cabassa had the following child:

i. Martin Zentner was born on 05 Dec 2005 in Barcelona Spain.

39. Guillermo Hick (Bernardo Bebo, Moises Ben Luzer, Luizer Luis) was born on 07 Aug 1964 in Santa Fe Argentina. He married Monica Elgul.
Guillermo HICK and Monica ELGUL had the following children:

i. Thomas HICK was born in ARGENTINA.

ii. Emilia HICK was born in ARGENTINA.

40. Javier HICK (Bernardo Bebo, Moises Ben Luzer, Luzer Luis) was born on 15 Jan 1968 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. He married Maria KUSMUK.

Javier HICK and Maria KUSMUK had the following children:

i. Boris HICK was born on 04 Nov 1997 in ARGENTINA.

ii. Simon HICK was born on 31 Jul 2001 in ARGENTINA.

39. Viviana HICK (Bernardo Bebo, Moises Ben Luzer, Luzer Luis) was born on 20 Jan 1971 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. She married Carlos BARRO.

Carlos BARRO and Viviana HICK had the following children:

i. Camila BARRO.

ii. Morena BARRO.

---

**Generation 5**

40. Pablo Freire (Liliana Chourrout, Hannah Juana HICK, Hershl Gregorio, HICK, Luzer Luis HICK) was born on 28 Mar 1969 in ARGENTINA. He married Veronica ASSO.

Pablo FREIRE and Veronica ASSO had the following children:

i. Juan Pablo Freire was born on 05 Feb 1999 in ARGENTINA.

ii. Nicolas Cuqui Freire was born on 15 Nov 2000 in ARGENTINA.

41. Daniel HICK (Carlos, Moishe Mario, Hershl Gregorio, HICK, Luzer Luis HICK) was born in ARGENTINA. He married Patricia.

Daniel HICK and Patricia had the following child:

i. Lucas HICK.

42. Federico HICK (Hugo, Pedro, Hershl Gregorio, HICK, Luzer Luis HICK). He married MORONO Rocío on 13 Jun 2013 in ARGENTINA.

Federico HICK and MORONO Rocío had the following child:

i. Nicolle HICK was born on 07 Nov 2013 in ARGENTINA.

43. Adriana Luisa Wechler (Gloria GLUSCHANKOV, Abraham Leib Ben Hersch, GLUSCHANKOV, Leike Luisa HICK, Luzer Luis HICK) was born on 24 Feb 1960 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Norberto Litvak. He was born in 1958.

Norberto Litvak and Adriana Luisa WECHLER had the following child:

i. Lucia Litvak was born on 05 Nov 1989.

Jorge Biscardi and Adriana Luisa WECHLER had the following children:

i. Juana Biscardi was born in 1999 in ARGENTINA.
ii. PEDRO BISCARDI was born in 2002 in ARGENTINA.

44. **VARIDIT TROSBICZ** (Marcelina Negra⁴ PITASHNY, David Ben Leon³ PITASHNY, Maria² HICK, Luzer Luis¹ HICK) was born on 25 Oct 1962 in Tzfat ISRAEL. She married Ilan LANKAR on 01 May 1983 in Kfar Zold ISRAEL. He was born on 21 Jan 1960 in Haifa ISRAEL.

Ilan LANKAR and Vardit TROSBICZ had the following children:
   i. **PELEG LANKAR** was born on 20 Jul 1987 in Kfar Sold ISRAEL.
   ii. **SIGAL LANKAR** was born on 20 Sep 1989 in Kfar Sold ISRAEL.
   iii. **NETA LANKAR** was born on 12 Nov 1994 in Kfar Sold ISRAEL.

45. **AMIR TROSBICZ** (Marcelina Negra⁴ PITASHNY, David Ben Leon³ PITASHNY, Maria² HICK, Luzer Luis¹ HICK) was born on 15 Nov 1965 in Kiriat Shemone ISRAEL. He married Maia IKEDA on 12 Dec 1992 in Osaka JAPAN. She was born in Osaka JAPAN.

Amir TROSBICZ and Maia IKEDA had the following child:
   i. **ALICE TROSBICZ** was born in Jun 2001 in JAPAN.

46. **IRIS TROSBICZ** (Marcelina Negra⁴ PITASHNY, David Ben Leon³ PITASHNY, Maria² HICK, Luzer Luis¹ HICK) was born on 04 Jul 1967 in Kiriat Shemone ISRAEL. She married Shmuel SOFER on 09 Sep 1992 in Haifa ISRAEL. He was born on 11 Nov 1963 in Haifa ISRAEL.

Shmuel SOFER and Iris TROSBICZ had the following children:
   i. **OPAL SOFER** was born on 28 Nov 1997 in Kfar Sold ISRAEL.
   ii. **SHOBAL SOFER** was born on 28 Aug 1999 in Kfar Sold ISAREL.

47. **LEANDRO JONAS** (Mabel Juana⁴ ZENTNER, Cecilia Tzvie³ HICK, Moises Ben Luzer² HICK, Luzer Luis¹ HICK) was born on 01 Apr 1969. He married Carolina ABIAD on 13 Oct 2001.

Leandro JONAS and Carolina ABIAD had the following child:
   i. **CAMILA JONAS** was born on 17 May 2008.

48. **GABRIELA JONAS** (Mabel Juana⁴ ZENTNER, Cecilia Tzvie³ HICK, Moises Ben Luzer² HICK, Luzer Luis¹ HICK) was born on 01 Apr 1969. She married Benny AHARONI on 17 Jun 1999 in Kibbutz Gvar Am ISRAEL. He was born on 14 Jan 1976 in Kiriat Malachy ISRAEL.

Benny AHARONI and Gabriela JONAS had the following child:
   i. **IDO AHARONI** was born on 31 Jul 2001 in Beer Sheva ISRAEL.

49. **ELIANA ILLE JONAS** (Mabel Juana⁴ ZENTNER, Cecilia Tzvie³ HICK, Moises Ben Luzer² HICK, Luzer Luis¹ HICK) was born on 08 Jan 1972. She married Shabtay HARTOV on 04 Jul 1992 in ISRAEL. He was born on 03 Aug 1969 in Beer Sheva ISRAEL.

Shabtay HARTOV and Eliana Ille JONAS had the following children:
   i. **BAR HARTOV** was born on 22 Dec 1994 in Beer Sheva ISRAEL.
   ii. **RON HARTOV** was born on 09 Mar 1997 in Beer Sheva ISRAEL.
   iii. **NIR HARTOV** was born on 05 Aug 2005 in Beer Sheva ISRAEL.

50. **ILAH RESHEF** (Judith⁴ ZENTNER, Cecilia Tzvie³ HICK, Moises Ben Luzer² HICK, Luzer Luis¹ HICK) was born on 14 Jan 1977 in ISRAEL. She married Eyeal MAOR in ISRAEL. He was born on
Descendants of Movsha Moishe KOSSOY

Generation 1

9. **MOVSHA MOISHE** ¹ KOSSOY. He married Malia ERLICH in 1860 in UKRAYNE Russian Empire. She was born in 1845 in UKRAYNE Russian Empire. She died in Apr 1906 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

Movsha Moishe KOSSOY and Malia ERLICH had the following child:

2. i. **ALTER MORDCHE** ² KOSSOY was born on 28 Feb 1865 in Kherson Dobroi UKRAYNE. He died on 04 Jan 1938 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. He married Sara BORDU in Kherson Ukrayna Russian Empire.
7. **ALTER MORDCHE**\(^2\) **KOSSOY** (Movsha Moishe\(^1\)) was born on 28 Feb 1865 in Kherson Dobroi UKRAYNE. He died on 04 Jan 1938 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. He married Sara BORDU in Kherson Ukrayna Russian Empire.

Alter Mordche KOSSOY and Sara BORDU had the following children:

i. **MARIA BAT ALTER**\(^3\) **KOSSOY** was born in Linea 25 Baso E R ARGENTINA. She died in Kibbutz Nir Am ISRAEL. She married **GOLDSTRACH** in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. He died in Kibbutz Nir Am ISRAEL.

    **ESTHER** **KOSSOY** was born in 1891 in Dobroye Kherson Ukrayne.

iii. **BENJAMIN KOSSOY** was born in 1894 in Dobroye Kherson UKRAYNE. He died on 25 Mar 1984 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. He married **ESTHER BUTKIN** in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

iv. **MOISHE BEN ALTER KOSSOY** was born in 1895 in Dobroye Kherson UKRAYNE. He died on 06 Aug 1970 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married **Sofia Yentl LIPOVETZKY**, daughter of Israel LIPOVETZKY and ROSA in 1905 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She was born in 1890 in Kherson UKRAYNE.

vi. **PAULINA PESIE KOSSOY** was born in 1895 in Dobroye Kherson UKRAYNE. She married **Leon GLASS**, son of Gregorio GLASS and UNKNOWN in Apr 1914 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA.

7. vii. **SAMUEL KOSSOY** was born in 1896 in Dovroye Kherson UKRAYNE. He died on 02 Feb 1935 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. He married UNKNOWN in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

vii. **NAHUM KOSSOY COSOY** was born in 1898 in Dobroye Kherson UKRAYNE. He married UNKNOWN in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

viii. **ETTA KOSSOY** was born in 1901 in Dobroye Kherson Ukrayne.

ix. **CECILIA ZIZE KOSSOY** was born in 1903 in Dobroye Kherson UKRAYNE. She married UNKNOWN in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

x. **DAVID BEN ALTER KOSSOY** was born in Sep 1904. He died in Jun 1909 in Linea 23 Basavilbaso ARGENTINA.

xi. **AMALIA MALKE KOSSOY** was born in 1908 in Dobroye Kherson UKRAYNE. She married **Pedro Pinjas KESSELMAN** in Mar 1908 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA.

xii. **BERTHA BEILE KOSSOY** was born in 1910 in Linea 25 Baso E R ARGENTINA. She married UNKNOWN in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

Generation 3

5. **MARIA BAT ALTER**\(^3\) **KOSSOY** (Alter Mordche\(^2\), Movsha Moishe\(^1\)) was born in Linea 25 Baso E R ARGENTINA. She died in Kibbutz Nir Am ISRAEL. She married **GOLDSTRACH** in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. He died in Kibbutz Nir Am ISRAEL.

GOLDSTRACH and Maria Bat Alter KOSSOY had the following children:

3  i. **HADASSA ALICIA**\(^4\) **GOLDSTRACH** was born on 04 Feb 1937 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. She married **Yasha Ricardo Steingold TOMER** in 1956 in kibbutzNir Am ISRAEL. He was born in Mendoza ARGENTINA.
ii. **NESTOR AVNER GOLDSHSTRACH ZAHAVI** was born on 29 Nov 1941 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. He married UNKNOWN in ISRAEL.

9. iii. **SUSANA GOLDSHSTRACH ZAHAVI** was born on 04 May 1944 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. She married Nachmi PALZ in Kibbutz Nir Am ISRAEL. He was born in Kibbutz Nir Am ISRAEL.

5. **BENJAMIN KOSSOY** (Alter Mordche\(^2\), Movsha Moishe\(^1\)) was born in 1894 in Dobroye Kherson UKRAYNE. He died on 25 Mar 1984 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. He married Esther BUTKIN in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

Benjamin KOSSOY and Esther BUTKIN had the following children:

i. **RAQUEL BET BENJAMIN KOSSOY**

ii. **ELENA KOSSOY**

v. **ENRIQUE BEN BENJAMIN KOSSOY** was born on 19 Nov 1906 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

6. **MOISHE BEN ALTER KOSSOY** (Alter Mordche\(^2\), Movsha Moishe\(^1\)) was born in 1895 in Dobroye Kherson UKRAYNE. He died on 06 Aug 1970 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Sofia Yentl LIPOVETZKY, daughter of Israel LIPOVETZKY and ROSA in 1905 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She was born in 1890 in Kherson UKRAYNE.

Moishe Ben Alter KOSSOY and Sofia Yentl LIPOVETZKY had the following children:

12. i. **MARIA BAT MOISHE KOSSOY** was born in Las Achiras E. R. ARGENTINA. She married PABLO FRESLER.

13. ii. **ANA KOSSOY** was born in Las Achiras E. R. ARGENTINA. She married ENRIQUE HIRSCH.

12. iii. **SALOMON KOSSOY** was born in Las Achiras E. R. ARGENTINA. He died on 07 Dec 1922 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. He married Esther SALKIN in ARGENTINA.

13. iv. **ESTHER NONY KOSSOY** was born in Las Achiras E. R. ARGENTINA. She died on 31 Mar 1921 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. She married Abraham SCHOJ in ARGENTINA.

v. **CECILIA KOSSOY** was born in Las Achiras E. R. ARGENTINA.

14. vi. **RAQUEL BAT MOISHE KOSSOY** was born in 1911 in Las Achiras E. R. ARGENTINA. She married DAVID SCHOJ.

A vii. **DAVID BEN MOISHE KOSSOY** was born on 04 Mar 1913 in Las Achiras Col’ Agastume ARGENTINA. He died on 21 Sep 2005 in Or Yehuda ISRAEL. He married Sara POLONSKY, daughter of Elias POLANSKY and Luisa LOZDAN in ARGENTINA. She was born on 04 Mar 1920. She died on 29 Nov 1999 in Villaguay Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

18. **CLARA KOSSOY** was born in 1919 in Las Achiras E. R. ARGENTINA. She died in 1933 in Las Achiras E. R. ARGENTINA.

6. **SAMUEL KOSSOY** (Alter Mordche\(^2\), Movsha Moishe\(^1\)) was born in 1896 in Dovroye Kherson UKRAYNE. He died on 02 Feb 1935 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. He married UNKNOWN in
Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.
Samuel KOSSOY and UNKNOWN had the following children:
16. i. **ENRIQUE BEN SAMUEL** KOSSOY.
   ii. **MARIO ALBERTO** KOSSOY.

---

**Generation 4**

8. **HADASSA ALICIA** KOSSOY (Maria Bat Alter KOSSOY, Alter Mordche KOSSOY, Movsha Moishe KOSSOY) was born on 04 Feb 1937 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. She married Yasha Ricardo Steingold TOMER in 1956 in kibbutzNir Am ISRAEL. He was born in Mendoza ARGENTINA.

Yasha Ricardo Steingold TOMER and Hadassa Alicia GOLDSTRACH had the following children:
   i. **ALMA** TOMER was born in Kibbutz Nir Am ISRAEL.
   ii. **ILAI** TOMER was born in Kibbutz Nir Am ISRAEL.
   iii. **GUY** TOMER was born in Kibbutz Nir Am ISRAEL.

9. **NESTOR AVNER GOLDSTRACH** ZAHAVI (Maria Bat Alter KOSSOY, Alter Mordche KOSSOY, Movsha Moishe KOSSOY) was born on 29 Nov 1941 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. He married UNKNOWN in ISRAEL.

Nestor Avner Goldstrach ZAHAVI and UNKNOWN had the following children:
   i. **ITAI** ZAHAVI was born in ISRAEL.
   ii. **SHELOMI** ZAHAVI was born in ISRAEL.
   iii. **CHAGIT** ZAHAVI was born in ISRAEL.

10. **SUSANA GOLDSTRACH** ZAHAVI (Maria Bat Alter KOSSOY, Alter Mordche KOSSOY, Movsha Moishe KOSSOY) was born on 04 May 1944 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. She married Nachmi PALZ in Kibbutz Nir Am ISRAEL. He was born in Kibbutz Nir Am ISRAEL.

Nachmi PALZ and Susana Goldstrach ZAHAVI had the following children:
   i. **GALI** PALZ was born in ISRAEL.
   ii. **ZOHAR** PALZ was born in ISRAEL.
   iii. **ZIV** PALZ was born in ISRAEL.
   iv. **TAIR** PALZ.

11. **MARIA BAT MOISHE** KOSSOY (Moishe Ben Alter KOSSOY, Alter Mordche KOSSOY, Movsha Moishe KOSSOY) was born in Las Achiras E. R. ARGENTINA. She married **PABLO FRESLER**.

Pablo FRESLER and Maria Bat Moishe KOSSOY had the following child:
   i. **MOISES LUCHO** FRESLER. He married **MARSHA KOLOMISKY**.

12. **ANA** KOSSOY (Moishe Ben Alter KOSSOY, Alter Mordche KOSSOY, Movsha Moishe KOSSOY) was born in Las Achiras E. R. ARGENTINA. She married **ENRIQUE HIRSCH**.

Enrique HIRSCH and Ana KOSSOY had the following children:
   i. **MARIO** HIRSCH.
13. **Salomon** 4 Kossy (Moishe Ben Alter3, Alter Mordche2, Movsha Moishe1) was born in Las Achiras E. R. ARGENTINA. He died on 07 Dec 1922 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. He married Esther Salkin in ARGENTINA.

Salomon KOSSOY and Esther SALKIN had the following children:

ii. **Elsa** 5 Kossy was born in ARGENTINA. She died in ARGENTINA.

iii. **Hugo Kossy**.

15. **Esther Nony** 4 Kossy (Moishe Ben Alter3, Alter Mordche2, Movsha Moishe1) was born in Las Achiras E. R. ARGENTINA. She died on 31 Mar 1921 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. She married Abraham Schoj in ARGENTINA.

Abraham Schoj and Esther Nony KOSSOY had the following children:

i. **Jorge** 5 Schoj.

ii. **Silvia Schoj**.

16. **Raquel Bat Moishe** 4 Kossy (Moishe Ben Alter3, Alter Mordche2, Movsha Moishe1) was born in 1911 in Las Achiras E. R. ARGENTINA. She married David Schoj.

David Schoj and Raquel Bat Moishe KOSSOY had the following children:

i. **Blanca** 5 Schoj. She married Benito Roitberg.

ii. **Mario Schoj**. He married Chana Maravankin.

iii. **Sergio Schoj**.

iv. **Elisa Schoj**. She married Benjamin Mechtner.

v. **Saul Toto Schoj**. He married Gite.

17. **David Ben Moishe** 4 Kossy (Moishe Ben Alter3, Alter Mordche2, Movsha Moishe1) was born on 04 Mar 1913 in Las Achiras Col’ Agastume ARGENTINA. He died on 21 Sep 2005 in Or Yehuda ISRAEL. He married Sara POLONSKY, daughter of Elias POLANSKY and Luisa LOZDAN in ARGENTINA. She was born on 04 Mar 1920. She died on 29 Nov 1999 in Villaguay Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

David Ben Moishe KOSSOY and Sara POLONSKY had the following children:

i. **Estela Haydee** 5 Kossy.

ii. **Martha Liliana Kossy**. She married Yaakov Ben Naftaly.

iii. **Martha Rosa Kossy** was born on 16 Feb 1948.

20. **Enrique Ben Samuel** 4 Kossy (Samuel3, Alter Mordche2, Movsha Moishe1).

Enrique Ben Samuel KOSSOY had the following child:

i. **Manuel Ben Enrique** 5 Kossy.
Yankl Yaakov LANFIR was born about 1834 in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. He died in 1904 in Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Chana Perl SINGER, daughter of Alte Zeide SINGER and alte bobe in Beltzy Bessarabia Russian Empire. Yankl Yaakov LANFIR and Chana Perl SINGER had the following children:

26. Nachman LANFIR was born in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. He died in USA.

3. Miriam Maria Libe LANFIR was born in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. She died on 07 May 1934 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Moishe ZENTNER in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born in 1881 in Kherson Ukrayna Russian Empire. He died on 01 Jan 1950 in Basavilbaso Colonia 1 ARGENTINA.

4. Pinchas LANFIR was born in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. He died on 27 Feb 1922 in Escrinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married UNKNOWN in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA.

5. Rivke LANFIR was born in 1858 in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. She died in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. She married Rev Moishe SINGER, son of Alte Zeide SINGER and alte bobe about 1877 in Beltzy BESSARABIA. He was born in 1861 in Beltzy Bessarabia Russian Empire. He died on 13 May 1918 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

6. Ilte LANFIR was born in 1863 in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. She died on 02 Jun 1943 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Luzer Luis HICK, son of Gregory HICK and UNKNOWN in Beltz BESSARABIA. He was born in 1858 in Bessarabia RUSSIA. He died in 1942 in ARGENTINA.

vi. Manuel Ben Yankl LANFIR was born in 1891 in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. He died on 27 Mar 1979 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

---

Miriam Maria Libe LANFIR (Yankl Yaakov) was born in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. She died on 07 May 1934 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Moishe ZENTNER in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born in 1881 in Kherson Ukrayna Russian Empire. He died on 01 Jan 1950 in Basavilbaso Colonia 1 ARGENTINA.

Moishe ZENTNER and Miriam Maria Libe LANFIR had the following children:

i. Jaime ZENTNER was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 27 Aug 1981 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Tzine in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born in 1901.

7. Paulina Bat Moishe ZENTNER was born in ARGENTINA. She died on 27 Feb 1992 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married (1) Jorge Oizerovich in ARGENTINA. He died on 26 Sep 1972 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married (2) Ignacio Tremberg in ARGENTINA.

iii. Rebecca Bat Moishe ZENTNER was born in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She died on 21 Jul 2004 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

12. Perla ZENTNER was born in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She died on 06 Nov 1945. She
married Ramon ROVNER, son of Rovner ZEIDE in ARGENTINA. He died on 24 Sep 1975 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

v. SALOMON VICTOR ZENTNER was born in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He died on 15 Feb 1972 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Anita MARIACH, daughter of MARIACH and CEREBRENOCOFF in ARGENTINA. She was born in 1911 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She died in 2003 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

3. PINCHAS² LANFIR (Yankl Yaakov¹) was born in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. He died on 27 Feb 1922 in Escriinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married UNKNOWN in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA.

Pinchas LANFIR and UNKNOWN had the following children:

9. i. MANUEL BEN PINCHAS³ LANFIR was born in 1891 in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. He died on 06 Jan 1999 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married CECILIA TALESNIK. She was born in 1893 in BESSARABIA RUSSIA.

10. ii. JAIME LANFIR was born in 1893 in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. He died on 22 Mar 1972 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Sara KUMENCHUVSKY in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. She was born in 1894 in BESSARABIA RUSSIA.

4. RIVKE² LANFIR (Yankl Yaakov¹) was born in 1858 in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. She died in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. She married Rev Moishe SINGER, son of Alte Zeide SINGER and alte bobe about 1877 in Beltzy BESSARABIA. He was born in 1861 in Beltzy Bessarabia Russian Empire. He died on 13 May 1918 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Rev Moishe SINGER and Rivke LANFIR had the following child:

B i. LEIE LUISA³ SINGER was born in 1877 in Beltz BESSARABIA. She died on 25 Feb 1960 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Shmilk Shmuel BLANC, son of Yankl BLANC and Bruche FAINSTEIN in 1898 in Podolsk ? BESSARABIA. He was born in 1875 in Podolsk BESSARABIA. He died on 12 Feb 1968 in Kiriat Onu ISRAEL.

5. ITE² LANFIR (Yankl Yaakov¹) was born in 1863 in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. She died on 02 Jun 1943 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Luzer Luis HICK, son of Gregory HICK and UNKNOWN in Beltz BESSARABIA. He was born in 1858 in BESSARABIA RUSSIA. He died in 1942 in ARGENTINA.

Luzer Luis HICK and Ite LANFIR had the following children:

i. AHARON³ HICK was born in 1885 in Beltzi BESSARABIA. He married JUANA JANE ZUSMAN. She was born in 1893 in BESSARABIA.

15. ii. HERSHL GREGORIO HICK was born on 15 Mar 1890 in Beltz BESSARABIA. He died on 23 Jun 1970 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Sofia Taran about 1912 in Escriinia Col 4 E. R. ARGENTIN. She was born on 01 Apr 1888 in BESSARABIA. She died on 21 Apr 1963 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

13. iii. LEIKE LUISA HICK was born on 26 Jul 1891 in Beltz BESSARABIA. She died on 26 Feb 1950 in Escriinia Colonia 4 Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Hersch Yoel Elias GLUSCHANKOV, son of Abram Leib GLUSCHANKOV and Gitl SOSTNITZKY about 1909 in Escriinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born on 09 Aug 1880 in Krivieplotz Kherson Gubernia Alexander UKRAYNE. He died on 17 Feb 1962 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

14. iv. MARIA HICK was born in 1892 in Beltz BESSARABIA. She died on 29 May 1953 in Escriinia Colonia Cuatro E. R. ARGENTINA. She married Leib Leon Ben Chaim PITASHNY, son of Chaim Zanvel Raul PITASHNY and Chone Rujl Rosa GITKIN in
Colonia Cuatro Escriba E.R. He was born in 1892 in Colony Efingar Kherson Russian Empire. He died on 21 Nov 1932 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

15. v. MOISES BEN LUZER HICK was born in 1894 in Beltz BESSARABIA. He died in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Tova Teresa EPPEL, daughter of EPPEL and UNKNOWN in Escriba E R ARGENTINA. She was born in 1900 in BESSARABIA RUSSIA. She died in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

vi. SAMUEL BEN LUZER HICK was born in 1894 in Beltz BESSARABIA. He married AMALIA.

Generation 3

2. PAULINA BAT MOISHE ZENTNER (Miriam Maria Libe LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born in ARGENTINA. She died on 27 Feb 1992 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married (1) JORGE OIZEROVICH in ARGENTINA. He died on 26 Sep 1972 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married i. IGNACIO TREMBERG in ARGENTINA.

Ignacio TREMBERG and Paulina Bat Moishe ZENTNER had the following children:

SARA TREMBERG was born in ARGENTINA.

CLARITA TREMBERG was born in ARGENTINA.

8. PERLA ZENTNER (Miriam Maria Libe LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She died on 06 Nov 1945. She married Ramon ROVNER, son of Rovner ZEIDE in ARGENTINA. He died on 24 Sep 1975 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Ramon ROVNER and Perla ZENTNER had the following child:

16. i. ESTHER ROVNER was born on 04 Sep 1924 in Basavilbaso E. Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 01 Oct 1992 in ISRAEL. She married Jose GLUJ in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born in 1914 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died on 15 May 1979 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

9. SALOMON VICTOR ZENTNER (Miriam Maria Libe LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He died on 15 Feb 1972 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Anita MARIACH, daughter of MARIACH and CEREBRENO OFF in ARGENTINA. She was born in 1911 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She died in 2003 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Salomon Victor ZENTNER and Anita MARIACH had the following children:

19. i. OSCAR ZENTNER was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Ines ROTMILLER in ARGENTINA.

ii. JORGE RENE ZENTNER was born in 1932 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died on 26 Jun 1932 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

20. iii. JUAN JOSE ZENTNER was born in 1932 in Concordia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 07 Jan 1999 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married UNKNOWN in ARGENTINA.

21. iv. MARIO HIPOLITO POLO ZENTNER was born in 1934 in Concordia E Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 15 Sep 2003 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married ELEONORA TRILNIK. She was born in 1939.

10. MANUEL BEN PINCHAS LANFIR (Pinchas LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov) was born in 1891 in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. He died on 06 Jan 1999 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married
CECILIA TALESNIK. She was born in 1893 in BESSARABIA RUSSIA.

Manuel Ben Pinchas LANFIR and Cecilia TALESNIK had the following children:
   i. BERNARDO LANFIR was born in 1913 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA.
   ii. ANA LANFIR was born in 1916 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She died on 20 Sep 1970 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA.
   iii. MARIA LANFIR was born in 1918 in Escrinia E. R, ARGENTINA.
   iv. ISRAEL PEDRO LANFIR was born in 1928 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA.

11. JAIME LANFIR (Pinchas, Yankl Yaakov) was born in 1893 in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. He died on 22 Mar 1972 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Sara KUMENCHUVSKY in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. She was born in 1894 in BESSARABIA RUSSIA.

Jaime LANFIR and Sara KUMENCHUVSKY had the following children:
   i. JACOBO LANFIR was born in 1917 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

21. ii. REBECCA LANFIR was born in 1918 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She died on 18 Aug 1973 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Jose Ben Meilech ARCUSIN, son of Meilech Miguel ARCUSIN and Feigl RULLANSKY in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born in 1894 in BESSARABIA RUSSIA. He died on 31 Jan 1996 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

12. LEIE LUISA SINGER (Rivke LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov) was born in 1877 in Beltz BESSARABIA. She died on 25 Feb 1960 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Shmil Shmuel BLANC, son of Yankl BLANC and Bruche FAINSTEIN in Podolsk ? BESSARABIA. He was born in 1875 in Podolsk BESSARABIA. He died on 12 Feb 1968 in Kiriat Onu ISRAEL.

Shmil Shmuel BLANC and Leie Luisa SINGER had the following children:
   i. CHONE BLANC was born about 1899 in Podolsk BESARABIA ?. She died about 1954 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

22. ii. SALOMON BEN SHMIL BLANC was born in Mar 1905 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA.. He died on 04 Oct 1971 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Sara FAIGON, daughter of Ben Tzion FAIGON and Ruchel GERNISH about 1929 in Colonia Dos Escrinia E. R. ARGENTINA. She was born on 21 Jan 1907 in Russian Empire. She died on 30 Nov 1984 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL.

   iii. FEIGEL FANNY BLANC was born about 1909 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA.. She died on 25 Dec 1929 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Adolfo GEDANSKY in 1928 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He was born about 1907 in POLAND. He died about 1962 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

23. iv. IOSEL BEN SHMIL BLANC was born on 27 Aug 1910 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA.. He died on 21 Feb 1991 in Kibbutz Meguido ISRAEL. He married Susana ELBERG, daughter of Levy Shloime ELBERG on 09 Apr 1935 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA.. She was born on 02 Jul 1913 in Escrinia Colonia Dos Entre Rios ARG.. She died on 12 Mar 1994 in Kibbutz Meguido ISRAEL.

   v. JAIME BLANC was born on 25 Sep 1912 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA.. He died on 16 Apr 1978 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married (1) SARA BLANC, daughter of Berko Berl BLANC and Sosy SILVERMAN on 27 Nov 1974 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 01 Dec 1923 in BESSARABIA. He married (2) THERESA NEMIROVSKI on 30 Mar 1939 in Buenos
13. **Hershl Gregorio** HICK (Ita² LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov¹ LANFIR) was born on 15 Mar 1890 in Beltz BESSARABIA. He died on 23 Jun 1970 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Sofia TARAN about 1912 in Escrinia Col 4 E. R. ARGENTIN. She was born on 01 Apr 1888 in BESSARABIA. She died on 21 Apr 1963 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Hershl Gregorio HICK and Sofia TARAN had the following children:

26. i. **JACOBO** HICK was born on 04 Aug 1912 in Escrinia Col' 4 Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married LUCIA OLIVERAS. She was born on 11 Feb 1914 in San Luis ARGENTINA. She died on 28 Mar 1993 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

27. ii. **HANNAH JUANA** HICK was born on 18 Nov 1913 in Escrinia Col 4 E. R. ARGENTINA. She married JESUS CHOURROUT.

iii. **CLAIRA ANNA** HICK was born in 1914 in Escrinia Colonia 4 Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

28. iv. **MOISHE MARIO** HICK was born on 20 Jul 1918 in Escrinia Col 4 E. R. ARGENTINA. He died on 20 Dec 1991 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married MANUELA LITA ROSENTHAL. She was born on 05 May 1917. She died on 12 Mar 1993 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

v. **SAMUEL BEN GREGORIO** HICK was born on 25 Mar 1922 in Escrinia Col 4 E. R. ARGENTINA. He married CELIA FERNANDEZ. She was born in ARGENTINA.

28. vi. **PEDRO** HICK was born on 16 Aug 1925 in Escrinia Col 4 E. R. ARGENTINA. He married (1) MARGARITA WASERTREGER on 15 Oct 1976 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 27 Sep 1927 in 9 de Julio Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She died in Aug 1998 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married (2) VERA in ARGENTINA. She died in Aug 2013.

21. **Leike Luisa** HICK (Ita² LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov¹ LANFIR) was born on 26 Jul 1891 in Beltz BESSARABIA. She died on 26 Feb 1950 in Escrinia Colonia 4 Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Hersch Yoel Elias GLUSCHANKOV, son of Abrum Leib GLUSCHANKOV and Gitl SOSTNITZKY about 1909 in Escrinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born on 09 Aug 1880 in Krivieplotz Kherson Gubernia Alexander UKRAYNE. He died on 17 Feb 1962 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Hersch Yoel Elias GLUSCHANKOV and Leike Luisa HICK had the following children:

29. i. **ABRAHAM LEIB BEN HERSCH** GLUSCHANKOV was born on 19 Sep 1910 in Escrinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 26 May 2002 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Bertha BLANC, daughter of Enrique Hershel BLANC and Ruchel Rosa PASCAR in Feb 1933 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born on 08 Aug 1910 in Colonia Dos Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 10 Dec 1999 in ARGENTINA.

30. ii. **JACOBO BEN HERSCH** GLUSCHANKOV was born on 14 Sep 1916 in Escrinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married (1) SARA GIDEKEL, daughter of Leon GIDEKEL and Aida SENDEREY on 26 Aug 1951 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 26 Sep 1917 in ARGENTINA. She died on 17 Jan 1989 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married (2) MARTA LUISA AGUILO MAS, daughter of Miguel Aguiio MAS and Marta Del Carmen JUAN in Palma de Majorca SPAIN. She was born on Jun 1924 in Palma de Majorca SPAIN. She died on 13 May 2008 in Palma de Majorca SPAIN.
14. **MARIA³ HICK** (Lte² LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov¹ LANFIR) was born in 1892 in Beltz BESSARABIA. She died on 29 May 1953 in Escrinia Colonia Cuatro E. R. ARGENTINA. She married Leib Leon Ben Chaim PITASHNY, son of Chaim Zanvel Raul PITASHNY and Chone Ruji Rosa GITKIN in Colonia Cuatro Escrinia E.R.. He was born in 1892 in Colony Efingar Kherson Russian Empire. He died on 21 Nov 1932 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Leib Leon Ben Chaim PITASHNY and Maria HICK had the following children:

2 i. **AHARON BEN LEON⁴ PITASHNY** was born in 1907 in Colonia 4 Escrinia E.R. ARGENTINA. He married MARIA IGUDIS ZUSMAN. She died on 03 Oct 1999 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

3 ii. **DAVID BEN LEON PITASHNY** was born on 08 Mar 1910 in Colonia 4 Escrinia E.R. ARGENTINA. He died on 10 Aug 1981 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Dora Bat Mauricio SCHVARTZ, daughter of Mauricio SCHVARTZ and Maria ELBERG on 12 Oct 1935 in Escrinia E R ARGENTINA. She was born on 03 Apr 1912 in Colonia Trece Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 20 Oct 2009 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

4 iii. **PAULINA PEKE PITASHNY** was born on 03 Oct 1916 in Colonia 4 Escrinia E.R. ARGENTINA. She died on 15 Jul 1993 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Salomon Ben Hershel BLANC, son of Enrique Hershel BLANC and Ruchel Rosa PASCAR in ARGENTINA. He died in 1968.

16. **MOISES BEN LUZER³ HICK** (Lte² LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov¹ LANFIR) was born in 1894 in Beltz BESSARABIA. He died in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Tova Teresa EPPEL, daughter of EPPEL and UNKNOWN in Escrinia E R ARGENTINA. She was born in 1900 in BESSARABIA RUSSIA. She died in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Moises Ben Luzer HICK and Tova Teresa EPPEL had the following children:

34. i. **ELIAS⁴ HICK** was born in 1921 in Escrinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married SARA ELBERG.

35. ii. **CECILIA TZVIE HICK** was born on 12 Oct 1926 in Escrinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 29 Jun 1997 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Jacobo Yankl ZENTNER, son of Jose Ben Hershl ZENTNER and Reizl Rosa GORBAN in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born on 17 Nov 1917 in Escrinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 29 May 2008 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

36. iii. **BERNARDO BEBO HICK** was born on 28 Oct 1933 in Escrinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married SOFIA SILBERMAN. She was born on 11 Oct 1937.

**Generation 4**

16. **ESTHER⁴ ROVNER** (Perla³ ZENTNER, Miriam Maria Libe² LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov¹ LANFIR) was born on 04 Sep 1924 in Basavilbaso E. Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 01 Oct 1992 in ISRAEL. She married Jose GLUJ in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born in 1914 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died on 15 May 1979 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Jose GLUJ and Esther ROVNER had the following children:

37. i. **LEON JUAN⁵ GLUJ** was born on 03 Sep 1944 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married MIAM.

38. ii. **MARIA EUGENIA GLUJ** was born on 03 Oct 1948 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married GRINBERG in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.
17. **Oscar Zentner** (Salomon Victor, Miriam Maria Libe, Yankl Yaakov) was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Ines Rotmiller in ARGENTINA.

Oscar Zentner and Ines Rotmiller had the following children:

i. **Domina Zentner** was born in ARGENTINA.

ii. **Lucila Zentner** was born in ARGENTINA.

20. **Juan Jose Zentner** (Salomon Victor, Miriam Maria Libe, Yankl Yaakov) was born in 1932 in Concordia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 07 Jan 1999 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married unknown in ARGENTINA.

Juan Jose Zentner and Unknown had the following children:

i. **Diego Zentner**.

ii. **Cynthia Zentner**.

21. **Mario Hipolito Polo Zentner** (Salomon Victor, Miriam Maria Libe, Yankl Yaakov) was born in 1934 in Concordia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 15 Sep 2003 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Eleonora Trilnik. She was born in 1939.

Mario Hipolito Polo Zentner and Eleonora Trilnik had the following children:

39. i. **Carola Zentner** was born in 1963 in ARGENTINA. She married Monino in ARGENTINA.

40. ii. **Natalia Zentner** was born in 1965 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Daniel SpalTro in 1985 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

22. **Rebecca Lanfir** (Jaime, Pinchas, Yankl Yaakov) was born in 1918 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She died on 18 Aug 1973 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Jose Ben Meilech Arcusin, son of Meilech Miguel Arcusin and Feigl Rullansky in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born in 1913 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 31 Jan 1996 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Jose Ben Meilech Arcusin and Rebecca Lanz had the following children:

43. i. **Yolanda Alicja Arcusin** was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Alberto Mida, son of Gustavo Mira and Unknown in ARGENTINA.

ii. **Beatriz Flora Arcusin** was born in ARGENTINA.

iii. **Marta Perla Arcusin** was born in ARGENTINA.

21. **Salomon Ben Shmil Blanc** (Leie Luisa, Rivke, Yankl Yaakov) was born in Mar 1905 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA. He died on 04 Oct 1971 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Sara Faigon, daughter of Ben Tzion Faigon and Ruchel Gernish about 1929 in Colonia Dos Escrinia E. R. ARGENTINA. She was born on 21 Jan 1907 in Russian Empire. She died on 30 Nov 1984 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL.

Salomon Ben Shmil Blanc and Sara Faigon had the following children:

42. i. **Fany Nona Blanc** was born on 14 Dec 1932 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Marcelino Jr Cereijido. He was born about 1932 in ARGENTINA.

43. ii. **Betty Blanc** was born on 26 Nov 1941 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Carlos Berger, son of Hershel Leib Berger and Chaya Asman on 06 Apr 1965 in
ARGENTINA. He was born on 04 Mar 1937 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

22. **Feigel Fanny**⁴ BLANC (Leie Luisa³ SINGER, Rivke² LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov¹ LANFIR) was born about 1909 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA. She died on 25 Dec 1929 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Adolfo GEDANSKY in 1928 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He was born about 1907 in POLAND. He died about 1962 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Adolfo GEDANSKY and Feigel Fanny BLANC had the following child:

44. i. **Rivka (Quque)**⁵ GEDANSKY was born on 22 Dec 1929 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA. She died on 03 Sep 2008 in Kibbutz Haogen ISRAEL. She married Itzchak KAMINSKY, son of Isser KAMINSKY and Fanny ROITBLAT on 23 Feb 1953 in Naharia ISRAEL. He was born on 26 Mar 1930 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

25. **Iosel Ben Shmil**⁴ BLANC (Leie Luisa³ SINGER, Rivke² LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov¹ LANFIR) was born on 27 Aug 1910 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA. He died on 21 Feb 1991 in Kibbutz Meguido ISRAEL. He married Susana ELBERG, daughter of Levy Shloime ELBERG on 09 Apr 1935 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA. She was born on 02 Jul 1913 in Escrinia Colonia Dos Entre Rios ARG. She died on 12 Mar 1994 in Kibbutz Meguido ISRAEL.

Iosel Ben Shmil BLANC and Susana ELBERG had the following children:

45. i. **Rivka Fanya Shoshana**⁵ BLANC was born on 23 Feb 1936 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA. She married Naftaly GRADSTEIN, son of Ber GRADSTEIN and Tova WEINBUSH on 17 Aug 1958 in ISRAEL. He was born on 15 Apr 1936.

46. ii. **Leonardo BLANC** was born on 05 Jun 1941 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA. He married Mirtha EPHEL, daughter of Aaron EPHEL and Rivke SHMUNICH on 18 Aug 1966 in ISRAEL. She was born on 03 Feb 1946 in ARGENTINA.

28. **Jaime**⁴ BLANC (Leie Luisa³ SINGER, Rivke² LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov¹ LANFIR) was born on 25 Sep 1912 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA. He died on 16 Apr 1978 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married (1) **Sara BLANC**, daughter of Berko Berl BLANC and Sosy SILVERMAN on 27 Nov 1974 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 01 Dec 1923 in BESSARABIA. He married (2) **Theresa NEMIROVSKI** on 30 Mar 1939 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 10 Oct 1912 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She died on 21 Sep 1973 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Jaime BLANC and Theresa NEMIROVSKI had the following children:

47. i. **Neomi**⁵ BLANC was born on 22 Sep 1944 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Jorge LEVINTON on 12 Dec 1965. He was born on 08 Jan 1945 in ARGENTINA.

48. ii. **Sergio BLANC** was born on 29 Nov 1947 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Laura KIEVSKY, daughter of Jacobo KIEVSKY and UNKNOWN on 10 Aug 1973 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 29 Aug 1946 in ARGENTINA.

29. **Jacobo**⁴ HICK (Hershl Gregorio³, Ite² LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov¹ LANFIR) was born on 04 Aug 1912 in Escrinia Col' 4 Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married **Lucia OLIVERAS**. She was born on 11 Feb 1914 in San Luis ARGENTINA. She died on 28 Mar 1993 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Jacobo HICK and Lucia OLIVERAS had the following children:

49. i. **Estela**⁵ HICK was born on 05 May 1949 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Horacio MARATEA on 29 Jul 1976 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 06 Jul 1948 in CHILE.
ii. **Graciela Hick** was born on 27 Dec 1950 in **Argentina**. She married **Unknown**.

26. **Hannah Juana** Hick (Hersh [3], **LANFIR**, Yankl Yaakov [1] LANFIR) was born on 18 Nov 1913 in **Escrinia Col 4 E. R. Argentina**. She married **Jesus Chourrout**. Jesus Chourrout and Hannah Juana Hick had the following children:
   51. i. **Liliana Chourrout** was born on 08 May 1950. She married Luis Freire. She married Osvaldo Posadas.
   ii. **Mariana Chourrout** was born on 12 Jun 1977.

30. **Moishe Mario** Hick (Hersh [3], **LANFIR**, Yankl Yaakov [1] LANFIR) was born on 20 Jul 1918 in **Escrinia Col 4 E. R. Argentina**. He died on 20 Dec 1991 in Buenos Aires Argentina. He married **Manuela Lita Rosenthal**. She was born on 05 May 1917. She died on 12 Mar 1993 in Buenos Aires Argentina. Moishe Mario Hick and Manuela Lita Rosenthal had the following children:
   52. i. **Carlos Hick** was born on 21 Oct 1946 in Buenos Aires Argentina. He married Iris Pepe.
   53. ii. **Alberto Hick** was born on 24 May 1949 in Buenos Aires Argentina. He married Pilar.
   54. iii. **Silvana Hick** was born in Apr 1959 in Buenos Aires Argentina. She married Adriano Marsillo. He was born in Argentina.

29. **Pedro** Hick (Hersh [3], **LANFIR**, Yankl Yaakov [1] LANFIR) was born on 16 Aug 1925 in **Escrinia Col 4 E. R. Argentina**. He married (1) **Margarita Wassertreger** on 15 Oct 1976 in Buenos Aires Argentina. She was born on 27 Sep 1927 in 9 de Julio Buenos Aires Argentina. She died in Aug 1998 in Buenos Aires Argentina. He married (2) **Vera** in Argentina. She died in Aug 2013. Pedro Hick and Margarita Wassertreger had the following children:
   55. i. **Hugo Hick**. He married Adriana Orlando.
   56. ii. **Adriana Sofia Hick**. She married Sergio Fixman in Argentina.
   57. iii. **Mabel Hick** was born on 21 Jan 1950. She married Roberto Devita.
   58. iv. **Irene Hick** was born on 31 Oct 1953 in Buenos Aires Argentina. She married Raul Moreno in 1976 in Buenos Aires Argentina. He was born on 01 Nov 1952 in Argentina.

30. **Abraham Leib Ben Hersch** GLUSCHANKOV (Leik [3], **LANFIR**, Yankl Yaakov [1] LANFIR) was born on 19 Sep 1910 in **Escrinia Entre Rios Argentina**. He died on 26 May 2002 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. He married Bertha BLANC, daughter of Enrique Hershel BLANC and Ruchel Rosa PASCAR in Feb 1933 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. She was born on 08 Aug 1910 in Colonia Dos Entre Rios Argentina. She died on 10 Dec 1999 in Argentina. Abraham Leib Ben Hersch GLUSCHANKOV and Bertha BLANC had the following children:
   i. **Jorge Gluschankov** was born on 07 Nov 1935 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Arge. He died on 07 Nov 1948 in Buenos Aires Argentina.
   ii. **Gloria Gluschankov** was born on 04 Jul 1939 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina.
She died on 15 Jun 1965 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Natalio WECHLER, son of Gregorio WECHLER and Elena ZAKS in 1959 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 18 Feb 1933 in Chaco ARGENTINA.

31. **JACOBO BEN HERSCH** Gluschankov (Leike Luisa HICK, Ite LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born on 14 Sep 1916 in Escrinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married (1) **SARA GIDEKEL**, daughter of Leon GIDEKEL and Aida SENDEREY on 26 Aug 1951 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 26 Sep 1917 in ARGENTINA. She died on 17 Jan 1989 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married (2) **MARTA LUISA AGUULO MAS**, daughter of Miguel Aguilo MAS and Marta Del Carmen JUAN in Palma de Majorca SPAIN. She was born on 21 Jun 1924 in Palma de Majorca SPAIN. She died on 13 May 2008 in Palma de Majorca SPAIN.

Jacobo Ben Hersch GLUSCHANKOV and Sara GIDEKEL had the following children:

i. **DANIEL BEN JACOBO** Gluschankov was born on 20 Aug 1954 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died on 13 Feb 1998 in Pirineos FRANCE. He married Estela RAIMUNDI on 14 Mar 1989. She was born on 17 Dec 1962 in Bandfield Pcia Bs As ARGENTINA.

61. ii. **PABLO BEN JACOBO** Gluschankov was born on 13 Jun 1956 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Sophie GOMEZ on 10 Nov 1988 in Paris FRANCE. She was born on 24 Nov 1956 in Paris FRANCE.

iii. **CLAUDIA GLUSCHANKOV** was born on 17 Jul 1958 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Isidoro ROITMAN on 23 Apr 1990 in London ENGLAND. He was born on 15 Oct 1957 in ARGENTINA.

32. **AHARON BEN LEON** Pitashny (Maria HICK, Ite LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born in 1907 in Colonia 4 Escrinia E.R. ARGENTINA. He married **MARIA IGUDIS ZUSMAN**. She died on 03 Oct 1999 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Aharon Ben Leon PITASHNY and Maria Igudis ZUSMAN had the following children:

i. **FRIDA** Pitashny. She married GERMAN.

ii. **PEDRO** Pitashny.

33. **DAVID BEN LEON** Pitashny (Maria HICK, Ite LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born on 08 Mar 1910 in Colonia 4 Escrinia E.R. ARGENTINA. He died on 10 Aug 1981 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Dora Bat Mauricio SCHVARTZ, daughter of Mauricio SCHVARTZ and Maria ELBERG on 12 Oct 1935 in Escrinia E Rios ARGENTINA. She was born on 03 Apr 1912 in Colonia Trece Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 20 Oct 2009 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

David Ben Leon PITASHNY and Dora Bat Mauricio SCHVARTZ had the following children:

61. i. **LEON BEN DAVID** Pitashny was born on 28 Aug 1937 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 25 Jul 1973 in La Plata Pcia Buenos Aires ARG. He married Ruth Martha FLESLER, daughter of Jaime FLESLER and Elisa BANCHICK in Apr 1970 in Basasilbiso E R. She was born on 15 Feb 1948 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

62. ii. **MARCELINA NEGRA** Pitashny was born on 05 Aug 1941 in Escrinia Colonia 4 E R ARGENTINA. She married Mobes TROSBICZ, son of Mendel TROSBICZ and Brandel WAXMAN on 28 Dec 1961 in La Plata ARGENTINA. He was born on 17
Aug 1933 in Lodz POLAND.

34. **Paulina Peke** Pitashny (Maria HICK, Ite LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born on 03 Oct 1916 in Colonia 4 Escrinia E.R. ARGENTINA. She died on 15 Jul 1993 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Salomon Ben Hershel BLANC, son of Enrique Hershel BLANC and Ruchel Rosa PASCAR in ARGENTINA. He died in 1968.

Salomon Ben Hershel BLANC and Paulina Peke PITASHNY had the following child:

i. **Enrique Leon** BLANC was born on 19 Sep 1950 in ARGENTINA. He died in 1993.

35. **Elias** HICK (Moisens Ben Luzer, Ite LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born in 1921 in Escrinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married **Sara Elberg**.

Elias HICK and Sara ELBERG had the following children:

64. i. **Esther** HICK. She married **Unknown**.

67. ii. Luis Jorge HICK. He died on 31 Oct 1957 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married **Unknown**.

40. **Cecilia Tzvie** HICK (Moisens Ben Luzer, Ite LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born on 12 Oct 1926 in Escrinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 29 Jun 1997 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Jacobo Yankl ZENTNER, son of Jose Ben Hershl ZENTNER and Reizl Rosa GORBAN in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born on 17 Nov 1917 in Escrinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 29 May 2008 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Jacobo Yankl ZENTNER and Cecilia Tzvie HICK had the following children:

65. i. **Mabel Juana** ZENTNER was born on 18 Mar 1947 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Ernesto JONAS in Sep 1967 in Moises Ville Santa Fe Argentina. He was born on 14 May in Algarrobal ARGENTINA.

66. ii. Judith ZENTNER was born on 11 Jan 1951 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Eliezer Reshef Resnitzky. He was born on 05 Feb 1958 in ARGENTINA.

67. iii. Jorge Ben Yanke ZENTNER was born on 27 Feb 1953 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Mariona Cabassa. She was born on 06 Dec 1977 in Barcelona SPAIN.

41. **Bernardo Bebo** HICK (Moisens Ben Luzer, Ite LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born on 28 Oct 1933 in Escrinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married **Sofia Silberman**. She was born on 11 Oct 1937.

Bernardo Bebo HICK and Sofia SILBERMAN had the following children:

69. i. **Guillermo** HICK was born on 07 Aug 1964 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. He married Monica Elgul.

70. ii. Javier HICK was born on 15 Jan 1968 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. He married Maria Kusmuk.

71. iii. Viviana HICK was born on 20 Jan 1971 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. She married Carlos Barro.

37. **Leon Juan** Gluj (Esther ROVNER, Perla ZENTNER, Miriam Maria Libe LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born on 03 Sep 1944 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married **Miriam**.
Leon Juan GLUJ and Miriam had the following children:
   i.  **DANA GLUJ**.
   ii. **MICHAL GLUJ**.
   iii. **ERAN GLUJ**.

38. **MARIA EUGENIA** \(^5\) GLUJ (Esther \(^4\) ROVNER, Perla \(^3\) ZENTNER, Miriam Maria Libe \(^2\) LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov \(^1\) LANFIR) was born on 03 Oct 1948 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married GRINBERG in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

GRINBERG and Maria Eugenia GLUJ had the following children:
   i. **KARINA YAHEL** \(^6\) GRINBERG was born in 1971 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.
   ii. **ARIEL DARIO GRINBERG** was born in 1972 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.
   iii. **MATITIAHU GRINBERG** was born in 1975 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

39. **CAROLA ZENTNER** (Mario Hipolito Polo, Salomon Victor \(^3\), Miriam Maria Libe \(^2\) LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov \(^1\) LANFIR) was born in 1963 in ARGENTINA. She married MONINO in ARGENTINA.

MONINO and Carola ZENTNER had the following child:
   i. **SOFIA MONINO** was born in 1988 in ARGENTINA.

40. **NATALIA ZENTNER** (Mario Hipolito Polo, Salomon Victor \(^3\), Miriam Maria Libe \(^2\) LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov \(^1\) LANFIR) was born in 1965 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Daniel SPALTRO in 1985 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Daniel SPALTRO and Natalia ZENTNER had the following children:
   i. **IGNACIO SPALTRO** was born in 1993 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.
   ii. **FIONA SPALTRO** was born in 1997 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

41. **YOLANDA ALICIA** \(^5\) ARCUSIN (Rebecca \(^4\) LANFIR, Jaime \(^3\) LANFIR, Pinchas \(^2\) LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov \(^1\) LANFIR) was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Alberto MIDA, son of Gustavo MIRA and UNKNOWN in ARGENTINA.

Alberto MIDA and Yolanda Alicia ARCUSIN had the following child:
   i. **GUSTAVO** \(^6\) MIDA was born in ARGENTINA.

42. **FANY NONA** \(^5\) BLANC (Salomon Ben Shmil \(^4\), Leie Luisa \(^3\) SINGER, Rivke \(^2\) LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov \(^1\) LANFIR) was born on 14 Dec 1932 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Marcelino Jr CEREIJIDO. He was born about 1932 in ARGENTINA.

Marcelino Jr CEREIJIDO and Fany Nona BLANC had the following children:
   71. i. **FABIAN** \(^6\) CEREIJIDO was born about 1962 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Gabriela SIMON in MEXICO. She was born in ARGENTINA.
   72. ii. **MARGARITA CEREIJIDO** was born on 06 Dec 1970 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Gregg BLOCH about Sep 1991.

43. **BETTY** \(^5\) BLANC (Salomon Ben Shmil \(^4\), Leie Luisa \(^3\) SINGER, Rivke \(^2\) LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov \(^1\) LANFIR) was born on 26 Nov 1941 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Carlos BERGER, son of Hershel Leib BERGER and Chaie ASMAN on 06 Apr 1965 in ARGENTINA. He was born on
4 Mar 1937 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Carlos BERGER and Betty BLANC had the following children:

i. Iris\textsuperscript{6} BERGER was born on 29 Apr 1969 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

73. ii. Yuval BERGER was born on 22 Jul 1973 in ISRAEL. He married Maya PELEG, daughter of Alex PELEG and Gila SCHLUSH on 01 Jun 2010 in ISRAEL. She was born in Tel Aviv ISRAEL.

iii. Uri BERGER was born on 22 Aug 1980 in ISRAEL.

45. Rivka (Quque)\textsuperscript{5} GEDANSKY (Feigel Fanny\textsuperscript{4} BLANC, Leie Luisa\textsuperscript{3} SINGER, Rivke\textsuperscript{2} LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov\textsuperscript{1} LANFIR) was born on 22 Dec 1929 in Escriinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA. She died on 03 Sep 2008 in Kibbutz Haogen ISRAEL. She married Itzchak KAMINSKY, son of Isser KAMINSKY and Fanny ROITBLAT on 23 Feb 1953 in Naharia ISRAEL. He was born on 26 Mar 1930 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Itzhak KAMINSKY and Rivka (Quque) GEDANSKY had the following children:

74. i. Semadar\textsuperscript{6} KAMINSKY was born on 23 Aug 1954 in Kibbutz Metzer ISRAEL. She married (1) Motti FRIDMAN about 1975 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He was born about 1952 in Guivat Ail ISRAEL. He died on 07 Jul 1977 in Kibbutz Gonen ISRAEL. She married (2) Uri KADMON, son of Yehuda REVETZ and Rachel FROMER on 14 Apr 1981 in ISRAEL. He was born on 05 Feb 1948 in Kibbutz Kfar Hamacabi ISRAEL.

75. ii. Dalia KAMINSKY was born on 03 Apr 1958 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Shaul WEIGERT, son of Benjamin WEIGERT and Chava LEWINSOHN on 04 Apr 1986 in Kibbutz Shobal ISRAEL.

78. iii. Ronit KAMINSKY was born on 12 Mar 1965 in Kiron ISRAEL. She married Azri Jr COHEN, son of Ezri COHEN and Tzvia DALE on 12 Jun 2001 in Kibbutz Haoguen. He was born in 1960 in ISRAEL.

47. Fany Rosa Shoshana\textsuperscript{5} BLANC (Iosel Ben Shmil\textsuperscript{4}, Leie Luisa\textsuperscript{3} SINGER, Rivke\textsuperscript{2} LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov\textsuperscript{1} LANFIR) was born on 23 Feb 1936 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA. She married Naftaly GRADSTEIN, son of Ber GRADSTEIN and Tova WEINBUSH on 17 Aug 1958 in ISRAEL. He was born on 15 Apr 1936.

Naftaly GRADSTEIN and Fany Rosa Shoshana BLANC had the following children:

77. i. Amit\textsuperscript{6} GRADSTEIN was born on 29 Nov 1959 in Kibbutz Megido ISRAEL. He married Anat BERGER, daughter of Yaakov BERGER and GELB on 24 May 1983 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. She was born on 13 Oct 1960 in Petach Tikva ISRAEL.

78. ii. Irit Leah GRADSTEIN was born on 01 Feb 1964 in Kiron ISRAEL. She married Doron SEGALOVICH, son of Yeoshua SEGALOVICH and Kadury on 03 Jul 1984 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He was born on 25 Nov 1958 in Tberia ISRAEL.

79. iii. Adva GRADSTEIN was born on 16 Jun 1969 in Kiron ISRAEL. She married Avner GLUKSTAD, son of Bracha ZILBERMAN on 13 Sep 1994 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He was born in Tel Aviv ISRAEL.

48. Leonardo\textsuperscript{5} BLANC (Iosel Ben Shmil\textsuperscript{4}, Leie Luisa\textsuperscript{3} SINGER, Rivke\textsuperscript{2} LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov\textsuperscript{1} LANFIR) was born on 05 Jun 1941 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA. He married Mirtha EPHEL, daughter of Aaron EPHEL and Rivke SHMUNICH on 18 Aug 1966 in ISRAEL. She was born on 03 Feb 1946 in ARGENTINA.
Leonardo BLANC and Mirtha EPHEL had the following children:

80. i. CHAGIT\textsuperscript{6} BLANC was born on 26 Apr 1967 in ISRAEL. She married Madi RAPAPORT on 01 Oct 1992 in ISRAEL. He was born on 18 Jan 1961.

81. ii. ORNA BLANC was born on 26 Apr 1967 in ISRAEL. She married Gil LAVI, son of LAVI and Neomi MICHAELI on 14 Feb 1991 in Kibbutz Megido. He was born on 23 Oct 1967 in Kibbutz Hazorea ISRAEL.

82. iii. AVIVIT BLANC was born on 30 Mar 1970 in ISRAEL. She married Tamir ISHAY, son of Yehuda ISHAY and Sara MADAR on 30 Mar 1992 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He was born on 04 Aug 1967 in ISRAEL.

83. iv. LIAT BLANC was born on 29 Apr 1974 in ISRAEL. She married Boaz RANKEVITZ, son of Mordechay RENKEVITZ and JENNY on 01 Jul 2004 in Tel Hadashim ISRAEL.

85. v. ROI BLANC was born on 20 Jul 1979 in ISRAEL. He married Rina PICK, daughter of Uri PICK and Dalia on 13 May 2013 in Kibbutz Meguido ISAREL.

47. NEOMI\textsuperscript{5} BLANC (Jaime\textsuperscript{4}, Leie Luisa\textsuperscript{3} SINGER, Rivke\textsuperscript{2} LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov\textsuperscript{1} LANFIR) was born on 22 Sep 1944 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Jorge LEVINTON on 12 Dec 1965. He was born on 08 Jan 1945 in ARGENTINA.

Jorge LEVINTON and Neomi BLANC had the following children:

85. i. GAD\textsuperscript{6} LEVINTON was born on 13 Dec 1967 in Kibbutz Lehavot Habashan ISRAEL. He married Cinthya Valencia SALAZAR on 10 Apr 1992 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 14 Jan 1968.

86. ii. SOL LEVINTON was born on 25 Jul 1975 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Herman LECZYKI on 07 Dec 2002 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

iii. ALEJO LEVINTON was born on 12 Oct 1979 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

48. SERGIO\textsuperscript{5} BLANC (Jaime\textsuperscript{4}, Leie Luisa\textsuperscript{3} SINGER, Rivke\textsuperscript{2} LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov\textsuperscript{1} LANFIR) was born on 29 Nov 1947 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Laura KIEVSKY, daughter of Jacobo KIEVSKY and UNKNOWN on 10 Aug 1973 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 29 Aug 1946 in ARGENTINA.

Sergio BLANC and Laura KIEVSKY had the following children:

87. i. THERESA\textsuperscript{6} BLANC was born on 15 Jun 1977 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Nicolas VESUCHANSKY on 03 Dec 2005 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born in ARGENTINA.

ii. ERNESTO BLANC was born on 11 Sep 1980 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

49. ESTELA\textsuperscript{5} HICK (Jacobo\textsuperscript{4}, Hershl Gregorio\textsuperscript{3}, Ite\textsuperscript{2} LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov\textsuperscript{1} LANFIR) was born on 05 May 1949 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Horacio MARATEA on 29 Jul 1976 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 06 Jul 1948 in CHILE.

Horacio MARATEA and Estela HICK had the following children:

i. ATILIO\textsuperscript{6} MARATEA. He married RUBI GREZ. She was born in CHILE.

ii. PABLO ALEJANDRO MARATEA was born on 14 Jan 1977 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

iii. FERNANDO MARATEA was born on 06 Jul 1981 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.
50. **Graciela**<sup>5</sup> HICK (Jacobo<sup>4</sup>, Hershl Gregorio<sup>3</sup>, Itë LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov<sup>1</sup> LANFIR) was born on 27 Dec 1950 in ARGENTINA. She married **Unknown**.

Unknown and Graciela HICK had the following child:

i. **Julia**<sup>6</sup> HICK was born on 25 Mar 1985 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

51. **Liliana**<sup>5</sup> CHOURROUT (Hannah Juana<sup>4</sup> HICK, Hershl Gregorio<sup>3</sup> HICK, Itë LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov<sup>1</sup> LANFIR) was born on 08 May 1950. She married **Luis Freire**. She married **Osvaldo Posadas**.

Luis FREIRE and Liliana CHOURROUT had the following child:

88. i. **Pablo**<sup>6</sup> FREIRE was born on 28 Mar 1969 in ARGENTINA. He married **Veronica Asso**.

Osvaldo POSADAS and Liliana CHOURROUT had the following child:

i. **Marina**<sup>6</sup> POSADAS was born on 12 Jun 1977 in ARGENTINA.

52. **Carlos**<sup>5</sup> HICK (Moishe Mario<sup>4</sup>, Hershl Gregorio<sup>3</sup>, Itë LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov<sup>1</sup> LANFIR) was born on 21 Oct 1946 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married **Iris Pepe**.

Carlos HICK and Iris PEPE had the following children:

89. i. **Daniel**<sup>6</sup> HICK was born in ARGENTINA. He married **Patricia**.

ii. **Ivan** HICK was born in 1965 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

iii. **Pablo** HICK was born on 14 Jan 1976.

53. **Alberto**<sup>5</sup> HICK (Moishe Mario<sup>4</sup>, Hershl Gregorio<sup>3</sup>, Itë LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov<sup>1</sup> LANFIR) was born on 24 May 1949 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married **Pilar**.

Alberto HICK and Pilar had the following children:

i. **Alexander**<sup>6</sup> HICK was born in ENGLAND.

ii. **John** HICK was born in ENGLAND.

iii. **Borja** HICK was born in SPAIN.

54. **Silvana**<sup>5</sup> HICK (Moishe Mario<sup>4</sup>, Hershl Gregorio<sup>3</sup>, Itë LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov<sup>1</sup> LANFIR) was born in Apr 1959 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married **Adriano Marsillo**. He was born in ARGENTINA.

Adriano MARSILIO and Silvana HICK had the following children:

i. **Alejandra**<sup>6</sup> MARSILIO.

ii. **Nadia** MARSILIO.

iii. **Valeria** MARSILIO.

55. **Hugo**<sup>5</sup> HICK (Pedro<sup>4</sup>, Hershl Gregorio<sup>3</sup>, Itë LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov<sup>1</sup> LANFIR, Pedro<sup>4</sup>, Hershl Gregorio<sup>3</sup>, Luzer Luis, Gregory). He married **Adriana Orlando**.

Hugo HICK and Adriana ORLANDO had the following children:

i. **Matias**<sup>6</sup> HICK.
91. ii. FEDERICO HICK. He married MORONO Rocio on 13 Jun 2013 in ARGENTINA.

56. ADRIANA SOFIA HICK (Pedro⁴, Hershl Gregorio³, Ita² LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov¹ LANFIR, Pedro⁴, Hershl Gregorio³, Luez Luis, Gregory). She married Sergio FIXMAN in ARGENTINA. Sergio FIXMAN and Adriana Sofia HICK had the following children:
   i. MARTIN FIXMAN was born on 11 Feb 1992 in ARGENTINA.
   ii. CATALINA FIXMAN was born on 05 Aug 1994 in ARGENTINA.

57. MABEL HICK (Pedro⁴, Hershl Gregorio³, Ita² LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov¹ LANFIR) was born on 21 Jan 1950. She married ROBERTO DEVITA.

58. IRENE HICK (Pedro⁴, Hershl Gregorio³, Ita² LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov¹ LANFIR) was born on 31 Oct 1953 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Raul MORENO in 1976 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 01 Nov 1952 in ARGENTINA.

59. GLORIA GLUSCHANKOV (Abraham Leib Ben Hersch⁴, Leike Luisa³ HICK, Ita² LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov¹ LANFIR) was born on 04 Jul 1939 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 15 Jun 1965 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Natalio WECHLER, son of Gregorio WECHLER and Elena ZAKS in 1959 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 18 Feb 1933 in Chaco ARGENTINA.

Pablo Ben Jacobo GLUSCHANKOV and Sophie GOMEZ had the following children:
   i. MICHAEL GLUSCHANKOV was born on 08 Feb 1989 in FRANCE.
   ii. ANA BATE PABLO GLUSCHANKOV was born on 18 Oct 1991 in FRANCE.
61. **Leon Ben David Pitashny** (David Ben Leon⁴, Maria³ Hick, Ite² Lanfir, Yankl Yaakov¹ Lanfir) was born on 28 Aug 1937 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. He died on 25 Jul 1973 in La Plata Pcia Buenos Aires ARG. He married Ruth Martha Flesler, daughter of Jaime Flesler and Elisa Banchick in Apr 1970 in Basabilbaso E R. She was born on 15 Feb 1948 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina.

Leon Ben David Pitashny and Ruth Martha Flesler had the following child:

i. **Silvana⁶ Pitashny** was born on 20 Sep 1971 in La Plata Buenos Aires Argentina. She married Freund in Israel.

62. **Marcelina Negra Pitashny** (David Ben Leon⁴, Maria³ Hick, Ite² Lanfir, Yankl Yaakov¹ Lanfir) was born on 05 Aug 1941 in Escriña Colonia 4 E R Argentina. She married Mosae Trosbicz, son of Mendel Trosbicz and Brandel Waxman on 28 Dec 1961 in La Plata Argentina. He was born on 17 Aug 1933 in Lodz Poland.

Mosae Trosbicz and Marcelina Negra Pitashny had the following children:

92. i. **Vardit⁶ Trosbicz** was born on 25 Oct 1962 in Tzfat Israel. She married Ilan Lankar on 01 May 1983 in Kfar Zold Israel. He was born on 21 Jan 1960 in Haifa Israel.

93. ii. **Amir Trosbicz** was born on 15 Nov 1965 in Kiriat Shemone Israel. He married Maia Ikeda on 12 Dec 1992 in Osaka Japan. She was born in Osaka Japan.

94. iii. **Iris Trosbicz** was born on 04 Jul 1967 in Kiriat Shemone Israel. She married Shmuel Sofer on 09 Sep 1992 in Haifa Israel. He was born on 11 Nov 1963 in Haifa Israel.

63. **Esther⁵ Hick** (Elias⁴, Moises Ben Luzer³, Ite² Lanfir, Yankl Yaakov¹ Lanfir, Elias⁴, Moises Ben Luzer³, Luzer Luis, Gregory). She married Unknown.

Unknown and Esther Hick had the following child:

i. **Sara Hick**.

64. **Luis Jorge Hick** (Elias⁴, Moises Ben Luzer³, Ite² Lanfir, Yankl Yaakov¹ Lanfir, Elias⁴, Moises Ben Luzer³, Luzer Luis, Gregory). He died on 31 Oct 1957 in Buenos Aires Argentina. He married Unknown.

Luis Jorge Hick and Unknown had the following children:

i. **Victor Hick**.

ii. **Romina Hick**.

65. **Mabel Juana Zentner** (Cecilia Tzvie⁴ Hick, Moises Ben Luzer³ Hick, Ite² Lanfir, Yankl Yaakov¹ Lanfir) was born on 18 Mar 1947 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. She married Ernesto Jonas in Sep 1967 in Moises Ville Santa Fe Argentina. He was born on 14 May in Algarrobal Argentina.

Ernesto Jonas and Mabel Juana Zentner had the following children:

95. i. **Leandro⁶ Jonas** was born on 01 Apr 1969. He married Carolina Abiad on 13 Oct 2001.

96. ii. **Gabriela Jonas** was born on 01 Apr 1969. She married Benny Aharoni on 17 Jun 1999 in Kibbutz Gvar Am Israel. He was born on 14 Jan 1976 in Kiriat Malachy Israel.

97. iii. **Eliana Ille Jonas** was born on 08 Jan 1972. She married Shabtay Hartov on 04 Jul...
1992 in ISRAEL. He was born on 03 Aug 1969 in Beer Sheva ISRAEL.

66. **JUDITH ZENTNER** (Cecilia Tzvie HICK, Moises Ben Luzer HICK, Ite LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born on 11 Jan 1951 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married **ELIEZER RESHEF RESNITZKY**. He was born on 05 Feb 1958 in ARGENTINA.

Eliezer Reshef RESNITZKY and Judith ZENTNER had the following children:
   i. **YANIV RESHEF** was born on 18 Jan 1972 in ISRAEL.
   ii. **YOGEV RESHEF** was born on 16 Apr 1974 in ISRAEL.
   iii. **ILAH RESHEF** was born on 14 Jan 1977 in ISRAEL. She married Eyeal MAOR in ISRAEL. He was born on 14 Jan 1971 in ISRAEL.
   iv. **MAAYAN RESHEF** was born on 04 Jan 1980 in ISRAEL.

67. **JORGE BEN YANKE ZENTNER** (Cecilia Tzvie HICK, Moises Ben Luzer HICK, Ite LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born on 27 Feb 1953 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married **MARIONA CABASSA**. She was born on 06 Dec 1977 in Barcelona SPAIN.

Jorge Ben Yanke ZENTNER and Mariona CABASSA had the following child:
   i. **MARTIN ZENTNER** was born on 05 Dec 2005 in Barcelona SPAIN.

68. **GUILLERMO HICK** (Bernardo Bebo, Moises Ben Luzer, Ite LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born on 07 Aug 1964 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. He married **MONICA ELGUL**.

Guillermo HICK and Monica ELGUL had the following children:
   i. **THOMAS HICK** was born in ARGENTINA.
   ii. **EMILIA HICK** was born in ARGENTINA.

69. **JAVIER HICK** (Bernardo Bebo, Moises Ben Luzer, Ite LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born on 15 Jan 1968 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. He married **MARIA KUSMUK**.

Javier HICK and Maria KUSMUK had the following children:
   i. **BORIS HICK** was born on 04 Nov 1997 in ARGENTINA.
   ii. **SIMON HICK** was born on 31 Jul 2001 in ARGENTINA.

70. **VIVIANA HICK** (Bernardo Bebo, Moises Ben Luzer, Ite LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born on 20 Jan 1971 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. She married **CARLOS BARRO**.

Carlos BARRO and Viviana HICK had the following children:
   i. **CAMILA BARRO**.
   ii. **MORENA BARRO**.

71. **FABIAN CEREIJIDO** (Fany Nona BLANC, Salomon Ben Shmuel BLANC, Leie Luisa SINGER, Rivke LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born about 1962 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Gabriela SIMON in MEXICO. She was born in ARGENTINA.

Fabian CEREIJIDO and Gabriela SIMON had the following children:
   i. **ANTONIA CEREIJIDO** was born in 1993 in MEXICO.
ii. LUCAS CEREIJIDO was born in 1999 in MEXICO.

72. **MARGARITA CEREIJIDO** (Fany Nona BLANC, Salomon Ben Shmil BLANC, Leie Luisa SINGER, Rivke LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born on 06 Dec 1970 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Gregg BLOCH about Sep 1991.

Gregg BLOCH and Margarita CEREIJIDO had the following child:
   i. **CECILIA BLOCH** was born in 1995.

Yuval BLOCH and Margarita CEREIJIDO had the following child:
   i. **YAVI BLOCH** was born in 1995.

73. **YUVAL BERGER** (Betty BLANC, Salomon Ben Shmil BLANC, Leie Luisa SINGER, Rivke LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born on 22 Jul 1973 in ISRAEL. He married Maya PELEG, daughter of Alex PELEG and Gila SCHLUSH on 01 Jun 2010 in ISRAEL. She was born in Tel Aviv ISRAEL.

Yuval BERGER and Maya PELEG had the following child:
   i. **YOAV BERGER** was born on 25 Mar 2011 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL.

74. **SEMAWAR KAMINSKY** (Rivka (Quque) GEDANSKY, Feigel Fanny BLANC, Leie Luisa SINGER, Rivke LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born on 23 Aug 1954 in Kibbutz Metzer ISRAEL.

She married (1) **MOTTI FRIDMAN** about 1975 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He was born about 1952 in Guivataim ISRAEL. He died on 07 Jul 1977 in Kibbutz Gonen ISRAEL. She married (2) **URI KADMON**, son of Yehuda REVETZ and Rachel FROMER on 14 Apr 1981 in ISRAEL. He was born on 05 Feb 1948 in Kibbutz Kfar Hamacabi ISRAEL.

Motti FRIDMAN and Semadar KAMINSKY had the following child:
   i. **NOAH FRIDMAN** was born on 14 Feb 1978 in ISRAEL. She married Tzvika KINSLER on 24 Sep 2009 in ISRAEL.

Uri KADMON and Semadar KAMINSKY had the following children:
   i. **TAMAR KADMON** was born on 19 Jul 1982 in Kfar Saba ISRAEL. She married Kfir ZAFRANI on 26 Aug 2007 in ISRAEL.
   ii. **IDO KADMON** was born on 05 Jan 1984 in Hedera ISRAEL.

75. **DALIA KAMINSKY** (Rivka (Quque) GEDANSKY, Feigel Fanny BLANC, Leie Luisa SINGER, Rivke LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born on 03 Apr 1958 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Shaul WEIGERT, son of Benjamin WEIGERT and Chava LEWINSOHN on 04 Apr 1986 in Kibbutz Haoguen. He was born on 23 Feb 1958 in Kibbutz Shobal ISRAEL.

Shaul WEIGERT and Dalia KAMINSKY had the following children:
   i. **LIOR WEIGERT** was born on 24 Oct 1987 in Kibbutz Haoguen ISRAEL.
   ii. **MICHAL WEIGERT** was born on 30 Apr 1990 in Kibbutz Haogen ISRAEL.
   iii. **YUBAL WEIGERT** was born on 05 Feb 1997 in Kibbutz Haogen ISRAEL.

76. **RONIT KAMINSKY** (Rivka (Quque) GEDANSKY, Feigel Fanny BLANC, Leie Luisa SINGER, Rivke LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born on 12 Mar 1965 in Kiron ISRAEL. She married Azri Jr COHEN, son of Ezri COHEN and Tzvia DALE on 12 Jun 2001 in Kibbutz Haogen ISRAEL. He was born in 1960 in ISRAEL.

Azri Jr COHEN and Ronit KAMINSKY had the following children:
   i. **ORI COHEN** was born on 28 Oct 2002 in ISRAEL.
ii. Yael Cohen was born on 04 May 2005 in Israel.

77. **Amit Gradstein** (Fany Rosa Shoshana Blanc, Iosel Ben Shmil Blanc, Leie Luisa Singer, Rivke Lanfir, Yankl Yaakov Lanfir) was born on 29 Nov 1959 in Kibbutz Megido Israel. He married Anat Berger, daughter of Yaakov Berger and Gelb on 24 May 1983 in Tel Aviv Israel. She was born on 13 Oct 1960 in Petach Tikva Israel.

Amit Gradstein and Anat Berger had the following children:

i. **Omer Gradstein** was born on 29 Feb 1988 in Beer Sheva Israel.

ii. **Oded Gradstein** was born on 21 Jun 1991 in Israel.

iii. **Inbal Gradstein** was born on 23 Dec 1997 in Israel.

78. **Irit Leah Gradstein** (Fany Rosa Shoshana Blanc, Iosel Ben Shmil Blanc, Leie Luisa Singer, Rivke Lanfir, Yankl Yaakov Lanfir) was born on 01 Feb 1964 in Kiron Israel. She married Doron Segalovich, son of Yeoshua Segalovich and Kadury on 03 Jul 1984 in Tel Aviv Israel. He was born on 25 Nov 1958 in Tiberia Israel.

Doron Segalovich and Irit Leah Gradstein had the following children:

i. **Adi Segalovich** was born on 26 Mar 1987 in Tel Aviv Israel.

ii. **Shay Segalovich** was born on 26 Mar 1987 in Tel Aviv Israel.

iii. **Gal Segalovich** was born on 15 Oct 1990 in Tel Aviv Israel.

iv. **Tal Segalovich** was born on 13 Feb 2000 in Israel.

79. **Adva Gradstein** (Fany Rosa Shoshana Blanc, Iosel Ben Shmil Blanc, Leie Luisa Singer, Rivke Lanfir, Yankl Yaakov Lanfir) was born on 16 Jun 1969 in Kiron Israel. She married Avner Glukstadt, son of Bracha Zilberman on 13 Sep 1994 in Tel Aviv Israel. He was born in Tel Aviv Israel.

Avner Glukstadt and Adva Gradstein had the following children:

i. **Noi Glukstadt** was born on 28 May 1995 in Kfar Saba Israel.

ii. **Guy Glukstadt** was born on 16 Jul 1997 in Petach Tikva Israel.

80. **Chagit Blanc** (Leonardo Blanc, Iosel Ben Shmil Blanc, Leie Luisa Singer, Rivke Lanfir, Yankl Yaakov Lanfir) was born on 26 Apr 1967 in Israel. She married Madi Rapaport on 01 Oct 1992 in Israel. He was born on 18 Jan 1961.

Madi Rapaport and Chagit Blanc had the following children:

i. **Schachar Rapaport** was born on 26 Nov 1993 in Kibbutz Megido Israel.

ii. **Ophir Rapaport** was born on 27 May 1996 in Israel.

iii. **Nir Rapaport** was born on 20 Dec 2001 in Kibbutz Meguido Israel.

Gil LAVI and Orna BLANC had the following children:

i. PAZ LAVI was born on 07 Aug 1991 in Kibbutz Magido ISRAEL.

ii. ERAN LAVI was born on 10 Apr 1996 in ISRAEL.

iii. AMIR LAVI was born on 16 Apr 2000 in Kibbutz Megido ISRAEL.

iv. YONATHAN LAVI was born on 06 Sep 2003 in ISRAEL.

82. AVIVIT BLANC (Leonardo, Iosel Ben Shmil, Leie Luisa SINGER, Rivke LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born on 30 Mar 1970 in ISRAEL. She married Tamir ISHAY, son of Yehuda ISHAY and Sara MADAR on 30 Mar 1992 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He was born on 04 Aug 1967 in ISRAEL.

Tamir ISHAY and Avivit BLANC had the following children:

i. TOM ISHAY was born on 28 Dec 1992 in Kibbutz Megido ISRAEL.

ii. DANIEL ISHAY was born on 14 Mar 1996 in Afula ISRAEL.

iii. MOR ISHAY was born on 28 Jun 1997 in Afula ISRAEL.

iv. YAAV ISHAY was born on 29 Jun 2003 in Afula ISRAEL.

v. AMIT ISHAY was born on 05 Mar 2007 in Afula ISRAEL.

83. LIAT BLANC (Leonardo, Iosel Ben Shmil, Leie Luisa SINGER, Rivke LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born on 29 Apr 1974 in ISRAEL. She married Boaz RANKEVITZ, son of Mordechay RENKEVITZ and JENNY on 01 Jul 2004 in Tel Hadashim ISRAEL.

Boaz RANKEVITZ and Liat BLANC had the following children:

i. OFER RANKEVITZ was born on 13 Mar 2005 in ISRAEL.

ii. OAD RANKEVITZ was born on 18 Sep 2009 in ISRAEL.

84. ROI BLANC (Leonardo, Iosel Ben Shmil, Leie Luisa SINGER, Rivke LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born on 20 Jul 1979 in ISRAEL. He married Rina PICK, daughter of Uri PICK and Dalia on 13 May 2013 in Kibbutz Meguido ISAREL.

Roi BLANC and Rina PICK had the following child:

i. ORI BLANC was born on 25 Apr 2014 in Kibbutz Megido ISRAEL.

85. GAD LEVINTON (Neomi BLANC, Jaime BLANC, Leie Luisa SINGER, Rivke LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born on 13 Dec 1967 in Kibbutz Lehavot Habashan ISRAEL. He married Cinthya Valencia SALAZAR on 10 Apr 1992 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 14 Jan 1968.

Gad LEVINTON and Cinthya Valencia SALAZAR had the following children:

i. TAMARA LEVINTON was born in 1998 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

ii. CATALINA LEVINTON was born on 14 Jun 2003 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

86. SOL LEVINTON (Neomi BLANC, Jaime BLANC, Leie Luisa SINGER, Rivke LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born on 25 Jul 1975 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Herman LECZYKI on 07 Dec 2002 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.
Herman LECZYKI and Sol LEVINTON had the following child:
   i.  AZUL LECZYKI was born on 03 Aug 2003 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

87.  **Theresa** Blanc (Sergio, Jaime, Leie Luisa SINGER, Rivke LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born on 15 Jun 1977 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Nicolas VESUCHANSKY on 3 Dec 2005 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born in ARGENTINA.

Nicolas VESUCHANSKY and Theresa BLANC had the following children:
   i.  Leandro VESUCHANSKY was born on 28 Jan 2007 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.
   ii.  Ezequiel VESUCHANSKY was born on 15 Apr 2010 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

88.  **Pablo** Freire (Liliana CHOURROUT, Hannah Juana HICK, Hershl Gregorio, Ite LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born on 28 Mar 1969 in ARGENTINA. He married Veronica ASSO.

Pablo FREIRE and Veronica ASSO had the following children:
   i.  Juan Pablo FREIRE was born on 05 Feb 1999 in ARGENTINA.
   ii.  Nicolas Cuqui FREIRE was born on 15 Nov 2000 in ARGENTINA.

89.  **Daniel** HICK (Carlos, Moishe Mario, Hershl Gregorio, Ite LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born in ARGENTINA. He married Patricia.

Daniel HICK and Patricia had the following child:
   i.  Lucas HICK.

90.  **Federico** HICK (Hugo, Pedro, Hershl Gregorio, Ite LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR, Hugo, Pedro, Hershl Gregorio, Luzer Luis, Gregory) He married MORONO Rocio on 13 Jun 2013 in ARGENTINA.

Federico HICK and MORONO Rocio had the following child:
   i.  Nicolle HICK was born on 07 Nov 2013 in ARGENTINA.

91.  **Adriana Luisa** Wechler (Gloria GLUSCHANKOV, Abraham Leib Ben Hersch GLUSCHANKOV, Leike Luisa HICK, Ite LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born on 24 Feb 1960 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Norberto Litvak. He was born in 1958 in ARGENTINA. She married Jorge Biscardi. He was born in 1958.

Norberto LITVAK and Adriana Luisa WECHLER had the following child:
   i.  Lucia LITVAK was born on 05 Nov 1989.

Jorge BISCARDI and Adriana Luisa WECHLER had the following children:
   i.  Juana BISCARDI was born in 1999 in ARGENTINA.
   ii.  Pedro BISCARDI was born in 2002 in ARGENTINA.

92.  **Vardit** TrosbicZ (Marcelina Negra PITASHNY, David Ben Leon PITASHNY, Maria HICK, Ite LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born on 25 Oct 1962 in Tzfat ISRAEL. She married Ilan LANKAR on 01 May 1983 in Kfar Zold ISRAEL. He was born on 21 Jan 1960 in Haifa ISRAEL.

Ilan LANKAR and Vardit TROSBIcz had the following children:
   i.  Peleg LANKAR was born on 20 Jul 1987 in Kfar Sold ISRAEL.
ii. **Sigail Lankar** was born on 20 Sep 1989 in Kfar Sava ISRAEL.

iii. **Neta Lankar** was born on 12 Nov 1994 in Kfar Sava ISRAEL.

93. **Amir Trosbicz** (Marcelina Negra Pitashny, David Ben Leon Pitashny, Maria HICK, Ite Lankar, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born on 15 Nov 1965 in Kiriat Shemone ISRAEL. He married Maia Ikeda on 12 Dec 1992 in Osaka Japan. She was born in Osaka JAPAN. Amir TROSBICZ and Maia IKEDA had the following child:

i. **Alice Trosbicz** was born in Jun 2001 in JAPAN.

94. **Iris Trosbicz** (Marcelina Negra Pitashny, David Ben Leon Pitashny, Maria HICK, Ite LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born on 04 Jul 1967 in Kiriat Shemone ISRAEL. She married Shmuel Sofer on 09 Sep 1992 in Haifa ISRAEL. He was born on 11 Nov 1963 in Haifa ISRAEL. Shmuel SOFER and Iris TROSBICZ had the following children:

i. **Opal Sofer** was born on 28 Nov 1997 in Kfar Sava ISRAEL.

ii. **Shobal Sofer** was born on 28 Aug 1999 in Kfar Sava ISRAEL.

95. **Leandro Jonas** (Mabel Juana Zentner, Cecilia Tzvie HICK, Moises Ben Luzer HICK, Ite LANKIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born on 01 Apr 1969. He married Carolina ABIAD on 13 Oct 2001. Leandro JONAS and Carolina ABIAD had the following child:

i. **Camila Jonas** was born on 17 May 2008.

96. **Gabriela Jonas** (Mabel Juana Zentner, Cecilia Tzvie HICK, Moises Ben Luzer HICK, Ite LANKIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born on 01 Apr 1969. She married Benny Aharoni on 17 Jun 1999 in Kibbutz Gvar Am ISRAEL. He was born on 14 Jan 1976 in Kiriat Malachy ISRAEL. Benny AHARONI and Gabriela JONAS had the following child:

i. **Ido Aharoni** was born on 31 Jul 2001 in Beer Sheva ISRAEL.

ii. **Ron Aharoni** was born on 09 Mar 1997 in Beer Sheva ISRAEL.

iii. **Nir Aharoni** was born on 05 Aug 2005 in Beer Sheva ISRAEL.

97. **Eliana Ille Jonas** (Mabel Juana Zentner, Cecilia Tzvie HICK, Moises Ben Luzer HICK, Ite LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born on 08 Jan 1972. She married Shabtay Hartov on 04 Jul 1992 in ISRAEL. He was born on 03 Aug 1969 in Beer Sheva ISRAEL. Shabtay HARTOV and Eliana Ille JONAS had the following children:

i. **Bar Hartov** was born on 22 Dec 1994 in Beer Sheva ISRAEL.

ii. **Ron Hartov** was born on 09 Mar 1997 in Beer Sheva ISRAEL.

iii. **Nir Hartov** was born on 05 Aug 2005 in Beer Sheva ISRAEL.

98. **Ila RESHEF** (Judith ZENTNER, Cecilia Tzvie HICK, Moises Ben Luzer HICK, Ite LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born on 14 Jan 1977 in ISRAEL. She married Eyleal MAOR in ISRAEL. He was born on 14 Jan 1971 in ISRAEL. Eyleal MAOR and Ilah RESHEF had the following children:

i. **Noah MAOR** was born on 13 Jul 2001 in Beer Sheva ISRAEL.

ii. **Nimrod MAOR** was born on 02 Feb 2004 in Beer Sheva ISRAEL.
Generation 7

99. **NOAH** FRIEDMAN (Semadar KAMINSKY, Rivka (Quque) GEDANSKY, Feigel Fanny BLANC, Leie Luisa SINGER, Rivka LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born on 14 Feb 1978 in ISRAEL. She married Tzvika KINSLER on 24 Sep 2009 in ISRAEL.

Tzvika KINSLER and Noah FRIEDMAN had the following children:
   i. **YULI** KINSLER was born on 15 Mar 2011 in ISRAEL.
   ii. **OFER** KINSLER was born on 29 Jul 2013 in ISRAEL.

100. **TAMAR** KADMON (Semadar KAMINSKY, Rivka (Quque) GEDANSKY, Feigel Fanny BLANC, Leie Luisa SINGER, Rivka LANFIR, Yankl Yaakov LANFIR) was born on 19 Jul 1982 in Kfar Saba ISRAEL. She married Kfir ZAFRANI on 26 Aug 2007 in ISRAEL.

Kfir ZAFRANI and Tamar KADMON had the following children:
   i. **AMIT** ZAFRANI was born on 05 Feb 2010 in ISRAEL.
   ii. **ZIV** ZAFRANI.
Descendants of Shloime LEVITZKY

Generation 1

11. Shloime LEVITZKY. He died on 17 Aug 1940 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Sofia MINUCHIM in ARGENTINA. She died on 01 Oct 1949.

Shloime LEVITZKY and Sofia MINUCHIM had the following children:

2. i. Paulina LEVITZKY was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Samuel NACHTAILER in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 12 Jul 1901 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

3. ii. Adela LEVITZKY was born in ARGENTINA. She married Mauricio PALATNIK. He was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

26. Clara LEVITZKY was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Albertinsky.

27. Eva LEVITZKY was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 08 Mar 1962 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

4. v. Israel LEVITZKY was born on 02 Jun 1917 in Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 13 Jun 1993 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Margarita BRAILOVSKY, daughter of Yosef Ben Meir BRAILOVSKY and Chaia Ite Aida SINGER on 07 Mar 1945 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born on 29 Apr 1920 in Villa Mantero Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 12 Dec 1992 in Basavilbaso Pcia Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Generation 2

6. Paulina LEVITZKY (Shloime 1) was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Samuel NACHTAILER in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 12 Jul 1901 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Samuel NACHTAILER and Paulina LEVITZKY had the following child:

21. Lolita NACHTAILER was born in ARGENTINA.

7. Adela LEVITZKY (Shloime 1) was born in ARGENTINA. She married Mauricio PALATNIK. He was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Mauricio PALATNIK and Adela LEVITZKY had the following children:

21. Marcos PALATNIK was born in ARGENTINA.

22. Enriqueta Clara PALATNIK was born in ARGENTINA.

8. Israel LEVITZKY (Shloime 1) was born on 02 Jun 1917 in Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 13 Jun 1993 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Margarita BRAILOVSKY, daughter of Yosef Ben Meir BRAILOVSKY and Chaia Ite Aida SINGER on 07 Mar 1945 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born on 29 Apr 1920 in Villa Mantero Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 12 Dec 1992 in Basavilbaso Pcia Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Israel LEVITZKY and Margarita BRAILOVSKY had the following children:
1. **Salomon Oscar (DIDI) Levitzky** was born on 04 Sep 1947 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 14 Aug 1991 in Corrientes ARGENTINA. He married Maria Elena (Tury) Robles on 14 Aug 1976 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 11 Sep 1947 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

2. **José Abraham Levitzky** was born on 19 Aug 1951 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Nora R. Magni, daughter of Roberto Casto Magni and Maria Rossi on 18 Mar 1977 in Basavilbaso E.R. ARGENTINA. She was born on 29 Aug 1955 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

3. **Martha Sophia Levitzky** was born on 03 May 1955 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Yossi Krug, son of Tzvi Krug and Rachel Klainshtien on 14 May 1979 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He was born on 30 Aug 1953 in Tel Aviv Yaffo ISRAEL.

---

**Generation 3**

6. **Salomon Oscar (DIDI) Levitzky** (Israel², Shloime¹) was born on 04 Sep 1947 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 14 Aug 1991 in Corrientes ARGENTINA. He married Maria Elena (Tury) Robles on 14 Aug 1976 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 11 Sep 1947 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Salomon Oscar (Didi) Levitzky and Maria Elena (Tury) Robles had the following children:

8. i. **Lucrecia Carolina Martha Levitzky** was born on 15 Sep 1981 in Corrientes ARGENTINA. She married Unknown in Corrientes ARGENTINA.

ii. **Guillermo Levitzky** was born on 03 May 1984 in Corrientes ARGENTINA.

7. **José Abraham Levitzky** (Israel², Shloime¹) was born on 19 Aug 1951 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Nora R. Magni, daughter of Roberto Casto Magni and Maria Rossi on 18 Mar 1977 in Basavilbaso E.R. ARGENTINA. She was born on 29 Aug 1955 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Jose Abraham Levitzky and Nora R. Magni had the following children:

i. **Debora Constanza Levitzky** was born on 16 Mar 1979 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Javier Alejandro Garnier, son of Delis Rogelio Garnier and Angelica Rosa Erpen in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

ii. **Eliana Araceli Levitzky** was born on 28 May 1982 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Lucas Orsini. He was born in Macia Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

- **Noelia Analı Levitzky** was born on 19 Oct 1984 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.
- **Roberto Eliezer Levitzky** was born on 14 Jun 1985 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

6. **Martha Sophia Levitzky** (Israel², Shloime¹) was born on 03 May 1955 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Yossi Krug, son of Tzvi Krug and Rachel Klainshtien on 14 May 1979 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He was born on 30 Aug 1953 in Tel Aviv Yaffo ISRAEL.

Yossi Krug and Martha Sophia Levitzky had the following children:

- **Shelly Krug** was born on 13 Jun 1980 in Tel Aviv Yaffo ISRAEL. She married Frank Quinteros in 2010 in Cruptus. He was born in Cuba.
ii. DANA KRUG was born on 09 Aug 1982 in Tel Aviv Yaffo ISRAEL.

iii. YONATAN KRUG was born on 24 Jun 1987 in Tel Aviv Yaffo ISRAEL.

---

**Generation 4**

2 **LUCRECIA CAROLINA MARTHA**⁴ LEVITZKY (Salomon Oscar (Didi)³, Israel², Shloime¹) was born on 15 Sep 1981 in Corrientes ARGENTINA. She married UNKNOWN in Corrientes ARGENTINA.

UNKNOWN and Lucrecia Carolina Martha LEVITZKY had the following children:

7. **JOEL**⁵ LEVITZKY was born in Corrientes ARGENTINA.

8. **MIKAEL LEVITZKY** was born in Corrientes ARGENTINA.

3 **DEBORA CONSTANZA**⁴ LEVITZKY (Jose Abraham³, Israel², Shloime¹) was born on 16 Mar 1979 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Javier Alejandro GARNIER, son of Delis Rogelio GARNIER and Angelica Rosa ERPEN in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Javier Alejandro GARNIER and Debora Constanza LEVITZKY had the following children:

7. **FRANCISCO MISAEL**⁵ GARNIER was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

8. **ALVARO GENARO GARNIER** was born in 2004 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENT.

4 **ELIANA ARACELI**⁴ LEVITZKY (Jose Abraham³, Israel², Shloime¹) was born on 28 May 1982 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married **LUCAS ORSINI**. He was born in Macia Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Lucas ORSINI and Eliana Araceli LEVITZKY had the following child:

7. **FELIPE**⁵ ORSINI was born in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

---
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Descendants of Moishe Ben Israel LIPOVETZKY

Generation 1

12. **Moishe Ben Israel** LIPOVETZKY was born in Kherson UKRAYNE. He died on 12 Sep 1951 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Bertha MIRKIN in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died in 1960 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Moishe Ben Israel LIPOVETZKY and Bertha MIRKIN had the following children:

- **26. MARCOS BEN MOSHE** LIPOVETZKY was born in ARGENTINA. He died in 1960 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married **SALLI GUESBERG**.

- **3. ii. ROSA BAT MOISHE LIPOVETZKY** was born in ARGENTINA. She married **ELIAS GERIDA**.

- **21. JACOBO BEN MOSHE LIPOVETZKY** was born in ARGENTINA.

- **22. MANUEL LIPOVETZKY** was born in ARGENTINA.

- **23. ABRAHAM LIPOVETZKY** was born in 1906. He married **SARA**. She was born in 1879 in Imp Russo.

- **4. vi. JOSE LIPOVETZKY** was born in 1907 in Basavilbaso Colonia 1 Entre Rios. He died in 1979 in La Plata ARGENTINA. He married (1) **IRMA RIGONI** in Not Married. He married (2) **TERESA SINGER** on 03 Nov 1931 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born on 19 Sep 1910 in Balcarce Pcia Buenos Aires ARG. She died on 21 Apr 1978 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Generation 2

- **6. ROSA BAT MOISHE LIPOVETZKY** (Moishe Ben Israel) was born in ARGENTINA. She married **ELIAS GERIDA**.

  - Elias GERIDA and Rosa Bat Moishe LIPOVETZKY had the following child:

    - **5. FRIDA CELINA GERIDA** was born in Montevideo URUGUAY.

- **7. JOSE LIPOVETZKY** (Moishe Ben Israel) was born in 1907 in Basavilbaso Colonia 1 Entre Rios. He died in 1979 in La Plata ARGENTINA. He married (1) **IRMA RIGONI** in Not Married. He married (2) **TERESA SINGER** on 03 Nov 1931 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born on 19 Sep 1910 in Balcarce Pcia Buenos Aires ARG. She died on 21 Apr 1978 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

  - Jose LIPOVETZKY and Irma RIGONI had the following child:

    - **5. SERGIO GABRIEL LIPOVETZKY** was born about 1966 in ARGENTINA.

  - Jose LIPOVETZKY and Teresa SINGER had the following children:

    - **6. ii. JAIME CESAR (NEGRO) LIPOVETZKY** was born on 25 Dec 1932 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.. He married Sara Elba AMORES, daughter of Juan Bautista AMORES and Sara Luisa BIANCHI on 17 Jan 1963 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 21 Oct 1939 in Posadas Misiones ARGENTINA.

    - **7. iii. GLADIS BEATRIZ LIPOVETZKY** was born on 26 Dec 1937 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.. She married Emilio KATZ, son of Adolfo KATZ and Sara HECKER on 26 Apr 1960 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 07 Oct 1936 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.
Generation 3

5 Jaime Cesar (Negro) Lipovetzky (Jose\textsuperscript{2}, Moishe Ben Israel\textsuperscript{1}) was born on 25 Dec 1932 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Sara Elba AMORES, daughter of Juan Bautista AMORES and Sara Luisa BIANCHI on 17 Jan 1963 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 21 Oct 1939 in Posadas Misiones ARGENTINA.

Jaime Cesar (Negro) Lipovetzky and Sara Elba AMORES had the following children:

7. i. Daniel Andres Lipovetzky was born on 02 Dec 1967 in La Plata Pcia Bs As ARGENTINA. He married Monica Mielniczuk, daughter of Juan MIELNICZUK and Rosa AROCENA on 22 Mar 1996 in La Plata Pcia Bs As ARGENTINA. She was born on 14 Jun 1971 in ARGENTINA.

8. ii. Vera Celina Lipovetzky was born on 30 Jan 1969 in La Plata Pcia Bs As ARG. She married Pablo NEUMANN on 14 Mar 1997 in ARGENTINA. He was born on 10 Dec 1967 in ARGENTINA.

2 Gladis Beatriz Lipovetzky (Jose\textsuperscript{2}, Moishe Ben Israel\textsuperscript{1}) was born on 26 Dec 1937 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Emilio KATZ, son of Adolfo KATZ and Sara HECKER on 26 Apr 1960 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 07 Oct 1936 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Emilio KATZ and Gladis Beatriz Lipovetzky had the following children:

9. i. Mariana Katz was born on 14 Apr 1963 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Leandro ARGANIARAZ on 28 Dec 1984 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born in Chubut ARGENTINA.

ii. Gabriel Katz was born on 04 Sep 1965 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Gabriela KLEIMANS in ARGENTINA.

Generation 4

9. Daniel Andres Lipovetzky (Jaime Cesar (Negro)\textsuperscript{3}, Jose\textsuperscript{2}, Moishe Ben Israel\textsuperscript{1}) was born on 02 Dec 1967 in La Plata Pcia Bs As ARGENTINA. He married Monica Mielniczuk, daughter of Juan MIELNICZUK and Rosa AROCENA on 22 Mar 1996 in La Plata Pcia Bs As ARGENTINA. She was born on 14 Jun 1971 in ARGENTINA.

Daniel Andres Lipovetzky and Monica Mielniczuk had the following children:

i. Matias Lipovetzky was born on 04 Aug 1998 in La Plata Bs As ARGENTINA.

ii. Delphina Lipovetzky was born on 18 Sep 2002 in La Plata Bs As ARGENTINA.

iii. Gael Lipovetzky was born on 16 Dec 2008 in La Plata Bs As ARGENTINA.

10. Vera Celina Lipovetzky (Jaime Cesar (Negro)\textsuperscript{3}, Jose\textsuperscript{2}, Moishe Ben Israel\textsuperscript{1}) was born on 30 Jan 1969 in La Plata Pcia Bs As ARG. She married Pablo NEUMANN on 14 Mar 1997 in ARGENTINA. He was born on 10 Dec 1967 in ARGENTINA.

Pablo NEUMANN and Vera Celina Lipovetzky had the following children:

i. Catherina Neuman was born on 08 May 2002 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

ii. Emilia Neuman was born on 15 Aug 2003 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

11. Mariana Katz (Gladis Beatriz Lipovetzky, Jose\textsuperscript{2} Lipovetzky, Moishe Ben Israel\textsuperscript{1} Lipovetzky) was born on 14 Apr 1963 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Leandro Arganiaraz on 28 Dec 1984 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born in Chubut
ARGENTINA.

Leandro ARGANIARAZ and Mariana KATZ had the following children:

i. LUCIA ARGANIARAZ was born on 07 Oct 1989 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

ii. VIOLETA ALMA ARGANIARAZ was born on 09 Feb 1995 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.
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Descendants of Jacobo LISCHINSKY

Generation 1

13. Jacobo LISCHINSKY was born in 1867 in Imp Russo. He married Beile BERTHA. She was born in 1872 in Imp Russo. She died on 17 Nov 1943 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

Jacobo LISCHINSKY and Beile BERTHA had the following children:

2. i. PABLO 2 LISCHINSKY was born in 1898. He married PAULINA MOGUILEVSKY. She was born in Linea 25 E R ARGENTINA. She died on 13 Apr 1988 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

ii. GREGORIO LISCHINSKY was born in 1901 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

8. MEIR LISCHINSKY was born in 1903 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

9. ROSA LISCHINSKY was born in 1904 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

10. FANNY LISCHINSKY was born in 1907 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

11. ABRAHAM LISCHINSKY was born in 1909 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

12. INDI LISCHINSKY was born in 1911 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

13. LEAH LISCHINSKY was born in 1913 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

Generation 2

11. PABLO 2 LISCHINSKY (Jacobo 1) was born in 1898. He married PAULINA MOGUILEVSKY. She was born in Linea 25 E R ARGENTINA. She died on 13 Apr 1988 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Pablo LISCHINSKY and Paulina MOGUILEVSKY had the following children:

iii. i. JUAN 3 LISCHINSKY. He married EUGENIA.

iv. ii. ANITA LISCHINSKY. She married MIGUEL CARDOSO.

Generation 3

4 JUAN 3 LISCHINSKY (Pablo 2, Jacobo 1). He married EUGENIA.

Juan LISCHINSKY and EUGENIA had the following child:

v. CHEDVA 4 LISCHINSKY.

5 ANITA 3 LISCHINSKY (Pablo 2, Jacobo 1). She married MIGUEL CARDOSO.

Miguel CARDOSO and Anita LISCHINSKY had the following children:

v. ROXANA 4 CARDOSO.

vi. ANDREA CARDOSO.

vii. MARTIN CARDOSO.
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Descendants of Nachum MAN

Generation 1

14. **Nachum MAN**. He married Sara LEVIT in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

Nachum MAN and Sara LEVIT had the following children:

2. i. **Rosa MAN** was born in 1916 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. She married **Moshe Ben Efraym RESNITZKY**. He was born in 1913 in Linea 19 E.R. ARGENTINA.

14. ii. **Einech Chanoch Enrique MAN** was born in 1927 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He married Perla Julia RESNITZKY, daughter of Fishe Feliciano RESNITZKY and Bat Sheva Benita RESNITZKY in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She was born in 1931 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

Generation 2

12. **Rosa MAN** (Nachum MAN) was born in 1916 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. She married **Moshe Ben Efraym RESNITZKY**. He was born in 1913 in Linea 19 E.R. ARGENTINA.

Moshe Ben Efraym RESNITZKY and Rosa MAN had the following children:

5. i. **Zvi RESHEF**. He married **Ruti ROIZMAN**.

6. ii. **Ron RESHEF**. He married **Nurit SANDELOVSKY**.

7. iii. **Eliezer RESHEF**. He married **Yehudit ZELTNER**.

3 **Einech Chanoch Enrique MAN** (Nachum MAN) was born in 1927 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He married Perla Julia RESNITZKY, daughter of Fishe Feliciano RESNITZKY and Bat Sheva Benita RESNITZKY in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She was born in 1931 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

Einech Chanoch Enrique MAN and Perla Julia RESNITZKY had the following children:

6. i. **Feliciano MAN** was born in ARGENTINA. He married **Ilana NORANY**.

7. ii. **Hanane Jorge MAN** was born in ARGENTINA. He married **Yael ZUR**.

8. iii. **Beni MAN**. He married **Lili SIROTZKY**.

Generation 3


Zvi RESHEF and Ruti ROIZMAN had the following children:

6. i. **Tali RESHEF**. She married **Ronen YHEUDAY**.

7. ii. **Elah RESHEF**. She married **Mordechay VAKNIN**.

5. **Ron RESHEF** (Rosa MAN, Nachum MAN, Moshe Ben Efraym RESNITZKY, Efraym Ben Gershon RESNITZKY, Gershon Yosef Hirsch RESNITZKY, Efraym Tzvi RESNITZKY). He married **Nurit SANDELOVSKY**.
Ron RESHEF and Nurit SANDELOVSKY had the following children:

10. i. **GUY RESHEF**. He married NAAMA RURBERG. ii. **ERAN RESHEF**. iv. **IDIT RESHEF**.

10. **ELIEZER RESHEF** (Rosa MAN, Nachum 1 MAN, Moshe Ben Efraym RESNITZKY, Efraym Ben Gershon RESNITZKY, Gershon Yosef Hirsch RESNITZKY, Efraym Tzvi RESNITZKY). He married **YEHUDIT ZELTNER**.

Eliezer RESHEF and Yehudit ZELTNER had the following child:
   ii. i. **HILAH RESHEF**. She married **EYAL MANOR**.

11. **FELICIANO MAN** (Einech Chanoch Enrique 2, Nachum 1) was born in ARGENTINA. He married **ILANA NORANY**.

Feliciano MAN and Ilana NORANY had the following children:
   YOGEV 4 MAN.
   SARIT MAN.
   NAAMA MAN.
   NOFAR MAN.

12. **HANAN JORGE MAN** (Einech Chanoch Enrique 2, Nachum 1) was born in ARGENTINA. He married **YAEEL ZUR**.

Hanan Jorge MAN and Yael ZUR had the following children:
   SEAN 4 MAN.
   LIOR MAN.

13. **BENI MAN** (Einech Chanoch Enrique 2, Nachum 1). He married **LILI SIROTZKY**.

Beni MAN and Lili SIROTZKY had the following children:
   TAL 4 MAN.
   ASAF MAN.
   CHAGIT MAN.
   LIRAZ MAN.

**Generation 4**

15. **TALI RESHEF** (Zvi, Rosa MAN, Nachum 1 MAN, Zvi, Moshe Ben Efraym RESNITZKY, Efraym Ben Gershon RESNITZKY, Gershon Yosef Hirsch RESNITZKY, Efraym Tzvi RESNITZKY). She married **RONEN YHEUDAY**.

Ronen YHEUDAY and Tali RESHEF had the following children:
   v. **NAOMI YHEUDAY**.
Mordechay VAKNIN and Elah RESHEF had the following child:
   B  Yarden VAKNIN.

12. **Guy Reshef** (Ron, Rosa MAN, Nachum¹ MAN, Ron, Moshe Ben Efraym RESNITZKY, Efraym Ben Gershon RESNITZKY, Gershon Yosef Hirsch RESNITZKY, Efraym Tzvi RESNITZKY). He married **Naama Rurberg**.

   Guy RESHEF and Naama RURBERG had the following child:
   i.  Idan RESHEF.


   Eyal MANOR and Hilah RESHEF had the following children:
   i.  Noah MANOR.
   ii.  Nimrod MANOR.
Descendants of Alter MARIACH

Generation 1

15. Alter 1 MARIACH was born in Imp Russo. He married RACHEL in Imperio Russo. She was born in 1872 in Imp Russo.

Alter MARIACH and RACHEL had the following children:

26. ZELIK 2 MARIACH.

3. ii. JOSE MARIACH was born in 1893 in Russian Empire. He died on 30 Jul 1942 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married ELISA RABINOVICH. She died on 03 Mar 1933 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

24. SARA MARIACH was born in 1899 in Linea 21.

25. BASSIE MARIACH was born in 1902 in Linea 21.

26. DORA MARIACH was born in 1905 in Linea 21.

27. DOBA MARIACH was born in 1905 in Linea 21.

28. ESTHER MARIACH was born in 1907 in Linea 21.

29. GREGORIO MARIACH was born in 1909 in Linea 21.

30. ITE MARIACH was born in 1911 in Linea 21.

31. YOLIK MARIACH was born in 1913 in Linea 21.

32. CLARA MARIACH was born in 1914 in Linea 21.

33. YUDL MARIACH was born in 1916 in Linea 21.

Generation 2

4. Jose 2 MARIACH (Alter 1) was born in 1893 in Russian Empire. He died on 30 Jul 1942 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married ELISA RABINOVICH. She died on 03 Mar 1933 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Jose MARIACH and Elisa RABINOVICH had the following children:

4. JACOBO 3 MARIACH was born in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

5. MAURICIO MARIACH was born in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

6. ESTELA MARIACH was born in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.
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Descendants of Shloime MATZKIN

Generation 1

16. **SHLOIME MATZKIN** was born in Kherson UKRAYNE. He died on 12 Oct 1942 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married UNKNOWN in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Shloime MATZKIN and UNKNOWN had the following children:

2. **LUIS BEN SHLOIME MATZKIN**. He died on 21 Oct 1968 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married FEIGE FANNY ARCUSIN. She was born in 1884 in Russian Empire.

15. **ii. ABRAHAM MATZKIN** was born in 1889 in Kherson UKRAYNE. He died on 03 Jul 1960 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married CELINA RABINOVICH.

16. **iii. MOSHE MATZKIN** was born in 1891 in Russian Empire. He married Rosa RABINOVICH in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 16 Aug 1927 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

17. **iv. ALEJANDRO MATZKIN** was born in 1895 in Kherson UKRAYNE. He died on 03 Nov 1949 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Elisa SMOTRITZKY in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. She was born in 1900.

Generation 2

13. **ABRAHAM MATZKIN** (Shloime) was born in 1889 in Kherson UKRAYNE. He died on 03 Jul 1960 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married CELINA RABINOVICH.

Abraham MATZKIN and Celina RABINOVICH had the following children:

iii. **i. LUIS BEN ABRAHAM MATZKIN**. He married REBECCA LIFCHITZ. She died on 02 Apr 1914 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

iv. **ii. CARLOTA BAT ABRAHAM MATZKIN**. She married David GURMAN, son of Gershon GURMAN and UNKNOWN on 01 Nov 1921 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He died on 29 May 1975 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

v. **iii. SOFIA MATZKIN**. She married BERNARDO OLMER.

8. **iv. JOSE BEN ABRAHAM MATZKIN**. He died on 12 Aug 1923 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Celia CHELA in 1906 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

8 **v. ISRAEL ISIDRO MATZKIN.**

9 **vi. JACOBO DACH MATZKIN**. He married NELLY NAJENSON.

10 **vii. ROSA MATZKIN**. She married JACOBO SCHWARTZMAN.

11 **viii. ALFREDO MATZKIN**. He married UNKNOWN.

13. **ix. CLARA MATZKIN**. She died on 03 Jul 1985 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married JACOBO MOGUILEVSKY. He was born in Linea 25 E R ARGENTINA. He died on 09 Dec 1972 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.
4  x. Luisa Matzkin. She married Marcos Levit, son of Leon Levit and Adele in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. He was born in 1919 in Basavilbaso E R Argentina.

8. Moshe Matzkin (Shloime) was born in 1891 in Russian Empire. He married Rosa Rabinoovich in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. She died on 16 Aug 1927 in Basavilbaso E R Argentina.

Moshe Matzkin and Rosa Rabinoovich had the following children:

i. Jacobo Ben Moshe Matzkin was born in Basavilbaso E R Argentina.

vi. Aida Matzkin was born in Basavilbaso E R Argentina.

vii. Catalina Bat Moshe Matzkin was born in 1913 in Basavilbaso E R Argentina. She died on 29 Oct 1951 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. She married Adolfo Schaffer.

5. Alejandro Matzkin (Shloime) was born in 1895 in Kherson Ukraine. He died on 03 Nov 1949 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. He married Elisa Smotritzky in Basavilbaso E R Argentina. She was born in 1900.

Alejandro Matzkin and Elisa Smotritzky had the following children:

6. Carlota Tita Matzkin was born in 1920 in Basavilbaso E R Argentina.

7. Julio Matzkin was born in 1925 in Basavilbaso E R Argentina. He married Celia Amerman. She was born in Victoria Entre Rios Argentina.

4 Raquel Bat Alejandro Matzkin was born in 1928 in Basavilbaso E R Argentina.

5 Estela Esther Matzkin was born in 1933 in Basavilbaso E R Argentina. She died on 22 Nov 1943 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina.

---

Generation 3

5 Luis Ben Abraham Matzkin (Abraham, Shloime). He married Rebecca Lifchitz. She died on 02 Apr 1914 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina.

Luis Ben Abraham Matzkin and Rebecca Lifchitz had the following children:

ii. Bernardo Ben Luis Matzkin.

iii. Alicia Matzkin.

iv. Jorge Matzkin.


David Gurman and Carlota Bat Abraham Matzkin had the following children: Gabriel Gurman.

Leticia Gurman.
vii. **Sofia Matzkin** (Abraham², Shloime¹). She married **Bernardo Olmer**.

Bernardo Olmer and Sofia Matzkin had the following children:

- **Cesar Olmer**.
- **Martha Olmer**.
- **Guillermo Olmer**.
- **Silvia Olmer**.


Jose Ben Abraham Matzkin and Celia Chelea had the following children:

- **Patricia Matzkin**.
- **Gabriela Matzkin**.

8. **Israel Isidro Matzkin** (Abraham², Shloime¹).

Israel Isidro Matzkin had the following children:

- **Bernardo Ben Isidro Matzkin**.
- **Maria Esther Matzkin**. She died on 18 Dec 1965 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina.

9. **Jacobo Dach Matzkin** (Abraham², Shloime¹). He married **Nelly Najenson**.

Jacobo Dach Matzkin and Nelly Najenson had the following child:

- **Javier Matzkin**.

12. **Rosa Matzkin** (Abraham², Shloime¹). She married **Jacobo Schwartzman**.

Jacobo Schwartzman and Rosa Matzkin had the following children:

- **Luís Schwartzman**. He married Martha.
- **Enrique Pelusa Schwartzman**. He died on 08 Nov 1993 in Basavilbaso E R Argentina. He married Yehudit Graschinsky.

16. **Alfredo Matzkin** (Abraham², Shloime¹). He married **Unknown**.

Alfredo Matzkin and Unknown had the following child:

- **Daniel Matzkin**.

17. **Clara Matzkin** (Abraham², Shloime¹). She died on 03 Jul 1985 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. She married **Jacobo Moguilevsky**. He was born in Linea 25 E R Argentina. He died on 09 Dec 1972 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina.

Jacobo Moguilevsky and Clara Matzkin had the following children:

- **Ana Beatriz Moguilevsky** was born in Argentina. She married Jaime Vaena.
- **Teddy Eloisa Moguilevsky** was born in Argentina. She died on 14 Feb 1964 in...
Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married EDGARDO TROCCA. She married GADER.

iii. VICTOR MOGUILEVSKY was born on 24 Jul 1929 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. He died on 30 Oct 2004 in Kiriat Tivon ISRAEL. He married Sulamita LIEBESCHUTZ, daughter of Leon LIEBESCHUTZ and Elena KAPLAN on 11 Aug 1957 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 20 Nov 1934 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. She died in 2008 in Kiriat Tivon ISRAEL.

12. LUISA MATZKIN (Abraham, Shloime). She married Marcos LEVIT, son of Leon LEVIT and ADELA in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born in 1919 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

Marcos LEVIT and Luisa MATZKIN had the following children:

   MANDY LEVIT.

   ii. ADOLFO LEVIT was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 18 Sep 1992 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Generation 4

16. LUIS SCHWARTZMAN (Rosa MATZKIN, Abraham MATZKIN, Shloime MATZKIN, Jacobo). He married MARTHA.

Luis SCHWARTZMAN and Martha had the following children:

   i. GISELA SCHWARTZMAN.

   ii. COQUI SCHWARTZMAN.

   iii. LUCIANA SCHWARTZMAN.

17. ENRIQUE PELUSA SCHWARTZMAN (Rosa MATZKIN, Abraham MATZKIN, Shloime MATZKIN, Jacobo). He died on 08 Nov 1993 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. He married YEHUDIT GRASCHINSKY.

Enrique Pelusa SCHWARTZMAN and Yehudit GRASCHINSKY had the following children:

   i. SERGIO SCHWARTZMAN was born in Argentina. He married ROCIO GIORDANO.

   PABLO SCHWARTZMAN.

20. ANA BEATRIZ MOGUILEVSKY (Clara MATZKIN, Abraham MATZKIN, Shloime MATZKIN) was born in ARGENTINA. She married JAIME VAENA.

Jaime VAENA and Ana Beatriz MOGUILEVSKY had the following children:

   i. RUTH VAENA. She married LUSIO.

   ii. ESTELA VAENA. She married OSVALDO ZUBILLAGA.

   iii. RUBEN VAENA. He married CLAUDIA LUGANO.

21. TEDDY ELOISA MOGUILEVSKY (Clara MATZKIN, Abraham MATZKIN, Shloime MATZKIN) was born in ARGENTINA. She died on 14 Feb 1964 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married EDGARDO TROCCA. She married GADER.

Edgardo TROCCA and Teddy Eloisa MOGUILEVSKY had the following child:
22. **Victor MOGUILEVSKY** (Clara^3^ MATZKIN, Abraham^2^ MATZKIN, Shloime^1^ MATZKIN) was born on 24 Jul 1929 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. He died on 30 Oct 2004 in Kiriat Tivon ISRAEL. He married Sulamita LIEBESCHUTZ, daughter of Leon LIEBESCHUTZ and Elena KAPLAN on 11 Aug 1957 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 20 Nov 1934 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. She died in 2008 in Kiriat Tivon ISRAEL.

Victor MOGUILEVSKY and Sulamita LIEBESCHUTZ had the following children:

1. **Boaz Magal** was born on 23 May 1969 in Jerusalem ISRAEL. He married **Rebecca BECKY WHITCOMBE**. She was born on 06 Jun 1973 in Sydney AUSTRALIA.

2. **Michal Magal** was born on 11 Sep 1959 in Kibbutz Nir Am ISRAEL. She married **Ohad BEKIN** on 08 Oct 1984 in Kiriat Tivon ISRAEL. He was born in Kibbutz Lehavot Habashan ISRAEL.

3. **Hilah Magal** was born on 21 May 1961 in Kibbutz Beeri ISRAEL. She married **Ran NEMESH** on 06 Oct 1987 in Kiriat Tivon ISRAEL. He was born in Kiriat Tivon ISRAEL.

4. **Yfat Magal** was born on 05 May 1964 in Kibbutz Beeri ISRAEL. She married **Omri Ravid** on 30 Aug 1988 in kibbutz Dalia ISRAEL. He was born in Kibbutz Lehavot Haviva ISRAEL.

---

**Generation 5**

13. **Sergio SCHWARTZMAN** (Enrique Pelusa^4^, Rosa^3^ MATZKIN, Abraham^2^ MATZKIN, Shloime^1^ MATZKIN) was born in Argentina. He married **Rocio GIORDANO**.

Sergio SCHWARTZMAN and Rocio GIORDANO had the following children:

1. **Pedro** SCHWARTZMAN.

2. **Juan Ben Sergio Schwartzman**. He married **Mariana SALVI**.

14. **Estela VAENA** (Ana Beatriz^4^ MOGUILEVSKY, Clara^3^ MATZKIN, Abraham^2^ MATZKIN, Shloime^1^ MATZKIN, Jaime). She married **Osvaldo ZUBILLAGA**.

Osvaldo ZUBILLAGA and Estela VAENA had the following children:

1. **Elisa** ZUBILLAGA.

2. **Ignacio ZUBILLAGA**.

15. **Ruben VAENA** (Ana Beatriz^4^ MOGUILEVSKY, Clara^3^ MATZKIN, Abraham^2^ MATZKIN, Shloime^1^ MATZKIN, Jaime). He married **Claudia LUGANO**.

Ruben VAENA and Claudia LUGANO had the following children:

1. **Paula** VAENA.

2. **Agustín VAENA**.

3. **Emilio VAENA**.

4. **Juan VAENA**.

16. **Michal Magal** (Victor^4^ MOGUILEVSKY, Clara^3^ MATZKIN, Abraham^2^ MATZKIN, Shloime^1^
MATZKIN) was born on 11 Sep 1959 in Kibbutz Nir Am ISRAEL. She married Ohad BEKIN on 08 Oct 1984 in Kiriat Tivon ISRAEL. He was born in Kibbutz Lehavot Habashan ISRAEL.

Ohad BEKIN and Michal MAGAL had the following children:

i  ITAI BEKIN was born on 25 Mar 1985 in Haifa ISRAEL.

ii  NADAV BEKIN was born on 28 Sep 1988 in Haifa ISRAEL.

IDO BEKIN was born on 08 Mar 1993 in Afula ISRAEL.

HAI BEKIN was born on 18 Aug 1999 in Afula ISRAEL.

2  HILAH MAGAL (Victor⁴ MOGUILEVSKY, Clara³ MATZKIN, Abraham² MATZKIN, Shloime¹ MATZKIN) was born on 21 May 1961 in Kibbutz Beeri ISRAEL. She married Ran NEMESH on 06 Oct 1987 in Kiriat Tivon ISRAEL. He was born in Kiriat Tivon ISRAEL.

Ran NEMESH and Hilah MAGAL had the following children:

24.  CARMEL NEMESH was born on 31 Dec 1990 in Kfar Vitkin ISRAEL.

25.  HAGAR NEMESH was born on 20 Jan 1995 in Alon Hagalil ISRAEL.

26.  GUY NEMESH was born on 05 May 1999 in Alon Hagalil ISRAEL.

3  YFAT MAGAL (Victor⁴ MOGUILEVSKY, Clara³ MATZKIN, Abraham² MATZKIN, Shloime¹ MATZKIN) was born on 05 May 1964 in Kibbutz Beeri ISRAEL. She married Omri RAVID on 30 Aug 1988 in kibbutz Dalia ISRAEL. He was born in Kibbutz Lehavot Haviva ISRAEL.

Omri RAVID and Yfat MAGAL had the following children:

24.  YUBAL RAVID was born on 08 Apr 1989 in kibbutz Dalia ISRAEL.

25.  TOMER RAVID was born on 05 Apr 1992 in kibbutz Dalia ISRAEL.

26.  YAM RAVID was born on 27 Mar 1999 in Kibbutz Bachan ISRAEL.

---

Generation 6

14.  JUAN BEN SERGIO⁶ SCHWARTZMAN (Sergio⁵, Enrique Pelusa⁴, Rosa³ MATZKIN, Abraham² MATZKIN, Shloime¹ MATZKIN, Sergio⁵, Enrique Pelusa⁴, Jacobo). He married MARIANA SALVI.

Juan Ben Sergio SCHWARTZMAN and Mariana SALVI had the following children:

1  MALENA⁷ SCHWARTZMAN.

2  MAIA SCHWARTZMAN.
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Descendants of Shmuel Ben Wolf MOGUILEVSKY

Generation 1

17. Shmuel Ben Wolf MOGUILEVSKY was born in 1882 in Russian Empire. He died on 08 Jun 1949 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Reizl Rosa ZENTNER in 1906 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born in 1886 in Kherson Ucrayna Russian Empire. She died on 30 Jul 1983 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Shmuel Ben Wolf MOGUILEVSKY and Reizl Rosa ZENTNER had the following children:

3. i. Jacobo MOGUILEVSKY was born in Linea 25 E R ARGENTINA. He died on 09 Dec 1972 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Clara MATZKIN. She died on 03 Jul 1985 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

4. ii. Paulina MOGUILEVSKY was born in Linea 25 E R ARGENTINA. She died on 13 Apr 1988 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Pablo LISCHINSKY. He was born in 1898.

5. iii. Abraham MOGUILEVSKY was born in Linea 25 E R ARGENTINA. He married Cucha BRASLAVSKY.

6. iv. Juan MOGUILEVSKY was born in Linea 23 Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He married Perla FREIDEMBERG.

2 v. Mauricio MOGUILEVSKY was born in 1907 in Linea 25 E R ARGENTINA. He died on 23 Oct 1972. He married Clara WULFSONH, daughter of Jose WULFSONH and Elena Elke ZENTNER in ARGENTINA. She was born on 28 Jul 1913 in Mansilla Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 03 Feb 2006 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

3 vi. Leon Leib MOGUILEVSKY was born in 1913 in Linea 25 E R ARGENTINA. He died on 22 Jan 1997 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Dora GORELIK, daughter of Susia GORELIK and Inez KUVITZKY in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born in 1925 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

4 vii. Doras BAT Shmuel MOGUILEVSKY was born in 1913 in Linea 25 E R ARGENTINA. She married Samuel Gorin.

5 viii. Amalia MOGUILEVSKY was born on 08 Mar 1916 in Linea 25 E R ARGENTINA. She married Israel Negro GORIN in ARGENTINA.

6 ix. Elena MOGUILEVSKY was born in 1927 in Linea 25 E R ARGENTINA. She married Aharon Ben Isaac JAJAM, son of Isaac JAJAM and GUIGER in ARGENTINA. He was born in 1924.

Generation 2

3 Jacobo MOGUILEVSKY (Shmuel Ben Wolf MOGUILEVSKY) was born in Linea 25 E R ARGENTINA. He died on 09 Dec 1972 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Clara MATZKIN. She died on 03 Jul 1985 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Jacobo MOGUILEVSKY and Clara MATZKIN had the following children:

1 i. Ana BEATRIZ MOGUILEVSKY was born in ARGENTINA. She married Jaime VAENA.
ii. **TEDDY ELOISA MOGUILEVSKY** was born in ARGENTINA. She died on 14 Feb 1964 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married **EDGARDO TROCCA**. She married **GADER**.

iii. **VICTOR MOGUILEVSKY** was born on 24 Jul 1929 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. He died on 30 Oct 2004 in Kiriat Tivon ISRAEL. He married **Sulamita LIEBESCHUTZ**.

7. **PAULINA**² MOGUILEVSKY (Shmuel Ben Wolf¹) was born in Linea 25 E R ARGENTINA. She died on 13 Apr 1988 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married **PABLO LISCHINSKY**. He was born in 1898.

Pablo LISCHINSKY and Paulina MOGUILEVSKY had the following children:

15. i. **JUAN**³ LISCHINSKY. He married **EUGENIA**.

16. ii. **ANITA LISCHINSKY**. She married **MIGUEL CARDOSO**.

7. **ABRAHAM**² MOGUILEVSKY (Shmuel Ben Wolf¹) was born in Linea 25 E R ARGENTINA. He married **CUCHA BRASLAVSKY**.

Abraham MOGUILEVSKY and Cucha BRASLAVSKY had the following children:

i. **SERGIO**³ MOGUILEVSKY.

ii. **ADRIANA MOGUILEVSKY**.

8. **JUAN**² MOGUILEVSKY (Shmuel Ben Wolf¹) was born in Linea 23 Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He married **PERLA FREIDEMBERG**.

Juan MOGUILEVSKY and Perla FREIDEMBERG had the following child:

i. **DIANA**³ MOGUILEVSKY.

9. **MAURICIO**² MOGUILEVSKY (Shmuel Ben Wolf¹) was born in 1907 in Linea 25 E R ARGENTINA. He died on 23 Oct 1972. He married Clara WULFSON, daughter of Jose WULFSON and Elena ELKE ZENTNER in ARGENTINA. She was born on 28 Jul 1913 in Mansilla Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 03 Feb 2006 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Mauricio MOGUILEVSKY and Clara WULFSON had the following children:

16. i. **LUCIO**³ MOGUILEVSKY was born in ARGENTINA. He married **SUSANA MARTHA LECHMAN**.

2 ii. **ANA CELIA NANY MOGUILEVSKY** was born in ARGENTINA. She married **RUBEN OMAR RIVERO EHUL**.

3 iii. **MARTHA MOGUILEVSKY** was born in ARGENTINA. She married **OSVALDO STOLIAR**.

19. iv. **ENRIQUE MOGUILEVSKY** was born in 1923 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married **ESTELA HOJMAN**. He married **CLAIRA IBARGUREN**.

vi. **LEON LEIB**² MOGUILEVSKY (Shmuel Ben Wolf¹) was born in 1913 in Linea 25 E R ARGENTINA. He died on 22 Jan 1997 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married **DORA GORELIK**, daughter of Susia GORELIK and Inez KUVITZKY in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She
was born in 1925 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

Leon Leib MOGUILEVSKY and Dora GORELIK had the following children:

i. HAYDE MOGUILEVSKY. She married BENJAMIN LEICHENSTEIN.

ii. NINA MOGUILEVSKY. She married JULIO HOROVITZ.

iii. SAMUEL BEN LEON MOGUILEVSKY. He married MARIA SYLVA.

7. **DORA BAT SHMUEL** MOGUILEVSKY (Shmuel Ben Wolf) was born in 1913 in Linea 25 E R ARGENTINA. She married **SAMUEL GORIN**.

Samuel GORIN and Dora Bat Shmuel MOGUILEVSKY had the following children:

Leila GORIN.

MAGDA GORIN.

8. **AMALIA** MOGUILEVSKY (Shmuel Ben Wolf) was born on 08 Mar 1916 in Linea 25 E R ARGENTINA. She married Israel Negro GORIN in ARGENTINA.

Israel Negro GORIN and Amalia MOGUILEVSKY had the following children:

i. i. ALMA CHIOUI GORIN was born in Colon E Rios ARGENTINA. She married BERNARDO RONY AIZEN.

ii. ii. MAYA MASHA SYLVA GORIN was born in Colon E Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 13 Jul 1998 in ISRAEL. She married ASCHER FROILICH.

iii. iii. ESTELA GORIN was born in Colon E Rios ARGENTINA. She married NAJUM BACHARACH.

12. **ELENA** MOGUILEVSKY (Shmuel Ben Wolf) was born in 1927 in Linea 25 E R ARGENTINA. She married Aharon Ben Isaac JAJAM, son of Isaac JAJAM and GUIGER in ARGENTINA. He was born in 1924.

Aharon Ben Isaac JAJAM and Elena MOGUILEVSKY had the following children:

5. i. SAMUEL ERNESTO JAJAM was born in ARGENTINA. He married ANGELICA GUTIERREZ.

6. ii. LUIS HORACIO JAJAM was born in ARGENTINA. He married Viviana MAROZINI in ARGENTINA. She was born in ARGENTINA.

7. iii. CLARA ALICIA JAJAM was born in 1951 in ARGENTINA. She married Mario Cesar KOHAN in ARGENTINA. He was born in 1948 in Villaguay E Rios ARGENTINA.

---

**Generation 3**

14. **ANA BEATRIZ** MOGUILEVSKY (Jacobo, Shmuel Ben Wolf) was born in ARGENTINA. She married JAIMIE VAENA.

Jaime VAENA and Ana Beatriz MOGUILEVSKY had the following children:

i. RUTH VAENA. She married LUISO.

ii. ESTELA VAENA. She married OSVALDO ZUBILLAGA.

iii. RUBEN VAENA. He married CLAUDIA LUGANO.
15. **Teddy Eloisa**\(^3\) **MOGUILEVSKY** (Jacobo\(^2\), Shmuel Ben Wolf\(^1\)) was born in ARGENTINA. She died on 15 Feb 1964 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married **Edgardo Trocca**. She married **Gader**.

Edgardo Trocca and Teddy Eloisa MOGUILEVSKY had the following child:

16. **Mariano**\(^4\) **Gadea**. He married **Ivana Catani**.

23. **Victor**\(^3\) **MOGUILEVSKY** (Jacobo\(^2\), Shmuel Ben Wolf\(^1\)) was born on 24 Jul 1929 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. He died on 30 Oct 2004 in Kiriat Tivon ISRAEL. He married Sulamita LIEBESCHUTZ, daughter of Leon LIEBESCHUTZ and Elena KAPLAN on 11 Aug 1957 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 20 Nov 1934 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. She died in 2008 in Kiriat Tivon ISRAEL.

Victor MOGUILEVSKY and Sulamita LIEBESCHUTZ had the following children:

31. i. **Michal Magal** was born on 11 Sep 1959 in Kibbutz Nir Am ISRAEL. She married **Ohad Bekin** on 08 Oct 1984 in Kiriat Tivon ISRAEL. He was born in Kibbutz Lehavot Habashan ISRAEL.

32. ii. **Hilah Magal** was born on 21 May 1961 in Kibbutz Beeri ISRAEL. She married **Ran Nemesh** on 06 Oct 1987 in Kiriat Tivon ISRAEL. He was born in Kiriat Tivon ISRAEL.

33. iii. **Yfat Magal** was born on 05 May 1964 in Kibbutz Beeri ISRAEL. She married **Omri Ravid** on 30 Aug 1988 in kibbutz Dalia ISRAEL. He was born in Kibbutz Lehavot Haviva ISRAEL.

iv. **Boaz Magal** was born on 23 May 1969 in Jerusalem ISRAEL. He married **Rebecca Becky Whitcombe**. She was born on 06 Jun 1973 in Sydney AUSTRALIA.

19. **Juan**\(^3\) **Lischinsky** (Paulina\(^2\) MOGUILEVSKY, Shmuel Ben Wolf\(^1\) MOGUILEVSKY, Pablo, Jacobo). He married **Eugenia**.

Juan Lischinsky and Eugenia had the following child:

i. **Chedva**\(^4\) Lischinsky.

20. **Anita**\(^3\) **Lischinsky** (Paulina\(^2\) MOGUILEVSKY, Shmuel Ben Wolf\(^1\) MOGUILEVSKY, Pablo, Jacobo). She married **Miguel Cardoso**.

Miguel Cardoso and Anita Lischinsky had the following children:

i. **Roxana**\(^4\) Cardoso.

ii. **Andrea Cardoso**.

iii. **Martin Cardoso**.

21. **Lucio**\(^3\) **MOGUILEVSKY** (Mauricio\(^2\), Shmuel Ben Wolf\(^1\)) was born in ARGENTINA. He married **Susana Martha Lechman**.

Lucio MOGUILEVSKY and Susana Martha Lechman had the following children:

i. **Hernan**\(^4\) MOGUILEVSKY.

ii. **Andres MOGUILEVSKY**.
22. **Ana Celia Nany**\(^3\) MOGUILEVSKY (Mauricio\(^2\), Shmuel Ben Wolf\(^1\)) was born in ARGENTINA. She married **Ruben Omar Rivero EHUL**.

Ruben Omar Rivero EHUL and Ana Celia Nany MOGUILEVSKY had the following children:

34. i. **Eduardo Enrique**\(^4\) Rivero. He married **Alejandra Emouin**.

Laura Cristina Rivero. She married **Alberto Favero**.

19. **Martha**\(^3\) MOGUILEVSKY (Mauricio\(^2\), Shmuel Ben Wolf\(^1\)) was born in ARGENTINA. She married **Osvaldo Stoliar**.

Osvaldo STOLIAR and Martha MOGUILEVSKY had the following children:

26 i. **Luciana**\(^4\) STOLIAR. She married **Daniel Schlesinger**.

27 ii. **Florencia Stoliar**. She married **Esteban Trajterman**.

28 iii. Gabriela STOLIAR was born on 22 Oct 1968. She married **Leonardo Nelson Branollsky**.

3 **Enrique**\(^3\) MOGUILEVSKY (Mauricio\(^2\), Shmuel Ben Wolf\(^1\)) was born in 1923 in Basavilbaso Entre Ríos ARGENTINA. He married **Estela Hojman**. He married **Clara Ibarguren**.

Enrique MOGUILEVSKY and Estela HOJMAN had the following child:

iii. **Magdalena**\(^4\) MOGUILEVSKY.

Enrique MOGUILEVSKY and Clara IBARGUREN had the following child:

iii i. **Ian MOGUILEVSKY**.

iii ii. **Hayde**\(^3\) MOGUILEVSKY (Leon Leib\(^2\), Shmuel Ben Wolf\(^1\)). She married **Benjamin Leichtenstein**.

Benjamin LEICHENSTEIN and Hayde MOGUILEVSKY had the following children:

DIEGO\(^4\) LEICHENSTEIN.

KARINA LEICHENSTEIN.

iv. **Nina**\(^3\) MOGUILEVSKY (Leon Leib\(^2\), Shmuel Ben Wolf\(^1\)). She married **Julio Horovitz**.

Julio HOROVITZ and Nina MOGUILEVSKY had the following children:

ANDREA\(^4\) HOROVITZ.

ALEJANDRO HOROVITZ.

v. **Samuel Ben Leon**\(^3\) MOGUILEVSKY (Leon Leib\(^2\), Shmuel Ben Wolf\(^1\)). He married **Maria Sylvia**.

Samuel Ben Leon MOGUILEVSKY and Maria SYLVIA had the following child:

GABRIEL\(^4\) MOGUILEVSKY.

vi. **Alma Chiqui**\(^3\) Gorin (Amalia\(^2\) MOGUILEVSKY, Shmuel Ben Wolf\(^1\) MOGUILEVSKY) was born in Colon E Ríos ARGENTINA. She married **Bernardo Rony Aizen**.

Bernardo Rony AIZEN and Alma Chiqui GORIN had the following children:

i. **Guil Aizen**. He married **Michal Tzeder**.

ii. **Tali Aizen**. She married **Eran Levinger**.
vii. **Maya Masha Sylvia³ Gorin** (Amalia² Mogulevsky, Shmuel Ben Wolf¹ Mogulevsky) was born in Colon E Rios Argentina. She died on 13 Jul 1998 in Israel. She married **Ascher Frolich**.

Ascher Frolich and Maya Masha Sylvia Gorin had the following children:

40. i. **Michal⁴ Frolich**. She married Gadi Tzeder.

41. ii. **Jazmin Frolich**. She married Navot Arpali.

25. **Estela³ Gorin** (Amalia² Mogulevsky, Shmuel Ben Wolf¹ Mogulevsky) was born in Colon E Rios Argentina. She married **Najum Bacharach**.

Najum Bacharach and Estela Gorin had the following children:

iii. **Dan⁴ Bacharach**.

43. ii. **Ariela Bacharach**. She married Amit Levi.

iii. **Boaz Bacharach**.

22. **Samuel Ernesto³ Jajam** (Elena² Mogulevsky, Shmuel Ben Wolf¹ Mogulevsky) was born in Argentina. He married **Angelica Gutierrez**.

Samuel Ernesto Jajam and Angelica Gutierrez had the following children:

40. i. **Guillermo Augustin⁴ Jajam** was born in Argentina. He married Natalia Gimenez in Argentina. She was born in Argentina.

i. **Ana Lucia Bat Samuel Jajam**.

ii. **Diego Ariel Jajam**.

23. **Luis Horacio³ Jajam** (Elena² Mogulevsky, Shmuel Ben Wolf¹ Mogulevsky) was born in Argentina. He married Viviana Marozini in Argentina. She was born in Argentina.

Luis Horacio Jajam and Viviana Marozini had the following children:

ii. **Magdalena⁴ Jajam** was born in Argentina.

iii. **Manuela Jajam** was born in Argentina.

22. **Clara Alicia³ Jajam** (Elena² Mogulevsky, Shmuel Ben Wolf¹ Mogulevsky) was born in 1951 in Argentina. She married Mario Cesar Kohan in Argentina. He was born in 1948 in Villaguay E Rios Argentina.

Mario Cesar Kohan and Clara Alicia Jajam had the following children:

ii. **Debora⁴ Kohan** was born in Argentina.

42. ii. **Lisandro Kohan** was born in Argentina. He married Panela Honeker.

43. **Alfonsina Kohan** was born in Argentina.

44. **Julieta Kohan** was born in Argentina.

---

**Generation 4**
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29. **ESTELA VAENA** (Ana Beatriz MOGUILEVSKY, Jacobo MOGUILEVSKY, Shmuel Ben Wolf MOGUILEVSKY, Jaime). She married **OSVALDO ZUBILLAGA**.

Osvaldo ZUBILLAGA and Estela VAENA had the following children:
   i. **ELISA ZUBILLAGA**.
   ii. **IGNACIO ZUBILLAGA**.

30. **RUBEN VAENA** (Ana Beatriz MOGUILEVSKY, Jacobo MOGUILEVSKY, Shmuel Ben Wolf MOGUILEVSKY, Jaime). He married **CLAUDIA LUGANO**.

Ruben VAENA and Claudia LUGANO had the following children:
   i. **PAULA VAENA**.
   ii. **AGUSTIN VAENA**.
   iii. **EMILIO VAENA**.
   iv. **JUAN VAENA**.

2 **MICHAL MAGAL** (Victor MOGUILEVSKY, Jacobo MOGUILEVSKY, Shmuel Ben Wolf MOGUILEVSKY) was born on 11 Sep 1959 in Kibbutz Nir Am ISRAEL. She married Ohad BEKIN on 08 Oct 1984 in Kiriat Tivon ISRAEL. He was born in Kibbutz Lehavot Habashan ISRAEL.

Ohad BEKIN and Michal MAGAL had the following children:
   i. **ITAI BEKIN** was born on 25 Mar 1985 in Haifa ISRAEL.
   ii. **NADAV BEKIN** was born on 28 Sep 1988 in Haifa ISRAEL.
   iii. **IDO BEKIN** was born on 08 Mar 1993 in Afula ISRAEL.
   iv. **HAI BEKIN** was born on 18 Aug 1999 in Afula ISRAEL.

3 **HILAH MAGAL** (Victor MOGUILEVSKY, Jacobo MOGUILEVSKY, Shmuel Ben Wolf MOGUILEVSKY) was born on 21 May 1961 in Kibbutz Beeri ISRAEL. She married Ran NEMESH on 06 Oct 1987 in Kiriat Tivon ISRAEL. He was born in Kiriat Tivon ISRAEL.

Ran NEMESH and Hilah MAGAL had the following children:
   i. **CARMEL NEMESH** was born on 31 Dec 1990 in Kfar Vitkin ISRAEL.
   ii. **HAGAR NEMESH** was born on 20 Jan 1995 in Alon Hagalil ISRAEL.
   iii. **GUY NEMESH** was born on 05 May 1999 in Alon Hagalil ISRAEL.

4 **YFAT MAGAL** (Victor MOGUILEVSKY, Jacobo MOGUILEVSKY, Shmuel Ben Wolf MOGUILEVSKY) was born on 05 May 1964 in Kibbutz Beeri ISRAEL. She married Omri RAVID on 1 Aug 1988 in Kibbutz Dalia ISRAEL. He was born in Kibbutz Lehavot Haviva ISRAEL.

Omri RAVID and Yfat MAGAL had the following children:
   44. **YUBAL RAVID** was born on 08 Apr 1989 in Kibbutz Dalia ISRAEL.
   45. **TOMER RAVID** was born on 05 Apr 1992 in Kibbutz Dalia ISRAEL.
   46. **YAM RAVID** was born on 27 Mar 1999 in Kibbutz Bachan ISRAEL.
42. **Eduardo Enrique Rivero** (Ana Celia Nany, Mauricio, Shmuel Ben Wolf, Ruben Omar Rivero). He married **Alejandra Emquin**. Eduardo Enrique RIVERO and Alejandra EMQUIN had the following children:
   i. **Joaquín Rivero**.
   ii. **Gaston Rivero**.

43. **Luciana Stoliar** (Martha, Mauricio, Shmuel Ben Wolf, Osvaldo). She married **Daniel Schlesinger**. Daniel SCHLESINGER and Luciana STOLIAR had the following child:
   i. **Mateo Schlesinger**.

2. **Florencia Stoliar** (Martha, Mauricio, Shmuel Ben Wolf). She married **Esteban Trajterman**. Esteban TRAJTERMAN and Florencia STOLIAR had the following children:
   1. **Catalina Trajterman**.
   2. **Augustina Trajterman**.

3. **Gabriela Stoliar** (Martha, Mauricio, Shmuel Ben Wolf) was born on 22 Oct 1968. She married **Leonardo Nelson Branolsky**. Leonardo Nelson BRANOLSKY and Gabriela STOLIAR had the following children:
   1. **Esperanza Branolsky**.
   2. **Benjamin Branolsky**.

4. **Guil Aizen** (Alma Chiqui, Amalia, Shmuel Ben Wolf). He married **Michal Tzeder**. Guil AIZEN and Michal TZEDER had the following children:
   1. **Yuval Aizen**.
   2. **Yonathan Aizen**.

5. **Tali Aizen** (Alma Chiqui, Amalia, Shmuel Ben Wolf). She married **Eran Levinger**. Eran LEVINGER and Tali AIZEN had the following children:
   1. **Ido Levinger**.
   2. **Noah Levinger**.

6. **Michal Froilich** (Maya Masha Sylvia, Amalia, Shmuel Ben Wolf, Ascher). She married **Gadi Tzeder**. Gadi TZEDER and Michal FROILICH had the following child:
   1. **Naama Tzeder**.

7. **Jazmin Froilich** (Maya Masha Sylvia, Amalia, Shmuel Ben Wolf, Ascher). She married **Navot Arpali**. Navot ARPALI and Jazmin FROILICH had the following children:
Amit LEVI and Ariela BACHARACH had the following child:

1. **DORON** LEVI.

Guillermo Augustin JAJAM and Natalia GIMENEZ had the following children:

i. **VALENTIN** JAJAM was born in ARGENTINA.

ii. **ANA LUCIA BAT GUILLERMO JAJAM** was born in ARGENTINA. She married CHRISTIAN.

Lisandro KOHAN and Panela HONEKER had the following children:

i. **dana** KOHAN.

ii. **Mayda KOHAN**.
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Descendants of Yankl Reuben PITASHNY

Generation 1

1. YANKL REUBEN° PITASHNY was born in UKRAYNE Russian Empire. He died in Basavilbaso ENTRE RIOS ARGENTINA. He married UNKNOWN in Kherson UKRAYNE Russian Empire. She was born in UKRAYNE Russian Empire.

Yankl Reuben PITASHNY and UNKNOWN had the following children:

18. i. ISRAEL° PITASHNY was born in Kherson UKRAYNE Russian Empire. He married FANNY BARKAN in Kherson Ukrayna Russian Empire.

2. ISAAC PITASHNY was born in Kherson UKRAYNE Russian Empire.

19. iii. CHAIM ZANVEL RAUL PITASHNY was born in 1861 in Colony Efingar Ukrayne Russia. He died in 1920 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He married CHONE RUjl ROSA GITKIN in 1878 in Colony Efingar Kherson UKRAYNE. She was born in 1862 in Colony Efingar Ukrayne Russia. She died in Aug 1966 in ARGENTINA.

Generation 2

18. ISRAEL® PITASHNY (Yankl Reuben°) was born in Kherson UKRAYNE Russian Empire. He married FANNY BARKAN in Kherson Ukrayna Russian Empire.

Israel PITASHNY and Fanny BARKAN had the following children:

i. CHAIQUE® PITASHNY was born in Kherson Ukrayna Russian Empire.

ii. YUDEK IGNACIO PITASHNY was born in Kherson Ukrayna Russian Empire. He married LUISA GUITKIN.

iii. SHLOIME PITASHNY was born in Kherson Ukrayna Russian Empire. He married UNKNOWN.

6. iv. DAVID BEN ISRAEL PITASHNY was born in Kherson Ukrayna Russian Empire. He married UNKNOWN.

v. REIZL PITASHNY was born in 1862 in Kherson Ukrayna Russian Empire. She died on 29 Mar 1962 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

vi. YANKL JACOBO PITASHNY was born in 1898 in Kherson Ukrayna Russian Empire. He died in 1961.

7. vii. MARCOS PITASHNY was born in 1903 in Kherson Ukrayna Russian Empire. He married DORA KOLODNER, daughter of SHMUEL KOLODNER and PAULINA LESKICK in Linea 24 ENTRE RIOS ARGENTINA. She was born on 15 Aug 1899.

8. viii. SIMON PETASNY PITASHNY was born on 05 Feb 1910 in Colonia Gena Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 05 Jul 2001 in Narcisse Levin Bernasconi ARGENTINA. He married ELISA GINGER. She was born on 19 Feb 1915 in Olik Volinsk Gubernia POLAND. She died on 22 Sep 2003 in Narcisse Levin Bernasconi ARGENTINA.

8. CHAIM ZANVEL RAUL° PITASHNY (Yankl Reuben°) was born in 1861 in Colony Efinger Ukrayne Russia. He died in 1920 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He married CHONE RUjl ROSA GITKIN in 1878 in Colony Efingar Kherson UKRAYNE. She was born in 1862 in Colony Efingar Ukrayne Russia. She died in Aug 1966 in ARGENTINA.
Chaim Zanvel Raul PITASHNY and Chone Rujl Rosa GITKIN had the following children:

8. i. TERESA PITASHNY. She married JOSE DAVID JAJAM. He was born in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

6. ii. GOLDE OLGA PITASHNY. She died in Basavilbaso E.R. ARGENTINA. She married Alberto WOLIN in Basavilbaso E.R. ARGENTINA. He was born on 07 Jan 1891 in Isluschesto Kherson Russian Empire. He died in Basavilbaso E.R. ARGENTINA.

17. GREGORIO PITASHNY.

9. iv. ELIMELECH EMILIO PITASHNY was born in 1879 in Colony Efingar Kherson UKRAYNE. He died on 04 Apr 1947 in Concordia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Ana POLLACK, daughter of Itzchok POLLACK in Oct 1899 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born in 1882 in Lithuania. She died on 24 Jun 1951 in Concordia Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

i. LUIS PITASHNY was born in 1881 in Colony Efingar Kherson UKRAYNE. He died in 1888 in ARGENTINA.

ii. SHABTAY PITASHNY was born in 1882 in Colony Efingar Kherson UKRAYNE.

iii. TOVA PITASHNY was born in 1883 in Colony Efingar Kherson UKRAYNE.

iv. CLARA LEAH PITASHNY was born in 1890 in Colony Efingar Kherson UKRAYNE.

10. ix. LEIB LEON BEN CHAIM PITASHNY was born in 1892 in Colony Efingar Kherson Russian Empire. He died on 21 Nov 1932 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Maria HICK, daughter of Luzer Luis HICK and Itze LANFIR in Colonia Cuatro Escrinia E.R.. She was born in 1892 in Beltz BESSARABIA. She died on 29 May 1953 in Escrinia Colonia Cuatro E.R. ARGENTINA.

JOSE BEN CHAIM PITASHNY was born in 1892 in Colony Efingar Kherson UKRAYNE. He died on 21 Nov 1932 in Escrinia Colonia 4 E.R.

TEMAC PITASHNY was born in 1893 in Colony Efinger Ukreine Russia.

9. xii. JACOBO BEN CHAIM PTASCHNE PITASHNY was born in 1896 in Linea 24 Basavilbaso. He died in 1986. He married FRIEDLANDER.

i. MARIA BAT CHAIM PITASHNY was born in 1900. She died on 08 Mar 1924 in Basavilbaso E.R. ARGENTINA.

10. xiv. ABRAHAM PITASHNY was born in 1902 in Linea 24 Basavilbaso. He died in ARGENTINA. He married DORA DVORA SOLTZ. She was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died in Gualeguaychu ARGENTINA.

viii. xv. AHARON SHMUEL PITASNY was born in 1904 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died in 1973. He married SOFIA ZIPILIVAN. She was born in 1904 in Villaguay Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died in 1965.

SURE RIVKE PITASHNY was born in 1905 in Linea 24 Basavilbaso ARGENTINA.

Generation 3
8. **Yudke Ignacio**\(^3\) **Pitashny** (Israel\(^2\), Yankl Reuben\(^1\)) was born in Kherson Ukrayna Russian Empire. He married **Luisa Guitkin**.

Yudke Ignacio PITASHNY and Luisa GUITKIN had the following child:

9. i. **Clara**\(^4\) **Pitashny**. She married **Alejandro Goldshmit**.

9. **Shloime**\(^3\) **Pitashny** (Israel\(^2\), Yankl Reuben\(^1\)) was born in Kherson Ukrayna Russian Empire. He married **Unknown**.

Shloime PITASHNY and UNKNOWN had the following children:

10. i. **Yaaakov Ben Shloime**\(^4\) **Pitashny**. He married **Ana Lieberman**. She was born in 1919. She died in 2005.

ii. **Irme Pitashny**.

iii. **Ana Pitashny**.

iv. **Dora Pitashny**.

v. **Elias Ben Shloime Pitashny**.

vi. **Dina Pitashny**.

vii. **Salomon Pitashny**.

viii. **Esther Pitashny**.

ix. **Niata Pitashny**.

10. **David Ben Israel**\(^3\) **Pitashny** (Israel\(^2\), Yankl Reuben\(^1\)) was born in Kherson Ukrayna Russian Empire. He married **Unknown**.

David Ben Israel PITASHNY and UNKNOWN had the following children:

- **Heibet**\(^4\) **Pitashny**.

- **Miguel Pitashny**.

- **Coco Pitashny**.

7. **Marcos**\(^3\) **Pitashny** (Israel\(^2\), Yankl Reuben\(^1\)) was born in 1903 in Kherson Ukrayna Russian Empire. He married Dora KOLODNER, daughter of Shmuel KOLODNER and Paulina LESKICK in Linea 24 E R ARGENTINA. She was born on 15 Aug 1899.

Marcos PITASHNY and Dora KOLODNER had the following children:

18. i. **Raquel**\(^4\) **Pitashny** was born in 1923. She died in 2008. She married **Moises Sack**.

ii. **Adela Pitashny** was born in 1925.

iii. **Marta Pitashny**. She married **Pronko**.

19. iv. **Maria Sarita Pitashny** was born on 23 Apr 1935. She married **Mario Szerman**. He was born in 1931.

20. v. **Jaime Pitashny** was born on 15 Sep 1928 in Linea 24 E R ARGENTINA. He died in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. He married **Sara Ginger**, daughter of Shmuel
8. Simon Petasny\(^3\) Pitashny (Israel\(^2\), Yankl Reuben\(^1\)) was born on 05 Feb 1910 in Colonia Gena Entre Ríos ARGENTINA. He died on 05 Jul 2001 in Narcisse Levin Bernasconi ARGENTINA. He married Elisa GINGER. She was born on 19 Feb 1915 in Olik Volinsk Gubernia POLAND. She died on 22 Sep 2003 in Narcisse Levin Bernasconi ARGENTINA.

Simon Petasny PITASHNY and Elisa GINGER had the following children:

21. i. Jose Ben Simon Petasne\(^4\) Pitashny was born on 02 Apr 1934 in Bahia Blanca ARGENTINA. He married Gladys WAINHUSS, daughter of Aharon Cohen WAINHUSS and Elena JARSCHUN on 27 Oct 1957 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 10 Dec 1938 in Sarandi Avellaneda ARGENTINA.

22. ii. Dora Petasne Pitashny was born on 30 Jun 1935 in ARGENTINA. She died on 18 Feb 1999 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Miguel BRANSBURG in ARGENTINA.

23. iii. Mauricio Petasne Pitashny was born on 09 Apr 1937 in ARGENTINA. He married Julia Elsa HALPERIN in ARGENTINA. She was born in Dec 1944 in ARGENTINA.

24. iv. Isaac Petasne Pitashny was born on 23 Jan 1945 in ARGENTINA. He married Mabel WAINHUSS.

18. Teresa\(^3\) Pitashny (Chaim Zanvel Raul\(^2\), Yankl Reuben\(^1\)). She married Jose David JAJAM. He was born in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

Jose David JAJAM and Teresa PITASHNY had the following children:

i. i. Dora\(^4\) JAJAM was born on 31 Aug 1911 in Urdinarrain E. Ríos ARGENTINA. She died in 2005 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Federico KREIMAN in ARGENTINA.

ii. ii. Luisa JAJAM was born on 28 Feb 1913 in Urdinarrain E. Ríos ARGENTINA. She married Ignacio ZENTNER in ARGENTINA.

iii. iii. Aharon Samuel JAJAM was born on 26 Dec 1914 in Urdinarrain E. Ríos ARGENTIN. He married (1) Natalia ROVNER in 1944 in ARGENTINA. He married (2) Elisa Gonzalez on 17 Oct 1972 in MEXICO. She was born in MEXICO.

iv. iv. Frime JAJAM was born on 16 Sep 1916 in Hasenkamp E. Ríos ARGENTINA. She died in ISRAEL. She married UNKNOWN.

v. v. Emilio JAJAM was born on 27 Jul 1921 in Hasenkamp E. Ríos ARGENTINA. He married Ana Elisa Feldman. She died in 2011.

3 Golde Olga\(^3\) Pitashny (Chaim Zanvel Raul\(^2\), Yankl Reuben\(^1\)). She died in Basavilbaso E.R ARGENTINA. She married Alberto WOLIN in Basavilbaso E.R ARGENTINA. He was born on 07 Jan 1891 in Isluschesto Kherson Russian Empire. He died in Basavilbaso E.R ARGENTINA.

Alberto WOLIN and Golde Olga PITASHNY had the following children:

28. Jaime Wolin was born in Basavilbaso E.R ARGENTINA.

29. Toto Wolin was born in Basavilbaso E.R ARGENTINA.
31. iii. **CATALINA WOLIN** was born on 05 Aug 1918 in Basavilbaso E.R ARGENTINA. She died on 05 Jan 1987 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married **Abraham SLAVIN** in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He was born in 1919 in Kherson UKRAYNE. He died on 07 Aug 1974 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

15. **ELIMELECH EMILO** Pitashny (Chaim Zanvel Raul, Yankl Reuben) was born in 1879 in Colony Efingar Kherson UKRAYNE. He died on 04 Apr 1947 in Concordia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married **Ana POLLACK**, daughter of Itzchok POLLACK in Oct 1899 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born in 1882 in Lithuania. She died on 24 Jun 1951 in Concordia Colonia Cuatro E. R. ARGENTINA.

Elimelech Emilio Pitashny and Ana POLLACK had the following children:

32. i. **YOSEF BEN EMILO** Pitashny was born in 1900 in Escrinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married (1) **TERESA CHUCHI** in 1928 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She died on 30 Jun 1931. He married **ROSA**.

33. ii. **YAAKOV BEN EMILO** Pitashny was born in 1902 in Escrinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married **JUANITA** in 1920.

iii. **MIGUEL PITASHNY** was born in 1904 in Woodbine U S A.

34. iv. **DAVID BEN EMILO** Pitashny was born in 1907 in Woodbine U S A. He died in 1994 in ARGENTINA. He married (1) **LISA MALLAR** in ARGENTINA. She was born in 1919 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married **SUSANA WASILEVSKY**.

16. **LEIB LEON BEN CHAIM** Pitashny (Chaim Zanvel Raul, Yankl Reuben) was born in 1892 in Colony Efingar Kherson Russian Empire. He died on 21 Nov 1932 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Maria HICK, daughter of Luzer Luis HICK and Ite LANFIR in Colonia Cuatro Escrinia E.R.. She was born in 1892 in Beltz BESSARABIA. She died on 29 May 1953 in Escrinia Colonia Cuatro E. R. ARGENTINA.

Leib Leon Ben Chaim Pitashny and Maria HICK had the following children:

34. i. **AHARON BEN LEON** Pitashny was born in 1907 in Colonia 4 Escrinia E.R. ARGENTINA. He married **MARIA IGUDIS ZUSMAN**. She died on 03 Oct 1999 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

35. ii. **DAVID BEN LEON** Pitashny was born on 08 Mar 1910 in Colonia 4 Escrinia E.R. ARGENTINA. He died on 10 Aug 1981 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Dora Bat Mauricio SCHVARTZ, daughter of Mauricio SCHVARTZ and Maria ELBERG on 12 Oct 1935 in Escrinia E Rios ARGENTINA. She was born on 3 Apr 1912 in Colonia Trece Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 20 Oct 2009 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

36. iii. **PAULINA PEKE PITASHNY** was born on 03 Oct 1916 in Colonia 4 Escrinia E.R. ARGENTINA. She died on 15 Jul 1993 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Salomon Ben Hershel BLANC, son of Enrique Hershel BLANC and Ruchel Rosa PASCAR in ARGENTINA. He died in 1968.

17. **JACOBO BEN CHAIM** Ptaschne (Chaim Zanvel Raul, Yankl Reuben) was born in 1896 in Linea 24 Basavilbaso. He died in 1986. He married **FRIEDLANDER**.

Jacobo Ben Chaim Ptaschne Pitashny and FRIEDLANDER had the following children:

i. **JORGE PTASCHNE** Pitashny was born in Parana ARGENTINA. He married **AIDA ROTENBERG**.
ii. Miguel Ptaschne Pitashny was born in Argentina. He married Olga Rosa.

18. Abraham Pitashny (Chaim Zanvel Raul\(^2\), Yankl Reuben\(^1\)) was born in 1902 in Linea 24 Basavilbaso. He died in Argentina. He married Dora Dvora Soltz. She was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. She died in Gualeguaychú Argentina.

Abraham Pitashny and Dora Dvora Soltz had the following children:

42. i. Elsa Pitashny was born in Argentina. She married Lencioni.

2. Aharon Shmuel Pitashny (Chaim Zanvel Raul\(^2\) Pitashny, Yankl Reuben\(^1\) Pitashny) was born in 1904 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. He died in 1973. He married Sofia Zipilivan. She was born in 1904 in Villaguay Entre Rios Argentina. She died in 1965.

Aharon Shmuel Pitashny and Sofia Zipilivan had the following children:

34. i. Mario Jorge Pitashny was born in 1934 in Lucas Gonzales Argentina. He married Sara Szwon, daughter of Yankl Szwon and Chaya Ite Gruman tel on 27 Apr 1963 in Argentina. She was born in 1939 in Rosario Sta Fe Argentina.

35. ii. Miriam Raquel Pitashny was born in 1940 in Argentina. She died in 1962 in Parana Entre Rios Argentina. She married Hadad in Argentina.

---

### Generation 4

18. Clara Pitashny (Yudke Ignacio\(^3\), Israel\(^2\), Yankl Reuben\(^1\)). She married Alejandro Goldshmit.

Alejandro Goldshmit and Clara Pitashny had the following child:

37. i. Elsa Goldshmit. She married Unknown.

19. Yaakov Ben Shoime Pitashny (Shloime\(^3\), Israel\(^2\), Yankl Reuben\(^1\)). He married Ana Lieberman. She was born in 1919. She died in 2005.

Yaakov Ben Shoime Pitashny and Ana Lieberman had the following children:

40. i. Fernando Pitashny. He married Shuli.

41. ii. Norberto Pitashny was born in 1952. He married Elizabeth Semrik. She was born in 1959.

20. Raquel Pitashny (Marcos\(^3\), Israel\(^2\), Yankl Reuben\(^1\)) was born in 1923. She died in 2008. She married Moises Sack.

Moises Sack and Raquel Pitashny had the following children:

43. i. Nora Sack. She married Unknown.

44. ii. Perla Sack. She married Unknown.

21. Maria Sarita Pitashny (Marcos\(^3\), Israel\(^2\), Yankl Reuben\(^1\)) was born on 23 Apr 1935. She married Mario Szerman. He was born in 1931.

Mario Szerman and Maria Sarita Pitashny had the following child:

2 i. Mabel Szerman was born in 1959. She married Edgardo HAzan.
20. **Jaime** Pitashny (Marcos³, Israel², Yankl Reuben¹) was born on 15 Sep 1928 in Linea 24 E R Argentina. He died in Basavilbaso E R Argentina. He married Sara GINGER, daughter of Shmuel Ginder and Fanny Viznick on 01 Mar 1958 in Argentina. She was born on 23 Jul 1934 in Bahia Blanca Argentina.

Jaime Pitashny and Sara Ginger had the following children:

46. i. Jorge Dario Petasny Pitashny was born on 27 Apr 1950 in Bahia Blanca Argentina. He married Silvia Anna Steinberg, daughter of Adolfo Steinberg and Juana Elbert on 27 Dec 1970 in Bahia Blanca Argentina. She was born in Medanos Villarino Bs As Argentina.

47. ii. Claudio Ruben Petasny Pitashny was born on 17 Aug 1964 in Bernasconi Pcia Bs As Argentina. He married Mirna Lorena Schved, daughter of Carlos Guillermo Schved and Rosa Beatriz Daitch on 04 Mar 1987 in Bahia Blanca Argentina. She was born on 23 Oct 1967 in Bahia Blanca Argentina.

31. **Jose Ben Simon Petasne** Pitashny (Simon Petasny³, Israel², Yankl Reuben¹) was born on 02 Apr 1934 in Bahia Blanca Argentina. He married Gladys Wainhuuss, daughter of Aharon Cohen Wainhuuss and Elena Jarschun on 27 Oct 1957 in Buenos Aires Argentina. She was born on 10 Dec 1938 in Sarandi Avellaneda Argentina.

Jose Ben Simon Petasne Pitashny and Gladys Wainhuuss had the following children:

30. i. Selma Viviana Petasne Pitashny was born on 15 Sep 1958 in Bernasconi La Pampa Argentina. She married Yehuda Wainsztock.

31. ii. Monica Patricia Petasne Pitashny was born on 28 Apr 1961 in Bernasconi La Pampa Argentina. She married Claudio Nichamkin.

52. iii. Sergio Fabian Dolev Petasne Pitashny was born on 19 Jan 1964 in Bernasconi La Pampa Argentina. He married Judith Mysler on 27 Dec 1987. She was born on 13 Nov 1965.

51. iv. Arie Gustavo Petasne Pitashny was born on 31 Jul 1972 in Bernasconi La Pampa Argentina. He married Veronica Pechersky. She was born on 20 Jan 1973.

22. **Dora** Petasne Pitashny (Simon Petasny³, Israel², Yankl Reuben¹) was born on 30 Jun 1935 in Argentina. She died on 18 Feb 1999 in Buenos Aires Argentina. She married Miguel Bransburg in Argentina.

Miguel Bransburg and Dora Petasne Pitashny had the following children:

52. i. Silvia Bransburg was born in Argentina. She married Juan Antonelli.

53. ii. Norma Bransburg was born in Argentina. She married Moishe Raskin.

54. iii. Sandra Bransburg was born in Argentina. She married Eduardo Cohen.

23. **Mauricio** Petasne Pitashny (Simon Petasny³, Israel², Yankl Reuben¹) was born on 09 Apr 1937 in Argentina. He married Julia Elsa Halperin in Argentina. She was born in Dec 1944 in Argentina.

Mauricio Petasne Pitashny and Julia Elsa Halperin had the following children:

56. i. Nestor Javier Petasne Pitashny was born in 1965 in Argentina. He married Rosana Krepansky in Argentina.
ii. ADRIAN GABRIE PETASNE PITASHNY was born on 03 May 1967 in ARGENTINA. He
died on 09 Apr 1975 in ARGENTINA.

57. iii. FABIANA BEATRIZ PETASNE PITASHNY was born in 1971 in ARGENTINA. She married
SERGIO ROSEMBERG. He was born in 1969.

24. ISAAC PETASNE⁴ PITASHNY (Simon Petasny³, Israel², Yankl Reuben¹) was born on 23 Jan 1945
in ARGENTINA. He married MABEL WAINHUSS.
Isaac Petasne PITASHNY and Mabel WAINHUSS had the following children:
57. i. ARIEL SILVIO PETASNE⁵ PITASHNY. He married NACHA DAITCH.
12 ii. ROSANA KARINA PETASNE PITASHNY. She married GUSTAVO BEJAR.
13 iii. MARIANO PABLO PETASNE PITASHNY was born in 1972. He married MIRIAM
BRAILOVSKY. He married MARCELA GOLBERG. She was born in 1976.

46. DORA⁴ JAJAM (Teresa³ PITASHNY, Chaim Zanvel Raul² PITASHNY, Yankl Reuben¹
PITASHNY) was born on 31 Aug 1911 in Urdinarrain E. Rios ARGENTINA. She died in 2005 in
Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Federico KREIMAN in ARGENTINA.
Federico KREIMAN and Dora JAJAM had the following children:
JULIO⁵ KREIMAN was born in ARGENTINA.
RAUL KREIMAN was born in ARGENTINA.

47. LUISA⁴ JAJAM (Teresa³ PITASHNY, Chaim Zanvel Raul² PITASHNY, Yankl Reuben¹
PITASHNY) was born on 28 Feb 1913 in Urdinarrain E. Rios ARGENTINA. She married Ignacio
ZENTNER in ARGENTINA.
Ignacio ZENTNER and Luisa JAJAM had the following children:
POUPE⁵ ZENTNER.
JULIO ZENTNER.

48. AHARON SAMUEL⁴ JAJAM (Teresa³ PITASHNY, Chaim Zanvel Raul² PITASHNY, Yankl Reuben¹
PITASHNY) was born on 26 Dec 1914 in Urdinarrain E. Rios ARGENTIN. He married (1) NATALIA
ROVNER in 1944 in ARGENTINA. He married (2) ELISA GONZALES on 17 Oct 1972 in MEXICO. She
was born in MEXICO.
Aharon Samuel JAJAM and Natalia ROVNER had the following children:
HUGO NESTOR⁵ JAJAM was born on 29 Dec 1946 in Gualeguaychu E. Rios
ARGENTINA.
ERNESTO JAJAM was born on 14 Oct 1950 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Aharon Samuel JAJAM and Elisa GONZALES had the following children:
2 INGA JAJAM was born in MEXICO.
3 KARINA JAJAM was born in MEXICO.

28. FRIME⁴ JAJAM (Teresa³ PITASHNY, Chaim Zanvel Raul² PITASHNY, Yankl Reuben¹ PITASHNY)
was born on 16 Sep 1916 in Hasenkamp E. Rios ARGENTINA. She died in ISRAEL. She married UNKNOWN.

UNKNOWN and Frime JAJAM had the following children:
  i. ISAAC BAR.
  ii. BLANCA BAR.
  iii. LILIANA BAR.

29. **EMILIO JAJAM** (Teresa, Chaim Zanvel Raul, Yankl Reuben) was born on 27 Jul 1921 in Hasenkamp E. Rios ARGENTINA. He married ANA ELISA FELDMAN. She died in 2011.

Emilio JAJAM and Ana Elisa FELDMAN had the following children:
  i. CARLOS JAJAM.
  ii. GLORIA JAJAM.
  iii. LILIAN JAJAM.

31. **CATALINA WOLIN** (Golde Olga, Chaim Zanvel Raul, Yankl Reuben) was born on 05 Aug 1918 in Basavilbaso E.R ARGENTINA. She died on 05 Jan 1987 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Abraham SLAVIN in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He was born in 1919 in Kherson UKRAYNE ?. He died on 07 Aug 1974 in Basavilbaso E.R ARGENTINA.

Abraham SLAVIN and Catalina WOLIN had the following child:
  60. i. LUISA FANNY SLAVIN was born on 12 Mar 1936 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She married Salomon SCHVARTZ, son of Manuel Ben Mauricio SCHVARTZ and Ana Elisa Leie RESNITZKY on 17 Dec 1966 in Basavilbaso E.R. ARGENTINA. He was born on 01 May 1940 in Basavilbaso E.R ARGENTINA.

32. **YOSEF BEN EMILIO PITASHNY** (Elimelech Emilio, Chaim Zanvel Raul, Yankl Reuben) was born in 1900 in Escrinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married (1) TERESA CHUCHI in 1928 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She died on 30 Jun 1931. He married ROSA.

Yosef Ben Emilio PITASHNY and Teresa CHUCHI had the following children:
  i. HECTOR PITASHNY. He married UNKNOWN.

  AIDA LEONOR YUYI PITASHNY was born on 30 Jun 1931 in ARGENTINA.

Yosef Ben Emilio PITASHNY and ROSA had the following child:
  46. iii. JORGE DARIO PETASNY PITASHNY was born on 27 Apr 1950 in Bahia Blanca ARGENTINA. He married Silvia Anna STEINBERG, daughter of Adolfo STEINBERG and Juana ELBERT on 27 Dec 1970 in Bahia Blanca ARGENTINA. She was born in Medanos Villarino Bs As ARGENTINA.

34. **YAAKOV BEN EMILIO PITASHNY** (Elimelech Emilio, Chaim Zanvel Raul, Yankl Reuben) was born in 1902 in Escrinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married JUANITA in 1920.

Yaakov Ben Emilio PITASHNY and JUANITA had the following child:
  GLADYS JUDITH PITASHNY was born in 1926.
45. **DAVID BEN EMILIO** (Elimelech Emilio, Chaim Zanvel Raul, Yankl Reuben) was born in 1907 in Woodbine USA. He died in 1994 in ARGENTINA. He married (1) **LISA MALLAR** in ARGENTINA. She was born in 1919 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married **SUSANA WASILEVSKY**.

David Ben Emilio PITASHNY and Lisa MALLAR had the following children:

i. **RAUL** was born in 1938 in Concordia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married **MARTA SUKICH**. He married **SUSANA WASILEVSKY**.

ii. **CELIA JUANA PITASHNY** was born in 1939 in Concordia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married **JAIME GOLDMAN**.

iii. **CARLOS PITASHNY** was born in 1943 in Concordia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married **CHRISTINA PEREZ**.

David Ben Emilio PITASHNY and Susana WASILEVSKY had the following children:

iv. **ILAN PITASHNY**.

**EMILIO BEN DAVID PITASHNY** was born in 1990.

39. **AHARON BEN LEON** (Leib Leon Ben Chaim, Chaim Zanvel Raul, Yankl Reuben) was born in 1907 in Colonia 4 Escrinia E.R. ARGENTINA. He married **MARIA IGUDIS ZUSMAN**. She died on 03 Oct 1999 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Aharon Ben Leon PITASHNY and Maria Igudis ZUSMAN had the following children:

i. **FRIDA**. She married **GERMAN**.

ii. **PEDRO PITASHNY**.

40. **DAVID BEN LEON** (Leib Leon Ben Chaim, Chaim Zanvel Raul, Yankl Reuben) was born on 08 Mar 1910 in Colonia 4 Escrinia E.R. ARGENTINA. He died on 10 Aug 1981 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Dora Bat Mauricio SCHVARTZ, daughter of Mauricio SCHVARTZ and Maria ELBERG on 12 Oct 1935 in Escrinia E Rios ARGENTINA. She was born on 03 Apr 1912 in Colonia Trece Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 20 Oct 2009 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

David Ben Leon PITASHNY and Dora Bat Mauricio SCHVARTZ had the following children:

66. i. **LEON BEN DAVID** was born on 28 Aug 1937 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 25 Jul 1973 in La Plata Pcia Buenos Aires ARG. He married Ruth Martha FLESLER, daughter of Jaime FLESLER and Elisa BANCHICK in Apr 1970 in Basabilbaso E R. She was born on 15 Feb 1948 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

67. ii. **MARCELINA NEGRA PITASHNY** was born on 05 Aug 1941 in Escrinia Colonia 4 E R ARGENTINA. She married Mosae TROSBICZ, son of Mendel TROSBICZ and Brandel WAXMAN on 28 Dec 1961 in La Plata ARGENTINA. He was born on 17 Aug 1933 in Lodz POLAND.

41. **PAULINA PEKE** (Leib Leon Ben Chaim, Chaim Zanvel Raul, Yankl Reuben) was born on 03 Oct 1916 in Colonia 4 Escrinia E.R. ARGENTINA. She died on 15 Jul 1993 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Salomon Ben Hershel BLANC, son of Enrique Hershel BLANC and Ruchel Rosa PASCAR in ARGENTINA. He died in 1968.

Salomon Ben Hershel BLANC and Paulina Peke PITASHNY had the following child:

i. **ENRIQUE LEON** was born on 19 Sep 1950 in ARGENTINA. He died in 1993.
42. **Elsa**⁴ PITASHNY (Abraham³, Chaim Zanvel Raul², Yankl Reuben¹) was born in ARGENTINA. She married **LENCIONI**.

LENCIONI and Elsa PITASHNY had the following child:

i. **Chola**⁵ LENCIONI.

43. **Mario Jorge**⁴ PITASNY (Aharon Shmuel³, Chaim Zanvel Raul² PITASHNY, Yankl Reuben¹ PITASHNY) was born in 1934 in Lucas Gonzales ARGENTINA. He married Sara SZWON, daughter of Yankl SZWON and Chaya Ite GRUMANTEL on 27 Apr 1963 in ARGENTINA. She was born in 1939 in Rosario Sta Fe ARGENTINA.

Mario Jorge PITASNY and Sara SZWON had the following children:

68. i. **Gabriel Marcelo**⁵ PITASNY was born in 1964 in ARGENTINA. He married **ADRIANA NOEMI KRASNOW**. She was born on 04 Mar 1966 in ARGENTINA.

69. ii. **Fabian Andres** PITASNY was born in 1967 in ARGENTINA. He married Dorit ROSA, daughter of Avigdor ROSA on 16 Jul 2000 in ISRAEL. She was born in 1969 in ISRAEL.

39. **Miriam Raquel**⁴ PITASNY (Aharon Shmuel³, Chaim Zanvel Raul² PITASHNY, Yankl Reuben¹ PITASHNY) was born in 1940 in ARGENTINA. She died in 1962 in Parana Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married **HADAD** in ARGENTINA.

HADAD and Miriam Raquel PITASNY had the following child:

i. **Eduardo**⁵ HADAD was born in 1962 in ARGENTINA.

---

### Generation 5

4. **Elsa**⁵ GOLDSHMIT (Clara⁴ PITASHNY, Yudke Ignacio³ PITASHNY, Israel² PITASHNY, Yankl Reuben¹ PITASHNY, Alejandro). She married **UNKNOWN**.

UNKNOWN and Elsa GOLDSHMIT had the following child:

60. **Valeria**⁶.

5. **Fernando**⁵ PITASHNY (Yaakov Ben Shoime⁴, Shloime³, Israel², Yankl Reuben¹). He married **SHULI**.

Fernando PITASHNY and SHULI had the following children:

60. **Flavio**⁶ PITASHNY.

61. **Pablo** PITASHNY.

6. **Norberto**⁵ PITASHNY (Yaakov Ben Shoime⁴, Shloime³, Israel², Yankl Reuben¹) was born in 1952. He married **ELIZABETH SEMRIK**. She was born in 1959.

Norberto PITASHNY and Elizabeth SEMRIK had the following children:

60. **Uriel**⁶ PITASHNY was born in 1993.

61. **Ruth** PITASHNY was born in 1997.

7. **Nora**⁵ SACK (Raquel⁴ PITASHNY, Marcos³ PITASHNY, Israel² PITASHNY, Yankl Reuben¹ PITASHNY, Moises, Shkoime). She married **UNKNOWN**.

UNKNOWN and Nora SACK had the following children:
60. HERMAN  
61. LAURA.

8 PERLA SACK (Raquel PITASHNY, Marcos PITASHNY, Israel PITASHNY, Yankl Reuben PITASHNY, Moises, Shkoime). She married UNKNOWN. UNKNOWN and Perla SACK had the following children:
60. GABRIEL  
61. ALEJANDRO. 
62. DANIELA.

9 MABEL SZERMAN (Maria Sarita PITASHNY, Marcos PITASHNY, Israel PITASHNY, Yankl Reuben PITASHNY) was born in 1959. She married EDGARDO HAZAN. Edgardo HAZAN and Mabel SZERMAN had the following children:
i. CAROLINA HAZAN was born in 1988. 
ii. URIEL HAZAN was born in 1996.
iii. DALIA HAZAN was born in 1996.

46. JORGE DARIO PETASNY PITASHNY (Jaime PITASHNY, Marcos PITASHNY, Israel PITASHNY, Yankl Reuben PITASHNY) was born on 27 Apr 1950 in Bahia Blanca ARGENTINA. He married Silvia Anna STEINBERG, daughter of Adolfo STEINBERG and Juana ELBERT on 27 Dec 1970 in Bahia Blanca ARGENTINA. She was born in Medanos Villarino Bs As ARGENTINA. Jorge Dario Petasny PITASHNY and Silvia Anna STEINBERG had the following children:
i. MAYRA PETASNY PITASHNY was born on 31 Jul 1987 in Bahia Blanca ARGENTINA.
ii. MARCOS BEN JORGE PETASNY PITASHNY was born on 27 Feb 1990 in Bahia Blanca ARGENTINA.
iii. LUCILA PETASNY PITASHNY was born on 17 May 1993 in Bahia Blanca ARGENTINA.

47. CLAUDIO RUBEN PETASNY PITASHNY (Jaime PITASHNY, Marcos PITASHNY, Israel PITASHNY, Yankl Reuben PITASHNY) was born on 17 Aug 1964 in Bernasconi Pcia Bs As ARGENTINA. He married Mirna Lorena SCHVED, daughter of Carlos Guillermo SCHVED and Rosa Beatriz DAITCH on 04 Mar 1987 in Bahia Blanca ARGENTINA. She was born on 23 Oct 1967 in Bahia Blanca ARGENTINA. Claudio Ruben Petasny PITASHNY and Mirna Lorena SCHVED had the following children:
70. i. MATIAS EZEQUIEL PETASNY was born on 13 Aug 1987 in Bahia Blanca ARGENTINA. He married ANDREA STEPHANY TERAN.
ii. SASHA NICOLAS PETASNY PITASHNY was born on 03 Nov 1993 in Bahia Blanca ARGENTINA.
iii. EYAL MAURO PETASNY PITASHNY was born on 05 Jul 1999 in Bahia Blanca ARGENTINA.

42. SELMA VIVIANA PETASNE PITASHNY (Jose Ben Simon Petasne PITASHNY, Simon Petasny PITASHNY, Israel PITASHNY, Yankl PITASHNY) was born on 27 Apr 1950 in Bahia Blanca ARGENTINA. He married ANDREA STEPHANY TERAN.
Reuben¹ was born on 15 Sep 1958 in Bernasconi La Pampa ARGENTINA. She married Yehuda Wainsztock.

Yehuda Wainsztock and Selma Viviana Petasne PITASHNY had the following children:
Shiri⁶ Wainsztock.
Yonni Wainsztock.

43. Monica Patricia Petasne⁵ Pitashny (Jose Ben Simon Petasne⁴, Simon Petasny³, Israel², Yankl Reuben¹) was born on 28 Apr 1961 in Bernasconi La Pampa ARGENTINA. She married Claudio Nichamkin.

Claudio Nichamkin and Monica Patricia Petasne Pitashny had the following children:
65. i. Alejandro Dario⁶ Nichamkin. He married Shani.

ii. Ariela Nichamkin.

iii. Veronica Nichamkin.

50. Sergio Fabian Dolev Petasne⁶ Pitashny (Jose Ben Simon Petasne⁴, Simon Petasny³, Israel², Yankl Reuben¹) was born on 19 Jan 1964 in Bernasconi La Pampa ARGENTINA. He married Judith Mysler on 27 Dec 1987. She was born on 13 Nov 1965.

Sergio Fabian Dolev Petasne Pitashny and Judith Mysler had the following children:

i. Daniela⁶ Dolev was born on 05 Jul 1989.

ii. Michelle Dolev was born on 01 Mar 1991.

iii. Nataly Dolev was born on 16 Jul 1993.

51. Arie Gustavo Petasne⁵ Pitashny (Jose Ben Simon Petasne⁴, Simon Petasny³, Israel², Yankl Reuben¹) was born on 31 Jul 1972 in Bernasconi La Pampa ARGENTINA. He married Veronica Pechersky. She was born on 20 Jan 1973.

Arie Gustavo Petasne Pitashny and Veronica Pechersky had the following child:

i. Magui⁶ Pitashny.

52. Silvia⁵ Bransburg (Dora Petasne⁴ Pitashny, Simon Petasny³ Pitashny, Israel² Pitashny, Yankl Reuben¹ Pitashny) was born in ARGENTINA. She married Juan Antonelli.

Juan Antonelli and Silvia Bransburg had the following child:

i. Juan Antonelli⁶ Jr.

53. Norma⁵ Bransburg (Dora Petasne⁴ Pitashny, Simon Petasny³ Pitashny, Israel² Pitashny, Yankl Reuben¹ Pitashny) was born in ARGENTINA. She married Moishe Raskin.

Moishe Raskin and Norma Bransburg had the following children:

i. Herman⁶ Raskin.

ii. Valeria Raskin.

54. Sandra⁵ Bransburg (Dora Petasne⁴ Pitashny, Simon Petasny³ Pitashny, Israel² Pitashny, Israel² Pitashny,
Yankl Reuben Pitashny was born in ARGENTINA. He married Eduardo Kohlen. Eduardo Kohlen and Sandra Bransburg had the following child:

i. Erik Kohlen.

55. Nestor Javier Petasne Pitashny (Mauricio Petasne, Simon Petasny, Israel, Yankl Reuben) was born in 1965 in ARGENTINA. He married Rosana KREPLANSKY in ARGENTINA.

Nestor Javier Petasne PITASHNY and Rosana KREPLANSKY had the following children:

i. Sofia Ariadna Petasne Pitashny was born in 2001 in ARGENTINA.

ii. Dana Iona Petasne Pitashny was born in 2002 in ARGENTINA.

56. Fabiana Beatriz Petasne Pitashny (Mauricio Petasne, Simon Petasny, Israel, Yankl Reuben) was born in 1971 in ARGENTINA. She married Sergio ROSEMBERG. He was born in 1969.

Sergio ROSEMBERG and Fabiana Beatriz Petasne PITASHNY had the following children:

i. Ilan Gabriel ROSEMBERG was born in 2002 in ARGENTINA.

ii. Karen Eileen ROSEMBERG was born in 2005 in ARGENTINA.

57. Ariel Silvio Petasne Pitashny (Isaac Petasne, Simon Petasny, Israel, Yankl Reuben). He married Nacha DAITCH.

Ariel Silvio Petasne PITASHNY and Nacha DAITCH had the following children:

i. Luciano Petasne Pitashny.

ii. Camila Petasne Pitashny.

59. Rosana Karina Petasne Pitashny (Isaac Petasne, Simon Petasny, Israel, Yankl Reuben). She married Gustavo BEJAR.

Gustavo BEJAR and Rosana Karina Petasne PITASHNY had the following children:

i. Franco BEJAR.

ii. Simon BEJAR.

60. Mariano Pablo Petasne Pitashny (Isaac Petasne, Simon Petasny, Israel, Yankl Reuben) was born in 1972. He married Miriam BRAILOVSKY. He married Marcela GOLBERG. She was born in 1976.

Mariano Pablo Petasne PITASHNY and Miriam BRAILOVSKY had the following child:

i. Ivan Pitashny.

Mariano Pablo Petasne PITASHNY and Marcela GOLBERG had the following child:

ii. Ivan Ben Mariano Petasne Pitashny.

60. Luisa Fanny Slavin (Catalina WOLIN, Golde Olga Pitashny, Chaim Zanvel Raul PITASHNY, Yankl Reuben) PITASHNY, Yankl Reuben PITASHNY) was born on 12 Mar 1936 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She married Salomon SCHVARTZ, son of Manuel Ben Mauricio SCHVARTZ and Ana Elisa Leie RESNITZKY on 17 Dec 1966 in Basavilbaso E.R. ARGENTINA. He was born on 01 May 1940 in Basavilbaso E.R ARGENTINA.
Salomon SCHVARTZ and Luisa Fanny SLAVIN had the following children:

72. i. SERGIO ALBERTO SCHVARTZ was born on 20 Oct 1967 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. He married FABIANA ROJMAN. She was born in Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA.

73. ii. FABIANA JUDITH SCHVARTZ was born on 07 Feb 1972 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. She married Edgardo SZULSZTEIN, son of Alberto SZULSZTEIN and Esther POLONSKY on 11 Nov 2001 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

74. iii. ANDRES EDUARDO EYAL SCHVARTZ was born on 09 Jun 1975 in Concepcion del Uruguay ARGENTINA. He married Hanny LITVACK, daughter of Dov LITVACK and Esther ROSENFELD in Oct 2001 in Avellaneda ARGENTINA. She was born in 1980.

61. HECTOR\(^5\) PITASHNY (Yosef Ben Emilio\(^4\), Elimelech Emilio\(^3\), Chaim Zanvel Raul\(^2\), Yankl Reuben\(^1\)). He married UNKNOWN. 

Hector PITASHNY and UNKNOWN had the following child:

i. ALEJANDRO BEN HECTOR\(^6\) PITASHNY.

63. RAUL\(^5\) PITASHNY (David Ben Emilio\(^4\), Elimelech Emilio\(^3\), Chaim Zanvel Raul\(^2\), Yankl Reuben\(^1\)) was born in 1938 in Concordia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married MARTA SUKICH. He married SUSANA WASILEWSKY.

Raul PITASHNY and Marta SUKICH had the following children:

75. i. PAULA\(^6\) PITASHNY was born in 1962 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married GIORA BELINKY. He was born in 1952 in Concordia Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

76. ii. EDUARDO PITASHNY was born in 1964 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married LILIA MAI.

iii. MILENA PITASHNY was born in 1975 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA.

Raul PITASHNY and Susana WASILEWSKY had the following children:

iv. EMILIO BEN RAUL PITASHNY was born in 1990 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA.

v. ILAN ARIEL PITASHNY was born in 2000 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA.

64. CELIA JUANA\(^5\) PITASHNY (David Ben Emilio\(^4\), Elimelech Emilio\(^3\), Chaim Zanvel Raul\(^2\), Yankl Reuben\(^1\)) was born in 1939 in Concordia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married JAIME GOLDMAN.

Jaime GOLDMAN and Celia Juana PITASHNY had the following child:

i. LAURA\(^6\) GOLDMAN was born in 1962 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

65. CARLOS\(^5\) PITASHNY (David Ben Emilio\(^4\), Elimelech Emilio\(^3\), Chaim Zanvel Raul\(^2\), Yankl Reuben\(^1\)) was born in 1943 in Concordia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married CHRISTINA PEREZ.

Carlos PITASHNY and Christina PEREZ had the following children:

i. IRINA\(^6\) PITASHNY was born in 1972 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

ii. VALENTIN PITASHNY was born in 1974 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

iii. DAVID BEN CARLOS PITASHNY was born on 16 Jun 1979 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.
66. **Leon Ben David** Pitashny (David Ben Leon, Leib Leon Ben Chaim, Chaim Zanvel Raul, Yankl Reuben) was born on 28 Aug 1937 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 25 Jul 1973 in La Plata Pcia Buenos Aires ARG. He married Ruth Martha Flesler, daughter of Jaime Flesler and Elisa Banchick in Apr 1970 in Basabibasoe E R. She was born on 15 Feb 1948 in Basabibasoe Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Leon Ben David Pitashny and Ruth Martha Flesler had the following child:

1. **Silvina Pitashny** was born on 20 Sep 1971 in La Plata Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Freund in ISRAEL.

67. **Marcelina Negra** Pitashny (David Ben Leon, Leib Leon Ben Chaim, Chaim Zanvel Raul, Yankl Reuben) was born on 05 Aug 1941 in Escrina Colonia 4 E R ARGENTINA. She married Mosae Trosbicz, son of Mendel Trosbicz and Brandel Waxman on 28 Dec 1961 in La Plata ARGENTINA. He was born on 17 Aug 1933 in Lodz POLAND.

Mosae Trosbicz and Marcelina Negra Pitashny had the following children:

1. **Vardit Trosbicz** was born on 25 Oct 1962 in Tzfat ISRAEL. She married Ilan Lankar on 01 May 1983 in Kfar Zold ISRAEL. He was born on 21 Jan 1960 in Haifa ISRAEL.

2. **Amir Trosbicz** was born on 15 Nov 1965 in Kiriat Shemone ISRAEL. He married Maia Ikeda on 12 Dec 1992 in Osaka JAPAN. She was born in Osaka JAPAN.

3. **Iris Trosbicz** was born on 04 Jul 1967 in Kiriat Shemone ISRAEL. She married Shmuel Sofer on 09 Sep 1992 in Haifa ISRAEL. He was born on 11 Nov 1963 in Haifa ISRAEL.

7 Gabriel Marcelo Pitashny (Mario Jorge, Aharon Shmuel, Chaim Zanvel Raul, Yankl Reuben) was born in 1964 in ARGENTINA. He married Adriana Noemi Krasnow. She was born in 1966 in ARGENTINA.

Gabriel Marcelo Pitashny and Adriana Noemi Krasnow had the following children:

1. **Tatiana Pitashny** was born in 1990.

2. **Vanessa Pitashny** was born in 1994.

3. **Jonatan Pitashny** was born in 1994.

8 Fabian Andres Pitashny (Mario Jorge, Aharon Shmuel, Chaim Zanvel Raul, Yankl Reuben) was born in 1967 in ARGENTINA. He married Dorit Rosa, daughter of Avigdor Rosa on 16 Jul 2000 in ISRAEL. She was born in 1969 in ISRAEL.

Fabian Andres Pitashny and Dorit Rosa had the following children:

1. **Shira Chaya Ita Pitashny** was born in 2000 in Carmiel ISRAEL.

2. **Meir Alexander Pitashny** was born in 2004 in Carmiel ISRAEL.

3. **Yanky Pitashny** was born in 2006 in Carmiel ISRAEL.

---

**Generation 6**

71. **Matias Ezequiel Petasny** (Claudio Ruben Petasny, Jaime, Marcos, Israel, Yankl Reuben) was born on 13 Aug 1987 in Bahia Blanca ARGENTINA. He married Andrea Stephany Teran.
Matias Ezequiel Petasny PITASHNY and Andrea Stephany TERAN had the following child:
   i. DAEL SHAEV \(^7\) PITASHNY was born in ISRAEL.

72. ALEJANDRO DARIO \(^6\) NICHAMKIN (Monica Patricia Petasne \(^5\) PITASHNY, Jose Ben Simon Petasne \(^4\) PITASHNY, Simon Petasny \(^3\) PITASHNY, Israel \(^2\) PITASHNY, Yankl Reuben \(^1\) PITASHNY, Claudio). He married SHANI. 
Alejandro Dario NICHAMKIN and SHANI had the following child: 
   i. URIEL MICHÀ \(^6\) NICHAMKIN was born in Los Angeles California U S A.

73. SERGIO ALBERTO SCHVARTZ (Luisa Fanny SLAVIN, Catalina WOLIN, Golde Olga \(^3\) PITASHNY, Chaim Zanvel Raul \(^2\) PITASHNY, Yankl Reuben \(^1\) PITASHNY) was born on 20 Oct 1967 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. He married FABIANA ROJMAN. She was born in Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA.
Sergio Alberto SCHVARTZ and Fabiana ROJMAN had the following children:
   i. MATTI SCHVARTZ was born on 04 Jul 1994 in ISRAEL.
   ii. RUTH SCHVARTZ was born on 13 Feb 1998 in ISRAEL.
   iii. YANIV SCHVARTZ was born on 20 Oct 2002 in Sao Paulo BRAZIL.

74. FABIANA JUDITH SCHVARTZ (Luisa Fanny SLAVIN, Catalina WOLIN, Golde Olga \(^3\) PITASHNY, Chaim Zanvel Raul \(^2\) PITASHNY, Yankl Reuben \(^1\) PITASHNY) was born on 07 Feb 1972 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. She married Edgardo SZULSZTEIN, son of Alberto SZULSZTEIN and Esther POLONSKY on 11 Nov 2001 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. 
Edgardo SZULSZTEIN and Fabiana Judith SCHVARTZ had the following children:
   i. TOMER SZULSZTEIN was born on 23 Jun 2003 in Toronto, Ontario CANADA.
   ii. URI SZULSZTEIN was born on 11 Jul 2007 in Toronto, Ontario CANADA.

74. ANDRES EDUARDO EYAL SCHVARTZ (Luisa Fanny SLAVIN, Catalina WOLIN, Golde Olga \(^3\) PITASHNY, Chaim Zanvel Raul \(^2\) PITASHNY, Yankl Reuben \(^1\) PITASHNY) was born on 09 Jun 1975 in Concepcion del Uruguay ARGENTINA. He married Hanny LITVACK, daughter of Dov LITVACK and Esther ROSENFELD in Oct 2001 in Avellaneda ARGENTINA. 
Andres Eduardo Eyal SCHVARTZ and Hanny LITVACK had the following children:
   i. MIRA SCHVARTZ was born in 2009.
   ii. SHAY SCHVARTZ was born in 2009.

75. PAULA \(^6\) PITASHNY (Raul \(^5\), David Ben Emilio \(^4\), Elimelech Emilio \(^3\), Chaim Zanvel Raul \(^2\), Yankl Reuben \(^1\)) was born in 1962 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married GIORA BELINKY. He was born in 1952 in Concordia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. 
Giora BELINKY and Paula PITASHNY had the following child: 
   i. DANIELLE \(^7\) BELINKY was born in 1991 in Kibbutz Manara ISRAEL.

76. EDUARDO \(^6\) PITASHNY (Raul \(^5\), David Ben Emilio \(^4\), Elimelech Emilio \(^3\), Chaim Zanvel Raul \(^2\), Yankl Reuben \(^1\)) was born in 1964 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married LILIA MAI.
Eduardo PITASHNY and Lilia MAI had the following children:

i. SOPHIA⁷ PITASHNY was born in 1993 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA.

ii. ANA PITASHNY was born in 1996 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA.

iii. IVAN BEN EDUARDO PITASHNY was born in 2000 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA.

77. VARDIT⁶ TROSBICZ (Marcelina Negra⁵ PITASHNY, David Ben Leon⁴ PITASHNY, Leib Leon Ben Chaim³ PITASHNY, Chaim Zanvel Raul² PITASHNY, Yankl Reuben¹ PITASHNY) was born on 25 Oct 1962 in Tzfat ISRAEL. She married Ilan LANKAR on 01 May 1983 in Kfar Zold ISRAEL. He was born on 21 Jan 1960 in Haifa ISRAEL.

Ilan LANKAR and Vardit TROSBICZ had the following children:

i. PELEG⁷ LANKAR was born on 20 Jul 1987 in Kfar Sold ISRAEL.

ii. SIGAL LANKAR was born on 20 Sep 1989 in Kfar Sold ISRAEL.

iii. NETA LANKAR was born on 12 Nov 1994 in Kfar Sold ISRAEL.

78. AMIR⁶ TROSBICZ (Marcelina Negra⁵ PITASHNY, David Ben Leon⁴ PITASHNY, Leib Leon Ben Chaim³ PITASHNY, Chaim Zanvel Raul² PITASHNY, Yankl Reuben¹ PITASHNY) was born on 15 Nov 1965 in Kiriat Shemone ISRAEL. He married Maia IKEDA on 12 Dec 1992 in Osaka JAPAN. She was born in Osaka JAPAN.

Amir TROSBICZ and Maia IKEDA had the following child:

i. ALICE⁷ TROSBICZ was born in Jun 2001 in JAPAN.

79. IRIS⁶ TROSBICZ (Marcelina Negra⁵ PITASHNY, David Ben Leon⁴ PITASHNY, Leib Leon Ben Chaim³ PITASHNY, Chaim Zanvel Raul² PITASHNY, Yankl Reuben¹ PITASHNY) was born on 04 Jul 1967 in Kiriat Shemone ISRAEL. She married Shmuel SOFER on 09 Sep 1992 in Haifa ISRAEL. He was born on 11 Nov 1963 in Haifa ISRAEL.

Shmuel SOFER and Iris TROSBICZ had the following children:

i. OPAL⁷ SOFER was born on 28 Nov 1997 in Kfar Sold ISRAEL.

ii. SHOBAL SOFER was born on 28 Aug 1999 in Kfar Sold ISRAEL.
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Descendants of Alter PODLOG

Generation 1

20. Alter PODLOG. He died in Bessarabia Russian Empire. He married Tcharna SILBERMAN in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She was born in 1826 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She died in ARGENTINA.

Alter PODLOG and Tcharna SILBERMAN had the following children:

2. i. Hersh PODLOG was born in 1844 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. He married Beile GRINBERG in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She was born in 1845 in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

19. ii. Chaim Ben Tcharna PODLOG was born in 1847 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. He married HEINNE in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She was born in 1862 in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

Generation 2

14. Hersh PODLOG (Alter) was born in 1844 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. He married Beile GRINBERG in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She was born in 1845 in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

Hersh PODLOG and Beile GRINBERG had the following children:

Deoise PODLOG.

iv. ii. Luisa Bet Hersh PODLOG. She married Cesar SILBERMAN.

v. iii. Motl Marcos PODLOG was born in 1864 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. He married Caterina Gitl BRONSTEIN.

vi. iv. Sara PODLOG was born in 1866 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She married Izul Israel PODLOG in Bessarabia Russian Empire. He was born in 1863 in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

vii. Dobrisch PODLOG was born in 1874 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She married Berl BERKO ROIMISCHER. He was born in 1872 in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

viii. Abraham PODLOG was born in 1875 in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

vii. Moishe Ben Hersh PODLOG was born in 1878 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. He married Pesie HETTIE MATUSEVICH. She was born in 1890 in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

Mania PODLOG was born in 1883 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She married Elias BRONSTEIN.

Reuben PODLOG was born in 1886 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. He died in 1952. He married Bertha COHEN.

6 Chaim Ben Tcharna PODLOG (Alter) was born in 1847 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. He married HEINNE in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She was born in 1862 in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

Chaim Ben Tcharna PODLOG and HEINNE had the following children:

11. i. Katerina Gitl PODLOG was born in 1874 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She married
Efraim MATUSEVICH in Bessarabia Russian Empire. He was born in 1864 in BESSARABIA Romania.

ii. SCHEINA PODLOG was born in 1886 in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

iii. NUCHIM PODLOG was born in 1890 in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

iv. ELIE LEIB PODLOG was born in 1892 in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

9. v. ALTER BETZALEL PODLOG was born in 1875 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. He died on 05 May 1932 in Villa Mantero Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married RACHEL in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She was born in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generation 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 LUISA BAT HERSH³ PODLOG (Hersh², Alter¹). She married CESAR SILBERMAN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cesar SILBERMAN and Luisa Bet Hersh PODLOG had the following child:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i. DORA⁴ SILBERMAN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 MOTL MARCOS³ PODLOG (Hersh², Alter¹) was born in 1864 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. He married CATERINA GITL BRONSTEIN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motl Marcos PODLOG and Caterina Gitl BRONSTEIN had the following children:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 i. MOISES BEN MOTL⁴ PODLOG. He married MARIANA BRODSKY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ii. CLARA PODLOG. She married JOSE REJTMAN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 iii. REBECCA QUQUE PODLOG. She married ISAAC MATLIS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 iv. AGUSTIN PODLOG. He married BETTY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 v. RAMON PODLOG. He married EUGENIA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 vi. ELIAS BEN MOTL PODLOG. He married ROSITA.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LUISA BAT MOTL PODLOG. She married ISAMEL.

i. viii. TOMAS PODLOG. He married SUSANA.

ii. ix. CHAIM JULIO PODLOG was born in 1908. He died in 1998. He married FANNY SCHMOISMAN. She was born in 1909. She died in 1999.

iii. x. MARIATERESA PODLOG was born in 1917. She married JOSE.

9. SARA³ PODLOG (Hersh², Alter¹) was born in 1866 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She married Izul Israel PODLOG in Bessarabia Russian Empire. He was born in 1863 in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

Izul Israel PODLOG and Sara PODLOG had the following children:

i. JACOBO⁴ PODLOG.

ii. FANNY PODLOG.
iii. LUISA PODLOG.

iv. PAULINA PODLOG.

v. ELIAS BEN IZUL PODLOG.

vi. JOSEF PODLOG was born in 1886 in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

vii. ESTHER PODLOG was born in 1888 in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

viii. FEIGA PODLOG was born in 1891 in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

ix. MORDECHAY PODLOG was born in 1893 in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

24. MOISHE BEN HERSH\textsuperscript{3} PODLOG (Hersh\textsuperscript{2}, Alter\textsuperscript{1}) was born in 1878 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. He married PESIE HETTIE MATUSEVICH. She was born in 1890 in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

Moishe Ben Hersh PODLOG and Pesie Hettie MATUSEVICH had the following child:

i. BETTY\textsuperscript{4} PODLOG. She married FRYDMAN.

25. KATERINA GITL\textsuperscript{3} PODLOG (Chaim Ben Tcharna\textsuperscript{2}, Alter\textsuperscript{1}) was born in 1874 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She married Efraim MATUSEVICH in Bessarabia Russian Empire. He was born in 1864 in BESSARABIA Romania.

Efraim MATUSEVICH and Katerina Gitl PODLOG had the following children:

i. SHEINE TZIPI\textsuperscript{4} MATUSEVICH was born in 1889 in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

27. ii. PESIE HETTIE MATUSEVICH was born in 1890 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She married MOISHE BEN HERSH PODLOG. He was born in 1878 in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

28. iii. DORA DUERE MATUSEVICH was born in 1892 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She died on 09 Nov 1925 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married David SINGER, son of Rev Moishe SINGER and Gitl Katerina WANTMAN in Mar 1911 in Concepcion del Uruguay ARGENTINA. He was born in 1887 in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. He died on 01 Jul 1957 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

13. ALIE MATUSEVICH was born in 1892 in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

14. MINDA MATUSEVICH was born in 1893 in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

2 ALTER BETZALEL\textsuperscript{3} PODLOG (Chaim Ben Tcharna\textsuperscript{2}, Alter\textsuperscript{1}) was born in 1875 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. He died on 05 May 1932 in Villa Mantero Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married RACHEL in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She was born in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

Alter Betzalel PODLOG and RACHEL had the following children:

1 i. MOISES BEN ALTER\textsuperscript{4} PODLOG was born in 1899. He died on 08 Feb 1979 in Villa Mantero E Rios ARGENTINA. He married CHANNA ROITMAN. She was born in 1900.

ii. PERL PODLOG was born in 1901.

iii. DOSIE GUSSIE REIZL PODLOG was born in 1903 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.
iv. REIZEL BAT ALTER PODLOG was born in 1903 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

23. v. MORDJE MARCOS PODLOG was born in 1907 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. He died in Villa Mamtero E Rios ARGENTINA. He married Sofia ROITMAN in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. She was born in 1911.

7. CHANNE PODLOG was born on 25 Dec 1909 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

8. CHAIM BEN ALTER PODLOG was born in 1911 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. He died on 23 Oct 1977 in Villa Mamtero E Rios ARGENTINA.

LIBE PODLOG was born in 1913 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA

Generation 4

21. MOISES BEN MOTL 4 PODLOG (Motl Marcos 3, Hersh 2, Alter 1). He married MARIANA BRODSKY.

Moises Ben Motl PODLOG and Mariana BRODSKY had the following children:

MARIA INES 5 PODLOG.

JUAN CARLOS PODLOG.

22. CLARA 4 PODLOG (Motl Marcos 3, Hersh 2, Alter 1). She married JOSE REJTMAN.

Jose REJTMAN and Clara PODLOG had the following children:

CELIA 5 REJTMAN.

BELA REJTMAN.

RAFAEL CELIA REJTMAN.

23. REBECCA QUQUE 4 PODLOG (Motl Marcos 3, Hersh 2, Alter 1). She married ISAAC MATLIS.

Isaac MATLIS and Rebecca Quque PODLOG had the following child:

ARMANDO 5 MATLIS.

24. AGUSTIN 4 PODLOG (Motl Marcos 3, Hersh 2, Alter 1). He married BETTY.

Agustin PODLOG and Betty had the following children:

i. MARTHA 5. She married CHAVIER LEVINSON.

ii. HECTOR.

i. CORA LIA PODLOG.
16. **Elias Ben Motl**⁴ **Podlog** (Motl Marcos³, Hersh², Alter¹). He married **Rosita**.

Elias Ben Motl PODLOG and ROSITA had the following children:

i. **Myriam**⁶ **Podlog**.

ii. **Marcos Alfredo Podlog**.

17. **Tomas**⁴ **Podlog** (Motl Marcos³, Hersh², Alter¹). He married **Susana**.

Tomas PODLOG and SUSANA had the following children:

i. **Silvia**⁵ **Podlog**.

ii. **Monica Podlog**.

19. **Chaim Julio**⁴ **Podlog** (Motl Marcos³, Hersh², Alter¹) was born in 1908. He died in 1998. He married **Fanny Schmoisman**. She was born in 1909. She died in 1999.

Chaim Julio PODLOG and Fanny SCHMOisman had the following children:

34. i. **Nora Neomi**⁵ **Podlog**. She married **Jose Maria**.

35. ii. **Yehudit Leonor Podlog** was born in 1932. She died in 1999. She married **Hector Unknown**.

36. iii. **Mabel Podlog** was born on 23 Mar 1944. She married **Benito**.

20. **Mariateresa**⁴ **Podlog** (Motl Marcos³, Hersh², Alter¹) was born in 1917. She married **Jose**.

JOSE and Mariateresa PODLOG had the following children:

27. i. **Ana**⁵. She married **Daniel Sigaloff**.

**Catalina**.

19. **Betty**⁴ **Padlog** (Moishe Ben Hersh³ PODLOG, Hersh² PODLOG, Alter¹ PODLOG). She married **Frydman**.

Frydman and Betty PADLOG had the following child:

i. **Marcelo**⁵ **Frydman**.

20. **Pesie Hettie**⁴ **Matusevich** (Katerina Gitl³ PODLOG, Chaim Ben Tcharna² PODLOG, Alter¹ PODLOG) was born in 1890 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She married **Moishe Ben Hersh Podlog**. He was born in 1878 in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

Moishe Ben Hersh PODLOG and Pesie Hettie MATUSEVICH had the following child:

19. i. **Betty**⁴ **Podlog**. She married **Frydman**.

21. **Dora Duere**⁴ **Matusevich** (Katerina Gitl³ PODLOG, Chaim Ben Tcharna² PODLOG, Alter¹ PODLOG) was born in 1892 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She died on 01 Jul 1957 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

David SINGER and Dora Duere MATUSEVICH had the following children:

30. i. **Clarita**⁵ **Singer** was born on 30 Dec 1911 in Villa Mantero Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 28 Mar 2009 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Lazaro Lacho HOFFMAN, son of Leizer Maximo HOFFMAN and Berta HALPERIN on 04 Oct 1931.
in ARGENTINA. He was born on 01 Jan 1905 in Concepcion del Uruguay E. Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 30 Jan 1980 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

31. ii. JACOBO BEN DAVID SINGER was born on 19 Sep 1913 in Concepcion del Uruguay E. R. ARGENTINA. He died on 11 Feb 1982 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Elisa Licha RABECOFF on 27 Feb 1943 in ARGENTINA. She was born on 28 Dec 1923 in ARGENTINA. She died on 01 Oct 1997 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

2 M ARTHA BAT DAVID SINGER was born on 25 Jun 1918 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She died on 03 Mar 1940 in Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

26. MOISES BEN ALTER⁴ PODLOG (Alter Betzalel³, Chaim Ben Tcharna², Alter¹) was born in 1899. He died on 08 Feb 1979 in Villa Mamtero E Rios ARGENTINA. He married CHANNA ROITMAN. She was born in 1900.

Moises Ben Alter PODLOG and Channa ROITMAN had the following child:

i. REIZL BAT MOISES⁵ PODLOG was born in 1927 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

23. MORDJE MARCOS⁴ PODLOG (Alter Betzalel³, Chaim Ben Tcharna², Alter¹) was born in 1907 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. He died in Villa Mamtero E Rios ARGENTINA. He married Sofia ROITMAN in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. She was born in 1911.

Mordje Marcos PODLOG and Sofia ROITMAN had the following children:

i. ESTELA⁵ PODLOG was born in 1932 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

ii. CELIA PODLOG was born in 1937 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

**Generation 5**

24. MARTHA⁵ (Agustin⁴ PODLOG, Motl Marcos³ PODLOG, Hersh² PODLOG, Alter¹ PODLOG). She married CHAVIER LEVINSON.

Chavier LEVINSON and Martha had the following children:

i. DIEGO⁶ LEVINSON.

ii. GUSTAVO LEVINSON.

25. NORA NEO MI⁵ PODLOG (Chaim Julio⁴, Motl Marcos³, Hersh², Alter¹). She married JOSE MARIA.

Jose MARIA and Nora Neomi PODLOG had the following children:

i. DANIELA⁶.

ii. MARIANO.

26. YEHUDIT LEONOR⁵ PODLOG (Chaim Julio⁴, Motl Marcos³, Hersh², Alter¹) was born in 1932. She died in 1999. She married HECTOR UNKNOWN.

Hector unknown and Yehudit Leonor PODLOG had the following children:

i. ANDREA⁶.

ii. CARLOS UNKNOWN.
iii. ALEJANDRO.

iv. GUSTAVO.

27. MABEL\textsuperscript{5} PODLOG (Chaim Julio\textsuperscript{4}, Motl Marcos\textsuperscript{3}, Hersh\textsuperscript{2}, Alter\textsuperscript{1}) was born on 23 Mar 1944. She married BENITO.

BENITO and Mabel PODLOG had the following child:

i. DAVID\textsuperscript{6}.

28. ANA\textsuperscript{5} (Mariateresa\textsuperscript{4} PODLOG, Motl Marcos\textsuperscript{2} PODLOG, Hersh\textsuperscript{2} PODLOG, Alter\textsuperscript{1} PODLOG, JOSE). She married DANIEL SIGALOFF.

Daniel SIGALOFF and ANA had the following children:

ii. DIANA LUISA\textsuperscript{6} SIGALOFF.

iii. MONICA SIGALOFF.

29. BETTY\textsuperscript{4} PADLOG (Moishe Ben Hersh\textsuperscript{3} PODLOG, Hersh\textsuperscript{2} PODLOG, Alter\textsuperscript{1} PODLOG). She married FRYDMAN.

FRYDMAN and Betty PADLOG had the following child:

42. MARCELO\textsuperscript{5} FRYDMAN.

30. CLARITA\textsuperscript{5} SINGER (Dora Duere\textsuperscript{4} MATUSEVICH, Katerina Gitt\textsuperscript{3} PODLOG, Chaim Ben Tcharna\textsuperscript{2} PODLOG, Alter\textsuperscript{1} PODLOG) was born on 30 Dec 1911 in Villa Mantero Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 28 Mar 2009 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Lazaro Lacho HOFFMAN, son of Leizer Maximo HOFFMAN and Berta HALPERIN on 04 Oct 1931 in ARGENTINA. He was born on 01 Jan 1905 in Concepcion del Uruguay E. Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 30 Jan 1980 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Lazaro Lacho HOFFMAN and Clarita SINGER had the following children:

1. CARLOS HOFFMAN was born on 10 Jan 1933 in Parana Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 27 Oct 2013 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Raquel COHN on 16 Mar 1956 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 03 Dec 1934 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

HECTOR GUSTAVO HOFFMAN was born on 25 Feb 1935 in San Juan ARGENTINA. He died on 28 Nov 1983 in New York U S A.

31. JACOBO BEN DAVID\textsuperscript{5} SINGER (Dora Duere\textsuperscript{4} MATUSEVICH, Katerina Gitt\textsuperscript{3} PODLOG, Chaim Ben Tcharna\textsuperscript{2} PODLOG, Alter\textsuperscript{1} PODLOG) was born on 19 Sep 1913 in Concepcion del Uruguay E. R. ARGENTINA. He died on 11 Feb 1982 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Elisa Licha RABECOFF on 27 Feb 1943 in ARGENTINA. She was born on 28 Dec 1923 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She died on 01 Oct 1997 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Jacobo Ben David SINGER and Elisa Licha RABECOFF had the following children:

33. i. MIRTA DIANA TUTE\textsuperscript{6} SINGER was born on 18 Feb 1945 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Luis RUBINSTEIN, son of Jose RUBINSTEIN and Fanny SCHMUNIS on 21 Sep 1968. He was born on 10 Sep 1936 in Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

24. ii. NORA HAYDEE SINGER was born on 09 Oct 1947 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She died on 24 Sep 1997 in ARGENTINA. She married Victor CHOROWICZ, son of Samuel CHOROWICZ on 21 May 1972. He was born on 11 Jul 1945.
17. **Daniel Roberto Singer** was born on 06 Feb 1952 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died on 20 Jan 1975 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

### Generation 6

32. **Carlos Hoffman** (Clarita SINGER, Dora Duere MATUSEVICH, Katerina Gitl PODLOG, Chaim Ben Tcharna PODLOG, Alter PODLOG) was born on 10 Jan 1933 in Parana Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 27 Oct 2013 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Raquel Cohn on 16 Mar 1956 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 03 Dec 1934 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Carlos Hoffman and Raquel Cohn had the following children:

2. i. **Graciela Diana Hoffman** was born on 27 Jan 1958 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Jose Luis Rambla, son of Jose RAMBLA and Carmen MARCOPPIDO in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 18 Aug 1953. He died on 22 Sep 2010 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

3. ii. **Daniel Hoffman** was born on 20 Mar 1959 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Deborah GRUBSZTEIN on 10 Jan 1985 in K. Metzer ISRAEL. She was born on 14 Mar 1961 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

37. iii. **Martha Ruth Hoffman** was born on 07 Feb 1967 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Eduardo BATALLA on 03 Jan 1989 in Bs As ARGENTINA. He was born on 24 Sep 1967.

10. **Mirta Diana Tute SINGER** (Jacobo Ben David, Dora Duere MATUSEVICH, Katerina Gitl PODLOG, Chaim Ben Tcharna PODLOG, Alter PODLOG) was born on 18 Feb 1945 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Luis RUBINSTEIN, son of Jose RUBINSTEIN and Fanny SCHMUNIS on 21 Sep 1968. He was born on 10 Sep 1936 in Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Luis Rubinstein and Mirta Diana Tute SINGER had the following children:

1. i. **Hernan Ariel Ilan Rubinstein** was born on 20 Sep 1969 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Sofia Paula GREENSTEIN on 23 Aug 1992. She was born on 14 Jun 1969.

2. ii. **Javier Damian Rubinstein** was born on 20 Sep 1969 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Sol KRAMER, daughter of Guillermo KRAMER and Susana KRAMER on 06 Mar 1999 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 03 Jun 1961 in ENTRE RIOS.

3. iii. **Veronica MARIEL Rubinstein** was born on 03 Jun 1971 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Ezequiel BUCHBINDER, son of Samuel BUCHBINDER and Hilda KAMPKEL on 23 Sep 2000 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 30 Nov 1968 in ARGENTINA.

40. **Nora Haydee SINGER** (Jacobo Ben David, Dora Duere MATUSEVICH, Katerina Gitl PODLOG, Chaim Ben Tcharna PODLOG, Alter PODLOG) was born on 09 Oct 1947 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She died on 24 Sep 1997 in ARGENTINA. She married Victor CHOROWICZ, son of Samuel CHOROWICZ on 21 May 1972. He was born on 31 Jul 1945.

Victor Chorowicz and Nora Haydee SINGER had the following children:

i. **Diego Efraym CHOROWICZ** was born on 29 Jul 1975 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

ii. **Ezequiel Federico Chorowicz** was born on 29 Jul 1975 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.
ARGENTINA.

Generation 7

23. **Graciela Diana Hoffman** (Carlos, Clarita Singer, Dora Duere MATUSEVICH, Katerina Gitl PODLOG, Chaim Ben Tcharna PODLOG, Alter PODLOG) was born on 27 Jan 1958 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Jose Luis RAMBLA, son of Jose RAMBLA and Carmen MARCOPPIDO in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 18 Aug 1953. He died on 22 Sep 2010 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Jose Luis RAMBLA and Graciela Diana HOFFMAN had the following children:

i. **Ezequiel Rambla** was born on 29 Aug 1986 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

ii. **Johanna Rambla** was born on 27 Dec 1987 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

2. **Daniel Hoffman** (Carlos, Clarita Singer, Dora Duere MATUSEVICH, Katerina Gitl PODLOG, Chaim Ben Tcharna PODLOG, Alter PODLOG) was born on 20 Mar 1959 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Deborah GRUBSZTEIN on 10 Jan 1985 in K. Metzer ISRAEL. She was born on 14 Mar 1961 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Daniel HOFFMAN and Deborah GRUBSZTEIN had the following children:

i. **Rami Hoffman** was born on 26 May 1990 in Kibbutz Metzer ISRAEL.

ii. **Alon Hoffman** was born on 03 Feb 1994 in Kibbutz Metzer ISRAEL.

3. **Martha Ruth Hoffman** (Carlos, Clarita Singer, Dora Duere MATUSEVICH, Katerina Gitl PODLOG, Chaim Ben Tcharna PODLOG, Alter PODLOG) was born on 07 Feb 1967 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Eduardo BATALLA on 03 Jan 1989 in Bs As ARGENTINA. He was born on 24 Sep 1967.

Eduardo BATALLA and Martha Ruth HOFFMAN had the following child:

i. **Kevin Batalla** was born on 14 Jul 1989 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

4. **Hernan Ariel Ilan Rubinstein** (Mirta Diana Tute Singer, Jacobo Ben David Singer, Dora Duere MATUSEVICH, Katerina Gitl PODLOG, Chaim Ben Tcharna PODLOG, Alter PODLOG) was born on 20 Sep 1969 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Sofia Paula GREENSTEIN on 1 Aug 1992. She was born on 14 Jun 1969.

Hernan Ariel Ilan RUBINSTEIN and Sofia Paula GREENSTEIN had the following children:

60. **Hillel Rubinstein** was born on 21 Apr 1994 in Caracas VENEZUELA.

61. **Batiah Rubinstein** was born on 29 Jun 1996 in Jerusalem ISRAEL.

62. **Rachel Rubinstein** was born on 08 Jan 1998 in Jerusalem ISRAEL.

63. **Leah Ooaia Rubinstein** was born on 20 Jun 1999 in Jerusalem ISRAEL.

64. **Chagit Tziporah Rubinstein** was born in 2002 in Mexico DF MEXICO.

65. **Yosef Yaakok Rubinstein** was born on 06 Nov 2005 in Mexico DF MEXICO.

ARGENTINA. She was born on 25 Oct 1975 in ARGENTINA.

Javier Damian RUBINSTEIN and Sol KRAMER had the following child:

i. **THOMAS YOEL** RUBINSTEIN was born on 29 Dec 2001 in ARGENTINA.

40. **VERONICA MARIEL** RUBINSTEIN (Mirta Diana Tute SINGER, Jacobo Ben David SINGER, Dora Duere MATUSEVICH, Katerina Gitt PODLOG, Chaim Ben Tcharna PODLOG, Alter PODLOG) was born on 03 Jun 1971 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Ezequiel BUCHBINDER, son of Samuel BUCHBINDER and Hilda KAMPEL on 23 Sep 2000 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 30 Nov 1968 in ARGENTINA.

Ezequiel BUCHBINDER and Veronica Mariel RUBINSTEIN had the following children:

i. **MICHAELA** BUCHBINDER was born on 10 Aug 2001 in MEXICO.

ii. **ARI BUCHBINDER** was born on 21 Jun 2003 in MEXICO.
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Descendants of Jacobo RABINOVICH

Generation 1

21. Jacobo RABINOVICH was born in 1844 in Russian Empire. He died in 1900 in Colonia dos E R ARGENTINA. He married Juana ZIBERMAN in 1862 in Russian Empire. She was born in 1845 in Russian Empire.

Jacobo RABINOVICH and Juana ZIBERMAN had the following children:

26. Aharon RABINOVICH. He died on 30 Nov 1927 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

27. Julio RABINOVICH.

28. Roberto Ben Jacobo RABINOVICH.

29. Schmuel Ben Jacobo RABINOVICH was born in 1863 in Russian Empire.

30. Golda RABINOVICH was born in 1867 in Russian Empire.

31. Jasi RABINOVICH was born in 1869 in Russian Empire.

32. Volko RABINOVICH was born in 1869.

33. Velvel RABINOVICH was born in 1870 in Russian Empire.

3. ix. Dvora RABINOVICH was born in 1873 in Kherson UKRAYNE. She died in 1961 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. She married Mendel Manuel Cassoy KOSSOY, son of Duvid KOSSOY and UNKNOWN in 1888 in Kherson UKRAYNE. He was born in 1867 in Kherson UKRAYNE. He died on 02 Feb 1935 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

Generation 2

9. Dvora RABINOVICH (Jacobo RABINOVICH) was born in 1873 in Kherson UKRAYNE. She died in 1961 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. She married Mendel Manuel Cassoy KOSSOY, son of Duvid KOSSOY and UNKNOWN in 1888 in Kherson UKRAYNE. He was born in 1867 in Kherson UKRAYNE. He died on 02 Feb 1935 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

Mendel Manuel Cassoy KOSSOY and Dvora RABINOVICH had the following children:

1. i. Reizl Rosa KOSSOY was born in 1891 in Kherson UKRAYNE. She married Salvador JAROSLAVSKY, son of JAROSLAVSKY and UNKNOWN in Kherson UKRAYNE.

2. ii. Abraham KOSSOY was born in 1892 in Kherson UKRAYNE. He married Bertha. She was born in 1897.

3. iii. Moishe Ben Mendl KOSSOY was born in 1893 in Kherson UKRAYNE. He died on 06 Aug 1970 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. He married Dora LEBEDINSKY.

4. iv. Maria Manie KOSSOY was born in 1894. She died in 1974. She married Shaul DORIN, son of Marcos DORIN and First WIFE in ARGENTINA. He was born in 1888.

21. Esther KOSSOY was born in 1899 in Linea 24 Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She
22. **FRUMA KOSSOY** was born in 1899 in Linea 24 Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She died on 31 Mar 1981 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

7. **JOSE JACOBO KOSSOY CASSOY** was born in 1902 in Linea 24 Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He died in Jan 1907 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

8. **TOMASA CASSOY** was born in 1903 in Linea 24 Basavilbaso ARGENTINA.

9. **RAQUEL BAT MENDL KOSSOY** was born in 1904 in Linea 24 Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She died on 19 Aug 1983 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

5. **RAFAEL KOSSOY** was born in Jun 1906 in Linea 24 Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He married Clara Bat Yaakov JAROSLAVSKY, daughter of Yaakov JAROSLAVSKY and SIME in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She was born in Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 06 Aug 1965 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

6. **CHAVA EVA CASSOY** was born in 1911 in Linea 24 Baso E R ARGENTINA. She died on 08 Jul 1974 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Bernardo FIJMAN in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA.

7. **DAVID CASSOY** was born on 12 Jun 1912 in Linea 24 Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He died on 04 Sep 1996 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

8. **OSIAS SALVADOR CASSOY** was born in Apr 1914 in Linea 24 Basavilbaso ARGENTINA.

---

### Generation 3

7. **REIZL ROSA KOSSOY** (Dvora\(^2\) RABINOVICH, Jacobo\(^1\) RABINOVICH) was born in 1891 in Kherson UKRAYNE. She married Salvador JAROSLAVSKY, son of JAROSLAVSKY and UNKNOWN in Kherson UKRAYNE.

Salvador JAROSLAVSKY and Reizl Rosa KOSSOY had the following children:

6. **ALEXANDER JAROSLAVSKY.** He married SOFIA.

7. **LUISA JAROSLAVSKY.**

8. **REBECCA BAT SALVADOR JAROSLAVSKY.** She died on 18 Aug 1996.

9. **ANA JAROSLAVSKY.**

10. **DAVISO JAROSLAVSKY.** He married MARIA APARECIDO BUENO DE SIVEIRA.

11. **CLARA BAT SALVADOR JAROSLAVSKY** was born on 21 Sep 1907. She died in Apr 1969. She married JACOBO MERIMS. He died in 1945.

8. **ABRAHAM KOSSOY CASSOY** (Dvora\(^2\) RABINOVICH, Jacobo\(^1\) RABINOVICH) was born in 1892 in Kherson UKRAYNE. He married **BERTHA.** She was born in 1897.

Abraham Kossoy CASSOY and Bertha had the following children:
6. Luis 4 Kossoy was born in 1917.

7. Rebecca Kossoy was born in 1917.

8. Moishe Ben Mendl 3 Kossoy (Dvora 2 Rabinovich, Jacobo 1 Rabinovich) was born in 1893 in Kherson UKRAYNE. He died on 06 Aug 1970 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. He married Dora Lebedinsky.

Moishe Ben Mendl Kossoy and Dora Lebedinsky had the following children:

   26 Leon 4 Kossoy.

   27 Gustavo Kossoy. He married Isabel Gorelik.

   28 Juanita Kossoy. She married Nusimovich.

   29 Ketty Kossoy. She married Gregorio Levitzky.

9. Maria Manie 3 Kossoy (Dvora 2 Rabinovich, Jacobo 1 Rabinovich) was born in 1894. She died in 1974. She married Shaul Dorin, son of Marcos Dorin and First Wife in ARGENTINA. He was born in 1888.

Shaul Dorin and Maria Manie Kossoy had the following children:

   26 Jacobo 4 Dorin was born in Colonia Clara Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 26 May 1976 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Catalina Cata Calb in ARGENTINA. She was born on 25 Dec 1926. She died on 10 Aug 2006.

   27 Juana Dorin was born in Colonia Clara E.Rios. ARGENTINA. She married Israel Libachov.

   28 Clara Dorin was born in Colonia Clara E.Rios. ARGENTINA. She died on 16 Aug 1992.

   29 Elisa Dorin was born on 05 Apr 1916 in Colonia Clara Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 11 Nov 2004 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Israel Ganopolsky.

   30 Marcos Dorin was born on 14 Mar 1919 in Colonia Clara E.Rios. ARGENTINA. He died on 20 May 2000 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Raquel Orensztejn. She died on 02 Apr 1974.

11. vi. Salomon Dorin was born on 17 Dec 1923 in Colonia Clara Entre Rios. ARGENTINA. He died on 25 May 2001 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Cecilia Olga Schkodnick in ARGENTINA. She was born on 14 Sep 1925 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She died on 24 May 1985 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

21 Bertha Dorin was born in 1926 in Colonia Clara E.Rios. ARGENTINA. She married Osias Dorin.

22 Samuel Dorin was born on 19 Jan 1933 in Colonia Clara E.Rios. ARGENTINA. He died on 27 Mar 2008 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Celia Borovinsky in ARGENTINA.

7. Rafael 3 Kossoy (Dvora 2 Rabinovich, Jacobo 1 Rabinovich) was born in Jun 1906 in Linea 24 Basavilbaso ARGENTIN. He married Clara Bat Yaakov Jaroslavsky, daughter of Yaakov
JAROSLAVSKY and SIME in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She was born in Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 06 Aug 1965 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Rafael KOSSOY and Clara Bat Yaakov JAROSLAVSKY had the following children:

3. YAAKOV KOSSOY was born in ARGENTINA.

LINA KOSSOY was born in 1936 in Linea 25 Basavilbaso ARGENTINA.

9. **ELISA** (Dvora RABINOVICH, Jacobo RABINOVICH) was born in Mar 1908 in Linea 24 Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She died on 11 Oct 1992 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Abraham MAN in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He was born in 1908. He died in 1956.

Abraham MAN and Elisa CASSOY had the following children:

9. **MARY**

10. **KATTY**

11. **SAMUEL** was born in 1931. He died in 2002.

---

**Generation 4**

11. **SALOMON** (Maria Manie KOSSOY, Dvora RABINOVICH, Jacobo RABINOVICH) was born on 17 Dec 1923 in Colonia Clara Entre Rios. ARGENTINA. He died on 25 May 2001 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Cecilia Olga SCHKODNICK in ARGENTINA. She was born on 14 Sep 1925 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She died on 24 May 1985 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Salomon DORIN and Cecilia Olga SCHKODNICK had the following children:

ii. **BERTA ALICIA** was born in 1950.

iii. **ELENA RAQUEL** was born in 1950.

17. iii. **ZULMA SHULAMIT** was born in 1954. She married FELIPE OSCAR KUPCHICK. He was born in ARGENTINA.

SANDRA VIVIANA DORIN was born in 1960. She died in 1962.

CLAUDIA NANCY DORIN was born in 1960.

---

**Generation 5**

9. **ZULMA SHULAMIT** (Salomon, Maria Manie KOSSOY, Dvora RABINOVICH, Jacobo RABINOVICH) was born in 1954. She married FELIPE OSCAR KUPCHICK. He was born in ARGENTINA.

Felipe Oscar KUPCHICK and Zulma Shulamit DORIN had the following child:

18. **YONATHAN**

19. **10. Copyright MATHOV Yehuda**

11. mathov@zahav.net.il
Descendants of Chaim RULLANSKY

Generation 1

22. **Chaim RULLANSKY** was born in Russian Empire. He married **Braine ARCUSIN**. She was born in 1864 in Yaser Khershon Russian Empire. She died on 29 Sep 1942 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

Chaim RULLANSKY and Braine ARCUSIN had the following children:

2. i. **Esther RULLANSKY**. She died on 03 May 1971 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She married Jose LANDE in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He died on 28 Jan 1967 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA.

3. ii. **Meir Marcos RULLANSKY** was born in Yaser Khershon Russian Empire. He died on 30 Dec 1990 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. He married Juana GURMAN in BESSARABIA. She died in Dec 1971 in ARGENTINA.

4. iii. **Udl ADELA RULLANSKY**. She married Shulem Salomon ARCUSIN, son of Chaim Ben Mordechoy ARCUSIN and Rive Leie ARCUSIN on 25 Jan 1921 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He was born on 09 Sep 1893 in Russian Empire.

5. iv. **Yehuda Ignacio RULLANSKY**. He died on 03 May 1949 in ARGENTINA. He married Elena LEVIT in ARGENTINA.

6. v. **Feigl RULLANSKY** was born in 1889 in Yaser Khershon Russian Empire. She died on 14 Sep 1966 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Meilech Miguel ARCUSIN, son of Shimon Yosef ARCUSIN and Chaie Feige HISKIN in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born in 1874 in Yaser Khershon Russian Empire. He died in 1955.

Generation 2

20. **Esther RULLANSKY** (Chaim 1). She died on 03 May 1971 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She married Jose LANDE in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He died on 28 Jan 1967 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA.

Jose LANDE and Esther RULLANSKY had the following children:

i. **Jaime LANDE** was born in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He died on 19 Dec 1981 in Concordia E R ARGENTINA. He married **Celia ARCUSIN**.

ii. **Gregorio LANDE** was born in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He married Sara BUTINO in ARGENTINA.

iii. **Marcos LANDE** was born on 01 Oct 1923 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He died on 12 Oct 2003. He married Julia DVOKIN in 1954 in ARGENTINA.

iv. **Perla LANDE** was born on 10 Dec 1928 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She married **Adolfo Schnaiderman**.

21. **Meir Marcos RULLANSKY** (Chaim 1) was born in Yaser Khershon Russian Empire. He died on 30 Dec 1990 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. He married Juana GURMAN in BESSARABIA. She died in Dec 1971 in ARGENTINA.

Meir Marcos RULLANSKY and Juana GURMAN had the following children:
9. **i. CLARA RULLANSKY** was born on 12 Sep 1924 in ARGENTINA. She married Mauricio MAN in ARGENTINA. He died in Jun 1971 in ARGENTINA.

10. **ii. CATALINA RULLANSKY** was born in Apr 1926 in ARGENTINA. She died on 07 Oct 2004 in ARGENTINA. She married Gregorio VOLODARSKY in ARGENTINA.

7. **iii. JAIME GREGORIO RULLANSKY** was born on 31 May 1929 in ARGENTINA. He married MARTA GRANITO.

9. **UDL ADELA RULLANSKY** (Chaim 1). She married Shulem Salomon ARCUSIN, son of Chaim Ben Mordechay ARCUSIN and Rive Leie ARCUSIN on 25 Jan 1921 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He was born on 09 Sep 1893 in Russian Empire.

Shulem Salomon ARCUSIN and Udl Adela RULLANSKY had the following children:

- **JAIME ARCUSIN** was born on 04 Dec 1921 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. He died on 18 Jul 2005.

10. **ii. REBECCA ARCUSIN** was born on 24 Dec 1924 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. She died on 12 Jun 2003 in ARGENTINA. She married Alejandro KAMIENOMOSTKI in ARGENTINA.

15. **iii. JACOBO ARCUSIN** was born on 22 Feb 1927 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. He died on 18 May 2002 in Parana E R ARGENTINA. He married OLGA GURNE. She was born in 1929. She died in 1997.

   **ELENA ARCUSIN** was born on 10 Jul 1930 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

6 **YEHUDA IGNACIO RULLANSKY** (Chaim 1). He died on 03 May 1949 in ARGENTINA. He married Elena LEVIT in ARGENTINA.

Yehuda Ignacio RULLANSKY and Elena LEVIT had the following children:

- **i. JAIME BEN YEHUDA RULLANSKY** was born in ARGENTINA. He died on 15 Oct 1958 in ARGENTINA. He married UNKNOWN.

8. **ii. PERLA RULLANSKY** was born on 31 Jul 1926 in ARGENTINA. She married GREGORIO ISRAEL.

7 **FEIGL RULLANSKY** (Chaim 1) was born in 1889 in Yaser Khershon Russian Empire. She died on 14 Sep 1966 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Meilech Miguel ARCUSIN, son of Shimon Yosef ARCUSIN and Chaie Feige HISKIN in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born in 1874 in Yaser Khershon Russian Empire. He died in 1955.

Meilech Miguel ARCUSIN and Feigl RULLANSKY had the following children:

- **i. FERNANDO BEN MEILECH ARCUSIN.**

- **ii. BERNARDO ARCUSIN** was born in ARGENTINA. He married JENNY ARENSTEIN.

   **MARCOS BEN MIGUEL ARCUSIN** was born in 1907. He died on 28 Mar 1981 in Basavilbaso E. R. ARGENTINA. He married Ana BELIZERCONVSKY in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She was born in 1915 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

   **iv. SURE ARCUSIN** was born in 1909 in ARGENTINA. She married Moises MORKOTAKSA in ARGENTINA.
20. v. JOSE BEN MEILECH ARCUSIN was born in 1913 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 31 Jan 1996 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Rebecca LANFIR, daughter of Jaime LANFIR and Sara KUMENCHUVSKY in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born in 1918 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. Moishe BEN MIGUEL ARCUSIN was born in 1916 in ARGENTINA. He married Rebecca SCHMUCLKER in ARGENTINA.

8. vii. ELIAS BEN MIGUEL ARCUSIN was born in 1925 in ARGENTINA. He married Raquel GWIRST in ARGENTINA. She was born in ARGENTINA.

21. vi. MOISHE BEN MIGUEL ARCUSIN was born in 1916 in ARGENTINA. He married Rebecca SCHMUKLER in ARGENTINA.

 JAIME^3 LANDE (Esther^2 RULLANSKY, Chaim^1 RULLANSKY) was born in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He died on 19 Dec 1981 in Concordia E R ARGENTINA. He married CELIA ARCUSIN.

Jaime LANDE and Celia ARCUSIN had the following children:
1  i. BETTY^4 LANDE. She married UNKNOWN.
  i. SUSANA BERTA LANDE.
2  iii. JORGE LANDE was born in 1938 in ARGENTINA. He married Esther BASRANI in ARGENTINA.

11. GREGORIO^3 LANDE (Esther^2 RULLANSKY, Chaim^1 RULLANSKY) was born in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He married Sara BUTINOFF in ARGENTINA.

Gregorio LANDE and Sara BUTINOFF had the following children:
  x. JUDITH BEATRIZ^4 LANDE was born in ARGENTINA.
  xi. DIANA LANDE was born in ARGENTINA. She married MARCOS KUPERVASER. He died on 20 Dec 1996 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.
  xii. ISAAC ALBERTO LANDE was born in ARGENTINA.

26. MARCOS^3 LANDE (Esther^2 RULLANSKY, Chaim^1 RULLANSKY) was born on 01 Oct 1923 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He died on 12 Oct 2003. He married Julia DVOKIN in 1954 in ARGENTINA.

Marcos LANDE and Julia DVOKIN had the following children:
  HILDA MABEL^4 LANDE was born in ARGENTINA.
  RICARDO LANDE was born in ARGENTINA. He married MANUELA YUSIM.
  MIGUEL LANDE was born in ARGENTINA.

27. PERLA^3 LANDE (Esther^2 RULLANSKY, Chaim^1 RULLANSKY) was born on 10 Dec 1928 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She married ADOLFO SCHNAIDERMAN.

Adolfo SCHNAIDERMAN and Perla LANDE had the following children:
  MARTHA^4 SCHNAIDERMAN.
  DANIEL SCHNAIDERMAN.

28. CLARA^3 RULLANSKY (Meir Marcos^2, Chaim^1) was born on 12 Sep 1924 in ARGENTINA.
She married Mauricio MAN in ARGENTINA. He died in Jun 1971 in ARGENTINA.

Mauricio MAN and Clara RULLANSKY had the following children:

i. **IRENE BEATRIZ MAN** was born on 26 Jan 1951 in ARGENTINA. She married **MIGUEL NEU**.

ii. **MABEL MAN** was born in 1954 in ARGENTINA.

**FERNANDO MAN** was born in Sep 1958 in ARGENTINA.

19. **CATALINA RULLANSKY** (Meir Marcos, Chaim) was born in Apr 1926 in ARGENTINA. She died on Oct 2004 in ARGENTINA. She married Gregorio VOLODARSKY in ARGENTINA.

Gregorio VOLODARSKY and Catalina RULLANSKY had the following children:

i. **GRACIELA INES VOLODARSKY** was born in 1952 in ARGENTINA.

ii. **ALICIA VOLODARSKY** was born in Mar 1956 in ARGENTINA.

iii. **BIBIANA VOLODARSKY** was born in 1958 in ARGENTINA.

2. **JAIME GREGORIO RULLANSKY** (Meir Marcos, Chaim) was born on 31 May 1929 in ARGENTINA. He married **MARTA GRANITO**.

Jaime Gregorio RULLANSKY and Marta GRANITO had the following children:

ii. **GUSTAVO RULLANSKY** was born in ARGENTINA.

iii. **SERGIO RULLANSKY** was born in ARGENTINA.

iv. **MARCELO RULLANSKY** was born in ARGENTINA.

v. **GUILLERMO RULLANSKY** was born in ARGENTINA.

3. **REBECCA ARCUSIN** (Udl Adela RULLANSKY, Chaim) was born on 24 Dec 1924 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. She died on 12 Jun 2003 in ARGENTINA. She married Alejandro KAMIENOMOSTKI in ARGENTINA.

Alejandro KAMIENOMOSTKI and Rebecca ARCUSIN had the following children:

ii. **SILVIA BEATRIZ KAMIENOMOSTKI** was born on 24 Jan 1956 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

iii. **NORBERTO ARIEL KAMIENOMOSTKI** was born on 24 Dec 1958 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

4. **JACOBO ARCUSIN** (Udl Adela RULLANSKY, Chaim) was born on 22 Feb 1927 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. He died on 18 May 2002 in Parana E R ARGENTINA. He married **OLGA GURNE**. She was born in 1929. She died in 1997.

Jacobo ARCUSIN and Olga GURNE had the following children:

17. i. **MARIO IGNACIO ARCUSIN** was born on 04 Jun 1956 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. He married Maria Laura BROTOZZO on 16 Feb 1980 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA.

18. ii. **GRACIELA BEATRIZ ARCUSIN** was born on 23 Aug 1957 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. She married Abraham Jacobo CORFAS on 19 Sep 1976 in
ARGENTINA. He was born in ARGENTINA.

28. iii. **Leah Viviana Arcusin** was born on 16 Jul 1963 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. She married Jorge Manu.

11. **Jaime Ben Yehuda Rullansky** (Yehuda Ignacio, Chaim) was born in ARGENTINA. He died on 15 Oct 1958 in ARGENTINA. He married **Unknown**.

Jaime Ben Yehuda Rullansky and Unknown had the following child:

1. **Ignacio Rullansky**. He died on 05 Mar 1949.

2. **Perla Rullansky** (Yehuda Ignacio, Chaim) was born on 31 Jul 1926 in ARGENTINA. She married **Gregorio Israel**.

Gregorio Israel and Perla Rullansky had the following children:

31. **Mario Israel** was born in May 1948 in ARGENTINA.

32. **Liliana Ines Israel** was born on 23 Aug 1952 in ARGENTINA.

3. **Bernardo Arcusin** (Feigl, Chaim Rullansky) was born in ARGENTINA. He married **Jenny Arenstein**.

Bernardo Arcusin and Jenny Arenstein had the following children:

31. **Fernando Ben Bernardo Arcusin**. He married **Julia Choclin**.

32. **Susana Arcusin**.

4. **Sure Arcusin** (Feigl, Chaim Rullansky) was born in 1909 in ARGENTINA. She married Moises Morkotaksa in ARGENTINA.

Moises Morkotaksa and Sure Arcusin had the following children:

31. **Claudia Taksa** was born in ARGENTINA.

32. **Mercedes Taksa** was born in ARGENTINA.

5. **Jose Ben Meilech Arcusin** (Feigl, Chaim Rullansky) was born in 1913 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 31 Jan 1996 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Rebecca Lanfir, daughter of Jaime Lanfir and Sara Kumenchuvsky in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born in 1918 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She died on 18 Aug 1973 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Jose Ben Meilech Arcusin and Rebecca Lanfir had the following children:

30. i. **Yolanda Alicia Arcusin** was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Alberto Mida, son of Gustavo Mira and Unknown in ARGENTINA.

**Beatriz Flora Arcusin** was born in ARGENTINA.

**Marta Perla Arcusin** was born in ARGENTINA.

4. **Moishe Ben Miguel Arcusin** (Feigl, Chaim Rullansky) was born in 1916 in ARGENTINA. He married Rebecca Schmukler in ARGENTINA.

Moishe Ben Miguel Arcusin and Rebecca Schmukler had the following children:

24. **Bertha Arcusin** was born in ARGENTINA.
25. IGNACIO ARCUSIN was born in ARGENTINA.

26. MIGUEL ARCUSIN was born in ARGENTINA.

5 ELIAS BEN MIGUEL3 ARCUSIN (Feigl2 RULLANSKY, Chaim1 RULLANSKY) was born in 1925 in ARGENTINA. He married Raquel GWIRST in ARGENTINA. She was born in ARGENTINA.

Elias Ben Miguel ARCUSIN and Raquel GWIRST had the following children:

15. SERGIO4 ARCUSIN was born in ARGENTINA.

16. ADRIAN ARCUSIN was born in ARGENTINA.

---

**Generation 4**

18. BETTY4 LANDE (Jaime3, Esther2 RULLANSKY, Chaim1 RULLANSKY, Jaime3, Jose). She married UNKNOWN.

UNKNOWN and Betty LANDE had the following children:

i. DIEGO5 was born in ARGENTINA.

ii. PAULA was born in ARGENTINA.

19. JORGE4 LANDE (Jaime3, Esther2 RULLANSKY, Chaim1 RULLANSKY) was born in 1938 in ARGENTINA. He married Esther BASRANI in ARGENTINA.

Jorge LANDE and Esther BASRANI had the following children:

i. LEANDRO5 LANDE was born in ARGENTINA.

ii. VERONICA LANDE was born in ARGENTINA.

20. IRENE BEATRIZ4 MAN (Clara3 RULLANSKY, Meir Marcos2 RULLANSKY, Chaim1 RULLANSKY) was born on 26 Jan 1951 in ARGENTINA. She married MIGUEL NEU.

Miguel NEU and Irene Beatriz MAN had the following children:

i. MARTIN5 NEU was born in ARGENTINA.

ii. NATALIA NEU was born in ARGENTINA.

iii. MARCELA NEU was born in ARGENTINA.

21. MARIO IGNACIO4 ARCUSIN (Jacobo3, Udl Adela2 RULLANSKY, Chaim1 RULLANSKY) was born on 32. Jun 1956 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. He married Maria Laura BRIOZZO on 16 Feb 1980 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA.

Mario Ignacio ARCUSIN and Maria Laura BRIOZZO had the following children:

i. LETICIA MILENA5 ARCUSIN was born on 24 Jul 1984 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

3 CLARISA JULIANA ARCUSIN was born on 02 Jun 1989 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

3 LAURIANO ARCUSIN was born on 05 Aug 1991 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.
27. **Graciela Beatriz**⁴ **Arcusin** (Jacobo³, Udl Adela² Rullansky, Chaim¹ Rullansky) was born on 23 Aug 1957 in Basavilbaso E R Argentina. She married Abraham Jacobo Corfas on 19 Sep 1976 in Argentina. He was born in Argentina.

Abraham Jacobo Corfas and Graciela Beatriz Arcusin had the following children:

i. **Gal**⁵ Corfas was born on 20 Mar 1978 in Israel.

ii. **Dan** Corfas was born on 25 Sep 1981 in Buenos Aires Argentina.

iii. **Shay** Corfas was born on 25 Apr 1988 in Israel.

24. **Leah Viviana**⁴ **Arcusin** (Jacobo³, Udl Adela² Rullansky, Chaim¹ Rullansky) was born on 16 Jul 1963 in Basavilbaso E R Argentina. She married Jorge Mana.

Jorge Mana and Leah Viviana Arcusin had the following children:

i. **Julian**⁵ Mana was born on 23 Mar 1995.

ii. **Sabrina** Mana was born on 23 Mar 1995.

25. **Yolanda Alicia**⁴ **Arcusin** (Jose Ben Meilech³, Feigl² Rullansky, Chaim¹ Rullansky) was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. She married Alberto Mida, son of Gustavo Mira and Unknown in Argentina.

Alberto Mida and Yolanda Alicia Arcusin had the following child:

i. **Gustavo**⁵ Mida was born in Argentina.
Descendants of Shloime SCHWARTZ

Generation 1

23. Shloime¹ Schwartz was born in BESSARABIA. He died in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Chave Malke ELBERG in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She was born in BESSARABIA. She died in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Shloime SCHWARTZ and Chave Malke ELBERG had the following children:

2. i. Julio² SCHVARTZ. He married Freide SIVAK in ARGENTINA.

26. Bertha Bat Shloime SCHVARTZ.

3. iii. Mauricio SCHVARTZ was born in 1888 in BESSARABIA. He died on 01 Dec 1963 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married (1) Maria ELBERG, daughter of Levy Shloime ELBERG in Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She died in 1938 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married (2) Maria Matilde HALPERIN in ARGENTINA.

4. iv. Jacobo Ben Shloime SCHVARTZ was born in 1899. He died on 20 Jul 1962 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He married Rebeca BENDERSKY in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She was born in 1904. She died on 03 Sep 1982 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA.

Generation 2

10. Julio² SCHVARTZ (Shloime¹ SCHWARTZ). He married Freide SIVAK in ARGENTINA.

Julio SCHVARTZ and Freide SIVAK had the following children:

1. Jaime Ben Julio³ SCHVARTZ was born in ARGENTINA. He married Sara Schoj.

2. Gregorio Ben Julio SCHVARTZ was born in ARGENTINA. He married Berta.

3. Samuel Ben Julio SCHVARTZ was born in ARGENTINA. He married Fermina Gilitchensky.

4. Manuel Ben Julio SCHVARTZ was born in ARGENTINA.

5. Sofia SCHVARTZ was born in ARGENTINA. She married Jacobo Baigros.

6. Dora Bat Julio SCHVARTZ was born in ARGENTINA. She married Salomon Ringel.

7. Teresa Bat Julio SCHVARTZ was born in ARGENTINA. She married Samuel Duovne. He was born on 10 Jun 1902. He died on 03 Sep 1996 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

8. Sara Bat Julio SCHVARTZ was born on 21 May 1921 in ARGENTINA. She
Married Marcos Litvin.

11 Mauricio² Schwartz (Shloime¹ Schwartz) was born in 1888 in Bessarabia. He died on 01 Dec 1963 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. He married (1) Maria Elberg, daughter of Levy Shloime Elberg in Entre Rios Argentina. She was born in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She died in 1938 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. He married (2) Matilde Halperin in Argentina.

Mauricio Schwartz and Maria Elberg had the following children:

1. David³ Schwartz was born in Entre Rios Argentina. He married Clara Chervin.


v. Samuel Schwartz was born in 1920 in Basavilbaso Argentina.

6. v. Catalina Chane Schwartz was born on 30 Sep 1922 in Basavilbaso E.R Argentina. She married Samuel Flesler on 29 Sep 1950 in Basavilbaso Argentina. He was born on 29 Jan 1916 in Russian Empire. He died on 29 Sep 1970 in Villa Dominguez E R Argentina.

7. vi. Isaac Schwartz was born on 03 Apr 1912 in Colonia Trece Entre Rios Argentina. He married Sara Corsunsky on 12 Oct 1935 in Escriña E R Argentina. She was born in Argentina.

7. Jacobo Ben Shloime² Schwartz (Shloime¹ Schwartz) was born in 1899. He died on 20 Jul 1962 in Basavilbaso Argentina. He married Rebeca Bendersky in Basavilbaso Argentina. She was born in 1904. She died on 03 Sep 1982 in Basavilbaso Argentina.

Jacobo Ben Shloime Schwartz and Rebeca Bendersky had the following children:


viii. Clara Schwartz. She married Jose Sacroisky.

7. iii. Bertha Bat Jacobo Schwartz. She married Pablo Faibl Soltz in Beltz Bessarabia Russian Empire. He was born in Beltzi BESARABIA RUSSIA. He died in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina.

Felisa Schwartz. She married Bernardo Tenenbaum.

Leon Schwartz. He married Nelly Hirsch.
JACOBO BEN JACOBO SCHVARTZ.

AIDA SCHVARTZ.

viii. LUIS SCHVARTZ was born in 1920. He died on 29 Nov 1963 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He married Luisa Luba ARCUSIN, daughter of Bernardo Berl Ben Abrum ARCUSIN and GERSHANICK in Basavilbaso E. R. ARGENTINA. She was born on 06 Sep 1930 in Basavilbaso E.R ARGENTINA. She died on 23 May 1991 in Basavilbaso E. R. ARGENTINA.

vii. CATALINA BAT JACOBO SCHVARTZ was born on 30 Sep 1922 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

Generation 3

8. DORA BAT MAURICIO³ SCHVARTZ (Mauricio², Shloime⁴ SCHWARTZ) was born on 03 Apr 1912 in Colonia Trece Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 20 Oct 2009 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. She married David Ben Leon PITASHNY, son of Leib Leon Ben Chaim PITASHNY and Maria HICK on 12 Oct 1935 in Escrinia E Rios ARGENTINA. He was born on 08 Mar 1910 in Colonia 4 Escrinia E.R. ARGENTINA. He died on 10 Aug 1981 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

David Ben Leon PITASHNY and Dora Bat Mauricio SCHVARTZ had the following children:

12. i. LEON BEN DAVID⁴ PITASHNY was born on 28 Aug 1937 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 25 Jul 1973 in La Plata Pcia Buenos Aires ARG. He married Ruth Martha FLESLER, daughter of Jaime FLESLER and Elisa BANCHICK in Apr 1970 in Basabilbaso E R. She was born on 15 Feb 1948 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

13. ii. MARCELINA NEGRA PITASHNY was born on 05 Aug 1941 in Escrinia Colonia 4 E R ARGENTINA. She married Mosae TROSBICZ, son of Mendel TROSBICZ and Brandel WAXMAN on 28 Dec 1961 in La Plata ARGENTINA. He was born on 17 Aug 1933 in Lodz POLAND.

9. MANUEL BEN MAURICIO³ SCHVARTZ (Mauricio², Shloime⁴ SCHWARTZ) was born on 13 Aug 1913 in Arroyo Gena Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 14 Jul 1970 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. He married Ana Elisa Leie RESNITZKY, daughter of Ytzchak Ben Gershon RESNITZKY and Elena Elka JAJAM on 23 Apr 1939 in Basavilbaso E. R. ARGENTINA. She was born on 18 Feb 1918 in Distrito Gena Entre Rios, ARGENTINA. She died on 07 Oct 1993 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA.

Manuel Ben Mauricio SCHVARTZ and Ana Elisa Leie RESNITZKY had the following children:

i. SALOMON⁴ SCHVARTZ was born on 01 May 1940 in Basavilbaso E.R ARGENTINA. He married Luisa Fanny SLAVIN, daughter of Abraham SLAVIN and Catalina WOLIN on 17 Dec 1966 in Basavilbaso E.R. ARGENTINA. She was born on 12 Mar 1936 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA.

ii. MARIO SCHVARTZ was born on 12 Feb 1942 in Basavilbaso E.R ARGENTINA. He died in 1971 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He married Lidia Beatriz BACCON, daughter of Ricardo Clemente Alejo BACCON and Margarita Isabel COLLET on 06 Mar 1971 in Villa San Marcial E. R. ARGENTINA. She was born on 16 Aug 1947 in Las Moscas E. Rios ARGENTINA.
GUILLERMO SAUL SCHVARTZ was born on 20 May 1948 in Basavilbaso E.R ARGENTINA. He died on 04 May 1968 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA.

SUSANA JULIA SCHVARTZ was born on 28 Aug 1960 in Villa Marcial E.R ARGENTINA.

9. CATALINA CHANE\(^3\) SCHVARTZ (Mauricio\(^2\), Shloime\(^1\) SCHWARTZ) was born on 30 Sep 1922 in Basavilbaso E.R ARGENTINA. She married Samuel FLESLER on 29 Sep 1950 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He was born on 29 Jan 1916 in Russian Empire. He died on 29 Sep 1970 in Villa Domingez E.R ARGENTINA.

Samuel FLESLER and Catalina Chane SCHVARTZ had the following children:

15. i. SERGIO MIGUEL FLESLER was born on 30 May 1951 in Villa Domingez E.R ARGENTINA. He married Rosa Noemi VERNIK on 14 Oct 1976 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. She was born on 29 Mar 1957 in Santa Fe, ARGENTINA.

16. ii. MARIO ALBERTO FLESLER was born on 12 Aug 1953 in Villa Domingez E.R ARGENTINA. He married Norma NORIEGA on 17 Sep 1982 in Villa Domingez E.R ARGENTINA. She was born on 05 Apr 1958.

18. iii. PABLO RAUL FLESLER was born on 12 Jul 1955 in Villa Domingez E.R ARGENTINA. He married Victoria EMANUEL on 13 Oct 1983 in Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA. She was born on 20 May 1961.

19. iv. IGNACIO JULIO FLESLER was born on 20 Feb 1958 in Villa Domingez E.R ARGENTINA. He married Adriana PICOLET on 24 Apr 1987 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. She was born on 09 Aug 1953.

10. ISAAC\(^3\) SCHVARTZ (Mauricio\(^2\), Shloime\(^1\) SCHWARTZ) was born on 03 Apr 1912 in Colonia Trece Entre Ríos ARGENTINA. He married Sara CORSUNSKY on 12 Oct 1935 in Escrinia E.R ARGENTINA. She was born in ARGENTINA.

Isaac SCHVARTZ and Sara CORSUNSKY had the following child:

1. DORA BAT ISAAC\(^4\) SCHVARTZ.

11. BERTHA BAT JACOBO\(^3\) SCHVARTZ (Jacobo Ben Shloime\(^2\), Shloime\(^1\) SCHWARTZ). She married Pablo Faibl SOLTZ in Beltzi Bessarabia Russian Empire. He was born in Beltzi BESARABIA RUSSIA. He died in Basavilbaso Entre Ríos ARGENTINA.

Pablo Faibl SOLTZ and Bertha Bat Jacobo SCHVARTZ had the following children:

3. i. ADOLFO\(^4\) SOLTZ was born in 1900 in Beltzi BESARABIA RUSSIA. He died in Basabibaso Entre Ríos ARGENTINA. He married UNKNOWN.

4. ii. JACOBO SOLTZ was born on 10 Jun 1902 in Basavilbaso Entre Ríos ARGENTINA. He died in 1963 in Rosario pcia Santa Fe Argentina. He married ESTHER GRUVMAN. She was born in 1905. She died in 2002.
31. **AIDA ITE SOLTZ** was born in Basabilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

32. **FRIDA SOLTZ** was born in Basabilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married **BERNARDO TENENBAUM**.

v. **MIRIAM SOLTZ** was born in Basabilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married **ABRAHAM MERENLENDER**.

vi. **SAMUEL SOLTZ** was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 02 Jun 1986 in Rosario del Tala E.R. ARGENTINA. He married **aida SALZMAN**.

21. vii. **DORA DVORA SOLTZ** was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died in Gualeguaychu ARGENTINA. She married **ABRAHAM PITASHNY**. He was born in 1902 in Linea 24 Basavilbaso. He died in ARGENTINA.

**Leon Soltz** was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

**Chana Soltz**.

18. **Luis**³ **SCHVARTZ** (Jacobo Ben Shloime², Shloime¹ SCHWARTZ) was born in 1920. He died on 29 Nov 1963 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He married Luisa Luba ARCUSIN, daughter of Bernardo Berl Ben Abrum ARCUSIN and GERSHANICK in Basavilbaso E. R. ARGENTINA. She was born on 06 Sep 1930 in Basavilbaso E.R ARGENTINA. She died on 23 May 1991 in Basavilbaso E. R. ARGENTINA.

Luis SCHVARTZ and Luisa Luba ARCUSIN had the following children:

i. **JUANA GLADYS**⁴ SCHVARTZ was born in 1952 in Basavilbaso E.R ARGENTINA. She married **DANIEL ALBERTO LIBERMAN**. He was born in 1950 in ARGENTINA.

ii. **ALBERTO SCHVARTZ** was born in 1955 in Basavilbaso E.R ARGENTINA. He married **MERIQUE GARCIA**.

iii. **JULIA SCHVARTZ** was born in 1958 in Basavilbaso E.R ARGENTINA. She married **NESTOR MATZKIN**. He was born on 24 Feb 1958 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

---

**Generation 4**

20. **Leon Ben David**⁴ PITASHNY (Dora Bat Mauricio³ SCHVARTZ, Mauricio² SCHVARTZ, Shloime¹ SCHWARTZ) was born on 28 Aug 1937 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 25 Jul 1973 in La Plata Pcia Buenos Aires ARG. He married Ruth Martha FLESLER, daughter of Jaime FLESLER and Elisa BANCHICK in Apr 1970 in Basavilbaso E.R. She was born on 15 Feb 1948 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Leon Ben David PITASHNY and Ruth Martha FLESLER had the following child:

i **Silvina**⁵ PITASHNY was born on 20 Sep 1971 in La Plata Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married FREUND in ISRAEL.

21. **Marcelina Negra**⁴ PITASHNY (Dora Bat Mauricio³ SCHVARTZ, Mauricio² SCHVARTZ,
Shloime¹ SCHWARTZ was born on 05 Aug 1941 in Escrinia Colonia 4 E R ARGENTINA. She married Mosae TROSBICZ, son of Mendel TROSBICZ and Brandel WAXMAN on 28 Dec 1961 in La Plata ARGENTINA. He was born on 17 Aug 1933 in Lodz POLAND.

Mosae TROSBICZ and Marcelina Negra PITASHNY had the following children:
1. VARDIT⁵ TROSBICZ was born on 25 Oct 1962 in Tzfat ISRAEL. She married Ilan LANKAR on 01 May 1983 in Kfar Zold ISRAEL. He was born on 21 Jan 1960 in Haifa ISRAEL.
2. AMIR TROSBICZ was born on 15 Nov 1965 in Kiriat Shemone ISRAEL. He married Maia IKEDA on 12 Dec 1992 in Osaka ? JAPAN. She was born in Osaka JAPAN.
3. IRIS TROSBICZ was born on 04 Jul 1967 in Kiriat Shemone ISRAEL. She married Shmuel SOFER on 09 Sep 1992 in Haifa ISRAEL. He was born on 11 Nov 1963 in Haifa ISRAEL.

22. SALOMON⁴ SCHVARTZ (Manuel Ben Mauricio³, Mauricio², Shloime¹ SCHWARTZ) was born on 01 May 1940 in Basavilbaso E.R ARGENTINA. He married Luisa Fanny SLAVIN, daughter of Abraham SLAVIN and Catalina WOLIN on 17 Dec 1966 in Basavilbaso E.R. ARGENTINA. She was born on 12 Mar 1936 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA.

Salomon SCHVARTZ and Luisa Fanny SLAVIN had the following children:
29. i. SERGIO ALBERTO⁵ SCHVARTZ was born on 20 Oct 1967 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. He married FABIANA ROJMAN. She was born in Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA.
30. ii. FABIANA JUDITH SCHVARTZ was born on 07 Feb 1972 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. She married Edgardo SZULSZTEIN, son of Alberto SZULSZTEIN and Esther POLONSKY on 11 Nov 2001 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.
31. iii. ANDRES EDUARDO EYAL SCHVARTZ was born on 09 Jun 1975 in Concepcion del Uruguay ARGENTINA. He married Hanny LITVACK, daughter of Dov LITVACK and Esther ROSENFELD in Oct 2001 in Avellaneda ARGENTINA. She was born in 1980.

4. MARIO⁴ SCHVARTZ (Manuel Ben Mauricio³, Mauricio², Shloime¹ SCHWARTZ) was born on 12 Feb 1942 in Basavilbaso E.R ARGENTINA. He died in 1971 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He married Lidia Beatriz BACCON, daughter of Ricardo Clemente Alejo BACCON and Margarita Isabel COLLET on 06 Mar 1971 in Villa San Marcial E. R. ARGENTINA. She was born on 16 Aug 1947 in Las Moscas E. Rios ARGENTINA.

Mario SCHVARTZ and Lidia Beatriz BACCON had the following children:
29. i. GABRIEL ERNESTO⁵ SCHVARTZ was born on 03 Jul 1973 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. He married Araceli A. IBARRA, daughter of Enrique O. IBARRA and Alicia E. ZARATE in ARGENTINA. She was born in 1973 in ARGENTINA.
30. ii. MONICA ELIZABETH SCHVARTZ was born on 21 Oct 1974 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. She married Cristian Carlos MIRABELLI, son of Pascual C.
MIRABELLI and Alicia ALTIERI on 05 Dec 1997 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTIN. He was born on 09 Oct 1970 in Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA.

iii. MARCELO DARRO SCHVARTZ was born on 21 Jun 1978 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA.

5 SERGIO MIGUEL FLESLER (Catalina Chane SCHVARTZ, Mauricio SCHVARTZ, Shloime SCHWARTZ) was born on 30 May 1951 in Villa Domingez E.R. ARGENTINA. He married Rosa Noemi VERNIK on 14 Oct 1976 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. She was born on 29 Mar 1957 in Santa Fe, ARGENTINA.

Sergio Miguel FLESLER and Rosa Noemi VERNIK had the following children:
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i. ADRIAN SAMUEL FLESLER was born on 27 Feb 1977 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. He married Cintia KROCHIK on 15 Nov 2005 in Haifa ISRAEL. She was born on 09 Dec 1975 in Mendoza ARGENTINA.

   i FANNY GABRIELA FLESLER was born on 15 Apr 1981 in Cordoba ARGENTINA.

   ii GISELA ELIANA FLESLER was born on 26 Dec 1986 in Parana Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

viii. MARIO ALBERTO FLESLER (Catalina Chane SCHVARTZ, Mauricio SCHVARTZ, Shloime SCHWARTZ) was born on 12 Aug 1953 in Villa Domingez E.R. ARGENTINA. He married Norma NORIEGA on 17 Sep 1982 in Villa Domingez E.R. ARGENTINA. She was born on 05 Apr 1958.

Mario Alberto FLESLER and Norma NORIEGA had the following children:

   EXEQUIEL MATIAS FLESLER was born on 26 Jun 1984 in Villaguay E.R. ARGENTINA.

   MELINA ESTEFANIA FLESLER was born on 13 Apr 1988 in Villaguay E.R. ARGENTINA.

ix. PABLO RAUL FLESLER (Catalina Chane SCHVARTZ, Mauricio SCHVARTZ, Shloime SCHWARTZ) was born on 12 Jul 1955 in Villa Domingez E.R. ARGENTINA. He married Victoria EMANUEL on 13 Oct 1983 in Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA. She was born on 20 May 1961.

Pablo Raul FLESLER and Victoria EMANUEL had the following children:

   IVANA FLESLER was born on 12 Jan 1987 in Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA.

   JOHANA FLESLER was born on 07 May 1993 in Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA.

x. IGNACIO JULIO FLESLER (Catalina Chane SCHVARTZ, Mauricio SCHVARTZ, Shloime SCHWARTZ) was born on 20 Feb 1958 in Villa Domingez E.R. ARGENTINA. He married Adriana PICOLET on 24 Apr 1987 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. She was born on 09 Aug 1953.

Ignacio Julio FLESLER and Adriana PICOLET had the following children:

   43. GERARDO DAVID FLESLER was born on 29 Dec 1988 in Cordoba ARGENTINA.

   44. EMILIANO FLESLER was born on 24 Sep 1990 in Cordoba ARGENTINA.
22. **Adolfo Soltz** (Bertha Bat Jacobo\(^3\) Schvartz, Jacobo Ben Shloime\(^2\) Schvartz, Shloime\(^1\) Schvartz) was born in 1900 in Beltzi Besarabia Russia. He died in Basabiblbaso Entre Rios Argentina. He married **Unknown**.

Adolfo Soltz and unknown had the following children:

19. **David Soltz**. He married **Unknown**.

20. **Rebecca Soltz**.

21. **Pablo Ben Adolfo Soltz**.

23. **Jacobo Soltz** (Bertha Bat Jacobo\(^3\) Schvartz, Jacobo Ben Shloime\(^2\) Schvartz, Shloime\(^1\) Schvartz) was born on 10 Jun 1902 in Basabiblbaso Entre Rios Argentina. He died in 1963 in Rosario pcia Santa Fe Argentina. He married **Esther Gruvman**. She was born in 1905. She died in 2002.

Jacobo Soltz and Esther Gruvman had the following children:

19. **Pablo Ben Jacobo Soltz**. He married **Lia**.

20. **Sarah Soltz**.

21. **Saul Soltz**.

24. **Dora Dvora Soltz** (Bertha Bat Jacobo\(^3\) Schvartz, Jacobo Ben Shloime\(^2\) Schvartz, Shloime\(^1\) Schvartz) was born in Basabiblbaso Entre Rios Argentina. She died in Gualeguaychu Argentina. She married **Abraham Pitashny**. He was born in 1902 in Linea 24 Basabiblbaso. He died in Argentina.

Abraham Pitashny and Dora Dvora Soltz had the following children:

35. i. **Elsa Pitashny** was born in Argentina. She married **Lencioni**.

ii. **Luisa Pitashny**.

---

**Generation 5**

4. **Vardit Trobsicz** (Marcelina Negra\(^4\) Pitashny, Dora Bat Mauricio\(^3\) Schvartz, Mauricio\(^2\) Schvartz, Shloime\(^1\) Schvartz) was born on 25 Oct 1962 in Tzfat Israel. She married Ilan Lankar on 01 May 1983 in Kfar Zold Israel. He was born on 21 Jan 1960 in Haifa Israel.

Ilan Lankar and Vardit Trobsicz had the following children:

34. **Peleg Lankar** was born on 20 Jul 1987 in Kfar Sold Israel.

35. **Sigal Lankar** was born on 20 Sep 1989 in Kfar Sold Israel.

36. **Neta Lankar** was born on 12 Nov 1994 in Kfar Sold Israel.

5. **Amir Trobsicz** (Marcelina Negra\(^4\) Pitashny, Dora Bat Mauricio\(^3\) Schvartz, Mauricio\(^2\) Schvartz, Shloime\(^1\) Schvartz) was born on 15 Nov 1965 in Kiriat Shemone Israel. He
married Maia IKEDA on 12 Dec 1992 in Osaka JAPAN. She was born in Osaka JAPAN.

Amir TROSBICZ and Maia IKEDA had the following child:

44. ALICE TROSBICZ was born in Jun 2001 in JAPAN.

24. IRIS TROSBICZ (Marcelina Negra PITASHNY, Dora Bat Mauricio SCHVARTZ, Mauricio SCHVARTZ, Shloime SCHWARTZ) was born on 04 Jul 1967 in Kiriat Shemone ISRAEL. She married Shmuel SOFER on 09 Sep 1992 in Haifa ISRAEL. He was born on 11 Nov 1963 in Haifa ISRAEL.

Shmuel SOFER and Iris TROSBICZ had the following children:

i. OPAL SOFER was born on 28 Nov 1997 in Kfar Sold ISRAEL.

ii. SHOAL SOFER was born on 28 Aug 1999 in Kfar Sold ISAREL.

25. SERGIO ALBERTO SCHVARTZ (Salomon SCHVARTZ, Manuel Ben Mauricio SCHVARTZ, Mauricio SCHWARTZ) was born on 20 Oct 1967 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. He married FABIANA ROJMAN. She was born in Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA.

Sergio Alberto SCHVARTZ and Fabiana ROJMAN had the following children:

i. MATI SCHVARTZ was born on 04 Jul 1994 in ISRAEL.

ii. RUTH SCHVARTZ was born on 13 Feb 1998 in ISRAEL.

iii. YANIV SCHVARTZ was born on 20 Oct 2002 in Sao Paulo BRAZIL.

26. FABIANA JUDITH SCHVARTZ (Salomon SCHVARTZ, Manuel Ben Mauricio SCHVARTZ, Mauricio SCHWARTZ) was born on 07 Feb 1972 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. She married Edgardo SZULSZTEIN, son of Alberto SZULSZTEIN and Esther POLONSKY on 11 Nov 2001 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Edgardo SZULSZTEIN and Fabiana Judith SCHVARTZ had the following children:

i. TOMER SZULSZTEIN was born on 23 Jun 2003 in Toronto, Ontario CANADA.

ii. URI SZULSZTEIN was born on 11 Jul 2007 in Toronto, Ontario CANADA.

27. ANDRES EDUARDO EYAL SCHVARTZ (Salomon SCHVARTZ, Manuel Ben Mauricio SCHVARTZ, Mauricio SCHWARTZ) was born on 09 Jun 1975 in Concepcion del Uruguay ARGENTINA. He married Hanny LITVACK, daughter of Dov LITVACK and Esther ROSENFELD in Oct 2001 in Avellaneda ARGENTINA. She was born in 1980.

Andres Eduardo Eyal SCHVARTZ and Hanny LITVACK had the following children:

i. MIRA SCHVARTZ was born in 2009.

ii. SHAY SCHVARTZ was born in 2009.

28. GABRIEL ERNESTO SCHVARTZ (Mario SCHVARTZ, Manuel Ben Mauricio SCHVARTZ, Mauricio SCHWARTZ) was born on 03 Jul 1973 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. He married Araceli A. IBARRA, daughter of Enrique O. IBARRA and Alicia E. ZARATE in ARGENTINA. She was born in 1973 in ARGENTINA.
Gabriel Ernesto SCHVARTZ and Araceli A. IBARRA had the following child:
   i. **DAVID J.** 6 SCHVARTZ was born in 2009.

29. **MONICA ELIZABETH** 5 SCHVARTZ (Mario 4, Manuel Ben Mauricio 3, Mauricio 2, Shloime 1 SCHWARTZ) was born on 21 Oct 1974 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. She married Cristian Carlos MIRABELLI, son of Pascual C. MIRABELLI and Alicia ALTIERI on 05 Dec 1997 in Concepcion del Uruguay E.R. ARGENTINA. He was born on 09 Oct 1970 in Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA.

Cristian Carlos MIRABELLI and Monica Elizabeth SCHVARTZ had the following child:
   iii. **LUCIA** 6 MIRABELLI was born in 2002 in ARGENTINA.

30. **ADRIAN SAMUEL FLESLER** (Sergio Miguel, Catalina Chane 3 SCHVARTZ, Mauricio 2 SCHVARTZ, Shloime 1 SCHWARTZ) was born on 27 Feb 1977 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. He married Cintia KROCHIK on 15 Nov 2005 in Haifa ISRAEL. She was born on 09 Dec 1975 in Mendoza ARGENTINA.

Adrian Samuel FLESLER and Cintia KROCHIK had the following child:
   i. **NIR** FLESLER was born on 30 Oct 2006 in Haifa ISRAEL.

31. **ELSA** 5 PITASHNY (Dora Dvora 4 SOLTZ, Bertha Bat Jacobo 3 SCHVARTZ, Jacobo Ben Shloime 2 SCHVARTZ, Shloime 1 SCHWARTZ) was born in ARGENTINA. She married **LENCIONI**.

LENCIONI and Elsa PITASHNY had the following child:
   i. **CHOLA** 6 LENCIONI.

Copyright MATHOV Yehuda
mathov@zahav.net.il

---

**Descendants of Iosef SCHWARTZMAN**

**Generation 1**

24. **IOSEF** 4 SCHWARTZMAN was born in 1867 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. He died on 25 May 1960 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Esther Leie TUJOVETZKY in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She was born in 1870 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She died on 08 Jun 1947 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Iosef SCHWARTZMAN and Esther Leie TUJOVETZKY had the following children:
2. i. LIBER SCHWARTZMAN was born in ARGENTINA. He died in ARGENTINA. He married BERTHA GAVINOSER. She was born in 1905. She died in ARGENTINA.

3. ii. GREGORIO SCHWARTZMAN was born in ARGENTINA. He married Maria Serafina FERREIRA in ARGENTINA. She was born in Argentina.

4. iii. ARTURO SCHWARTZMAN was born in ARGENTINA. He married ELSA BENSABAT.

5. iv. MARCOS SCHWARTZMAN was born in 1893 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. He died on 18 Apr 1970 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Margarita GOLDBERG on 21 Sep 1921 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

26 JUAN BEN Iosef SCHWARTZMAN was born in 1896 in Bessarabia Russian Empire.

6. vi. BERNARDO BEnie SCHWARTZMAN was born on 13 Sep 1899 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. He died on 01 Jul 1981 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Ana Jone SINGER, daughter of Rev Moishe SINGER and Gitt Katerina WANTMAN on 21 Sep 1921 in ARGENTINA. She was born in 1902 in Colonia Tres Villa Mantero E. R. ARGENTINA. She died on 24 Mar 1976 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

7. vii. LYDIA LIBA SCHWARTZMAN was born in 1908 in ARGENTINA. She died on 21 Oct 1973 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Isaac FRENKEL, son of Shaul FRENKEL and Clara LEVENSON in Colonia Tres Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born in 1900 in ARGENTINA. He died in 1966 in ARGENTINA.

8. viii. SAMUEL SCHWARTZMAN was born in 1913 in ARGENTINA. He married Anita FRENKEL in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She was born in 1929 in ARGENTINA.

---

**Generation 2**

12 LIBER SCHWARTZMAN (Iosef's) was born in ARGENTINA. He died in ARGENTINA. He married BERTHA GAVINOSER. She was born in 1905. She died in ARGENTINA.

Liber SCHWARTZMAN and Bertha GAVINOSER had the following child:

21 CARLOS BEN LIBER SCHWARTZMAN was born in 1927 in ARGENTINA. He married WIFE in Baso. She was born in 1929.

13 GREGORIO SCHWARTZMAN (Iosef's) was born in ARGENTINA. He married Maria Serafina FERREIRA in ARGENTINA. She was born in Argentina.

Gregorio SCHWARTZMAN and Maria Serafina FERREIRA had the following children:

1 i. SERGIO SCHWARTZMAN was born in Argentina. He married ROCIO GIORDANO.

i. MARCELO SCHWARTZMAN was born in ARGENTINA.

8 ARTURO SCHWARTZMAN (Iosef's) was born in ARGENTINA. He married ELSA BENSABAT.

Arturo SCHWARTZMAN and Elsa BENSABAT had the following children:
HECTOR LEO\textsuperscript{3} SCHWARTZMAN was born in ARGENTINA.

JOSE ARNOLDO SCHWARTZMAN was born in ARGENTINA. He died on 06 Aug 1947 in Basavilbaso.

2 \textbf{Marcos\textsuperscript{2} Schwartzman} (Iosef\textsuperscript{1}) was born in 1893 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. He died on 18 Apr 1970 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Margarita GOLDBERG on 21 Sep 1921 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

Marcos SCHWARTZMAN and Margarita GOLDBERG had the following children:

1. **Bernardino\textsuperscript{3} Schwartzman** was born in 1922 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

ii. **Ana Schwartzman** was born in 1924 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 19 Apr 1954 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

5 **Bernardo Benie\textsuperscript{2} Schwartzman** (Iosef\textsuperscript{1}) was born on 13 Sep 1899 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. He died on 01 Jul 1981 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Ana Jone SINGER, daughter of Rev Moishe SINGER and Gitl Katerina WANTMAN on 21 Sep 1921 in ARGENTINA. She was born in 1902 in Colonia Tres Villa Mantero E. R. ARGENTINA. She died on 24 Mar 1976 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Bernardo Benie Schwartzman and Ana Jone SINGER had the following child:

1. i. **Moises\textsuperscript{3} Derechin** was born on 19 Dec 1928 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 14 Apr 2003 in U S A. He married Sara SZUCHET, daughter of SZUCHET and UNKNOWN on 23 Jan 1954 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born in ARGENTINA.

6 **Lydia Liba\textsuperscript{2} Schwartzman** (Iosef\textsuperscript{1}) was born in 1908 in ARGENTINA. She died on 21 Oct 1973 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Isaac FRENKEL, son of Shaul FRENKEL and Clara LEVENSON in Colonia Tres Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born in 1900 in ARGENTINA. He died in 1966 in ARGENTINA.

Isaac FRENKEL and Lydia Liba SCHWARTZMAN had the following children:

i. **Raúl Rulo\textsuperscript{3} Frenkel** was born in Escrinia Colonia Tres E.R. ARGENTINA.

ii. **Luis Frenkel** was born in Escrinia Colonia Tres E.R. ARG. He died in ARGENTINA.

iii. **Luis Marcos Luchó Frenkel** was born in 1932 in Escrinia Colonia Tres E.R. ARGENTINA.

7 **Samuel\textsuperscript{2} Schwartzman** (Iosef\textsuperscript{1}) was born in 1913 in ARGENTINA. He married Anita FRENKEL in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She was born in 1929 in ARGENTINA.

Samuel SCHWARTZMAN and Anita FRENKEL had the following children:

i. **Jose Luis\textsuperscript{3} Schwartzman** was born in 1954 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA.

ii. **Esther Lea Schwartzman** was born in 1955.
11. **Sergio Schwartzman** (Gregorio\textsuperscript{2}, Iosef\textsuperscript{1}) was born in Argentina. He married Rocio Giordano.

Sergio SCHWARTZMAN and Rocio GIORDANO had the following children:

i. **Pedro Schwartzman**.

ii. **Juan Ben Sergio Schwartzman**. He married Mariana Salvi.

10. **Moises\textsuperscript{3} Derechín** (Bernardo Benie\textsuperscript{2} SCHWARTZMAN, Iosef\textsuperscript{1} SCHWARTZMAN) was born on 19 Dec 1928 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 14 Apr 2003 in U S A. He married Sara SZUCHET, daughter of SZUCHET and UNKNOWN on 23 Jan 1954 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born in ARGENTINA.

Moises DERECHIN and Sara SZUCHET had the following child:

9. i. **Viviana Maia\textsuperscript{4} Derechín** was born on 20 Mar 1964 in Princenton N.J. U S A. She married Peter Gordon VAN DEERLIN, son of David VAN DEERLIN and BARBARA on 27 May 1989 in U S A. He was born on 13 May 1964 in Pasadena CA U S A.

---

**Generation 4**

12. **Juan Ben Sergio Schwartzman** (Sergio, Gregorio\textsuperscript{2}, Iosef\textsuperscript{1}, Sergio, Enrique Pelusa, Jacobo). He married Mariana Salvi.

Juan Ben Sergio SCHWARTZMAN and Mariana SALVI had the following children:

16. **Malena Shwartzman**.

17. **Maia Shwartzman**.

13. **Viviana Maia\textsuperscript{4} Derechín** (Moises\textsuperscript{3}, Bernardo Benie\textsuperscript{2} SCHWARTZMAN, Iosef\textsuperscript{1} SCHWARTZMAN) was born on 20 Mar 1964 in Princenton N.J. U S A. She married Peter Gordon VAN DEERLIN, son of David VAN DEERLIN and BARBARA on 27 May 1989 in U S A. He was born on 13 May 1964 in Pasadena CA U S A.

Peter Gordon VAN DEERLIN and Viviana Maia DERECHIN had the following children:

16. **Barry Albert\textsuperscript{5} Van Deerlin** was born on 18 Mar 1992 in U S A.

**Daniel Evan Van Deerlin** was born on 09 Oct 1995 in U S A.
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Descendants of Rev Moishe SINGER

**Generation 1**

25. **Rev Moishe** ¹ SINGER was born in 1861 in Beltzy Bessarabia Russian Empire. He died on 13 May 1918 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married (1) **Rivke LANFIR**, daughter of Yankl Yaakov LANFIR and Chana Perl SINGER about 1877 in Beltzy BESSARABIA. She was born in 1858 in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. She died in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. He married (2) **Gitl KATERINA WANTMAN**, daughter of Yankl WANTMAN and Rivka ROZENSTEIN about 1884 in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. She was born in 1866 in Beltzi BESARABIA RUSSIA. She died on 13 Feb 1930 in Colonia Tres Villa Mantero E Rios.

Rev Moishe SINGER and Rivke LANFIR had the following child:

2. i. **Leie Luisa** ² SINGER was born in 1877 in Beltz BESSARABIA. She died on 25 Feb 1960 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Shmil Shmuel BLANC, son of Yankl BLANC and Bruche FAINSTEIN in 1898 in Podolsk ? BESSARABIA. He was born in 1875 in Podolsk BESSARABIA. He died on 12 Feb 1968 in Kiriat Onu ISRAEL.

Rev Moishe SINGER and Gitl Katerina WANTMAN had the following children:

22. ii. **Chaim SINGER** was born in 1885 in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. He died on 27 Aug 1927 in Colonia Tres Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Chaia Itte DOCTOROVICH, daughter of Shloime Ytzick DOCTOROVICH and Reizel Perl Ronia WANTMAN in 1906 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born in 1885 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She died on 23 Oct 1951 in Colonia Tres Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

23. iii. **David SINGER** was born in 1887 in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. He died on 01 Jul 1957 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married (1) **Dora Duere MATUSEVICH**, daughter of Efraim MATUSEVICH and Katerina Gitl PODLOG in Mar 1911 in Concepcion del Uruguay ARGENTINA. She was born in 1892 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She died on 09 Nov 1925 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married SELMA NADERSOHN. She died on 21 Apr 1982 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

**Manuela Minde SINGER** was born in 1890 in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. She died on 08 Mar 1965 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Abraham Leib BOCLES on 25 Mar 1909 in Villa Mantero E R ARGENTINA. He was born about 1891 in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. He died on 04 May 1955 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

5. v. **Shloime SINGER** was born on 26 May 1892 in Belsy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. He died on 26 Sep 1969 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Lize Elisa KAPLAN, daughter of Moishe Ben Abraham KAPLAN and Rivke SARANGA on 23 Oct 1917 in Pablo Caze Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born on 28 Dec 1896 in Pablo Caze San Antonio Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 12 Jan 1978 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.


Generation 2

8 Leie Luisa Singer (Rev Moishe) was born in 1877 in Beltz BESSARABIA. She died on 25 Feb 1960 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Shmil Shmuel BLANC, son of Yankl BLANC and Bruche FAINSTEIN in 1898 in Podolsk ? BESSARABIA. He was born in 1875 in Podolsk BESSARABIA. He died on 12 Feb 1968 in Kiriat Onu ISRAEL.

Shmil Shmuel BLANC and Leie Luisa SINGER had the following children:

6. Chone BLANC was born about 1899 in Podolsk BESSARABIA ?. She died about 1954 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

9. ii. Salomon Ben Shmil BLANC was born in Mar 1905 in Escriinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA.. He died on 04 Oct 1971 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Sara FAIGN, daughter of Ben Tzion FAIGN and Rachel GERNISH about 1929 in Colonia Dos Escriinia E. R. ARGENTINA. She was born on 21 Jan 1907 in Russian Empire. She died on 30 Nov 1984 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL.

13. iii. Feigel Fanny BLANC was born about 1909 in Escriinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA.. She died on 25 Dec 1929 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Adolfo GEDANSKY in 1928 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He was born about 1907 in POLAND. He died about 1962 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

14. iv. Iosei Ben Shmil BLANC was born on 27 Aug 1910 in Escriinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA.. He died on 21 Feb 1991 in Kibbutz Meguido ISRAEL. He married Susana ELBERG, daughter of Moshe Yitzchak DOCTOROVICH on 09 Apr 1935 in Escriinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA. She was born on 02 Jul 1913 in Escriinia Colonia Dos Entre Rios ARG.. She died on 12 Mar 1994 in Kibbutz Meguido ISRAEL.

16. v. Jaime BLANC was born on 25 Sep 1912 in Escriinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA.. He died on 16 Apr 1978 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married

(1) Sara BLANC, daughter of Berko Berl BLANC and Sosy SILVERMAN on 27 Nov 1974 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 01 Dec 1923 in BESSARABIA. He married

(2) Teresa NEMIROVSKI on 30 Mar 1939 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 10 Oct 1912 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She died on 21 Sep 1973 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

4 Chaim SINGER (Rev Moishe) was born in 1885 in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. He died on 27 Aug 1927 in Colonia Tres Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Chaia Ite DOCTOROVICH, daughter of Shloime Yitzchak DOCTOROVICH and Reizel Perl Ronia WANTMAN in 1906 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born in 1885 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She died on 23 Oct 1951 in Colonia Tres Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Chaim SINGER and Chaia Ite DOCTOROVICH had the following children:

iii. Rebeca (Becky) SINGER was born on 23 Mar 1908 in Basavilbaso Pcia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 12 Jul 1993 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Silvio Luis SERRA in 1937 in ARGENTINA. He was born on 28 Nov 1904 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died about 1954 in ARGENTINA.

2 ii. Teresa SINGER was born on 19 Sep 1910 in Balcarce Pcia Buenos Aires ARG. She died on 21 Apr 1978 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Jose LIPOVETZKY, son of Moishe Ben Israel LIPOVETZKY and Bertha MIRKIN on 03
Nov 1931 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born in 1907 in Basavilbaso Colonia 1 Entre Rios. He died in 1979 in La Plata ARGENTINA.

iii. JACOBO (BINCHO) SINGER was born on 03 Feb 1911 in Basavilbaso Pcia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died in 1987 in Mar del Plata Bs As ARGENTINA. He married Estrella Esther SAIDMAN, daughter of Luis SAIDMAN and Maria CUSHNIR in Mar del Plata Pcia Buenos Aires. She was born on 06 Jul 1911 in ARGENTINA. She died on 30 Aug 1978 in Mar del Plata Pcia Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

RAQUEL SINGER was born on 27 Dec 1915 in Basavilbaso AR. She died in Nov 2000 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

MOISHE BEN CHAIM SINGER was born on 05 Jul 1918 in Basavilbaso Pcia Entre Rios AR. He died on 21 Oct 1999 in El Tigre pci Bs As ARGENTINA.

vii. vi. MARTHA BAT CHAIM SINGER was born on 24 Dec 1919 in Basavilbaso Pcia Entre Rios AR. She died on 24 Dec 1980 in Mar del Plata Pcia Bs As AR. She married HUGO MORALES. He was born about 1915 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

11. DAVID SINGER (Rev Moishe) was born in 1887 in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. He died on 01 Jul 1957 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married (1) DORA DUERE MATUSEVICH, daughter of Efraim MATUSEVICH and Katerina Gitl PODLOG in Mar 1911 in Concepcion del Uruguay ARGENTINA. She was born in 1892 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. She died on 09 Nov 1925 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married SELMA NADESOHN. She died on 21 Apr 1982 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

David SINGER and Dora Duere MATUSEVICH had the following children:

9. i. CLARITA SINGER was born on 30 Dec 1911 in Villa Mantero Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 28 Mar 2009 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Lazaro Lachio HOFFMAN, son of Leizer Maximo HOFFMAN and Berta HALPERIN on 04 Oct 1931 in ARGENTINA. He was born on 01 Jan 1905 in Concepcion del Uruguay E. Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 30 Jan 1980 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

C ii. JACOBO BEN DAVID SINGER was born on 19 Sep 1913 in Concepcion del Uruguay E. R. ARGENTINA. He died on 11 Feb 1982 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Elisa Licha RABECOFF on 27 Feb 1943 in ARGENTINA. She was born on 28 Dec 1923 in ARGENTINA. She died on 01 Oct 1997 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

20. MARTHA BAT DAVID SINGER was born on 25 Jun 1918 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She died on 03 Mar 1940 in Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

6. SHLOIME SINGER (Rev Moishe) was born on 26 May 1892 in Bel'tsy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. He died on 26 Sep 1969 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Lize Elisa KAPLAN, daughter of Moishe Ben Abraham KAPLAN and Rivke SARANGA on 23 Oct 1917 in Pablo Caze Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born on 28 Dec 1896 in Pablo Caze San Antonio Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 12 Jan 1978 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Shloime SINGER and Lize Elisa KAPLAN had the following children:
1  i. MARTHA BAT SALOMON SINGER was born on 11 Sep 1918 in Colonia Tres Villa Mantero E. R. ARGENTINA. She married Manuel Gershe SVIDOVSKY, son of Simon SVIDOVSKY and Leah TUBELSKY on 26 Sep 1950 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 10 May 1908 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died on 01 May 1986 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

2  ii. DORA SINGER was born on 18 Aug 1926 in Colonia Tres Villa Mantero E. R. ARGENTINA. She married Samuel (Samy) COHAN, son of Jose COHAN and Shipnze Cipriana RESNITZKY on 04 May 1950 in Rosario ARGENTINA. He was born on 01 Apr 1926 in San Salvador Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 24 Nov 1988 in Carmiel ISRAEL.

3  iii. JAIME (BEN SALOMON) SINGER was born on 19 Aug 1928 in Colonia Tres Villa Mantero E. Rios ARG.. He died on 08 Apr 1996 in Curitiba BRAZIL. He married Mina SZRAJBMAN on 26 Aug 1956 in Curitiba BRAZIL. She was born on 06 Feb 1936 in Rio de Janeiro BRAZIL.

7. NATALIO NAFTULE" SINGER (Rev Moishe") was born on 24 May 1894 in Soroki BESSARABIA RUSSIA. He died on 26 Mar 1978 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Esperanza ESCUDIN, daughter of Moishe Hertz ESCUDIN and Maria Luisa YUDIN in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 23 Aug 1905 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She died on 15 Jun 1976 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Natalio Naftule SINGER and Esperanza ESCUDIN had the following children:

   i. MARIO HERMAN (TOTO) SINGER was born on 20 Oct 1929 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 02 Feb 2015 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Berta DUVIDOVICH, daughter of Bernardo DUVIDOVICH and Rosa NOVIK on 20 Mar 1954 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 10 Jan 1930 in Tandil Pcia. Bs. Aires ARG..

   ii. MARGARITA SINGER was born on 25 Apr 1922 in Concordia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 10 Oct 2001 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Aaron DUVIDOVICH, son of Bernardo Berl DUVIDOVICH and ROSA on 04 Oct 1947 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 23 Dec 1920 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died on 14 Sep 2003 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

15. ELIAS YOEL" SINGER (Rev Moishe") was born on 31 Dec 1895 in Colonia Tres Villa Mantero E.R. ARGENTINA. He died on 25 Jun 1959 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married (1) POLA ROZENGARTEN, daughter of Yoel ROZENGARTEN and Eliana RAPAPORT in 1953 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 15 Apr 1919 in Lublin POLAND. She died in Jun 2012 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married (2) MARGARITA WEXELBLATT, daughter of Yaakov WEXSELBLATT and Aida TENEMBAUM on 28 Apr 1923 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 02 Jun 1904 in ARGENTINA. She died on 08 Jun 1981 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married CLARA FINKELSTEIN. She was born in RUSSIA. She died on 28 Nov 1974 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Elias Yoel SINGER and Margarita WEXELBLATT had the following children:

   3  i. YEHUDIT ESTHER (CHICHITA) SINGER was born on 24 Jul 1925 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married (1) ITALO CALVINO, son of Mario CALVINO and Evelina MAMELI in Feb 1964. He was born on 15 Oct 1923 in Santiago de las Vegas CUBA. He died on 19 Sep 1985 in Siena ITALY. She married (2) Leo
WEILL on 06 Dec 1945 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 21 Nov 1921. He died on 24 Aug 2013 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

4  ii. SUSANA (SUSY) SINGER was born on 25 Mar 1932 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Naldo Luis LOMBARDI, son of Naldo Romulo LOMBARDI and Maria Luisa ANSELMO on 28 Dec 1964 in La Plata ARGENTINA. He was born on 07 Oct 1934 in Alberti Bs As ARGENTINA.

Elias Yoel SINGER and Clara FINKELSTEIN had the following child:

27  iii. EMILIO SLOBINSKY was born on 10 Apr 1939 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Beatriz Elisa ROGUIN, daughter of Abraham ROGUIN and Rosa SAVRANSK in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 12 Jun 1941 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

8. CHAIA ITE AIDA² SINGER (Rev Moishe¹) was born in 1899 in Colonia Tres Villa Mantero E. R. ARGENTINA. She died on 03 Dec 1967 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Yosef Ben Meir BRAILovsky in 1919 in Villa Mantero Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born in 1895 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 06 Oct 1948 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Yosef Ben Meir BRAILovsky and Chaia Ite Aida SINGER had the following children:

29.  i. MARGARITA³ BRAILovsky was born on 29 Apr 1920 in Villa Mantero Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 12 Dec 1992 in Basavilbaso Pcia Entre Rios ARG. She married Israel LEVITZKY, son of Shloime LEVITZKY and Sofia MINUCHIM on 07 Mar 1945 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born on 02 Jun 1917 in Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 13 Jun 1993 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

30.  ii. MOISES BRAILovsky was born on 19 Sep 1922 in Villa Mantero Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 17 Jun 1982 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. He married Sofia Rosa GOLDCHEMIT, daughter of Adolfo GOLDCHEMIT and Olga GUENIA in ARGENTINA. She was born on 28 May 1925 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. She died on 03 Jul 1998 in Cordoba ARGENTINA.

9. ANA JONE² SINGER (Rev Moishe¹) was born in 1902 in Colonia Tres Villa Mantero E. R. ARGENTINA. She died on 24 Mar 1976 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Bernardo Benie SCHWARTZMAN, son of Iosef SCHWARTZMAN and Esther Leie TUJOVETZKY on 21 Sep 1921 in ARGENTINA. He was born on 13 Sep 1899 in Bessarabia Russian Empire. He died on 01 Jul 1981 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Bernardo Benie SCHWARTZMAN and Ana Jone SINGER had the following child:

1  i. MOISES³ DERECHIN was born on 19 Dec 1928 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 14 Apr 2003 in U S A. He married Sara SZUCHET, daughter of SZUCHET and UNKNOWN on 23 Jan 1954 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born in ARGENTINA.

6  SARA² SINGER (Rev Moishe¹) was born on 20 May 1905 in Colonia Tres Villa Mantero E. R. ARGENTINA. She died on 19 Jun 1998 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Aharon FRENKEL, son of Shaul FRENKEL and Clara LEVENSON on 13 Oct 1926 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios. ARGENTINA. He was born on 27 Jul 1903 in Villa Echague Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 31 Jan 1975 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.
Aharon FRENKEL and Sara SINGER had the following children:

2  
   i. DORA (DOLLY) FRENKEL was born on 25 May 1927 in Colonia Tres Escrinia E. R. ARGENTINA. She married Pablo (Polo) KANTOR, son of Miguel KANTOR and Rosa HUCLANSKI on 08 Oct 1955 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on Aug 1926 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died on 08 Sep 2014 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

3  
   ii. RAQUEL FRENKEL was born on 29 Aug 1928 in Colonia Tres Escrinia E. R. ARGENTINA. She married Bernardino (Dino) GOMEZ on 02 Jul 1961 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 03 Feb 1926 in SPAIN. He died on 18 Feb 2004 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

4  
   iii. MARIO JORGE (MOISHE) FRENKEL was born on 21 Sep 1932 in Colonia Tres Escrinia E. R. ARGENTINA. He died on 09 Apr 1992 in Curitiva BARZIL. He married Amalia SENDER on 09 Mar 1966 in Curitiba BRAZIL. She was born on 17 Jun 1937 in Sao Paulo BRAZIL.

21. CECILIA TZVIE SINGER (Rev Moishe SINGER) was born on 06 Jan 1908 in Colonia Tres Villa Mantero E. R. ARGENTINA. She died on 12 Oct 1982 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married David MATHOV, son of Ytzchok MATHOV and Sure DASHEVSKY on 12 Sep 1928 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 21 Mar 1895 in Yekaterinoslav UKRAYNE. He died on 03 Jan 1974 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

DavidI MATHOV and Cecilia Tzvie SINGER had the following children:

34.  
   i. JORGE ISAAC (TOTO) MATHOV was born on 18 Aug 1929 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died on 07 Mar 1963 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Haydee Rachel Quela SOIFER, daughter of Jaime SOIFER and Sarita COHAN on Apr 1955 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

35.  
   ii. YEHUDA (CARLOS) MATHOV was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Pnina (Paulina) VULISCHER, daughter of Simon VULISCHER and Siril SCHULKIN on 18 May 1957 in Bahia Blanca ARGENTINA. She was born on 18 Jul 1935 in Rivera Bs. As. ARGENTINA. She died on 18 Jan 2012 in ISRAEL.

Generation 3

6  
   SALOMON BEN SHMIL BLANC (Leie Luisa SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born in Mar 1905 in Escriinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA.. He died on 04 Oct 1971 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Sara FAIGON, daughter of Ben Tzion FAIGON and Rachel GERNISH about 1929 in Colonia Dos Escrinia E. R. ARGENTINA. She was born on 21 Jan 1907 in Russian Empire. She died on 30 Nov 1984 in Tel A viv ISRAEL.

Salomon Ben Shmil BLANC and Sara FAIGON had the following children:

24.  
   i. FANY NONA BLANC was born on 14 Dec 1932 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married MARCELINO JR CERELIDO. He was born about 1932 in ARGENTINA.

25.  
   ii. BETTY BLANC was born on 26 Nov 1941 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Carlos BERGER, son of Hershel Leib BERGER and Chaie ASMAN on 06 Apr 1965 in ARGENTINA. He was born on 04 Mar 1937 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

7  
   FEIGEL FANNY BLANC (Leie Luisa SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born about 1909 in
Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA. She died on 25 Dec 1929 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Adolfo GEDANSKY in 1928 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He was born about 1907 in POLAND. He died about 1962 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Adolfo GEDANSKY and Feigel Fanny BLANC had the following child:

1 i. RIVKA (QUQUE) GEDANSKY was born on 22 Dec 1929 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA. She died on 03 Sep 2008 in Kibbutz Haogen ISRAEL. She married Itzchak KAMINSKY, son of Isser KAMINSKY and Fanny ROITBLAT on 23 Feb 1953 in Naharia ISRAEL. He was born on 26 Mar 1930 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

2 IOSEL BEN SHMIL BLANC (Leie Luisa SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born on 27 Aug 1910 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA. He died on 21 Feb 1991 in Kibbutz Meguido ISRAEL. He married Susana ELBERG, daughter of Levy Shloime ELBERG on 09 Apr 1935 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA. She was born on 02 Jul 1913 in Escrinia Colonia Dos Entre Rios ARG. She died on 12 Mar 1994 in Kibbutz Meguido ISRAEL.

Iosel Ben Shmil BLANC and Susana ELBERG had the following children:

6 i. FANY ROSA SHOSHANA BLANC was born on 23 Feb 1936 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA. He married Naftaly GRADSTEIN, son of Ber GRADSTEIN and Tova WEINBUSH on 17 Aug 1958 in ISRAEL. He was born on 15 Apr 1936.

7 ii. LEONARDO BLANC was born on 05 Jun 1941 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA. He married Mirtha EPHEL, daughter of Aaron EPHEL and Rivke SHMUNICH on 18 Aug 1966 in ISRAEL. She was born on 03 Feb 1946 in ARGENTINA.

2 JAIME BLANC (Leie Luisa SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born on 25 Sep 1912 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA. He died on 16 Apr 1978 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married (1) SARA BLANC, daughter of Berko Berl BLANC and Sosy SILVERMAN on 27 Nov 1974 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 01 Dec 1923 in BESSARABIA. He married (2) THERESA NEMIROVSKI on 30 Mar 1939 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 10 Oct 1912 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She died on 21 Sep 1973 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Jaime BLANC and Theresa NEMIROVSKI had the following children:

1 i. NEOMI BLANC was born on 22 Sep 1944 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Jorge LEVINTON on 12 Dec 1965. He was born on 08 Jan 1945 in ARGENTINA.

2 ii. SERGIO BLANC was born on 29 Nov 1947 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Laura KIEVSKY, daughter of Jacobo KIEVSKY and UNKNOWN on 10 Aug 1973 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 29 Aug 1946 in ARGENTINA.

3 TERESA SINGER (Chaim SINGER) was born on 19 Sep 1910 in Balcarce Pcia Buenos Aires ARG. She died on 21 Apr 1978 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Jose LIPOVETZKY, son of Moishe Ben Israel LIPOVETZKY and Bertha MIRKIN on 03 Nov 1931 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born in 1907 in Basavilbaso Colonia 1 Entre Rios. He died in 1979 in La Plata ARGENTINA.

Jose LIPOVETZKY and Teresa SINGER had the following children:

iv i. JAIME CESAR (NEGRO) LIPOVETZKY was born on 25 Dec 1932 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios
ARGENTINA. He married Sara Elba AMORES, daughter of Juan Bautista AMORES and Sara Luisa BIANCHI on 17 Jan 1963 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 21 Oct 1939 in Posadas Misiones ARGENTINA.

v ii. GLADIS BEATRIZ LIPOVETZKY was born on 26 Dec 1937 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Emilio KATZ, son of Adolfo KATZ and Sara HECKER on 26 Apr 1960 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 07 Oct 1936 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

26. **JACOBO (BINCHO) SINGER** (Chaim, Rev Moishe) was born on 03 Feb 1911 in Basavilbaso Pcia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died in 1987 in Mar del Plata Bs As ARGENTINA. He married Estrella Esther SAIDMAN, daughter of Luis SAIDMAN and Maria CUSHNIR in Mar del Plata Pcia Buenos Aires. She was born on 06 Jul 1911 in ARGENTINA. She died on 30 Aug 1978 in Mar del Plata Pcia Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Jacobo (Bincho) SINGER and Estrella Esther SAIDMAN had the following children:

   i. i. **JAIME (BEN JACOBO) SINGER** was born on 22 Mar 1940 in Mar del Plata Pcia Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died on 22 Nov 2000 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Norma RAZE, daughter of Ernesto RAZE and Sara SHENQUERMAN on 16 Aug 1972 in Mar del Plata ARGENTINA. She was born on 18 Feb 1946 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

   DIANA SILVINA SINGER was born on 14 Jul 1941 in Mar del Plata Pcia Bs As ARGENTINA. She married Marcos BERNARD, son of Leopoldo BERNARD and Maria Angelica BERNARD on 20 Oct 1987 in ARGENTINA. He was born on 03 Dec 1934 in Necochea Pcia Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died on 31 May 2003 in ARGENTINA.

27. **MARTHA BAT CHAIM SINGER** (Chaim, Rev Moishe) was born on 24 Dec 1919 in Basavilbaso Pcia Entre Rios AR. She died on 24 Dec 1980 in Mar del Plata Pcia Bs As ARG. She married **HUGO MORALES**. He was born about 1915 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

   Hugo MORALES and Martha Bat Chaim SINGER had the following child:

   JULIO CESAR BEPO MORALES was born about 1959 in Mar del Plata Buenos Aires ARG.

21. **CLARITA SINGER** (David, Rev Moishe) was born on 30 Dec 1911 in Villa Mantero Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 28 Mar 2009 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Lazaro Lacho HOFFMAN, son of Leizer Maximo HOFFMAN and Berta HALPERIN on 04 Oct 1931 in ARGENTINA. He was born on 01 Jan 1905 in Concepcion del Uruguay E. Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 30 Jan 1980 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

   Lazaro Lacho HOFFMAN and Clarita SINGER had the following children:

   46. i. **CARLOS HOFFMAN** was born on 10 Jan 1933 in Parana Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 27 Oct 2013 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Raquel COHN on 16 Mar 1956 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 03 Dec 1934 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

   HECTOR GUSTAVO HOFFMAN was born on 25 Feb 1935 in San Juan ARGENTINA. He died on 28 Nov 1983 in New York U S A.
22. **JACOBO BEN DAVID**\(^9\) **SINGER** (David\(^2\), Rev Moishe\(^1\)) was born on 19 Sep 1913 in Concepcion del Uruguay E. R. ARGENTINA. He died on 11 Feb 1982 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Elisa Licha RABECOFF on 27 Feb 1943 in ARGENTINA. She was born on 28 Dec 1923 in ARGENTINA. She died on 01 Oct 1997 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Jacobo Ben David SINGER and Elisa Licha RABECOFF had the following children:

48. i. **MIRTA DIANA TUTE**\(^4\) **SINGER** was born on 18 Feb 1945 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Luis RUBINSTEIN, son of Jose RUBINSTEIN and Fanny SCHMUNIS on 21 Sep 1968. He was born on 10 Sep 1936 in Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

49. ii. **NORA HAYDEE SINGER** was born on 09 Oct 1947 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She died on 24 Sep 1997 in ARGENTINA. She married Victor CHOROWICZ, son of Samuel CHOROWICZ on 21 May 1972. He was born on 11 Jul 1945.

   i. **DANIEL ROBERTO SINGER** was born on 06 Feb 1952 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died on 20 Jan 1975 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

25. **MARTHA BAT SALOMON SINGER** (Shloime\(^2\), Rev Moishe\(^1\)) was born on 11 Sep 1918 in Colonia Tres Villa Mantero E. R. ARGENTINA. She married Manuel Gershe SVIDOVSKY, son of Simon SVIDOVSKY and Leah TUBELSKY on 26 Sep 1950 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 10 May 1908 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died on 01 May 1986 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Manuel Gershe SVIDOVSKY and Martha Bat Salomon SINGER had the following child:

50. i. **REUBEN SVIDOVSKY SINGER** was born on 16 Oct 1951 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Silvia OBRELLAN on 03 Dec 1983. She was born on 12 Nov 1956 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

26. **DORA SINGER** (Shloime\(^2\), Rev Moishe\(^1\)) was born on 18 Aug 1926 in Colonia Tres Villa Mantero E. R. ARGENTINA. She married Samuel (Samy) COHAN, son of Jose COHAN and Shpinze Cipriana RESNITZKY on 04 May 1950 in Rosario ARGENTINA. He was born on 01 Apr 1926 in San Salvador Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 24 Nov 1988 in Carmiel ISRAEL.

Samuel (Samy) COHAN and Dora SINGER had the following children:

47. i. **MARIO MOSHE COHAN** was born on 10 May 1951 in Rosario Pcia Santa Fe ARGENTINA. He married Susana GOLDSZTAJN, daughter of Israel Szulim Shlomo GOLDSZTAJN and Adela GRINBERG on 10 May 1971 in ISRAEL. She was born on 07 Feb 1951 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

48. ii. **DAVID CARLOS COHAN** was born on 04 Dec 1954 in Rosario Pcia. St Fe ARGENTINA. He married Nina KREINDLER, daughter of Pinchas KREINDLER and Channah FASBERG on 19 Sep 1983 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. She was born on 12 May 1958 in Tel Aviv Yaffo ISRAEL.

44. **JAIME (BEN SALOMON) SINGER** (Shloime\(^2\), Rev Moishe\(^1\)) was born on 19 Aug 1928 in Colonia Tres Villa Mantero E. Rios ARG. He died on 08 Apr 1996 in Curitiba BRAZIL. He married Mina SZRAJBMAN on 26 Aug 1956 in Curitiba BRAZIL. She was born on 06 Feb 1936 in
Rio de Janeiro BRAZIL.

Jaime (Ben Salomon) SINGER and Mina SZRAJMBAN had the following children:

11 i. RAQUEL VICTORIA SINGER was born on 30 Jun 1957 in Rio de Janeiro BRAZIL. She married Michael Waren KLEIN, son of Leonard KLEIN and Nancy Rae FEURSTEIN on 29 Nov 1986 in Curitiba BRAZIL. He was born in 1954 in New York U S A.

14 ii. JULIO SINGER was born on 09 Jul 1958 in Rio de Janeiro BRAZIL. He married Rita De Cassia DIAS, daughter of Jair De Cassia DIAS and DULCE on 01 Jun 1985 in Brazil. She was born on 23 Jun 1965 in Curitiba BRAZIL.

25. MARIO HERMAN (TOTO) SINGER (Natalio Naftule\(^2\), Rev Moishe\(^1\)) was born on 20 Oct 1929 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 02 Feb 2015 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Berta DUVIDOVICH, daughter of Bernardo DUVIDOVICH and Rosa NOVIK on 20 Mar 1954 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 10 Jan 1930 in Tandil Pcia. Bs. Aires ARG.

Mario Herman (Toto) SINGER and Berta DUVIDOVICH had the following children:

55. i. PABLO SERGIO GUSTAVO SINGER was born on 17 May 1957 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died on 29 Aug 1993 in Puerto Vallarta MEXICO. He married Silvia WOLF on 01 Mar 1986 in MEXICO D. F.. She was born on 20 Feb 1955.

61. ii. IRENA ROSA SINGER was born on 01 Sep 1960 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Leonel LUNA, son of Leonel Isidoro Mario LUNA and Elizabeth Edith ALMADA on 08 Nov 1985. He was born on 20 Aug 1965.

57. iii. DAMIAN ESTEBAN SINGER was born on 09 Jan 1963 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married (1) CLAUDIA LOPEZ on 17 Oct 1985. She was born on 10 Jul 1962 in Quilmes Bs. Aires ARGENTINA. He married (2) LILIANA LARA, daughter of Amilcar LARA and Norma RIVERA on 14 Dec 2002 in Maturin VENEZUELA. She was born on 30 Jun 1971 in Caracas VENEZUELA.

2 MARGARITA SINGER (Natalio Naftule\(^2\), Rev Moishe\(^1\)) was born on 25 Apr 1922 in Concordia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 10 Oct 2001 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Aaron DUVIDOVICH, son of Bernardo Berl DUVIDOVICH and ROSA on 04 Oct 1947 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 23 Dec 1920 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died on 14 Sep 2003 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Aaron DUVIDOVICH and Margarita SINGER had the following children:

i. i. HECTOR BERNARDO DUVIDOVICH was born on 13 Aug 1950 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married ANA LUCIA CARNEIRO.

ii. ii. ERNESTO DUVIDOVICH was born on 06 Nov 1952 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married SUSANA MARKUSHER. She was born on 12 May 1958.

iii. iii. MARCELO RICARDO DUVIDOVICH was born on 30 Dec 1957 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Miriam Liege BOHRER in BRAZIL.

5 YEHUDIT ESTHER (CHICHITA)\(^3\) SINGER (Elias Yoel\(^2\), Rev Moishe\(^1\)) was born on 24 Jul 1925 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married (1) ITALO CALVINO, son of Mario CALVINO and Evelina MAMELI in Feb 1964. He was born on 15 Oct 1923 in Santiago de las Vegas CUBA. He died on
19 Sep 1985 in Siena ITALY. She married (2) LEO WEILL on 06 Dec 1945 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 21 Nov 1921. He died on 24 Aug 2013 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Italo CALVINO and Yehudit Esther (Chichita) SINGER had the following child:
1 i. GIOVANNA CALVINO was born on 25 Apr 1965 in Rome ITALY. She married ELLIOT AGUILAR. He was born in 1983.

Leo WEILL and Yehudit Esther (Chichita) SINGER had the following child:
63. i. MARCELO WEILL was born on 20 Nov 1948 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Anne FRAGO in FRANCE.

28. SUSANA (susy) SINGER (Elias Yoel, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born on 25 Mar 1932 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Naldo Luis LOMBARDI, son of Naldo Romulo LOMBARDI and Maria Luisa ANSELMO on 28 Dec 1964 in La Plata ARGENTINA. He was born on 07 Oct 1934 in Alberti Bs As ARGENTINA.

Naldo Luis LOMBARDI and Susana (Susy) SINGER had the following child:
63. i. NATALIA LOMBARDI was born on 04 Oct 1969 in ARGENTINA. She married Scott Douglas PAVAN, son of Erasmo Angelo PAVAN and Camila Leona LEIBEL on 22 Feb 2000 in Valladolid MEXICO. He was born on 07 Mar 1966 in Calgary CANADA.

29. EMILIO SLOBINSKY (Elias Yoel SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born on 10 Apr 1939 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Beatriz Elisa ROGUIN, daughter of Abraham ROGUIN and Rosa SAVRANSK in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 12 Jun 1941 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Emilio SLOBINSKY and Beatriz Elisa ROGUIN had the following children:
64. i. PABLO EMILIO SLOBINSKY was born in 1969 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Yanina BLOCH in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.
ii. MELINA LUCIANA SLOBINSKY was born on 18 Jul 1984 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

2 MARGARITA BRAILOVSKY (Chaia Ite Aida SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born on 29 Apr 1920 in Villa Mantero Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 12 Dec 1992 in Basavilbaso Pcia Entre Rios ARG.. She married Israel LEVITZKY, son of Shloime LEVITZKY and Sofia MINUCHIM on 07 Mar 1945 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born on 02 Jun 1917 in Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 13 Jun 1993 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Israel LEVITZKY and Margarita BRAILOVSKY had the following children:
49. i. SALOMON OSCAR LEVITZKY was born on 04 Sep 1947 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 14 Aug 1991 in Corrientes ARGENTINA. He married Maria Elena (Tury) ROBLES on 14 Aug 1976 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 11 Sep 1947 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

50. ii. JOSE ABRAHAM LEVITZKY was born on 19 Aug 1951 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Nora R. MAGNI, daughter of Robero Casto MAGNI and Maria ROSSI on 18 Mar 1977 in Basavilbaso E.R. ARGENTINA. She was born on 29 Aug 1955 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.
51. iii. MARTHA SOPHIA LEVITZKY was born on 03 May 1955 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Yossi KRUG, son of Tzvi KRUG and Rachel KLAINSHTIEN on 14 May 1979 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He was born on 30 Aug 1953 in Tel Aviv Yaffo ISRAEL.

3 Moises BRAILOVSKY (Chaia Ite Aida SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born on 19 Sep 1922 in Villa Mantero Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 17 Jun 1982 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. He married Sofia Rosa GOLDCHMIT, daughter of Adolfo GOLDCHMIT and Olga GUENIA in ARGENTINA. She was born on 28 May 1925 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. She died on 03 Jul 1998 in Cordoba ARGENTINA.

Moises BRAILOVSKY and Sofia Rosa GOLDCHMIT had the following children:

74. i. JOSE ALEJANDRO BRAILOVSKY was born on 02 Dec 1949 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. He married Marcela SOSA about 1975 in Cordoba ARGENTINA.

31. ii. ELIZABETH LEONOR (ELITA) BRAILOVSKY was born on 07 Aug 1951 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. She died on 10 Aug 2006 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Francisco Ben Francisco DELGADO, son of Francisco DELGADO and Maria Encarnacion CARDARELLI about 1974 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. He was born on 05 Feb 1946 in Cordoba ARGENTINA.

70. iii. GABRIEL JUAN BRAILOVSKY was born on 23 May 1957 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. He married (1) GABRIELA ARRAIGADA, daughter of Alberto ARRAIGADA and Amelia SILVEYRA on 09 Sep 1992 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. She was born on 06 Dec 1965 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. He married (2) MICHEL MOSTOVSKY in 1984.

iii. iv. ADRIANA ETHEL BRAILOVSKY was born on 22 Sep 1960 in San Francisco Cordoba ARGENTINA. She married Marcelo GARIGLIO, son of Felix Benjamin GARIGLIO and Alba BASCOECHEA in ARGENTINA. He was born on 09 Oct 1959 in San Francisco Cordoba ARGENTINA.

2 Moises DERECHIN (Ana Jone SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born on 19 Dec 1928 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 14 Apr 2003 in U S A. He married Sara SZUCHET, daughter of SZUCHET and UNKNOWN on 23 Jan 1954 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born in ARGENTINA.

Moises DERECHIN and Sara SZUCHET had the following child:

72. i. VIVIANNA MAIA DERECHIN was born on 20 Mar 1964 in Princeton N.J. U S A. She married Peter Gordon VAN DEERLIN, son of David VAN DEERLIN and BARBARA on 27 May 1989 in U S A. He was born on 13 May 1964 in Pasadena CA U S A.

32. DORA (DOLLY) FRENKEL (Sara SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born on 25 May 1927 in Colonia Tres Escribinia E. R. ARGENTINA. She married Pablo (Polo) KANTOR, son of Miguel KANTOR and Rosa HUCLANSKI on 08 Oct 1955 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 10 Aug 1926 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died on 08 Sep 2014 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Pablo (Polo) KANTOR and Dora (Dolly) FRENKEL had the following child:

i. GABRIELA KANTOR was born on 18 Oct 1959 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.
33. **Raquel Frenkel** (Sara Singer, Rev Moishe Singer) was born on 29 Aug 1928 in Colonia Tres Escriinia E. R. Argentina. She married Bernardino (Dino) Gomez on 02 Jul 1961 in Buenos Aires Argentina. He was born on 03 Feb 1926 in Spain. He died on 18 Feb 2004 in Buenos Aires Argentina.

Bernardino (Dino) Gomez and Raquel Frenkel had the following child:

i. **Edgardo Gomez** was born on 22 Jan 1962 in Buenos Aires Argentina. He married Gladys Nelida Santos on 04 Feb 1994 in Buenos Aires Argentina. She was born on 27 Jul 1965.

36. **Mario Jorge (Moishe) Frenkel** (Sara Singer, Rev Moishe Singer) was born on 21 Sep 1932 in Colonia Tres Escrinia E. R. Argentina. He died on 09 Apr 1992 in Curitiba Brazil. He married Amalia Sender on 09 Mar 1966 in Curitiba Brazil. She was born on 17 Jun 1937 in Sao Paulo Brazil.

Mario Jorge (Moishe) Frenkel and Amalia Sender had the following children:

i. **Saulo Ricardo Frenkel** was born on 12 Jan 1967 in Curitiba Brazil. He married Unknown.

1. **Flavio Frenkel** was born on 20 Dec 1968 in Curitiba Brazil.


Jorge Isaac (Toto) Mathov and Haydee Rachel Quela Soifer had the following children:

i. **Gerardo Mathov** was born on 21 Jan 1957 in Buenos Aires Argentina. He married Dora Sepliarsky, daughter of Adolfo Sepliarsky and Rogelia Rachel Guinszburg on 21 Mar 1987 in Buenos Aires Argentina. She was born on 02 Nov 1962 in Buenos Aires Argentina.

2. **Irina Mathov** was born on 09 May 1959 in Buenos Aires Argentina. She married Ricardo Sacerdoti, son of Augusto Sacerdoti and Catalina Kiss on 07 Jul 1984. He was born on 11 Jan 1959 in Buenos Aires Argentina.

3. **Andrea Esther Mathov** was born on 21 Sep 1961 in Buenos Aires Argentina. She married (1) Jose Alberto Alfie, son of Alberto Alfie and Olga Mizrachi on 01 Nov 1990 in Buenos Aires Argentina. He was born on 30 Aug 1959. She married (2) Claudio Forster on 09 Apr 1983 in Argentina. He was born in Argentina.

36. **Yehuda (Carlos) Mathov** (Cecilia Tzvie Singer, Rev Moishe Singer) was born in Buenos Aires Argentina. He married Pnina (Paulina) Vulischer, daughter of Simon Vulischer and Siril Schulkin on 18 May 1957 in Bahia Blanca Argentina. She was born on 18 Jul 1935 in Rivera Bs. As. Argentina. She died on 18 Jan 2012 in Israel.

Yehuda (Carlos) Mathov and Pnina (Paulina) Vulischer had the following children:

i. **Gad Mathov** was born in Kibbutz Nir Am Israel. He married Dalit Ginosar, daughter of Meir Ginosar (Honisberg and Shulamit Arieli (Aslan) on 03 Sep 1985. She was born in Holon Israel.
ii. ORNA MATHOV was born in Yaffo Tel Aviv ISRAEL. She married Guy VAADIA, son of Yoash VAADIA and Mary Phillips DURBIN on 03 Sep 1990 in Ganey Yehuda ISRAEL. He was born in Hadera ISRAEL.

---

### Generation 4

39. **FANY NONA**\(^4\) BLANC (Salomon Ben Shmili\(^3\), Leie Luisa\(^2\) SINGER, Rev Moishe\(^1\) SINGER) was born on 14 Dec 1932 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married **MARCELINO JR CEREJIDO**. He was born about 1932 in ARGENTINA.

Marcelino Jr CEREJIDO and Fany Nona BLANC had the following children:

i. **FABIAN**\(^5\) CEREJIDO was born about 1962 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Gabriela SIMON in MEXICO. She was born in ARGENTINA.

ii. **MARGARITA CEREJIDO** was born on 06 Dec 1970 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Gregg BLOCH about Sep 1991.

40. **BETTY**\(^4\) BLANC (Salomon Ben Shmili\(^3\), Leie Luisa\(^2\) SINGER, Rev Moishe\(^1\) SINGER) was born on 26 Nov 1941 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Carlos BERGER, son of Hershel Leib BERGER and Chaie ASMAN on 06 Apr 1965 in ARGENTINA. He was born on 04 Mar 1937 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Carlos BERGER and Betty BLANC had the following children:

i. **IRIS**\(^5\) BERGER was born on 29 Apr 1969 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

81. ii. **YUVAL BERGER** was born on 22 Jul 1973 in ISRAEL. He married Maya PELEG, daughter of Alex PELEG and Gila SCHLUSH on 01 Jun 2010 in ISRAEL. She was born in Tel Aviv ISRAEL.

iii. **URI BERGER** was born on 22 Aug 1980 in ISRAEL.

44. **RIVKA (QUQUE)**\(^4\) GEDANSKY (Feigel Fanny\(^3\) BLANC, Leie Luisa\(^2\) SINGER, Rev Moishe\(^1\) SINGER) was born on 22 Dec 1929 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA. She died on 03 Sep 2008 in Kibbutz Haogen ISRAEL. She married Itzchak KAMINSKY, son of Isser KAMINSKY and Fanny ROITBLAT on 23 Feb 1953 in Naharia ISRAEL. He was born on 26 Mar 1930 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Itzchak KAMINSKY and Rivka (Quque) GEDANSKY had the following children:

i. **SEMDAR**\(^5\) KAMINSKY was born on 23 Aug 1954 in Kibbutz Metzer ISRAEL. She married (1) **MOTTI FRIDMAN** about 1975 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He was born about 1952 in Guivataim ISRAEL. He died on 07 Jul 1977 in Kibbutz Gonen ISRAEL. She married (2) **URI KADMON**, son of Yehuda REVETZ and Rachel FROMER on 14 Apr 1981 in ISRAEL. He was born on 05 Feb 1948 in Kibbutz Kfar Hamacabi ISRAEL.

ii. **DALIA KAMINSKY** was born on 03 Apr 1958 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Shaul WEIGERT, son of Benjamin WEIGERT and Chava LEWINSOHN on 04 Apr 1986 in Kibbutz Haoguen. He was born on 23 Feb 1958 in Kibbutz Shobal ISRAEL.
iii. RONIT KAMINSKY was born on 12 Mar 1965 in Kiron ISRAEL. She married Azri Jr COHEN, son of Ezri COHEN and Tzvia DALE on 12 Jun 2001 in Kibbutz Haogen ISRAEL. He was born in 1960 in ISRAEL.

41. FANY ROSA SHOSHANA\textsuperscript{4} BLANC (Iosel Ben Shmii\textsuperscript{3}, Leie Luisa\textsuperscript{2} SINGER, Rev Moishe\textsuperscript{1} SINGER) was born on 23 Feb 1936 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA. She married Naftaly GRADSTEIN, son of Ber GRADSTEIN and Tova WEINBUSH on 17 Aug 1958 in ISRAEL. He was born on 15 Apr 1936.

Naftaly GRADSTEIN and Fany Rosa Shoshana BLANC had the following children:

85. i. AMIT\textsuperscript{5} GRADSTEIN was born on 29 Nov 1959 in Kibbutz Megido ISRAEL. He married Anat BERGER, daughter of Yaakov BERGER and GELB on 24 May 1983 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. She was born on 13 Oct 1960 in Petach Tikva ISRAEL.

86. ii. IRIT LEAH GRADSTEIN was born on 01 Feb 1964 in Kiron ISRAEL. She married Doron SEGALOVICH, son of Yeoshua SEGALOVICH and KADURY on 03 Jul 1984 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He was born on 25 Nov 1958 in Tiberia ISRAEL.

87. iii. ADVA GRADSTEIN was born on 16 Jun 1969 in Kiron ISRAEL. She married Avner GLUKSTAD, son of Bracha ZILBERMAN on 13 Sep 1994 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He was born in Tel Aviv ISRAEL.

42. LEONARDO\textsuperscript{4} BLANC (Iosel Ben Shmii\textsuperscript{3}, Leie Luisa\textsuperscript{2} SINGER, Rev Moishe\textsuperscript{1} SINGER) was born on 05 Jun 1941 in Escrinia Colonia Dos E. R. ARGENTINA. He married Mirtha EPHEL, daughter of Aaron EPHEL and Rivke SHMUNICH on 18 Aug 1966 in ISRAEL. She was born on 03 Feb 1946 in ARGENTINA.

Leonardo BLANC and Mirtha EPHEL had the following children:

1 i. CHAGIT\textsuperscript{5} BLANC was born on 26 Apr 1967 in ISRAEL. She married Madi RAPAPORT on 01 Oct 1992 in ISRAEL. He was born on 18 Jan 1961.

2 ii. ORNA BLANC was born on 26 Apr 1967 in ISRAEL. She married Gil LAVI, son of LAVI and Neomi MICHAELI on 14 Feb 1991 in Kibbutz Megido. He was born on 23 Oct 1967 in Kibbutz Hazorea ISRAEL.

3 iii. AVIVIT BLANC was born on 30 Mar 1970 in ISRAEL. She married Tamir ISHAY, son of Yehuda ISHAY and Sara MADAR on 30 Mar 1992 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He was born on 04 Aug 1967 in ISRAEL.

4 iv. LIAT BLANC was born on 29 Apr 1974 in ISRAEL. She married Boaz RANKEVITZ, son of Mordechay RENKEVITZ and JENNY on 01 Jul 2004 in Tel Hadashim ISRAEL.

5 v. ROI BLANC was born on 20 Jul 1979 in ISRAEL. He married Rina PICK, daughter of Uri PICK and Dalia on 13 May 2013 in Kibbutz Meguido ISAREL.

44. NEOMI\textsuperscript{4} BLANC (Jaime\textsuperscript{3}, Leie Luisa\textsuperscript{2} SINGER, Rev Moishe\textsuperscript{1} SINGER) was born on 22 Sep 1944 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Jorge LEVINON on 12 Dec 1965. He was born on 08 Jan 1945 in ARGENTINA.
Jorge LEVINTON and Neomi BLANC had the following children:

93.  
i. **GAD** LEVINTON was born on 13 Dec 1967 in Kibbutz Lehavot Habashan ISRAEL. He married Cinthya Valencia SALAZAR on 10 Apr 1992 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 14 Jan 1968.

   ii. **SOL** LEVINTON was born on 25 Jul 1975 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Herman LECZYKI on 07 Dec 2002 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

   ALEJO LEVINTON was born on 12 Oct 1979 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

2  **SERGIO** BLANC (Jaime, Leie Luisa SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born on 29 Nov 1947 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Laura KIEVSKY, daughter of Jacobo KIEVSKY and UNKNOWN on 10 Aug 1973 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 29 Aug 1946 in ARGENTINA.

Sergio BLANC and Laura KIEVSKY had the following children:

1  
i. **THERESA** BLANC was born on 15 Jun 1977 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Nicolas VESUCHANSKY on 03 Dec 2005 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born in ARGENTINA.

   iv. **ERNESTO** BLANC was born on 11 Sep 1980 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

3  **JAIME CESAR (NEGRO)** LIPOVETZKY (Teresa SINGER, Chaim SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born on 25 Dec 1932 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Sara Elba AMORES, daughter of Juan Bautista AMORES and Sara Luisa BIANCHI on 17 Jan 1963 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 21 Oct 1939 in Posadas Misiones ARGENTINA.

Jaime Cesar (Negro) LIPOVETZKY and Sara Elba AMORES had the following children:

68.  
i. **DANIEL ANDRES** LIPOVETZKY was born on 02 Dec 1967 in La Plata Pcia Bs As ARGENTINA. He married Monica MIELNICZUK, daughter of Juan MIELNICZUK and Rosa AROCENA on 22 Mar 1996 in La Plata Pcia Bs As ARGENTINA. She was born on 14 Jun 1971 in ARGENTINA.

   69.  
   ii. **VERA CELINA** LIPOVETZKY was born on 30 Jan 1969 in La Plata Pcia Bs As ARGENTINA. She married Pablo NEUMANN on 14 Mar 1997 in ARGENTINA. He was born on 10 Dec 1967 in ARGENTINA.

45.  **GLADIS BEATRIZ** LIPOVETZKY (Teresa SINGER, Chaim SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born on 26 Dec 1937 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Emilio KATZ, son of Adolfo KATZ and Sara HECKER on 26 Apr 1960 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 07 Oct 1936 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Emilio KATZ and Gladis Beatriz LIPOVETZKY had the following children:

98.  
i. **MARIANA** KATZ was born on 14 Apr 1963 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Leandro ARGANIRAZ on 28 Dec 1984 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born in Chubut ARGENTINA.

   ii. **GABRIEL** KATZ was born on 04 Sep 1965 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Gabriela KLEIMANS in ARGENTINA.

49.  **JAIME (BEN JACOBO)** SINGER (Jacobo (Bincho), Chaim SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born on 22 Mar
1940 in Mar del Plata Pcia Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died on 22 Nov 2000 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Norma RAZE, daughter of Ernesto RAZE and Sara SHENQUERMAN on 16 Aug 1972 in Mar del Plata ARGENTINA. She was born on 18 Feb 1946 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Jaime (Ben Jacobo) SINGER and Norma RAZE had the following child:

i. MARIA ISABEL SINGER was born on 03 Feb 1976 in ARGENTINA.

7. CARLOS HOFFMAN (Clarita SINGER, David SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born on 10 Jan 1933 in Parana Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 27 Oct 2013 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Raquel COHN on 16 Mar 1956 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 03 Dec 1934 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Carlos HOFFMAN and Raquel COHN had the following children:

ii. i. GRACIELA DIANA HOFFMAN was born on 27 Jan 1958 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Jose Luis RAMBLA, son of Jose RAMBLA and Carmen MARCOPPIDO in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 18 Aug 1953. He died on 22 Sep 2010 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

iii. ii. DANIEL HOFFMAN was born on 20 Mar 1959 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Deborah GRUBSZTEIN on 10 Jan 1985 in K. Metzer ISRAEL. She was born on 14 Mar 1961 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

101. iii. MARTHA RUTH HOFFMAN was born on 07 Feb 1967 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Eduardo BATALLA on 03 Jan 1989 in Bs As ARGENTINA. He was born on 24 Sep 1967.

79. MIRTA DIANA TUTE SINGER (Jacobo Ben David SINGER, David SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born on 18 Feb 1945 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Luis RUBINSTEIN, son of Jose RUBINSTEIN and Fanny SCHMUNIS on 21 Sep 1968. He was born on 10 Sep 1936 in Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Luis RUBINSTEIN and Mirta Diana Tute SINGER had the following children:

i. i. HERNAN ARIEL LAN RUBINSTEIN was born on 20 Sep 1969 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Sofia Paula GREENSTEIN on 23 Aug 1992. She was born on 14 Jun 1969.

ii. ii. JAVIER DAMIAN RUBINSTEIN was born on 20 Sep 1969 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Sol KRAMER, daughter of Guillermo KRAMER and Susana KRAMER on 06 Mar 1999 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on Oct 1975 in ARGENTINA.

iii. iii. VERONICA MARIEL RUBINSTEIN was born on 03 Jun 1971 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Ezequiel BUCHBINDER, son of Samuel BUCHBINDER and Hilda KAMPEL on 23 Sep 2000 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 30 Nov 1968 in ARGENTINA.

49. Nora Haydee SINGER (Jacobo Ben David SINGER, David SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born on 09 Oct 1947 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She died on 24 Sep 1997 in ARGENTINA. She married Victor CHOROWICZ, son of Samuel CHOROWICZ on 21 May 1972. He was born on 11 Jul 1945.

Victor CHOROWICZ and Nora Haydee SINGER had the following children:
i. **Diego Efraym Chorowicz** was born on 29 Jul 1975 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

ii. **Ezequiel Federico Chorowicz** was born on 29 Jul 1975 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

50. **Reuben Svidovsky Singer** (Martha Bat Salomon, Shloime\(^2\), Rev Moishe\(^1\)) was born on 16 Oct 1951 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Silvia OBRELLAN on 03 Dec 1983. She was born on 12 Nov 1956 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. Reuben Svidovsky Singer and Silvia OBRELLAN had the following children:
   i. **Jesica Svidovsky Singer** was born on 09 Oct 1986 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.
   ii. **Brian Svidovsky Singer** was born on 10 Aug 1990 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

58. **Mario Moshe Cohan** (Dora Singer, Shloime\(^2\) Singer, Rev Moishe\(^1\) Singer) was born on 10 May 1951 in Rosario Pcia Santa Fe ARGENTINA. He married Susana GOLDSZTAJN, daughter of Israel Szulim Shlomo GOLDSZTAJN and Adela GRINBERG on 10 May 1971 in ISRAEL. She was born on 07 Feb 1951 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. Mario Moshe COHAN and Susana GOLDSZTAJN had the following children:
   90. i. **Shlomit Salome Cohan** was born on 25 Dec 1971 in Kibbutz Alumot ISRAEL. She married Nir SELA, son of Amir Peter SELA and Dina AREMHAUZ on 14 Aug 1997 in Mishmar Hasharon ISRAEL. He was born on 16 Aug 1969 in Naharia ISRAEL.
   ii. **Niv Cohan** was born on 11 Apr 1976 in Kibbutz Alumot ISRAEL. He married Paola PACIFICO, daughter of Leonel PACIFICO and Pierina PIERI on 20 Jun 2002 in Haifa ISRAEL. She was born on 08 Jul 1976 in Montevideo URUGUAY.
   i. **Shachar Cohan** was born on 25 Sep 1985 in Carmiel ISRAEL.

59. **David Carlos Cohan** (Dora Singer, Shloime\(^2\) Singer, Rev Moishe\(^1\) Singer) was born on 04 Dec 1954 in Rosario Pcia. St Fe ARGENTINA. He married Nina KREINDLER, daughter of Pinchas KREINDLER and Channah FASBERG on 19 Sep 1983 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. She was born on 12 May 1958 in Tel Aviv Yaffo ISRAEL. David Carlos COHAN and Nina KREINDLER had the following children:
   i. **Shani Cohan** was born on 20 Aug 1987 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL.
   ii. **Naama Cohan** was born on 24 Apr 1994 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL.

2. **Raquel Victoria Singer** (Jaime (Ben Salomon), Shloime\(^2\), Rev Moishe\(^1\)) was born on 30 Jun 1957 in Rio de Janeiro BRAZIL. She married Michael Waren KLEIN, son of Leonard KLEIN and Nancy Rae FEURSTEIN on 29 Nov 1986 in Curitiba BRAZIL. He was born in 1954 in New York U S A. Michael Waren KLEIN and Raquel Victoria SINGER had the following child:
   ii. **Lisa Joy Klein** was born on 18 Aug 1988 in New York U S A.
3 Julio Singer (Jaime (Ben Salomon), Shloime\(^2\), Rev Moishe\(^1\)) was born on 09 Jul 1958 in Rio de Janeiro BRAZIL. He married Rita De Cassia DIAS, daughter of Jair De Cassia DIAS and DULCE on 01 Jun 1985 in Brazil. She was born on 23 Jun 1965 in Curitiba BRAZIL.

Julio Singer and Rita De Cassia DIAS had the following children:

i. **David Ben Julio Singer** was born on 08 Apr 1988 in Curitiba BRAZIL.

93. Daniel Ben Julio Singer was born on 13 Mar 1992 in Curitiba BRAZIL.

55. Pablo Sergio Gustavo Singer (Mario Herman (Toto), Natalio Naftule\(^2\), Rev Moishe\(^1\)) was born on 17 May 1957 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died on 29 Aug 1993 in Puerto Vallarta MEXICO. He married Silvia WOLF on 01 Mar 1986 in MEXICO D. F.. She was born on 20 Feb 1955.

Pablo Sergio Gustavo Singer and Silvia Wolf had the following children:

i. **Valeria Valdivia Wolf** was born on 15 Apr 1982 in MEXICO D. F..

ii. **Cristian Pablo Israel Singer** was born on 16 May 1987 in MEXICO D. F..

iii. **Jessica Sandra Maria Singer** was born on 16 May 1987 in MEXICO D. F.

56. Irena Rosa Singer (Mario Herman (Toto), Natalio Naftule\(^2\), Rev Moishe\(^1\)) was born on 01 Sep 1960 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Leonel LUNA, son of Leonel Isidoro Mario LUNA and Elizabeth Edith ALMADA on 08 Nov 1985. He was born on 20 Aug 1965.

Leonel LUNA and Irena Rosa Singer had the following children:

i. **Tadeo Elias Pablo Luna** was born on 27 Jan 1995 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

ii. **Gabriel Luna** was born on 07 Dec 2000 in ARGENTINA.

57. Damian Esteban Singer (Mario Herman (Toto), Natalio Naftule\(^2\), Rev Moishe\(^1\)) was born on 09 Jan 1963 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married (1) Claudia Lopez on 17 Oct 1985. She was born on 10 Jul 1962 in Quilmes Bs. Aires ARGENTINA. He married (2) Liliana Lara, daughter of Amilcar LARA and Norma RIVERA on 14 Dec 2002 in Maturin VENEZUELA. She was born on 30 Jun 1971 in Caracas VENEZUELA.

Damian Esteban Singer and Claudia Lopez had the following children:

i. **Julian Singer** was born on 20 Mar 1992 in kibbutz Bror Chail ISRAEL.

ii. **Dylan Singer** was born on 12 Jun 1993 in kibbutz Bror Chail ISRAEL.

Damian Esteban Singer and Liliana Lara had the following children:

iii. **Emiliana Singer** was born on 25 Feb 2004 in Ashkelon ISRAEL.

iv. **Sebastian Manuel Singer** was born on 01 Nov 2006 in kibbutz Bror Chail ISRAEL.

2 Hector Bernardo Duvidovich (Margarita Singer, Natalio Naftule\(^2\) Singer, Rev Moishe\(^1\) Singer) was born on 13 Aug 1950 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Ana Lucia Carneiro.
Hector Bernardo DUVIDOVICH and Ana Lucia CARNEIRO had the following child:
  i. MARINA LUA DUVIDOVICH was born on 29 Feb 1992 in Campinas BRAZIL.

59. ERNESTO DUVIDOVICH (Margarita SINGER, Natalio Naftule\(^2\) SINGER, Rev Moishe\(^1\) SINGER) was born on 06 Nov 1952 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married SUSANA MARKUSHOVER. She was born on 12 May 1958.

Ernesto DUVIDOVICH and Susana MARKUSHOVER had the following children:
  i. GABRIEL DUVIDOVICH was born on 05 May 1982 in Sao Paulo Brazil.
  ii. ALEX DUVIDOVICH was born on 27 May 1987 in Sao Paulo BRAZIL.

60. MARCELO RICARDO DUVIDOVICH (Margarita SINGER, Natalio Naftule\(^2\) SINGER, Rev Moishe\(^1\) SINGER) was born on 30 Dec 1957 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Miriam Liege BOHRER in BRAZIL.

Marcelo Ricardo DUVIDOVICH and Miriam Liege BOHRER had the following children:
  107. i. JONAS BOHRER ARRUDA was born on 22 Mar 1986 in Florianopolis BRAZIL. He married Amanda Luz DE SOUZA in Florianopolis BRAZIL.
  ii. LUCAS BOHRER DUVIDOVICH was born on 16 Feb 1997 in Florianopolis BRAZIL.
  iii. LAURA MARGARITA DUVIDOVICH was born on 03 Jul 2004 in Florianopolis BRAZIL.

75. GIOVANNA\(^4\) CALVINO (Yehudit Esther (Chichita)\(^3\) SINGER, Elias Yoel\(^2\) SINGER, Rev Moishe\(^1\) SINGER) was born on 25 Apr 1965 in Rome ITALY. She married ELLIOT AGUILAR. He was born in 1983.

Elliot AGUILAR and Giovanna CALVINO had the following child:
  i. VIOLETTE\(^5\) AGUILAR was born on 24 Oct 2009.

62. MARCELO\(^4\) WEILL (Yehudit Esther (Chichita)\(^3\) SINGER, Elias Yoel\(^2\) SINGER, Rev Moishe\(^1\) SINGER) was born on 20 Nov 1948 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Anne FRAGO in FRANCE.

Marcelo WEILL and Anne FRAGO had the following children:
  i. JOSEPHINE\(^6\) WEILL was born on 25 Dec 1981 in FRANCE. She married BELOUFA NEIL. He was born in ALGIRIE.
  ii. FELIX WEILL was born on 15 Jun 1985 in FRANCE.

63. NATALIA\(^4\) LOMBARDI (Susana (Susy)\(^3\) SINGER, Elias Yoel\(^2\) SINGER, Rev Moishe\(^1\) SINGER) was born on 04 Oct 1969 in ARGENTINA. She married Scott Douglas PAVAN, son of Erasmo Angelo PAVAN and Camila Leona LEIBEL on 22 Feb 2000 in Valladolid MEXICO. He was born on 07 Mar 1966 in Calgary CANADA.

Scott Douglas PAVAN and Natalia LOMBARDI had the following child:
  i. LUCAS ELLIOTT\(^5\) PAVAN was born on 01 Jan 2008 in New York U S A.
64. **Pablo Emilio⁴ Slobinsky** (Emilio³ Elias Yoel² Singer, Rev Moishe¹ Singer) was born in 1969 in Buenos Aires Argentina. He married Yanina Bloch in Buenos Aires Argentina.

Pablo Emilio Slobinsky and Yanina Bloch had the following children:

i. **Magali⁵ Slobinsky** was born on 22 Jul 2006 in Buenos Aires Argentina.

ii. **Constanza Slobinsky** was born on 02 Sep 2009 in Buenos Aires Argentina.

iii. **Facundo Slobinsky** was born on 19 Apr 2011 in Buenos Aires Argentina.

65. **Salomon Oscar (Didi)⁴ Levitzky** (Margarita³ Brailovsky, Chaya Ite Aida² Singer, Rev Moishe¹ Singer) was born on 04 Sep 1947 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. He died on 14 Aug 1991 in Corrientes Argentina. He married Maria Elena (Tury) Robles on 14 Aug 1976 in Buenos Aires Argentina. She was born on 11 Sep 1947 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina.

Salomon Oscar (Didi) Levitzky and Maria Elena (Tury) Robles had the following children:

108. i. **Lucrecia Carolina Martha⁵ Levitzky** was born on 15 Sep 1981 in Corrientes Argentina. She married Unknown in Corrientes Argentina.

ii. **Guillermo Levitzky** was born on 03 May 1984 in Corrientes Argentina.

66. **Jose Abraham⁴ Levitzky** (Margarita³ Brailovsky, Chaya Ite Aida² Singer, Rev Moishe¹ Singer) was born on 19 Aug 1951 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. He married Nora R. Magni, daughter of Roberto Casto Magni and Maria Rossi on 18 Mar 1977 in Basavilbaso E.R. Argentina. She was born on 29 Aug 1955 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina.

Jose Abraham Levitzky and Nora R. Magni had the following children:

109. i. **Debora Constanza⁵ Levitzky** was born on 16 Mar 1979 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. She married Javier Alejandro Garnier, son of Delis Rogelio Garnier and Angelica Rosa Erpen in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. He was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina.

110. ii. **Eliana Araceli Levitzky** was born on 28 May 1982 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. She married Lucus Orsini. He was born in Macia Entre Rios Argentina.

iii. **Noelia Analì Levitzky** was born on 19 Oct 1984 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina.

iv. **Roberto Eliezer Levitzky** was born on 14 Jun 1985 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina.

67. **Martha Sophia⁴ Levitzky** (Margarita³ Brailovsky, Chaya Ite Aida² Singer, Rev Moishe¹ Singer) was born on 03 May 1955 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. She married Yossi Krug, son of Tzvi Krug and Rachel Klainshtien on 14 May 1979 in Tel Aviv Israel. He was born on 30 Aug 1953 in Tel Aviv Yaffo Israel.
Yossi KRUG and Martha Sophia LEVITZKY had the following children:

i. SHELLY KRUG was born on 13 Jun 1980 in Tel Aviv Yaffo ISRAEL. She married Frank QUINTEROS in 2010 in CRYPUS. He was born in CUBA.

ii. DANA KRUG was born on 09 Aug 1982 in Tel Aviv Yaffo ISRAEL.

iii. YONATAN KRUG was born on 24 Jun 1987 in Tel Aviv Yaffo ISRAEL.

68. JOSE ALEJANDRO BRAILOVSKY (Moises³, Chaia Ite Aida² SINGER, Rev Moishe¹ SINGER) was born on 02 Dec 1949 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. He married Marcela SOSA about 1975 in Cordoba ARGENTINA.

Jose Alejandro BRAILOVSKY and Marcela SOSA had the following children:

i. MIGUEL BEN JOSE BRAILOVSKY was born on 04 Feb 1978 in Cordoba ARGENTINA.

ii. VALENTINA BRAILOVSKY was born on 04 Feb 1978 in Cordoba ARGENTINA.

69. ELIZABETH LEONOR (Elita) BRAILOVSKY (Moises³, Chaia Ite Aida² SINGER, Rev Moishe¹ SINGER) was born on 07 Aug 1951 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. She died on 10 Aug 2006 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Francisco Ben Francisco DELGADO, son of Francisco DELGADO and Maria Encarnacion CARDARELLI about 1974 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. He was born on 05 Feb 1946 in Cordoba ARGENTINA.

Francisco Ben Francisco DELGADO and Elizabeth Leonor (Elita) BRAILOVSKY had the following children:

111. i. FLORENCIA DELGADO was born on 29 Apr 1976 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. She married GUSTAVO RABELINO.

ii. PATRICIO DELGADO was born on 15 Aug 1978 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

70. GABRIEL JUAN BRAILOVSKY (Moises³, Chaia Ite Aida² SINGER, Rev Moishe¹ SINGER) was born on 23 May 1957 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. He married (1) Gabriela ARRAIGADA, daughter of Alberto ARRAIGADA and Amelia SILVEYRA on 09 Sep 1992 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. She was born on 06 Dec 1965 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. He married (2) MICHEL MOSTOVSKY in 1984.

Gabriel Juan BRAILOVSKY and Gabriela ARRAIGADA had the following children:

i. IVAN BRAILOVSKY was born on 21 Sep 1991 in Cordoba ARGENTINA.

ii. PEDRO BRAILOVSKY was born on 19 Jan 1995 in Rio Cuarto Cordoba ARGENTINA.

Gabriel Juan BRAILOVSKY and Michel MOSTOVSKY had the following child:

BARBARA BRAILOVSKY was born in 1985 in Cordoba ARGENTINA.

71. ADRIANA ETHEL BRAILOVSKY (Moises³, Chaia Ite Aida² SINGER, Rev Moishe¹ SINGER) was born on 22 Sep 1960 in San Francisco Cordoba ARGENTINA. She married Marcelo GARIGLIO, son of Felix Benjamin GARIGLIO and Alba BASCOECHA in ARGENTINA. He was born on 09 Oct 1959 in San Francisco Cordoba ARGENTINA.

Marcelo GARIGLIO and Adriana Ethel BRAILOVSKY had the following child:
i. **Dana Liz** was born on 12 Nov 1996 in Argentina.

72. **Viviana Maia** (Moises, Ana Jone SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born on 20 Mar 1964 in Princeton N.J. U.S.A. She married Peter Gordon VAN DEERLIN, son of David VAN DEERLIN and Barbara on 27 May 1989 in U.S.A. He was born on 13 May 1964 in Pasadena CA U.S.A.

Peter Gordon VAN DEERLIN and Viviana Maia DERECHIN had the following children:

i. **BARRY ALBERT** was born on 18 Mar 1992 in U.S.A.

ii. **Daniel Evan VAN DeERLIN** was born on 09 Oct 1995 in U.S.A.

73. **Saulo Ricardo** (Mario Jorge (Moishe), Sara SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born on 12 Jan 1967 in Curitiba BRAZIL. He married **Unknown**.

Saulo Ricardo FRENKEL and Unknown had the following children:

i. **Bruna** was born on 09 Feb 1995 in Curitiba BRAZIL.

ii. **Mario Ben Saulo FRENKEL** was born in 1997 in Curitiba BRAZIL.

74. **Gerardo MATHOV** (Jorge Isaac (Toto), Cecilia Tzvie SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Dora SEPLIARSKY, daughter of Adolfo SEPLIARSKY and Rogelia Rachel GUINSZBURG on 21 Mar 1987 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Gerardo MATHOV and Dora SEPLIARSKY had the following children:

i. **Jessica** was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

ii. **Ariel MATHOV** was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

75. **Irina** (Jorge Isaac (Toto), Cecilia Tzvie SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Ricardo SACERDOTI, son of Augusto SACERDOTI and Catalina KISS. He was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Ricardo SACERDOTI and Irina MATHOV had the following children:

i. **Sabrina** was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

ii. **Flavia SACERDOTI** was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

iii. **Mariana SACERDOTI** was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

76. **Andrea Esther** (Jorge Isaac (Toto), Cecilia Tzvie SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married (2) **Jose Alberto ALFIE**, son of Alberto ALFIE and Olga MIZRACHI Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born. She married (1) **Claudio FORSTER** in ARGENTINA. He was born in ARGENTINA.

Jose Alberto ALFIE and Andrea Esther MATHOV had the following children:

i. **Jazmin ALFIE** was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

ii. **Joaquin ALFIE** was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.
77. **Gad Mathov** (Yehuda (Carlos)\(^3\), Cecilia Tzvie\(^2\) Singer, Rev Moishe\(^1\) Singer) was born in Kibbutz Nir Am Israel. He married Dalit Ginosar, daughter of Meir Ginosar (Honisberg and Shulamit Ariel (Aslan). She was born in Holon Israel.

Gad Mathov and Dalit Ginosar had the following children:

i. **Yoav Mathov** was born in Jerusalem Israel.

ii. **Yael Mathov** was born in Jerusalem Israel.

iii. **Amir Mathov** was born in Jerusalem Israel.

78. **Orna Mathov** (Yehuda (Carlos)\(^3\), Cecilia Tzvie\(^2\) Singer, Rev Moishe\(^1\) Singer) was born in Yaffo Tel Aviv Israel. She married Guy Vaadia, son of Yoash Vaadia and Mary Phyllis Durbin in Ganey Yehuda Israel. He was born in Hadera Israel.

Guy Vaadia and Orna Mathov had the following children:

i. **Gideon Vaadia** was born in Yehud Israel.

ii. **Oded Vaadia** was born in Kiron Israel.

iii. **Naama Vaadia** was born in Ganey Yehuda Israel.

iv. **Michael Vaadia** was born in Ganey Yehuda Israel.

---

**Generation 5**

79. **Fabian Cereijido** (Fany Nona\(^4\) Blanc, Salomon Ben Shmuel\(^3\) Blanc, Leie Luisa\(^2\) Singer, Rev Moishe\(^1\) Singer) was born about 1962 in Buenos Aires Argentina. He married Gabriela Simon in Mexico. She was born in Argentina.

Fabian Cereijido and Gabriela Simon had the following children:

i. **Antonia Cereijido** was born in 1993 in Mexico.

ii. **Lucas Cereijido** was born in 1999 in Mexico.

80. **Margarita Cereijido** (Fany Nona\(^4\) Blanc, Salomon Ben Shmuel\(^3\) Blanc, Leie Luisa\(^2\) Singer, Rev Moishe\(^1\) Singer) was born on 06 Dec 1970 in Buenos Aires Argentina. She married Gregg Bloch about Sep 1991.

Gregg Bloch and Margarita Cereijido had the following child:

i. **Cecilia Bloch** was born in 1995.

81. **Yuval Berger** (Betty\(^4\) Blanc, Salomon Ben Shmuel\(^3\) Blanc, Leie Luisa\(^2\) Singer, Rev Moishe\(^1\) Singer) was born on 22 Jul 1973 in Israel. He married Maya Peleg, daughter of Alex Peleg and Gila Schlush on 01 Jun 2010 in Israel. She was born in Tel Aviv Israel.

Yuval Berger and Maya Peleg had the following child:

i. **Yoav Berger** was born on 25 Mar 2011 in Tel Aviv Israel.

82. **Semadar Kaminsky** (Rivka (Quque)\(^4\) Gedansky, Feigel Fanny\(^3\) Blanc, Leie Luisa\(^2\) Singer, Rev Moishe\(^1\) Singer) was born on 23 Aug 1954 in Kibbutz Metzer Israel. She married (1) **Motti Fridman** about 1975 in Tel Aviv Israel. He was born about 1952.
in Guivataim ISRAEL. He died on 07 Jul 1977 in Kibbutz Gonen ISRAEL. She married (2) Uri KADMON, son of Yehuda REVETZ and Rachel FROMER on 14 Apr 1981 in ISRAEL. He was born on 05 Feb 1948 in Kibbutz Kfar Hamacabi ISRAEL.

Motti FRIDMAN and Semadar KAMINSKY had the following child:

112. i. Noah FRIDMAN was born on 14 Feb 1978 in ISRAEL. She married Tzvika KINSLER on 24 Sep 2009 in ISRAEL.

Uri KADMON and Semadar KAMINSKY had the following children:

113. i. Tamar KADMON was born on 19 Jul 1982 in Kfar Saba ISRAEL. She married Kfir ZAFRANI on 26 Aug 2007 in ISRAEL.

ii. Ido KADMON was born on 05 Jan 1984 in Hedera ISRAEL.

83. Dalia KAMINSKY (Rivka (Quque) GEDANSKY, Feigel Fanny BLANC, Leie Luisa SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born on 03 Apr 1958 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Shaul WEIGERT, son of Benjamin WEIGERT and Chava LEWINSOHN on 04 Apr 1986 in Kibbutz Haoguen. He was born on 23 Feb 1958 in Kibbutz Shobal ISRAEL.

Shaul WEIGERT and Dalia KAMINSKY had the following children:

i. Lior WEIGERT was born on 24 Oct 1987 in Kibbutz Haoguen ISRAEL.

ii. Michal WEIGERT was born on 30 Apr 1990 in Kibbutz Haogen ISRAEL.

iii. Yubal WEIGERT was born on 05 Feb 1997 in Kibbutz Haogen ISRAEL.

84. Ronit KAMINSKY (Rivka (Quque) GEDANSKY, Feigel Fanny BLANC, Leie Luisa SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born on 12 Mar 1965 in Kiron ISRAEL. She married Azri Jr COHEN, son of Ezri COHEN and Tzvia DALE on 12 Jun 2001 in Kibbutz Haogen ISRAEL. He was born in 1960 in ISRAEL.

Azri Jr COHEN and Ronit KAMINSKY had the following children:

i. Ori COHEN was born on 28 Oct 2002 in ISRAEL.

ii. Yael COHEN was born on 04 May 2005 in ISRAEL.

85. Amit GRADSTEIN (Fany Rosa Shoshana BLANC, Iosel Ben Shmil BLANC, Leie Luisa SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born on 29 Nov 1959 in Kibbutz Megido ISRAEL. He married Anat BERGER, daughter of Yaakov BERGER and GELB on 24 May 1983 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. She was born on 13 Oct 1960 in Petach Tikva ISRAEL.

Amit GRADSTEIN and Anat BERGER had the following children:

i. Omer GRADSTEIN was born on 29 Feb 1988 in Beer Sheva ISRAEL.

ii. Oded GRADSTEIN was born on 21 Jun 1991 in ISRAEL.

iii. Inbal GRADSTEIN was born on 23 Dec 1997 in ISRAEL.

86. Irit Leah GRADSTEIN (Fany Rosa Shoshana BLANC, Iosel Ben Shmil BLANC, Leie Luisa SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born on 01 Feb 1964 in Kiron ISRAEL. She married Doron SEGALOVICH, son of Yeoshua SEGALOVICH and KADURY on 03 Jul
1984 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He was born on 25 Nov 1958 in Tiberia ISRAEL. Doron SEGALOVICH and Irit Leah GRADSTEIN had the following children:

i. **ADI** Segalovich was born on 26 Mar 1987 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL.

ii. **SHAY** Segalovich was born on 26 Mar 1987 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL.

iii. **GAL** Segalovich was born on 15 Oct 1990 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL.

iv. **TAL** Segalovich was born on 13 Feb 2000 in ISRAEL.

87. **ADV**a GRADSTEIN (Fany Rosa Shoshana 4 BLANC, Iosel Ben Shmi'el 3 BLANC, Leie Luisa 2 SINGER, Rev Moishe 1 SINGER) was born on 16 Jun 1969 in Kiron ISRAEL. She married Avner GLUKSTAD, son of Bracha ZILBERMAN on 13 Sep 1994 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He was born in Tel Aviv ISRAEL.

Avner GLUKSTAD and Adva GRADSTEIN had the following children:

i. **NOI** 6 GLUKSTAD was born on 28 May 1995 in Kfar Saba ISRAEL.

ii. **GUY** GLUKSTAD was born on 16 Jul 1997 in Petach Tikva ISRAEL.

88. **CHAGIT** 5 BLANC (Leonardo 4, Iosel Ben Shmi'el 3, Leie Luisa 2 SINGER, Rev Moishe 1 SINGER) was born on 26 Apr 1967 in ISRAEL. She married Madi RAPAPORT on 01 Oct 1992 in ISRAEL. He was born on 18 Jan 1961.

Madi RAPAPORT and Chagit BLANC had the following children:

i. **SCHACHAR** 6 RAPAPORT was born on 26 Nov 1993 in Kibbutz Megido ISRAEL.

ii. **OPHIR** RAPAPORT was born on 27 May 1996 in ISRAEL.

iii. **NIR** RAPAPORT was born on 20 Dec 2001 in Kibbutz Meguido ISRAEL.

89. **ORNA** 5 BLANC (Leonardo 4, Iosel Ben Shmi'el 3, Leie Luisa 2 SINGER, Rev Moishe 1 SINGER) was born on 26 Apr 1967 in ISRAEL. She married Gil LAVI, son of LAVI and Neomi MICHAELI on 14 Feb 1991 in Kibbutz Megido. He was born on 23 Oct 1967 in Kibbutz Hazorea ISRAEL.

Gil LAVI and Orna BLANC had the following children:

i. **Paz** 6 LAVI was born on 07 Aug 1991 in Kibbutz Magido ISRAEL.

ii. **ERAN** LAVI was born on 10 Apr 1996 in ISRAEL.

iii. **AMIR** LAVI was born on 16 Apr 2000 in Kibbutz Megido ISRAEL.

iv. **YONATHAN** LAVI was born on 06 Sep 2003 in ISRAEL.

90. **AVIVIT** 5 BLANC (Leonardo 4, Iosel Ben Shmi'el 3, Leie Luisa 2 SINGER, Rev Moishe 1 SINGER) was born on 30 Mar 1970 in ISRAEL. She married Tamir ISHAY, son of Yehuda ISHAY and Sara MADAR on 30 Mar 1992 in Tel Aviv ISRAEL. He was born on 04 Aug 1967 in ISRAEL.

Tamir ISHAY and Avivit BLANC had the following children:
i. **Tom**\textsuperscript{6} Ishay was born on 28 Dec 1992 in Kibbutz Megido ISRAEL.

ii. **Daniel** Ishay was born on 14 Mar 1996 in Afula ISRAEL.

iii. **Mor** Ishay was born on 28 Jun 1997 in Afula ISRAEL.

iv. **Yaav** Ishay was born on 29 Jun 2003 in Afula ISRAEL.

v. **Amit** Ishay was born on 05 Mar 2007 in Afula ISRAEL.

91. **Liat**\textsuperscript{5} BLANC (Leonardo\textsuperscript{4}, Iosel Ben Shmil\textsuperscript{3}, Leie Luisa\textsuperscript{2} SINGER, Rev Moishe\textsuperscript{1} SINGER) was born on 29 Apr 1974 in ISRAEL. She married Boaz RANKEVITZ, son of Mordechay RENKEVITZ and JENNY on 01 Jul 2004 in Tel Hadashim ISRAEL.

Boaz RANKEVITZ and Liat BLANC had the following children:

i. **Ofier**\textsuperscript{6} RANKEVITZ was born on 13 Mar 2005 in ISRAEL.

ii. **Oad** RANKEVITZ was born on 18 Sep 2009 in ISRAEL.

92. **Roi**\textsuperscript{5} BLANC (Leonardo\textsuperscript{4}, Iosel Ben Shmil\textsuperscript{3}, Leie Luisa\textsuperscript{2} SINGER, Rev Moishe\textsuperscript{1} SINGER) was born on 20 Jul 1979 in ISRAEL. He married Rina PICK, daughter of Uri PICK and Dalia on 13 May 2013 in Kibbutz Meguido ISRAEL.

Roi BLANC and Rina PICK had the following child:

i. **Ori**\textsuperscript{6} BLANC was born on 25 Apr 2014 in Kibbutz Megido ISRAEL.

93. **Gad**\textsuperscript{5} LEVINTON (Neomi\textsuperscript{4} BLANC, Jaime\textsuperscript{3} BLANC, Leie Luisa\textsuperscript{2} SINGER, Rev Moishe\textsuperscript{1} SINGER) was born on 13 Dec 1967 in Kibbutz Lehavot Habashan ISRAEL. He married Cinthya Valencia SALAZAR on 10 Apr 1992 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 14 Jan 1968.

Gad LEVINTON and Cinthya Valencia SALAZAR had the following children:

i. **Tamar**\textsuperscript{6} LEVINTON was born in 1998 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

ii. **Catalina** LEVINTON was born on 14 Jun 2003 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

94. **Sol**\textsuperscript{5} LEVINTON (Neomi\textsuperscript{4} BLANC, Jaime\textsuperscript{3} BLANC, Leie Luisa\textsuperscript{2} SINGER, Rev Moishe\textsuperscript{1} SINGER) was born on 25 Jul 1975 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Herman LECZYKI on 07 Dec 2002 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Herman LECZYKI and Sol LEVINTON had the following child:

i. **Azul**\textsuperscript{6} LECZYKI was born on 03 Aug 2003 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

95. **Theresa**\textsuperscript{5} BLANC (Sergio\textsuperscript{4}, Jaime\textsuperscript{3}, Leie Luisa\textsuperscript{2} SINGER, Rev Moishe\textsuperscript{1} SINGER) was born on 15 Jun 1977 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Nicolas VESUCHANSKY on 03 Dec 2005 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born in ARGENTINA.

Nicolas VESUCHANSKY and Theresa BLANC had the following children:

i. **Leandro**\textsuperscript{6} VESUCHANSKY was born on 28 Jan 2007 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

ii. **Ezequiel** VESUCHANSKY was born on 15 Apr 2010 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.
ARGENTINA.

96. **Daniel Andres Lipovetzky** (Jaime Cesar (Negro), Teresa Singer, Chaim SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born on 02 Dec 1967 in La Plata Pcia Bs As ARGENTINA. He married Monica MIELNICZUK, daughter of Juan MIELNICZUK and Rosa AROCENA on 22 Mar 1996 in La Plata Pcia Bs As ARGENTINA. She was born on 14 Jun 1971 in ARGENTINA.

Daniel Andres LIPOVETZKY and Monica MIELNICZUK had the following children:

i. **Matias Lipovetzky** was born on 04 Aug 1998 in La Plata Bs As ARGENTINA.

ii. **Delphina Lipovetzky** was born on 18 Sep 2002 in La Plata Bs As ARGENTINA.

iii. **Gael Lipovetzky** was born on 16 Dec 2008 in La Plata Bs As ARGENTINA.

97. **Vera Celina Lipovetzky** (Jaime Cesar (Negro), Teresa Singer, Chaim SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born on 30 Jan 1969 in La Plata Pcia Bs As ARGENTINA. She married Pablo NEUMANN on 14 Mar 1997 in ARGENTINA. He was born on 10 Dec 1967 in ARGENTINA.

Pablo NEUMANN and Vera Celina LIPOVETZKY had the following children:

i. **Catherine Neuman** was born on 08 May 2002 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

ii. **Emilia Neuman** was born on 15 Aug 2003 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

98. **Mariana Katz** (Gladis Beatriz LIPOVETZKY, Teresa Singer, Chaim SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born on 14 Apr 1963 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Leandro ARGANIARAZ on 28 Dec 1984 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born in Chubut ARGENTINA.

Leandro ARGANIARAZ and Mariana KATZ had the following children:

i. **Lucia Arganiaraz** was born on 07 Oct 1989 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

ii. **Violeta Alma Arganiaraz** was born on 09 Feb 1995 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

99. **Graciela Diana Hoffman** (Carlos, Clarita Singer, David Singer, Rev Moishe Singer) was born on 27 Jan 1958 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Jose Luis Rambla, son of Jose RAMBLA and Carmen MARCOPPIDO in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 18 Aug 1953. He died on 22 Sep 2010 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Jose Luis RAMBLA and Graciela Diana HOFFMAN had the following children:

i. **Ezequiel Rambla** was born on 29 Aug 1986 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

ii. **Johanna Rambla** was born on 27 Dec 1987 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

100. **Daniel Hoffman** (Carlos, Clarita Singer, David Singer, Rev Moishe Singer) was born on 20 Mar 1959 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Deborah GRUBSZTEIN on 10 Jan 1985 in K. Metzer ISRAEL. She was born on 14 Mar 1961 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.
Daniel HOFFMAN and Deborah GRUBSZTEIN had the following children:
  i.  RAMI HOFFMAN was born on 26 May 1990 in Kibbutz Metzer ISRAEL.
  ii. ALON HOFFMAN was born on 03 Feb 1994 in Kibbutz Metzer ISRAEL.

101. MARTHA RUTH HOFFMAN (Carlos, Clarita SINGER, David SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born on 07 Feb 1967 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Eduardo BATALLA on 03 Jan 1989 in Bs As ARGENTINA. He was born on 24 Sep 1967.

Eduardo BATALLA and Martha Ruth HOFFMAN had the following child:
  i.  KEVIN BATALLA was born on 14 Jul 1989 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

102. HERNAN ARIEL ILAN RUBINSTEIN (Mirta Diana Tute SINGER, Jacobo Ben David SINGER, David SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born on 20 Sep 1969 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Sofia Paula GREENSTEIN on 23 Aug 1992. She was born on 14 Jun 1969.

Hernan Ariel Ilan RUBINSTEIN and Sofia Paula GREENSTEIN had the following children:
  i.  HILLEL RUBINSTEIN was born on 21 Apr 1994 in Caracas VENEZUELA.
  ii. BATIAH RUBINSTEIN was born on 29 Jun 1996 in Jerusalem ISRAEL.
  iii. RACHEL RUBINSTEIN was born on 08 Jan 1998 in Jerusalem ISRAEL.
  iv.  LEAH ODAIA RUBINSTEIN was born on 20 Jun 1999 in Jerusalem ISRAEL.
  v.  CHAGIT ZIPORAH RUBINSTEIN was born in 2002 in Mexico DF MEXICO.
  vi.  YOSEF YAAKOK RUBINSTEIN was born on 06 Nov 2005 in Mexico DF MEXICO.

103. JAVIER DAMIAN RUBINSTEIN (Mirta Diana Tute SINGER, Jacobo Ben David SINGER, David SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born on 20 Sep 1969 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Sol KRAMER, daughter of Guillermo KRAMER and Susana KRAMER on 06 Mar 1999 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 25 Oct 1975 in ARGENTINA.

Javier Damian RUBINSTEIN and Sol KRAMER had the following child:
  i.  THOMAS YOEL RUBINSTEIN was born on 29 Dec 2001 in ARGENTINA.

104. VERONICA MARIEL RUBINSTEIN (Mirta Diana Tute SINGER, Jacobo Ben David SINGER, David SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born on 03 Jun 1971 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Ezequiel BUCHBINDER, son of Samuel BUCHBINDER and Hilda KAMPEL on 23 Sep 2000 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born on 30 Nov 1968 in ARGENTINA.

Ezequiel BUCHBINDER and Veronica Mariel RUBINSTEIN had the following children:
  i.  MICHAELA BUCHBINDER was born on 10 Aug 2001 in MEXICO.
  ii.  ARI BUCHBINDER was born on 21 Jun 2003 in MEXICO.
105. **Shlomit Salome Cohan** (Mario Moshe, Dora Singer, Shloime² Singer, Rev Moishe¹ Singer) was born on 25 Dec 1971 in Kibbutz Alumot Israel. She married Nir Sela, son of Amir Peter Sela and Dina Aremhauz on 14 Aug 1997 in Mishmar Hasharon Israel. He was born on 16 Aug 1969 in Naharia Israel.

Nir Sela and Shlomit Salome Cohan had the following children:

i. **Danielle Sela** was born on 23 Jun 1999 in Haifa Israel.

ii. **Ophir Sela** was born on 13 May 2002 in Haifa Israel.

iii. **Agam Sela** was born on 18 Aug 2005 in Haifa Israel.

106. **Niv Cohan** (Mario Moshe, Dora Singer, Shloime² Singer, Rev Moishe¹ Singer) was born on 11 Apr 1976 in Kibbutz Alumot Israel. He married Paola Pacifico, daughter of Leonel Pacifico and Pierina Pieri on 20 Jun 2002 in Haifa Israel. She was born on 08 Jul 1976 in Montevideo Uruguay.

Niv Cohan and Paola Pacifico had the following children:

i. **Noah Cohan** was born on 13 Nov 2008.

ii. **Karen Cohan** was born on 18 Feb 2011 in Colombia.

iii. **Maia Cohan** was born on 14 Nov 2014.

107. **Jonas Bohrer Arruda** (Marcelo Ricardo Duvlidovich, Margarita Singer, Natalio Naftule² Singer, Rev Moishe¹ Singer) was born on 22 Mar 1986 in Florianopolis Brazil. He married Amanda Luz De Souza in Florianopolis Brazil.

Jonas Bohrer Arruda and Amanda Luz De Souza had the following child:

i. **Valentina Souza Arruda** was born on 23 Jun 2009 in Florianopolis Brazil.

108. **Lucrecia Carolina Martha Levitzky** (Salomon Oscar (Didi)⁴, Margarita³ Brailovsky, Chaia Ite Aida² Singer, Rev Moishe¹ Singer) was born on 15 Sep 1981 in Corrientes Argentina. She married unknown in Corrientes Argentina.

Unknown and Lucrecia Carolina Martha Levitzky had the following children:

i. **Joel⁶ Levitzky** was born in Corrientes Argentina.

ii. **Mikaél Levitzky** was born in Corrientes Argentina.

109. **Debora Constanza Levitzky** (Jose Abraham⁴, Margarita³ Brailovsky, Chaia Ite Aida² Singer, Rev Moishe¹ Singer) was born on 16 Mar 1979 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. She married Javier Alejandro Garnier, son of Delis Rogelio Garnier and Angelica Rosa Erpen in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. He was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina.

Javier Alejandro Garnier and Debora Constanza Levitzky had the following children:

i. **Francisco Misael⁶ Garnier** was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina.

ii. **Alvaro Genaro Garnier** was born in 2004 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina.
110. **Eliana Araceli Levitzky** (Jose Abraham, Margarita BRAILOVSKY, Chaia Ite Aida SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born on 28 May 1982 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios, Argentina. She married **Lucas Orsini**. He was born in Macia Entre Rios, Argentina.

Lucas ORSINI and Eliana Araceli LEVITZKY had the following child:

i. **Felipe Orsini** was born in Basavilbaso, Entre Rios, Argentina.

111. **Florencia Delgado** (Elizabeth Leonor (Elita) BRAILOVSKY, Moises BRAILOVSKY, Chaia Ite Aida SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born on 29 Apr 1976 in Cordoba, Argentina. She married **Gustavo RABELLINO**.

Gustavo RABELLINO and Florencia DELGADO had the following child:

i. **Sofia Delgado** was born on 14 Dec 2002 in Buenos Aires, Argentina.

---

### Generation 6

112. **Noah Fridman** (Semadar Kaminsky, Rivka (Quque) GEDANSKY, Feigel Fanny BLANC, Leie Luisa SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born on 14 Feb 1978 in Israel. She married Tzvika KINSLER on 24 Sep 2009 in Israel.

Tzvika KINSLER and Noah FRIDMAN had the following children:

i. **Yuli KINSLER** was born on 15 Mar 2011 in Israel.

ii. **Ofer KINSLER** was born on 29 Jul 2013 in Israel.

113. **Tamar Kadmon** (Semadar Kaminsky, Rivka (Quque) GEDANSKY, Feigel Fanny BLANC, Leie Luisa SINGER, Rev Moishe SINGER) was born on 19 Jul 1982 in Kfar Saba, Israel. She married Kfir ZAFRANI on 26 Aug 2007 in Israel.

Kfir ZAFRANI and Tamar KADMON had the following children:

i. **Amit ZAFRANI** was born on 05 Feb 2010 in Israel.

ii. **Ziv ZAFRANI**.
Descendants of Pablo Faibl SOLTZ

Generation 1

1. **PABLO FAIBL 1 SOLTZ** was born in Beltzi BESARABIA RUSSIA. He died in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Bertha Bat Jacobo SCHVARTZ, daughter of Jacobo Ben Shloime SCHVARTZ and Rebeca BENDERSKY in Beltsy Bessarabia Russian Empire.

Pablo Faibl SOLTZ and Bertha Bat Jacobo SCHVARTZ had the following children:

26. i. **ADOLFO 2 SOLTZ** was born in 1900 in Beltzi BESARABIA RUSSIA. He died in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married UNKNOWN.

27. ii. **JACOBO SOLTZ** was born on 10 Jun 1902 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died in 1963 in Rosario pcia Santa Fe Argentina. He married ESTHER GRUVMAN. She was born in 1905. She died in 2002.

2. **AIDA ITE SOLTZ** was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

3. **FRIDA SOLTZ** was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married BERNARDO TENENBAUM.

5. **MIRIAM SOLTZ** was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married ABRAHAM MERENLENDER.

6. **SAMUEL SOLTZ** was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 02 Jun 1986 in Rosario del Tala E.R. ARGENTINA. He married AIDA SALZMAN.

4. vii. **DORA DVORA SOLTZ** was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died in Gualeguaychu ARGENTINA. She married ABRAHAM PITASHNY. He was born in 1902 in Linea 24 Basavilbaso. He died in ARGENTINA.

24. **LEON SOLTZ** was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

25. **CHANA SOLTZ**.

Generation 2

15. **ADOLFO 2 SOLTZ** (Pablo Faibl 1) was born in 1900 in Beltzi BESARABIA RUSSIA. He died in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married UNKNOWN.

Adolfo SOLTZ and unknown had the following children:

i. **DAVID 3 SOLTZ**. He married UNKNOWN.

iv. **REBECCA SOLTZ**.

v. **PABLO BEN ADOLFO SOLTZ**.

16. **JACOBO 2 SOLTZ** (Pablo Faibl 1) was born on 10 Jun 1902 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died in 1963 in Rosario pcia Santa Fe Argentina. He married ESTHER GRUVMAN. She was born in 1905. She died in 2002.
Jacobo SOLTZ and Esther GRUVMAN had the following children:
   iii. PABLO BEN JACOBO SOLTZ. He married LIAH.

iv. SARAH SOLTZ.

iii. SAUL SOLTZ.

4. DORA DVORA SOLTZ (Pablo Faibl) was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died in Gualeguaychu ARGENTINA. She married ABRAHAM PITASHNY. He was born in 1902 in Linea 24 Basavilbaso. He died in ARGENTINA.

Abraham PITASHNY and Dora Dvora SOLTZ had the following children:
16 i. ELSA PITASHNY was born in ARGENTINA. She married LENCIONI.

ii. LUISA PITASHNY.

Generation 3

9 ELSA PITASHNY (Dora Dvora SOLTZ, Pablo Faibl SOLTZ) was born in ARGENTINA. She married LENCIONI.

LENCIONI and Elsa PITASHNY had the following child:
6. CHOLA LENCIONI.
Descendants of VISACOVSKY

Generation 1

28. VISACOVSKY was born in 1900 in Kherson UKRAYNE. He married Maria Fenie Bat Abrum ARCUSIN, daughter of Abrum Leib ARCUSIN and Bertha LEVENTAL in 1920 in Baasavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. She was born in 1901 in Basavilbaso E.R ARGENTINA. She died on 11 Feb 1932 in Baasavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

VISACOVSKY and Maria Fenie Bat Abrum ARCUSIN had the following children:

26. Mauricio VISACOVSKY was born in 1921 in Baasavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

27. Sofia VISACOVSKY was born in 1923 in Baasavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

28. Marcos VISACOVSKY was born in 1925 in Baasavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

3. iv. Matilde VISACOVSKY was born in 1927 in Baasavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. She married UNKNOWN in ARGENTINA.

21. Sara VISACOVSKY was born in 1929 in Baasavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

22. Santiago VISACOVSKY was born in 1932 in Baasavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

Generation 2

5. Matilde VISACOVSKY (VISACOVSKY) was born in 1927 in Baasavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. She married UNKNOWN in ARGENTINA.

UNKNOWN and Matilde VISACOVSKY had the following child:

9. i. Susana VISACOVSKY was born in 1950 in ARGENTINA. She married Raul GRINBERG. He was born in 1945.

Generation 3

2. Susana VISACOVSKY (Matilde, VISACOVSKY) was born in 1950 in ARGENTINA. She married Raul GRINBERG. He was born in 1945.

Raul GRINBERG and Susana VISACOVSKY had the following children:

14. David GRINBERG was born in 1972.

15. Ronit GRINBERG was born in 1975.
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Descendants of Jaime VOLIN

Generation 1

29. JAIME † VOLIN was born in 1888. He died in 1922. He married Libe Luisa KOHAN, daughter of Israel Noach KOHAN and Libe Bat Menachem ZENTNER in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She died on 05 Mar 1938 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Jaime VOLIN and Libe Luisa KOHAN had the following child:

2. i. OLGA CAROLINA 2 VOLIN was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married DAVID PINCUS.

Generation 2

26. OLGA CAROLINA 2 VOLIN (Jaime †) was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married DAVID PINCUS.

David PINCUS and Olga Carolina VOLIN had the following children:

MIRTHA 3 PINCUS.

MARIO NOE PINCUS.
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Descendants of Jacobo WOLCOFF

Generation 1

30. Jacobo WOLCOFF was born in 1915 in ARGENTINA. He married Sofia Bat Abrum ARCUSIN, daughter of Abram Leib ARCUSIN and Bertha LEVENTAL in Basavilbaso E.R. ARGENTINA. She was born on 16 Feb 1916 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She died on 07 Nov 1996 in Basavilbaso E.R ARGENTINA.

Jacobo WOLCOFF and Sofia Bat Abrum ARCUSIN had the following children:
   2. i. CLARA JOSEFA WOLCOFF was born in 1937 in ARGENTINA. She married Jorge CRIVISKY in 1955 in ARGENTINA. He was born in 1935 in ARGENTINA.

   3. ii. SARA WOLCOFF was born in 1939 in ARGENTINA. She married Jaime WOLCOFF in 1957 in ARGENTINA. He was born in 1935 in ARGENTINA.

   4. iii. BORIS WOLCOFF was born in 1941 in ARGENTINA. He married Clara GOLDENBERG in 1963. She was born in 1945.

Generation 2

27. CLARA JOSEFA WOLCOFF (Jacobo) was born in 1937 in ARGENTINA. She married Jorge CRIVISKY in 1955 in ARGENTINA. He was born in 1935 in ARGENTINA.

   Jorge CRIVISKY and Clara Josefa WOLCOFF had the following children:
       ARIEL CRIVISKY was born in 1957 in ARGENTINA.
       BARBARA CRIVISKY was born in 1959 in ARGENTINA
       ALEJANDRO CRIVISKY was born in 1961 in ARGENTINA.

28. SARA WOLCOFF (Jacobo) was born in 1939 in ARGENTINA. She married Jaime WOLCOFF in 1957 in ARGENTINA. He was born in 1935 in ARGENTINA.

   Jaime WOLCOFF and Sara WOLCOFF had the following children:
       ALBERTO WOLCOFF was born in 1959 in ARGENTINA.
       RAQUEL WOLCOFF was born in 1961 in ARGENTINA.
       MARIO WOLCOFF was born in 1963 in ARGENTINA.
       GOLDE WOLCOFF was born in 1965 in ARGENTINA.
       JAVIER WOLCOFF was born in 1967 in ARGENTINA.

29. BORIS WOLCOFF (Jacobo) was born in 1941 in ARGENTINA. He married Clara GOLDENBERG in 1963. She was born in 1945.

   Boris WOLCOFF and Clara GOLDENBERG had the following children:
       YUBAL WOLCOFF was born in 1965 in ISRAEL.
       ILANA WOLCOFF was born in 1967 in ISRAEL.
       RONI WOLCOFF was born in 1969 in ISRAEL.
       OSNAT WOLCOFF was born in 1971 in ISRAEL.
Descendants of Hershl Enrique ZENTNER

Generation 1

31. **Hershl Enrique ZENTNER** was born in 1859 in Kherson Ukrayna Russian Empire. He died on 01 Jun 1946 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. He married Channa Ana MATZKIN in 1878 in Kherson Ukrayna Russian Empire. She was born in 1859 in Sakara UKRANYE. She died on 16 Sep 1963 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Hershl Enrique ZENTNER and Channa Ana MATZKIN had the following children:

2. **Nicolas ZENTNER** was born in Kherson Ukrayna Russian Empire.

30. ii. **Leo ZENTNER** was born in Baron Hirsch ARGENTINA. He married Matilde.

31. iii. **Moishe ZENTNER** was born in 1881 in Kherson Ukrayna Russian Empire. He died on 01 Jan 1950 in Basavilbaso Colonia 1 ARGENTINA. He married Miriam Maria Libe LANFIR, daughter of Yankl Yaakov LANFIR and Chana Perl SINGER in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born in Beltzy BESSARABIA RUSSIA. She died on 07 May 1934 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

31. iv. **Paie Paulina Bat Hershl ZENTNER** was born in 1882 in Kherson Ukrayna Russian Empire. She married Fridel Ignacio FREIBERG, son of Aharon FREIBERG and Unknown in 1911 in Basabilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born in 1871 in Kherson UKRAYNE.

32. v. **Pablo ZENTNER** was born in 1882 in Kherson Ukrayna Russian Empire. He died on 11 Jul 1975 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Julia STEIMBERG in 1911 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA.

33. vi. **Jose Ben Hershl ZENTNER** was born in 1884 in Kherson Ukrayna Russian Empire. He died on 05 Apr 1944 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Reizl Rosa GORBAN, daughter of Shmuel GORBAN and Ite FAINSTEIN in Jul 1909 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She was born in 1887 in Zaidack Jaisonske Kherson UKRAYNE. She died on 30 Jul 1963 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

34. viii. **Reizl Rosa ZENTNER** was born in 1886 in Kherson Ukrayna Russian Empire. She died on 30 Jul 1983 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Shmuel Ben Wolf MOGUILEVSKY, son of Wolf Adolfo MOGUILEVSKY and SURE in 1906 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born in 1882 in Russian Empire. He died on 08 Jun 1949 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

35. ix. **Elena Elke ZENTNER** was born in 1892 in Kherson Ukrayna Russian Empire. She died on 31 May 1960 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Jose WULFSOHN.

36. x. **Victor Salomon ZENTNER** was born in 1894. He died on 31 Oct 1950 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Natalia Goldman. She was born in Gilbert Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

---

Generation 2
7 Leo Zentner (Hershl Enrique) was born in Baron Hirsch Argentina. He married Matilde.

Leo Zentner and Matilde had the following children:

6. Bernardo Zentner was born in Argentina.

7. Jose Ben Leo Zentner was born in Argentina.

vi. Godofredo Zentner was born in Argentina. He married Unknown.

10. Moishe Zentner (Hershl Enrique) was born in 1881 in Kherson Ukryana Russian Empire. He died on 01 Jan 1950 in Basavilbaso Colonia 1 Argentina. He married Miriam Maria Libe Lanfir, daughter of Yankl Yaakov Lanfir and Chana Perl Singer in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. She was born in Beltzy Bessarabia Russia. She died on 07 May 1934 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina.

Moishe Zentner and Miriam Maria Libe Lanfir had the following children:

i. Jaime Zentner was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. He died on 27 Aug 1981 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. He married Tzinie in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. She was born in 1901.

7. ii. Paulina Bat Moishe Zentner was born in Argentina. She died on 27 Feb 1992 in Buenos Aires Argentina. She married (1) Jorge Oizerovich in Argentina. He died on 26 Sep 1972 in Buenos Aires Argentina. She married (2) Ignacio Tremberg in Argentina.

iii. Rebecca Bat Moishe Zentner was born in Basavilbaso Argentina. She died on 21 Jul 2004 in Buenos Aires Argentina.

8. iv. Perla Zentner was born in Basavilbaso Argentina. She died on 06 Nov 1945. She married Ramon Rovner, son of Rovner Zeide in Argentina. He died on 24 Sep 1975 in Buenos Aires Argentina.


16. Paie Paulina Bat Hershl Zentner (Hershl Enrique) was born in 1882 in Kherson Ukryana Russian Empire. She married Fridel Ignacio Freiberg, son of Aharon Freiberg and Unknown in 1911 in Basabibaso Entre Rios Argentina. He was born in 1871 in Kherson Ukrayne.

Fridel Ignacio Freiberg and Paie Paulina Bat Hershl Zentner had the following children:

10. i. Clara Freiberg was born in Basavilbaso E R Argentina. She married Saul Nusgold.

11. ii. Sara Freiberg was born in Basavilbaso E R Argentina. She died on 29 Nov 1987 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. She married Mauricio Isaacs in Entre Rios Argentina. He died on 12 Jul 1975 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina.
14. **Pablo Zentner** (Hershl Enrique) was born in 1882 in Kherson Ukrayna Russian Empire. He died on 11 Jul 1975 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Julia STEIMBERG in 1911 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA.

Pablo Zentner and Julia Steimberg had the following children:

   ii. **Abraham Ben Pablo Zentner** was born in ARGENTINA.

17. ii. **Juan Zentner** was born in ARGENTINA. He married C. Goldman in ARGENTINA.

   Chana Zentner was born in ARGENTINA.

iv. **Victor Zentner** was born in ARGENTINA.

12. **Jose Ben Hershl Zentner** (Hershl Enrique) was born in 1884 in Kherson Ukrayna Russian Empire. He died on 05 Apr 1944 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Reizl Rosa GORBAN, daughter of Shmuel GORBAN and Ite FAINSTEIN in Jul 1909 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She was born in 1887 in Zaidack Jaisonske Kherson UKRAYNE. She died on 30 Jul 1963 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Jose Ben Hershl Zentner and Reizl Rosa Gorbman had the following children:

18. i. **Leon Ben Jose Zentner** was born in Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 04 Aug 1998 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married ENRIQUETTA in ARGENTINA.

19. ii. **Chaia Sara Bat Jose Zentner** was born in Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 01 Dec 1973 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married ADOLFO FREIDEMBERG. He died on 28 May 1945 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married ADOLFO GUINZBURG.

3 iii. **Abraham Bume Zentner**. He died on 02 Jul 1973 in Corrientes ARGENTINA. He married Mina Maria DANSKER on 22 May 1943 in Corrientes ARGENTINA. She was born on 06 Aug 1920 in Rosario ARGENTINA. She died on 19 Jan 2009 in Corrientes ARGENTINA.

4 iv. **Samiri Zentner** was born on 14 Mar 1910 in Gena E.R. ARGENTINA. He died on 1. Jun 1989 in Santo Tome Santa Fe ARGENTINA. He married Teresa Tube SCHWARTZMAN in Basavilbaso E.R. ARGENTINA. She was born on 18 Mar 1915 in Gena E.R. ARGENTINA. She died on 13 Aug 1998 in Santo Tome Santa Fe ARGENTINA.

5 v. **Manuel Zentner** was born on 02 Jan 1913 in Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 02 Jan 1961 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Rebecca Mary LEWIN in 1945 in Rosario ARGENTINA. She was born on 28 May 1923. She died on 17 Mar 2002.

21. vi. **David Duke Zentner** was born on 06 Feb 1916 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. He died on 21 Aug 1996 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married REBECCA PERLIN. She was born on 16 May 1917. She died on 26 Nov 2004.

5 vii. **Jacobo Yankl Zentner** was born on 17 Nov 1917 in Escrinia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 29 May 2008 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Cecilia Tzvie HICK, daughter of Moises Ben Luzer HICK and Tova HICK.
Teresa EPPEL in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born on 12 Oct 1926 in Escriña Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 29 Jun 1997 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

14. viii. REBECCA BECA BAT YOSEF ZENTNER was born on 10 Sep 1920 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died in Mar 2014 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Nahum GALANTERNIK, son of Yosef GALANTERNIK and Esther LINCHUK in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born in 1914 in Veresovka Russian Empire. He died on 18 Dec 1987 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

5 ix. NISIM ZENTNER was born on 06 Jul 1921 in Gualeguay Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 27 Sep 1990 in Beer Sheva ISRAEL. He married an unknown spouse in 1980. He married (2) BASIA ELSA GUTMAN, daughter of Efraym GUTMAN and Hanna DAVIDSON on 09 Apr 1949 in Salto URUGUAY. She was born on 30 Jul 1929 in Montevideo URUGUAY. She died on 16 Aug 1974 in ARGENTINA. He married (3) RACHEL in 1980. He married an unknown spouse in 1980.

4 x. MARCELO BEN JOSE ZENTNER was born on 08 Jun 1926 in ARGENTINA. He died on 13 Jan 2007 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Ana Adita MARIANOFF in ARGENTINA. She was born on 18 Aug 1933 in ARGENTINA.

26. xi. JANINO ZENTNER was born in 1931 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. He died on 22 Sep 2005 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. He married Leontina Chola ROZENSTEIN, daughter of Shmuel ROZENSTEIN and Fanny GAMURAR in 1962 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 21 Sep 1930 in Palacios Santa Fe ARGENTINA. She died in Feb 2008.

16. REIZL ROSA ZENTNER (Hershl Enrique) was born in 1886 in Kherson Ukrayna Russian Empire. She died on 30 Jul 1983 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Shmuel Ben Wolf MOGUILEVSKY, son of Wolf Adolfo MOGUILEVSKY and SURE in 1906 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born in 1882 in Russian Empire. He died on 08 Jun 1949 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Shmuel Ben Wolf MOGUILEVSKY and Reizl Rosa ZENTNER had the following children:
1 i. JACOBO MOGUILEVSKY was born in Linea 25 E R ARGENTINA. He died on 09 Dec 1972 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married CLARA MATZKIN. She died on 03 Jul 1985 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

2 ii. PAULINA MOGUILEVSKY was born in Linea 25 E R ARGENTINA. She died on 13 Apr 1988 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married PABLO LISCHINSKY. He was born in 1898.

3 iii. ABRAHAM MOGUILEVSKY was born in Linea 25 E R ARGENTINA. He married CUCHA BRASLAVSKY.

4 iv. JUAN MOGUILEVSKY was born in Linea 23 Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He married PERLA FREIDEMBERG.
31. v. MAURICIO MOGUILEVSKY was born in 1907 in Linea 25 E R ARGENTINA. He died on 23 Oct 1972. He married Clara WULFSOHN, daughter of Jose WULFSOHN and Elena Elke ZENTNER in ARGENTINA. She was born on 28 Jul 1913 in Mansilla Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 03 Feb 2006 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

32. vi. LEON LEIB MOGUILEVSKY was born in 1913 in Linea 25 E R ARGENTINA. He died on 22 Jan 1997 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Dora GORELIK, daughter of Susia GORELIK and Inez KUVITZKY in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born in 1925 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

33. vii. DORA BAT SHMUEL MOGUILEVSKY was born in 1913 in Linea 25 E R ARGENTINA. She married SAMUEL GORIN.

34. viii. AMALIA MOGUILEVSKY was born on 08 Mar 1916 in Linea 25 E R ARGENTINA. She married Israel Negro GORIN in ARGENTINA.

35. ix. ELENA MOGUILEVSKY was born in 1927 in Linea 25 E R ARGENTINA. She married Aharon Ben Isaac JAJAM, son of Isaac JAJAM and GUIGER in ARGENTINA. He was born in 1924.

13. ELENA ELKE ZENTNER (Hershl Enrique 1) was born in 1892 in Kherson Ukrayna Russian Empire. She died on 31 May 1960 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married JOSE WULFSOHN.

Jose WULFSOHN and Elena Elke ZENTNER had the following children:

x i. i. JUAN WULFSOHN. He married ELENA ETHEL BUKS. She was born in 1906. She died on 29 Sep 1942 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

15. ii. LEON WULFSOHN. He died on 25 Feb 1999 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married FANY KLIAKAS.

i. ESTHER WULFSOHN.

33. iv. CLARA WULFSOHN was born on 28 Jul 1913 in Mansilla Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 03 Feb 2006 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Mauricio MOGUILEVSKY, son of Shmuel Ben Wolf MOGUILEVSKY and Reizl Rosa ZENTNER in ARGENTINA. He was born in 1907 in Linea 25 E R ARGENTINA. He died on 23 Oct 1972.

34. v. PAULINA WULFSOHN was born in 1919 in Mansilla Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 10 Mar 2006 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married RICARDO FREIDENBERG.

8 VICTOR SALOMON ZENTNER (Hershl Enrique 1) was born in 1894. He died on 31 Oct 1950 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married NATALIA GOLDMAN. She was born in Gilbert Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Victor Salomon ZENTNER and Natalia GOLDMAN had the following children:

34. i. ABRAHAM BERNARDO DITO ZENTNER. He died on 17 Oct 2006 in Kfar Saba ISRAEL. He married TERESA in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She died on 30 Jun 1931.
i. LITA ZENTNER.

35. iii. OLGA PAULINA PITULA ZENTNER was born on 10 Jan 1919. She married NATALIO MORRIS HABER.

### Generation 3

20. **PAULINA BAT MOISHE ZENTNER** (Moishe, Hershl Enrique) was born in ARGENTINA. She died on 27 Feb 1992 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married (1) **JORGE OIZEROVICH** in ARGENTINA. He died on 26 Sep 1972 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married (2) **IGNACIO TREMBERG** in ARGENTINA.

Ignacio TREMBERG and Paulina Bat Moishe ZENTNER had the following children:

- **SARA TREMBERG** was born in ARGENTINA.
- **CLARITA TREMBERG** was born in ARGENTINA.

22. **PERLA ZENTNER** (Moishe, Hershl Enrique) was born in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She died on 06 Nov 1945. She married Ramon ROVNER, son of Rovner ZEIDE in ARGENTINA. He died on 24 Sep 1975 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Ramon ROVNER and Perla ZENTNER had the following child:

- **i. ESTHER ROVNER** was born on 04 Sep 1924 in Basavilbaso E. Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 01 Oct 1992 in ISRAEL. She married Jose GLUJ in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born in 1914 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died on 15 May 1979 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

23. **SALOMON VICTOR ZENTNER** (Moishe, Hershl Enrique) was born in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He died on 15 Feb 1972 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Anita MARIACH, daughter of MARIACH and CEREBRENO Coff in ARGENTINA. She was born in 1911 in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She died in 2003 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Salomon Victor ZENTNER and Anita MARIACH had the following children:

- **i. OSCAR ZENTNER** was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Ines ROTMILLER in ARGENTINA.
- **ii. JORGE RENE ZENTNER** was born in 1932 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died on 26 Jun 1932 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.
- **iii. JUAN JOSE ZENTNER** was born in 1932 in Concordia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 07 Jan 1999 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married UNKNWON in ARGENTINA.
- **iv. MARIO HIPOLITO POLO ZENTNER** was born in 1934 in Concordia E Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 15 Sep 2003 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married ELEONORA TRILNIK. She was born in 1939.

13. **CLARA FREIBERG** (Paie Paulina Bat Hershl ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique) was born in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. She married **SAUL NUSGOLD**.

Saul NUSGOLD and Clara FREIBERG had the following child:
i. **Munieca Nusgold.**

14. **Sara Freiberg** (Paie Paulina Bat Hershl Zentner, Hershl Enrique Zentner) was born in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. She died on 29 Nov 1987 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. She married Mauricio Isaacs in Entre Rios Argentina. He died on 12 Jul 1975 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina.

Mauricio Isaacs and Sara Freiberg had the following child:

i. **Jaime Isaacs.**

15. **Juan Zentner** (Pablo, Hershl Enrique) was born in Argentina. He married C. Goldman in Argentina.

Juan Zentner and C. Goldman had the following children:

i. **Clara Zentner** was born in Argentina.

ii. **Anita Zentner** was born in Argentina.

iii. **Pocholo Zentner** was born in Argentina.

iv. **Maria Zentner** was born in Argentina.

v. **Coco Zentner** was born in Argentina.

vi. **Betty Zentner** was born in Argentina.

16. **Leon Ben Jose Zentner** (Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique) was born in Entre Rios Argentina. He died on 04 Aug 1998 in Buenos Aires Argentina. He married Enriquetta in Argentina.

Leon Ben Jose Zentner and Enriquetta had the following child:

i. **Juan Ben Leon Zentner** was born in Villalonga Buenos Aires Argentina.

17. **Chaia Sara Bat Jose Zentner** (Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique) was born in Entre Rios Argentina. She died on 01 Dec 1973 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. She married Adolfo Freidemberg. He died on 28 May 1945 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. She married Adolfo Guinszburg.

Adolfo Freidemberg and Chaia Sara Bat Jose Zentner had the following children:

i. **Catalina Freidemberg.** She married Chole Kessler.

ii. **Leonardo Freidemberg.**

Adolfo Guinszburg and Chaia Sara Bat Jose Zentner had the following children:

2  **Lito Guinszburg.** He married Hilda.

3  **Niato Guinsburg.**

53. **Abraham Bume Zentner** (Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique, Jose Ben Hershl). He died on 02 Jul 1973 in Corrientes Argentina. He married Mina Maria Dansker on 22 May
1943 in Corrientes ARGENTINA. She was born on 06 Aug 1920 in Rosario ARGENTINA. She died on 19 Jan 2009 in Corrientes ARGENTINA.

Abraham Bume ZENTNER and Mina Maria DANSKER had the following children:

i. JOSEFA SOFIA ZENTNER was born on 19 May 1944 in ARGENTINA. She married Manuel Eliias ROTSTEIN in ARGENTINA. He was born in ARGENTINA.

ii. MARTA ESTHER ZENTNER was born on 30 Mar 1946 in Corrientes ARGENTINA. She married Luis FORTUNATO in Corrientes ARGENTINA.

iii. LUISA MIRTA ZENTNER was born on 04 Aug 1953 in ARGENTINA. She married Pedro Pablo PERROTTI in Corrientes ARGENTINA.

54. SAMIRI ZENTNER (Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique⁷) was born on 14 Mar 1910 in Gena E.R. ARGENTINA. He died on 11 Jun 1989 in Santo Tome Santa Fe ARGENTINA. He married Teresa Tube SCHWARTZMAN in Basavilbaso E.R. ARGENTINA. She was born on 13 Aug 1915 in Gena E.R. ARGENTINA. She died on 18 Mar 1998 in Santo Tome Santa Fe ARGENTINA.

Samiri ZENTNER and Teresa Tube SCHWARTZMAN had the following children:

49. i. MARTHA HAYDEE BAT SAMIRI ZENTNER was born on 19 Dec 1943 in Basavilbaso E.R. ARGENTINA. She married Saul David TOJTERMAN in Santa Fe, ARGENTINA. He was born on 16 Apr 1939 in ARGENTINA.

50. ii. JOSE ADOLFO ZENTNER was born on 09 Jul 1945 in Basavilbaso E.R. ARGENTINA. He married Paulina Perla KAPLAN on 06 Dec 1975 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. She was born on 13 Jul 1949 in Basavilbaso E.R. ARGENTINA. She died in Apr 2011 in ARGENTINA.

51. iii. EDUARDO SERGIO BEN SAMIRI ZENTNER was born on 19 Dec 1948 in Basavilbaso E.R. ARGENTINA. He died on 21 Feb 2009 in ARGENTINA. He married UNKNOWN.

18. MANUEL ZENTNER (Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique⁷) was born on 02 Jan 1913 in Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 08 Jan 1961 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Rebecca Mary LEWIN in 1945 in Rosario ARGENTINA. She was born on 28 May 1923. She died on 17 Mar 2002.

Manuel ZENTNER and Rebecca Mary LEWIN had the following children:

12 i. ALEJANDRO BEN MANUEL ZENTNER. He died on 16 May 1983 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Cecilia LIJAVETZKY in Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 07 Dec 1965 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

1 TZEPE ZENTNER was born in Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. She married JAIME.

2 iii. MARTA BAT MANUEL ZENTNER was born on 20 Sep 1948 in ARGENTINA. She married VICTOR VERA. He was born on 02 Jan 1944.

3 iv. JOSE ISAAC ZENTNER was born on 25 Sep 1954 in ARGENTINA. He married MARIA DELIA MARTINEZ CHAZ. She was born on 31 Oct 1951.

4 v. GUILLERMO VICTOR ZENTNER was born on 27 Sep 1956 in ARGENTINA. He married
**Cristina.** He married **Ana Retamoso.**

5 vi. **Alberto Juan Zentner** was born on 13 Nov 1958 in ARGENTINA. He married **Sylvia Chianalino.** She was born on 01 Nov 1959.

26. **David Dude Zentner** (Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique) was born on 06 Feb 1916 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 21 Aug 1996 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married **Rebecca Perlín.** She was born on 16 May 1917. She died on 26 Nov 2004.

David Dude ZENTNER and Rebecca PERLIN had the following children:

55. i. **Marcos Zentner** was born on 04 Aug 1939 in ARGENTINA. He married **Virginia Morais.** She was born on 27 Nov 1944.

56. ii. **Aurelio Leonardo Zentner** was born on 08 Nov 1940 in ARGENTINA. He married **Raquel Fainstein.** She was born on 14 May 1943 in ARGENTINA.

57. iii. **Margarita Bat David Zentner** was born on 05 May 1950 in ARGENTINA. She married **Tarcisio Fratassi.** He was born on 02 Jan 1938.

27. **Jacobo Yankl Zentner** (Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique) was born on 17 Nov 1917 in Escriñia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 29 May 2008 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Cecilia Tzvie HICK, daughter of Moises Ben Luzer HICK and Tova Teresa EPPEL in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born on 12 Oct 1926 in Escriñia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 29 Jun 1997 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Jacobo Yankl ZENTNER and Cecilia Tzvie HICK had the following children:

i. **Mabel Juan Zentner** was born on 18 Mar 1947 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Ernesto JONAS in Sep 1967 in Moises Ville Santa Fe Argentina. He was born on 14 May in Algarrobal ARGENTINA.

ii. **Judith Zentner** was born on 11 Jan 1951 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

She married **Eliezer Reshef Resnitzky.** He was born on 05 Feb 1958 in ARGENTINA.

iii. **Jorge Ben Yanke Zentner** was born on 27 Feb 1953 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married **Mariona Cabassa.** She was born on 06 Dec 1977 in Barcelona SPAIN.

24. **Rebecca Beca Bat Yosef Zentner** (Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique) was born on 10 Sep 1920 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died in Mar 2014 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Nahum GALANTERNIK, son of Yosef GALANTERNIK and Esther LINCHUK in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He was born in 1914 in Veresovka Russian Empire. He died on 18 Dec 1987 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Nahum GALANTERNIK and Rebecca Beca bat Yosef ZENTNER had the following children:

41. i. **Martha Bat Becca Galanternik** was born on 29 Dec 1944 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married **Miguel Tepper.**
ii. **HILDA GALANTERNIK** was born in 1950 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died in 1955 in Gualeguaychu E.R. ARGENTINA.

64. iii. **JOSE MARIO GALANTERNIK** was born in 1952. He married **CLAUDIA BREGMAN**.

65. iv. **DANIEL GALANTERNIK** was born in 1955. He married **ALICIA DUBKIN**.

33. **NISIM ZENTNER** (Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique\(^1\)) was born on 06 Jul 1921 in Gualeguay Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died on 27 Sep 1990 in Beer Sheva ISRAEL. He married an unknown spouse in 1980. He married (2) **BASIA ELSA GUTMAN**, daughter of Efraym GUTMAN and Hanna DAVIDSON on 09 Apr 1949 in Salto URUGUAY. She was born on 30 Jul 1929 in Montevideo URUGUAY. She died on 16 Aug 1974 in ARGENTINA. He married (3) **RACHEL** in 1980. He married an unknown spouse in 1980.

Nisim ZENTNER had the following children:

60. i. **IRIS SUSANA BAT NISSIM ZENTNER** was born on 18 Nov 1950 in Concordia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Leonardo ZIMAN on 16 Jun 1974 in Montevideo URUGUAY. He was born on 25 Nov 1945.

61. ii. **MARCIA INES ZENTNER** was born on 27 Sep 1952 in Concordia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Michael EPELBAUM, son of Samuel Saul EPELBAUM and Celia PECAR on 24 Oct 1973 in Hebrew University Jerusalem ISRAEL. He was born on 22 Nov 1951 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

62. iii. **JORGE REUBEN ZENTNER** was born on 29 Oct 1959 in Posadas Misiones ARGENTINA. He married Claudia KIMEL on 12 Feb 1980 in Acco ISRAEL. She was born on 11 Dec 1958.

63. iv. **ROSITA SILVIA ZENTNER** was born on 18 Aug 1964 in Posadas Misiones ARGENTINA. She married Shlomo Momi FADIDA on 30 Nov 1989 in ISRAEL.

Nisim ZENTNER had the following children:

41. i. **IRIS SUSANA BAT NISSIM ZENTNER** was born on 18 Nov 1950 in Concordia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Leonardo ZIMAN on 16 Jun 1974 in Montevideo URUGUAY. He was born on 25 Nov 1945.

42. ii. **MARCIA INES ZENTNER** was born on 27 Sep 1952 in Concordia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Michael EPELBAUM, son of Samuel Saul EPELBAUM and Celia PECAR on 24 Oct 1973 in Hebrew University Jerusalem ISRAEL. He was born on 22 Nov 1951 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

43. iii. **JORGE REUBEN ZENTNER** was born on 29 Oct 1959 in Posadas Misiones ARGENTINA. He married Claudia KIMEL on 12 Feb 1980 in Acco ISRAEL. She was born on 11 Dec 1958.

44. iv. **ROSITA SILVIA ZENTNER** was born on 18 Aug 1964 in Posadas Misiones ARGENTINA. She married Shlomo Momi FADIDA on 30 Nov 1989 in ISRAEL.
Nisim ZENTNER and Basia Elsa GUTMAN had the following children:

2  i. IRIS SUSANA BAT NISSIM ZENTNER was born on 18 Nov 1950 in Concordia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Leonardo ZIMAN on 16 Jun 1974 in Montevideo URUGUAY. He was born on 25 Nov 1945.

3  ii. MARCIA INES ZENTNER was born on 27 Sep 1952 in Concordia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Michael EPELBAUM, son of Samuel Saul EPELBAUM and Celia PECAR on 24 Oct 1973 in Hebrew University Jerusalem ISRAEL. He was born on 22 Nov 1951 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

2  iii. JORGE REUBEN ZENTNER was born on 29 Oct 1959 in Posadas Misiones ARGENTINA. He married Claudia KIMEL on 12 Feb 1980 in Acco ISRAEL. She was born on 11 Dec 1958.

3  iv. ROSITA SILVIA ZENTNER was born on 18 Aug 1964 in Posadas Misiones ARGENTINA. She married Shlomo Momí FADIDA on 30 Nov 1989 in ISRAEL.

Nisim ZENTNER and RACHEL had the following children:

67. i. IRIS SUSANA BAT NISSIM ZENTNER was born on 18 Nov 1950 in Concordia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Leonardo ZIMAN on 16 Jun 1974 in Montevideo URUGUAY. He was born on 25 Nov 1945.

68. ii. MARCIA INES ZENTNER was born on 27 Sep 1952 in Concordia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Michael EPELBAUM, son of Samuel Saul EPELBAUM and Celia PECAR on 24 Oct 1973 in Hebrew University Jerusalem ISRAEL. He was born on 22 Nov 1951 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

69. iii. JORGE REUBEN ZENTNER was born on 29 Oct 1959 in Posadas Misiones ARGENTINA. He married Claudia KIMEL on 12 Feb 1980 in Acco ISRAEL. She was born on 11 Dec 1958.

70. iv. ROSITA SILVIA ZENTNER was born on 18 Aug 1964 in Posadas Misiones ARGENTINA. She married Shlomo Momí FADIDA on 30 Nov 1989 in ISRAEL.

75. MARCELO BEN JOSE ZENTNER (Jose Ben Hershhl, Hershl Enrique) was born on 08 Jun 1926 in ARGENTINA. He died on 20 Jan 2007 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Ana Adita MARIANOFF in ARGENTINA. She was born on 18 Aug 1933 in ARGENTINA.

Marcelo Ben Jose ZENTNER and Ana Adita MARIANOFF had the following children:

i. ADRIANA IRIS ZENTNER was born on 16 Jun 1952 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. She married LUIS DOLENSKY. He was born on 10 Oct 1951 in ARGENTINA.

ii. FABIAN GUSTAVO ZENTNER was born on 12 Dec 1961 in ARGENTINA. He married CLARISA LEGAY CAJAL. She was born on 30 Jun 1973 in Barcelona SPAIN. He married MARCELA FERNANDEZ CERVANTES. She was born on 27 Sep 1963.

27. JANINO ZENTNER (Jose Ben Hershhl, Hershl Enrique) was born in 1931 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA. He died on 22 Sep 2005 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. He married Leontina Chola ROZENSTEIN, daughter of Shmuel ROZENSTEIN and Fanny GAMURAR in 1962 in
Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 21 Sep 1930 in Palacios Santa Fe ARGENTINA. She died in Feb 2008.

Janino ZENTNER and Leontina Chola ROZENSTEIN had the following children:

56. i. JOSÉ OSCAR ZENTNER was born in 1963 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married ANA MARIA D’ELIA. She was born on 14 May 1943.

57. ii. SERGIO RICARDO ZENTNER was born in 1964 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Suzana MAZOZ, daughter of Jaime Juan MAZOZ and Josefa FEIGELSON in 1992 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. She was born on 15 Jan 1961 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA.

27. JACOBO MOGUILEVSKY (Reizl Rosa ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER) was born in Linea 25 E R ARGENTINA. He died on 09 Dec 1972 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married CLARA MATZKIN. She died on 03 Jul 1985 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Jacobo MOGUILEVSKY and Clara MATZKIN had the following children:

10 i. ANA BEATRIZ MOGUILEVSKY was born in ARGENTINA. She married JAIME VAENA.

11 ii. TEDDY ELOISA MOGUILEVSKY was born in ARGENTINA. She died on 14 Feb 1964 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married EDGARDO TROCCA. She married GADER.

12 iii. VICTOR MOGUILEVSKY was born on 24 Jul 1929 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. He died on 30 Oct 2004 in Kiriat Tivon ISRAEL. He married Sulamita LIEBESCHUTZ, daughter of Leon LIEBESCHUTZ and Elena KAPLAN on 11 Aug 1957 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 20 Nov 1934 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. She died in 2008 in Kiriat Tivon ISRAEL.

2 PAULINA MOGUILEVSKY (Reizl Rosa ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER) was born in Linea 25 E R ARGENTINA. She died on 13 Apr 1988 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married PABLO LISCHINSKY. He was born in 1898.

Pablo LISCHINSKY and Paulina MOGUILEVSKY had the following children:

1 i. JUAN LISCHINSKY. He married EUGENIA.

2 ii. ANITA LISCHINSKY. She married MIGUEL CARDOSO.

3 ABRAH姆 MOGUILEVSKY (Reizl Rosa ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER) was born in Linea 25 E R ARGENTINA. He married CUCHA BRASLAVSKY.

Abraham MOGUILEVSKY and Cucha BRASLAVSKY had the following children:

i. SERGIO MOGUILEVSKY.

ii. ADRIANA MOGUILEVSKY.

4 JUAN MOGUILEVSKY (Reizl Rosa ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER) was born in Linea 23 Basavilbaso ARGENTINA. He married PERLA FREIDEMBERG.

Juan MOGUILEVSKY and Perla FREIDEMBERG had the following child:

i. DIANA MOGUILEVSKY.
5  **Mauricio Mogilevsky** (Reizl Rosa Zentner, Hershl Enrique® Zentner) was born in 1907 in Linea 25 E R Argentina. He died on 23 Oct 1972. He married Clara Wulfsohn, daughter of Jose Wulfsohn and Elena Elke Zentner in Argentina. She was born on 28 Jul 1913 in Mansilla Entre Rios Argentina. She died on 03 Feb 2006 in Buenos Aires Argentina.

Mauricio MOGUILEVSKY and Clara WULFSOHN had the following children:

15  

i.  **Lucio Mogilevsky** was born in Argentina. He married **Susana Martha Lechman**.

iii.  

ii.  **Ana Celia Nany Mogilevsky** was born in Argentina. She married **Ruben Omar Rivero Ehul**.

iv.  

iii.  **Martha Mogilevsky** was born in Argentina. She married **Osvaldo Stoliar**.

94.  

iv.  **Enrique Mogilevsky** was born in 1923 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. He married **Estela Hojman**. He married **Clara Isarguren**.

32.  **Leon Leib Mogilevsky** (Reizl Rosa Zentner, Hershl Enrique® Zentner) was born in 1913 in Linea 25 E R Argentina. He died on 22 Jan 1997 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. He married Dora Gorelik, daughter of Susia Gorelik and Inez Kuvitzky in Basavilbaso Entre Rios Argentina. She was born in 1925 in Basavilbaso E R Argentina.

Leon Leib MOGUILEVSKY and Dora GORELIK had the following children:

2  

i.  **Hayde Mogilevsky**. She married **Benjamin Leichtenstein**.

3  

ii.  **Nina Mogilevsky**. She married **Julio Horovitz**.

4  

iii.  **Samuel Ben Leon Mogilevsky**. He married **Maria Sylvia**.

44.  **Dora Bat Shmuel Mogilevsky** (Reizl Rosa Zentner, Hershl Enrique® Zentner) was born in 1913 in Linea 25 E R Argentina. She married **Samuel Gorin**.

Samuel GORIN and Dora Bat Shmuel MOGUILEVSKY had the following children:

Leila GORIN.

Magda GORIN.

45.  **Amalia Mogilevsky** (Reizl Rosa Zentner, Hershl Enrique® Zentner) was born on 08 Mar 1916 in Linea 25 E R Argentina. She married Israel Negro Gorin in Argentina.

Israel Negro GORIN and Amalia MOGUILEVSKY had the following children:

65.  

i.  **Alma Chiqui Gorin** was born in Colon E Rios Argentina. She married **Bernardo Rony Aizen**.

5  

ii.  **Maya Masha Sylvia Gorin** was born in Colon E Rios Argentina. She died on 13 Jul 1998 in Israel. She married **Ascher Frolich**.
iii. ESTELA GORIN was born in Colon E Rios ARGENTINA. She married NAJUM BACHARACH.

41. **ELENA MOGUILEVSKY** (Reizl Rosa ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER) was born in 1927 in Linea 25 E R ARGENTINA. She married Aharon Ben Isaac JAJAM, son of Isaac JAJAM and GUIGER in ARGENTINA. He was born in 1924.

Aharon Ben Isaac JAJAM and Elena MOGUILEVSKY had the following children:

101. i. **SAMUEL ERNESTO JAJAM** was born in ARGENTINA. He married **ANGELICA GUTIERREZ**.

102. ii. **LUIS HORACIO JAJAM** was born in ARGENTINA. He married** Viviana MAROZINI in ARGENTINA. She was born in ARGENTINA.

103. iii. **CLAIRA ALICIA JAJAM** was born in 1951 in ARGENTINA. She married Mario Cesar KOHAN in ARGENTINA. He was born in 1948 in Villaguay E Rios ARGENTINA.

2 **JUAN WULFSOHN** (Elena Elke ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER, Jose). He married **ELENA ETHEL BUKS**. She was born in 1906. She died on 29 Sep 1942 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.

Juan WULFSOHN and Elena Ethel BUKS had the following children:

58. **CARLOS WULFSOHN**.

59. **JORGE BEN JUAN WULFSOHN**.

60. **ENRIQUE WULFSOHN**.

38. **LEON WULFSOHN** (Elena Elke ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER, Jose). He died on 25 Feb 1999 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married **FANY KLIAKAS**.

Leon WULFSOHN and Fany KLIAKAS had the following children:

i. **JORGE BEN LEON WULFSOHN**.

ii. **JAVIER WULFSOHN**.

iii. **ALICIA WULFSOHN**.

39. **CLARA WULFSOHN** (Elena Elke ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER) was born on 28 Jul 1913 in Mansilla Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 03 Feb 2006 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Mauricio MOGUILEVSKY, son of Shmuel Ben Wolf MOGUILEVSKY and Reizl Rosa ZENTNER in ARGENTINA. He was born in 1907 in Linea 25 E R ARGENTINA. He died on 23 Oct 1972.

Mauricio MOGUILEVSKY and Clara WULFSOHN had the following children:

2 i. **LUCIO MOGUILEVSKY** was born in ARGENTINA. He married **SUSANA MARTHA LECHMAN**.

3 ii. **ANA CELIA NANDY MOGUILEVSKY** was born in ARGENTINA. She married **RUBEN OMAR**.
RIVERO EHUL.

4 iii. MARTHA MOGUILEVSKY was born in ARGENTINA. She married OSVALDO STOLIAR.

94. iv. ENRIQUE MOGUILEVSKY was born in 1923 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.
He married ESTELA HOJMAN. He married CLARA IBARGUREN.

2 PAULINA WULFSOHN (Elena Elke ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER) was born in 1919 in Mansilla Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 10 Mar 2006 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married RICARDO FREIDENBERG.
Ricardo FREIDENBERG and Paulina WULFSOHN had the following children:
   iii. CARLOS FREIDENBERG.
   iv. ENRIQUE FREIDENBERG. He died on 15 May 1993 in Basavilbaso E R ARGENTINA.
   v. ADRIANA FREIDENBERG.

Abraham Bernardo Dito ZENTNER and TERESA had the following child:
   iii. BEBA ZENTNER was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

4 OLGA PAULINA PITULA ZENTNER (Victor Salomon, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER) was born on 10 Jan 1919. She married NATALIO MORRIS HABER.
Natalio Morris HABER and Olga Paulina Pitula ZENTNER had the following children:
73. i. ALICIA HABER was born in Montevideo URUGUAY. She married LEOPOLDO.

74. ii. BERNARDO JOSE HABER was born on 29 Apr 1948 in Montevideo URUGUAY. He married Zaira DIA, daughter of DIA and MEDINA on 01 Nov 1971 in Montevideo URUGUAY. She was born on 19 Jan 1949 in Montevideo URUGUAY.

46. ESTHER ROVNER (Perla ZENTNER, Moishe ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER) was born on 04 Sep 1924 in Basavilbaso E. Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 01 Oct 1992 in ISRAEL. She married Jose GLUJ in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He was born in 1914 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died on 15 May 1979 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.
Jose GLUJ and Esther ROVNER had the following children:
110. i. LEON JUAN GLUJ was born on 03 Sep 1944 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married MIRIAM.

111. ii. MARIA EUGENIA GLUJ was born on 03 Oct 1948 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married GRINBERG in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

76. OSCAR ZENTNER (Salomon Victor, Moishe, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER) was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He died in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Ines ROTMILLER in ARGENTINA.
Oscar ZENTNER and Ines ROTMILLER had the following children:

DOMINICA ZENTNER was born in ARGENTINA.

LUCILA ZENTNER was born in ARGENTINA.

77. **JUAN JOSE ZENTNER** (Salomon Victor, Moishe, Hershl Enrique\(^1\)) was born in 1932 in Concordia Entre Ríos ARGENTINA. He died on 07 Jan 1999 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married UNKNWON in ARGENTINA.

Juan Jose ZENTNER and UNKNWON had the following children:

- **DIEGO ZENTNER**.

- **CYNTIA ZENTNER**.

78. **MARIO HIPOLITO POLO ZENTNER** (Salomon Victor, Moishe, Hershl Enrique\(^1\)) was born in 1934 in Concordia E Ríos ARGENTINA. He died on 15 Sep 2003 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married **ELEONORA TRILNIK**. She was born in 1939.

Mario Hipolito Polo ZENTNER and Eleonora TRILNIK had the following children:

   i. **CAROLA ZENTNER** was born in 1963 in ARGENTINA. She married **MONINO** in ARGENTINA.

   ii. **NATALIA ZENTNER** was born in 1965 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married Daniel SPALTRO in 1985 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

79. **JOSEFA SOFIA ZENTNER** (Abraham Bume, Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique\(^1\)) was born on 19 May 1944 in ARGENTINA. She married Manuel Eliias ROTSTEIN in ARGENTINA. He was born in ARGENTINA.

Manuel Eliias ROTSTEIN and Josefa Sofia ZENTNER had the following children:

   1. **ROASA BETINA ROTSTEIN** was born in ARGENTINA. She married Reuben GELER in ARGENTINA.

   2. **SERGIO MAURICIO ROTSTEIN** was born in ARGENTINA. He married Adela CZAMY in ARGENTINA.

70. **MARTA ESTHER ZENTNER** (Abraham Bume, Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique\(^1\)) was born on 30 Mar 1946 in Corrientes ARGENTINA. She married **Luis FORTUNATO** in Corrientes ARGENTINA.

Luis FORTUNATO and Marta Esther ZENTNER had the following children:

   i. **SONIA CAROLINA FORTUNATO** was born in Corrientes ARGENTINA.

   ii. **LUIS BERNARDO FORTUNATO** was born in Corrientes ARGENTINA.

   iii. **JULIANA INES FORTUNATO** was born in Corrientes ARGENTINA.

50. **LUISA MIRTA ZENTNER** (Abraham Bume, Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique\(^1\)) was born on 04 Aug 1953 in ARGENTINA. She married Pedro Pablo PERROTTI in Corrientes ARGENTINA.
Pedro Pablo PERROTTI and Luisa Mirta ZENTNER had the following children:

iii. **ROMINA PERROTTI** was born in Corrientes ARGENTINA. She married GRAHAM COLET.

iv. **PEDRO PABLO JR PERROTTI** was born in Corrientes ARGENTINA.

51. **MARTHA HAYDEE BAT SAMIRI ZENTNER** (Samiri, Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique) was born on 19 Dec 1943 in Basavilbaso E.R. ARGENTINA. She married Saul David TOJTERMAN in Santa Fe, ARGENTINA. He was born on 16 Apr 1939 in ARGENTINA.

Saul David TOJTERMAN and Martha Haydee Bat Samiri ZENTNER had the following children:

85. i. **ROSANA MARICEL TOJTERMAN** was born on 24 Oct 1970 in Santa Fe, ARGENTINA.
   She married UNKNOWN.

   iii. **AVIEL TOJTERMAN** was born on 22 Apr 1976 in Haifa ISRAEL.

52. **JOSE ADOLFO ZENTNER** (Samiri, Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique) was born on 09 Jul 1945 in Basavilbaso E.R. ARGENTINA. He married Paulina Perla KAPLAN on 06 Dec 1975 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. She was born on 13 Jul 1949 in Basavilbaso E.R. ARGENTINA. She died in Apr 2011 in ARGENTINA.

Jose Adolfo ZENTNER and Paulina Perla KAPLAN had the following children:

88. i. **MARIANA ANDREA ZENTNER** was born on 04 Sep 1976 in Santo Tome Sta Fe ARGENTINA. She married German Hugo QUAINO, son of Hugo QUAINO and Maria Ester QUARCHONI on 17 Oct 2002 in Santa Fe, ARGENTINA. He was born on 29 Nov 1974 in Santa Fe, ARGENTINA.

   i. **DIEGO LEONEL ZENTNER** was born on 04 Sep 1976 in Santo Tome Sta Fe ARGENTINA. He died on 27 Nov 2001 in Santo Tome Santa Fe ARGENTINA.

   ii. **FLAVIO MARTIN ZENTNER** was born on 19 May 1978 in Santo Tome Sta Fe ARGENTINA.

53. **EDUARDO SERGIO BEN SAMIRI ZENTNER** (Samiri, Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique) was born on 19 Dec 1948 in Basavilbaso E.R. ARGENTINA. He died on 21 Feb 2009 in ARGENTINA. He married **UNKNOWN**.

Eduardo Sergio Ben Samiri ZENTNER and UNKNOWN had the following children:

ii. **FERNANDO BEN EDUARDO ZENTNER** was born in ARGENTINA.

   iii. **FACUNDO ZENTNER** was born in ARGENTINA.

2 **ALEJANDRO BEN MANUEL ZENTNER** (Manuel, Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique, Manuel, Jose Ben Hershl). He died on 16 May 1983 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married Cecilia LIJAVETZKY in Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 07 Dec 1965 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA.

Alejandro Ben Manuel ZENTNER and Cecilia LIJAVETZKY had the following children:
i. RAMON RUBI ZENTNER. He died in ARGENTINA.

16 ii. ISIDORO ZENTNER. He died in 2005 in ARGENTINA. He married UNKNOWN.

17 iii. PEDRO BEN ALEJANDRO ZENTNER was born in 1930 in Gualeguaychu Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died in 1999 in ARGENTINA. He married Susana Sosa RYAN in Gualeguaychu Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born in 1946 in ARGENTINA.

4 MARTA BAT MANUEL ZENTNER (Manuel, Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique) was born on 20 Sep 1948 in ARGENTINA. She married VICTOR VERA. He was born on 02 Jan 1944.

Victor VERA and Marta Bat Manuel ZENTNER had the following children:
   ii. AIME VERA was born on 20 Nov 1984.

   iii. MAURO VERA was born on 17 Aug 1989.

5 JOSE ISAAC ZENTNER (Manuel, Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique) was born on 25 Sep 1954 in ARGENTINA. He married MARIA DELIA MARTINEZ CHAZ. She was born on 31 Oct 1951.

Jose Isaac ZENTNER and Maria Delia Martinez CHAZ had the following children:
   ii. GERARDO ZENTNER was born on 24 Sep 1983.

   iii. ANDREA BAT JOSE ZENTNER was born on 06 Nov 1985.

6 GUILLERMO VICTOR ZENTNER (Manuel, Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique) was born on 27 Sep 1956 in ARGENTINA. He married CRISTINA. He married ANA RETAMOSO.

Guillermo Victor ZENTNER and CRISTINA had the following child:
   ii. NAHUEL ZENTNER was born on 03 Aug 1991.

Guillermo Victor ZENTNER and Ana RETAMOSO had the following children:
   94. NAHUEL ZENTNER was born on 03 Aug 1991.

   iv. ROXANA ZENTNER was born on 24 Apr 1995.

58. ALBERTO JUAN ZENTNER (Manuel, Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique) was born on 13 Nov 1958 in ARGENTINA. He married SYLVIA CHIANALINO. She was born on 01 Nov 1959.

Alberto Juan ZENTNER and Sylvia CHIANALINO had the following children:
   i. FERMIN ZENTNER was born on 04 Jan 1984.

   ii. TAMARA ZENTNER was born on 31 Oct 1987.

   iii. FACUNDO BEN ALBERTO ZENTNER was born on 24 Aug 1996.

59. MARCOS ZENTNER (David Dude, Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique) was born on 04 Aug 1939 in ARGENTINA. He married VIRGINIA MORAIS. She was born on 27 Nov 1944.

Marcos ZENTNER and Virginia MORAIS had the following child:
i. **Cesar Julio Zentner** was born on 23 Oct 1964.

60. **Aurelio Leonardo Zentner** (David Dude, Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique) was born on 08 Nov 1940 in ARGENTINA. He married **Raquel Fainstein**. She was born on 14 May 1943 in ARGENTINA.

Aurelio Leonardo ZENTNER and Raquel FAINSTEIN had the following children:

i. **Daniel Zentner** was born on 11 Feb 1967 in ARGENTINA. He married **Anat**.

**Gonzalo Zentner** was born on 04 Sep 1968 in ARGENTINA.

iii. **Cesar Assaf Zentner** was born on 23 Jun 1970 in ARGENTINA. He married **Imbal** in ISRAEL.

iv. **Luciano Zentner** was born on 30 May 1971 in ARGENTINA. He married **Hagar**.

59. **Margarita Bat David Zentner** (David Dude, Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique) was born on 05 May 1950 in ARGENTINA. She married **Tarcisio Fratassi**. He was born on 02 Jan 1938.

Tarcisio FRATASSI and Margarita Bat David ZENTNER had the following children:

123. i. **Mariano Fratassi** was born on 19 Oct 1975. He married **Janina**.

124. ii. **Maria Nieves Fratassi** was born on 22 Dec 1976. She married **Rodrigo Katz**.

60. **Mabel Juana Zentner** (Jacobo Yankl, Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique) was born on 18 Mar 1947 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Ernesto Jonas in Sep 1967 in Moises Ville Santa Fe Argentina. He was born on 14 May in Algarrobal ARGENTINA.

Ernesto Jonas and Mabel Juana ZENTNER had the following children:

125. i. **Leandro Jonas** was born on 01 Apr 1969. He married Carolina ABIAD on 13 Oct 2001.

126. ii. **Gabriela Jonas** was born on 01 Apr 1969. She married Benny AHARONI on 17 Jun 1999 in Kibbutz Gvar Am ISRAEL. He was born on 14 Jan 1976 in Kiriat Malachy ISRAEL.

127. iii. **Eliana Ille Jonas** was born on 08 Jan 1972. She married Shabtay HARTOV on 04 Jul 1992 in ISRAEL. He was born on 03 Aug 1969 in Beer Sheva ISRAEL.

61. **Judith Zentner** (Jacobo Yankl, Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique) was born on 11 Jan 1951 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married **Eliezer Reshef Resnitzky**. He was born on 05 Feb 1958 in ARGENTINA.

Eliezer Reshef RESNITZKY and Judith ZENTNER had the following children:

i. **Yaniv Reshef** was born on 18 Jan 1972 in ISRAEL.

ii. **Yogeve Reshef** was born on 16 Apr 1974 in ISRAEL.
iii. ILAH RESHEF was born on 14 Jan 1977 in ISRAEL. She married Eyeal MAOR in ISRAEL. He was born on 14 Jan 1971 in ISRAEL.

iv. MAAYAN RESHEF was born on 04 Jan 1980 in ISRAEL.

100. JORGE BEN YANKE ZENTNER (Jacobo Yankl, Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER) was born on 27 Feb 1953 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married MARIONA CABASSA. She was born on 06 Dec 1977 in Barcelona SPAIN.

Jorge Ben Yanke ZENTNER and Mariona CABASSA had the following child:

MARTIN ZENTNER was born on 05 Dec 2005 in Barcelona SPAIN.

65. MARTHA BAT BECCA GALANTERNIK (Rebecca Beca bat Yosef ZENTNER, Jose Ben Hershl ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER) was born on 29 Dec 1944 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married MIGUEL TEPPER.

Miguel TEPPER and Martha Bat Becca GALANTERNIK had the following children:

ESTHER TEPPER was born in 1966.

FABIO TEPPER was born in 1967.

SYLVANA TEPPER was born in 1972.

66. JOSE MARIO GALANTERNIK (Rebecca Beca bat Yosef ZENTNER, Jose Ben Hershl ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER) was born in 1952. He married CLAUDIA BREGMAN.

Jose Mario GALANTERNIK and Claudia BREGMAN had the following children:

MARTIN GALANTERNIK.

GASTON GALANTERNIK.

67. DANIEL GALANTERNIK (Rebecca Beca bat Yosef ZENTNER, Jose Ben Hershl ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER) was born in 1955. He married ALICIA DUBKIN.

Daniel GALANTERNIK and Alicia DUBKIN had the following children:

LEANDRO GALANTERNIK.

VIOLETA GALANTERNIK.

68. IRIS SUSANA BAT NISSIM ZENTNER (Nisim, Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER) was born on 18 Nov 1950 in Concordia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married Leonardo ZIMAN on 16 Jun 1974 in Montevideo URUGUAY. He was born on 25 Nov 1945.

Leonardo ZIMAN and Iris Susana Bat Nissim ZENTNER had the following children:

i. AYALA BASIA ZIMAN was born on 19 Sep 1975 in Montevideo URUGUAY. She married Ran BERENSON on 24 Sep 2003 in ISRAEL. He was born on 04 Feb 1974.

ii. TAHEL ZIMAN was born on 01 Nov 1977 in Haifa ISRAEL.
iii. **INBAL ZIMAN** was born on 01 Jul 1980 in Haifa ISRAEL. She married **SNIR** on 06 Sep 2006 in ISRAEL.

67. **MARCIA INES ZENTNER** (Nisim, Jose Ben Hershhl, Hershhl Enrique) was born on 27 Sep 1952 in Concordia Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married **MICHAEL EPELBAUM**, son of Samuel Saul EPELBAUM and Celia PECAR on 24 Oct 1973 in Hebrew University Jerusalem ISRAEL. He was born on 22 Nov 1951 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Michael EPELBAUM and Marcia Ines ZENTNER had the following children:
- **BATYA ELSA EPELBAUM** was born on 12 Jun 1982 in Boulder Colorado U S A. She married Aharon Tziv KARABEL on 09 Aug 2009 in Tennessee U. S. A..
- **HANNAH EDNA EPELBAUM** was born on 22 Jun 1987 in Palo Alto California U S A.

68. **JORGE REUBEN ZENTNER** (Nisim, Jose Ben Hershhl, Hershhl Enrique) was born on 29 Oct 1959 in Posadas Misiones ARGENTINA. He married **CLAUDIA KIMEL** on 12 Feb 1980 in Acco ISRAEL. She was born on 11 Dec 1958.

Jorge Reuben ZENTNER and Claudia KIMEL had the following children:
- **EYAL ZENTNER** was born on 24 Jun 1980 in Acco ISRAEL. He married **LIRON KATZ**. She was born on 16 Apr 1986.
- **ROI ZENTNER** was born on 09 Dec 1982 in Acco ISRAEL. He married **ARBEL SISSO**. She was born on 20 Jan 1987.

68. **ROSITA SILVIA ZENTNER** (Nisim, Jose Ben Hershhl, Hershhl Enrique) was born on 18 Aug 1964 in Posadas Misiones ARGENTINA. She married Shlomo Momii FADIDA on 30 Nov 1989 in ISRAEL.

Shlomo Momii FADIDA and Rosita Silvia ZENTNER had the following child:
- **YOTAM FADIDA** was born on 11 Nov 1992 in Haifa ISRAEL.

82. **ADRIANA IRIS ZENTNER** (Marcelo Ben Jose, Jose Ben Hershhl, Hershhl Enrique) was born on 16 Jun 1952 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. She married **LUIS DOLENSKY**. He was born on 10 Oct 1951 in ARGENTINA.

Luis DOLENSKY and Adriana Iris ZENTNER had the following children:
- **JULIO DOLENSKY** was born on 29 May 1974 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA.
- **GABRIELA SOLEDAD DOLENSKY** was born on 03 Jun 1976 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. She married **GABRIEL USATINSKY**.

83. **FABIAN GUSTAVO ZENTNER** (Marcelo Ben Jose, Jose Ben Hershhl, Hershhl Enrique) was born on 12 Dec 1961 in ARGENTINA. He married **CLARISA LEGAY CAJAL**. She was born on 30 Jun 1973 in Barcelona SPAIN. He married **MARCELA FERNANDEZ CERVANTES**. She was born on 27 Sep 1963.

Fabian Gustavo ZENTNER and Clarisa Legay CAJAL had the following child:
- **IAN JEREMIAS ZENTNER** was born on 26 Jul 1999 in Barcelona SPAIN.

Fabian Gustavo ZENTNER and Marcela Fernandez CERVANTES had the following
children:
  ii. IGANCIO MARTIN ZENTNER was born on 05 Mar 1985 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA.

 iii. EMANUEL NICOLAS ZENTNER was born on 05 Jun 1987 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA.

84. JOSE OSCAR ZENTNER (Janino, Jose Ben Hersh, Hershl Enrique) was born in 1963 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married ANA MARIA DELIA. She was born on 14 May 1943.

Jose Oscar ZENTNER and Ana Maria D'ELIA had the following children:
  i. GONZALO ZENTNER was born on 04 Sep 1968 in ARGENTINA.

 123. ii. LUCIANO ZENTNER was born on 30 May 1971 in ARGENTINA. He married HAGAR.

85. SERGIO RICARDO ZENTNER (Janino, Jose Ben Hersh, Hershl Enrique) was born in 1964 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married Suzana MAZOVER, daughter of Jaime Juan MAZOVER and Josefa FEIGELSON in 1992 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. She was born on 15 Jan 1961 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA.

Sergio Ricardo ZENTNER and Suzana MAZOVER had the following children:
  i. JOSEFINA ZENTNER was born in May 1994 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA.

  ii. MAYA BAT SERGIO ZENTNER was born on 24 Jun 1997 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA.

86. ANA BEATRIZ MOGUILEVSKY (Jacobo, Reizl Rosa ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique) was born in ARGENTINA. She married JAIME VAENA.

Jaime VAENA and Ana Beatriz MOGUILEVSKY had the following children:
  RUTH VAENA. She married LUSIO.

  135. ii. ESTELA VAENA. She married OSVALDO ZUBILLAGA.

  136. iii. RUBEN VAENA. He married CLAUDIA LUGANO.

87. TEDDY ELOISA MOGUILEVSKY (Jacobo, Reizl Rosa ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique) was born in ARGENTINA. She died on 14 Feb 1964 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She married EDGARDO TROC. She married GADER.

Edgardo TROCCA and Teddy Eloisa MOGUILEVSKY had the following child:
  i. MARIANO GADEA. He married IVANA CATANI.

88. VICTOR MOGUILEVSKY (Jacobo, Reizl Rosa ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique) was born on 24 Jul 1929 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. He died on 30 Oct 2004 in Kiriat Tivon ISRAEL. He married Sulamita LIEBESCHUTZ, daughter of Leon LIEBESCHUTZ and Elena KAPLAN on 11 Aug 1957 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She was born on 20 Nov 1934 in Cordoba ARGENTINA. She died in 2008 in Kiriat Tivon ISRAEL.

Victor MOGUILEVSKY and Sulamita LIEBESCHUTZ had the following children:
  137. i. MICHAL MAGAL was born on 11 Sep 1959 in Kibbutz Nir Am ISRAEL. She married
Ohad BEKIN on 08 Oct 1984 in Kiriat Tivon ISRAEL. He was born in Kibbutz Lehavot Habashan ISRAEL.

138. ii. HILAH MAGAL was born on 21 May 1961 in Kibbutz Beeri ISRAEL. She married Ran NEMESH on 06 Oct 1987 in Kiriat Tivon ISRAEL. He was born in Kiriat Tivon ISRAEL.

139. iii. YFAT MAGAL was born on 05 May 1964 in Kibbutz Beeri ISRAEL. She married Omri RAVID on 30 Aug 1988 in kibbutz Dalia ISRAEL. He was born in Kibbutz Lehavot Haviva ISRAEL.

iv. BOAZ MAGAL was born on 23 May 1969 in Jerusalem ISRAEL. He married REBECCA BECKY WHITCOMBE. She was born on 06 Jun 1973 in Sydney AUSTRALIA.

101. JUAN LISCHINSKY (Paulina MOGUILEVSKY, Reizl Rosa ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER, Pablo, Jacobo). He married EUGENIA.

Juan LISCHINSKY and EUGENIA had the following child:
CHEDVA LISCHINSKY.

102. ANITA LISCHINSKY (Paulina MOGUILEVSKY, Reizl Rosa ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER, Pablo, Jacobo). She married MIGUEL CARDOSO.

Miguel CARDOSO and Anita LISCHINSKY had the following children:
ROXANA CARDOSO.

ANDREA CARDOSO.

MARTIN CARDOSO.

103. LUCIO MOGUILEVSKY (Mauricio, Reizl Rosa ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER) was born in ARGENTINA. He married SUSANA MARTHA LECHMAN.

Lucio MOGUILEVSKY and Susana Martha LECHMAN had the following children:

i. HERNAN MOGUILEVSKY.

ii. ANDRES MOGUILEVSKY.

82. ANA CELIA NANY MOGUILEVSKY (Mauricio, Reizl Rosa ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER) was born in ARGENTINA. She married RUBEN OMAR RIVERO EHUL.

Ruben Omar RIVERO EHUL and Ana Celia Nany MOGUILEVSKY had the following children:

i. i. EDUARDO ENRIQUE RIVERO. He married ALEJANDRA EMQUIN.

LAURA CRISTINA RIVERO. She married ALBERTO FAVERO.

83. MARTHA MOGUILEVSKY (Mauricio, Reizl Rosa ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER) was born in ARGENTINA. She married OSVALDO STOLIAR.

Osvaldo STOLIAR and Martha MOGUILEVSKY had the following children:
141. i. LUCIANA STOLIAR. She married DANIEL SCHLESINGER.

142. ii. FLORENCIA STOLIAR. She married ESTEBAN TRAJTERMAN.

143. iii. GABRIELA STOLIAR was born on 22 Oct 1968. She married LEONARDO NELSON BRANOLSKY.

94. **ENRIQUE MOGUILEVSKY** (Mauricio, Reizl Rosa ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique \(^1\) ZENTNER) was born in 1923 in Basavilbaso Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He married ESTELA HOJMAN. He married CLARA IBARGUREN.

Enrique MOGUILEVSKY and Estela HOJMAN had the following child:
   i. MAGDALENA MOGUILEVSKY.

Enrique MOGUILEVSKY and Clara IBARGUREN had the following child:
   ii. IAN MOGUILEVSKY.

2 **HAYDE MOGUILEVSKY** (Leon Leib, Reizl Rosa ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique \(^1\) ZENTNER, Leon Leib, Shmuel Ben Wolf, Wolf Adolfo). She married BENJAMIN LEICHTENSTEIN.

Benjamin LEICHTENSTEIN and Hayde MOGUILEVSKY had the following children:
   i. DIEGO LEICHTENSTEIN.

   ii. KARINA LEICHTENSTEIN.

3 **NINA MOGUILEVSKY** (Leon Leib, Reizl Rosa ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique \(^1\) ZENTNER, Leon Leib, Shmuel Ben Wolf, Wolf Adolfo). She married JULIO HOROVITZ.

Julio HOROVITZ and Nina MOGUILEVSKY had the following children:
   i. ANDREA HOROVITZ.

   ii. ALEJANDRO HOROVITZ.

4 **SAMUEL BEN LEON MOGUILEVSKY** (Leon Leib, Reizl Rosa ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique \(^1\) ZENTNER, Leon Leib, Shmuel Ben Wolf, Wolf Adolfo). He married MARIA SYLVIA.

Samuel Ben Leon MOGUILEVSKY and Maria SYLVIA had the following child:
   i. GABRIEL MOGUILEVSKY.

91. **ALMA CHIQUI GORIN** (Amalia MOGUILEVSKY, Reizl Rosa ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique \(^1\) ZENTNER) was born in Colon E Rios ARGENTINA. She married BERNARDO RONY AIZEN.

Bernardo Rony AIZEN and Alma Chiqui GORIN had the following children:
   i. i. GUIL AIZEN. He married MICHAL TZEDER.

   ii. ii. TALI AIZEN. She married ERAN LEVINGER.

92. **MAYA MASHA SYLVIA GORIN** (Amalia MOGUILEVSKY, Reizl Rosa ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique \(^1\) ZENTNER) was born in Colon E Rios ARGENTINA. She died on 13 Jul 1998 in ISRAEL. She married ASCHER FROILICH.
Ascher FROILICH and Maya Masha Sylvia GORIN had the following children:

146.  
   i.  MICHAL FROILICH. She married GADI TZEDER.

147.  
   ii.  JAZMIN FROILICH. She married NAVOT ARPALI.

100.  
   **ESTELA GORIN** (Amalia MOGUILEVSKY, Reizl Rosa ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique \textsuperscript{7} ZENTNER) was born in Colon E Rios ARGENTINA. She married NAJUM BACHARACH.

Najum BACHARACH and Estela GORIN had the following children:

   i.  DAN BACHARACH.

149.  
   ii.  ARIELA BACHARACH. She married AMIT LEVI.

   iii.  BOAZ BACHARACH.

101.  
   **SAMUEL ERNESTO JAJAM** (Elena MOGUILEVSKY, Reizl Rosa ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique \textsuperscript{7} ZENTNER) was born in ARGENTINA. He married ANGELICA GUTIERREZ.

Samuel Ernesto JAJAM and Angelica GUTIERREZ had the following children:

   149.  
     i.  GUILLERMO AUGUSTIN JAJAM was born in ARGENTINA. He married Natalia GIMENEZ in ARGENTINA. She was born in ARGENTINA.

     ii.  ANA LUCIA BAT SAMUEL JAJAM.

     iii.  DIEGO ARIEL JAJAM.

102.  
   **LUIS HORACIO JAJAM** (Elena MOGUILEVSKY, Reizl Rosa ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique \textsuperscript{7} ZENTNER) was born in ARGENTINA. He married Viviana MAROZINI in ARGENTINA. She was born in ARGENTINA.

Luis Horacio JAJAM and Viviana MAROZINI had the following children:

   i.  MAGDALENA JAJAM was born in ARGENTINA.

   ii.  MANUELA JAJAM was born in ARGENTINA.

103.  
   **CLARA ALICIA JAJAM** (Elena MOGUILEVSKY, Reizl Rosa ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique \textsuperscript{7} ZENTNER) was born in 1951 in ARGENTINA. She married Mario Cesar KOHAN in ARGENTINA. He was born in 1948 in Villaguay E Rios ARGENTINA.

Mario Cesar KOHAN and Clara Alicia JAJAM had the following children:

   150.  
     i.  DEBORA KOHAN was born in ARGENTINA.

     ii.  LISANDRO KOHAN was born in ARGENTINA. He married PANELA HONEKER.

     iii.  ALFONSINA KOHAN was born in ARGENTINA.

     iv.  JULIETA KOHAN was born in ARGENTINA.

108.  
   **ALICIA HABER** (Olga Paulina Pitula ZENTNER, Victor Salomon ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique \textsuperscript{7} ZENTNER) was born in Montevideo URUGUAY. She married LEOPOLDO.
LEOPOLDO and Alicia HABER had the following child:
i. DANIEL was born in 2008 in Miami U S A.

109. **Bernardo Jose HABER** (Olga Paulina Pitula ZENTNER, Victor Salomon ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER) was born on 29 Apr 1948 in Montevideo URUGUAY. He married Zaira DIA, daughter of DIA and MEDINA on 01 Nov 1971 in Montevideo URUGUAY. She was born on 19 Jan 1949 in Montevideo URUGUAY.

Bernardo Jose HABER and Zaira DIA had the following children:

i. **Matias Enrique HABER** was born on 14 Nov 1973 in Montevideo URUGUAY.

156. ii. **Maria Eugenia HABER** was born on 08 Apr 1975 in Montevideo URUGUAY.

   She married **Marcelo Schwartz**.

157. iii. **Anna Ines HABER** was born on 24 Jan 1983 in Montevideo URUGUAY. She married **Gabriel Percivale**.

---

**Generation 5**

110. **Leon Juan GLUJ** (Esther ROVNER, Perla ZENTNER, Moishe ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER) was born on 03 Sep 1944 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. He married **Miriam**.

Leon Juan GLUJ and Miriam had the following children:

i. **Dana GLUJ**.

ii. **Michal GLUJ**.

iii. **Eran GLUJ**.

111. **Maria Eugenia GLUJ** (Esther ROVNER, Perla ZENTNER, Moishe ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER) was born on 03 Oct 1948 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married **Grinberg** in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

Grinberg and Maria Eugenia GLUJ had the following children:

i. **Karina YaheL Grinberg** was born in 1971 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

ii. **Ariel Dario Grinberg** was born in 1972 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

iii. **Matitiahu Grinberg** was born in 1975 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

112. **Carola ZENTNER** (Mario Hipolito Polo, Salomon Victor, Moishe, Hershl Enrique) was born in 1963 in ARGENTINA. She married **Monino** in ARGENTINA.

Monino and Carola ZENTNER had the following child:

i. **Sofia Monino** was born in 1988 in ARGENTINA.

113. **Natalia ZENTNER** (Mario Hipolito Polo, Salomon Victor, Moishe, Hershl Enrique) was born in 1965 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA. She married **Daniel Spaltro** in 1985 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.
Daniel SPALTRO and Natalia ZENTNER had the following children:
   i. **Ignacio SPALTRO** was born in 1993 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.
   ii. **Fiona SPALTRO** was born in 1997 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

114. **Rosana Betina ROTSTEIN** (Josefa Sofia ZENTNER, Abraham Bume ZENTNER, Jose Ben Hershl ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique° ZENTNER) was born in ARGENTINA. She married Reuben GELER in ARGENTINA.

Reuben GELER and Rosana Betina ROTSTEIN had the following children:
   i. **Laura Geler** was born in ARGENTINA.
   ii. **Martin Geler** was born in ARGENTINA.

115. **Sergio Mauricio ROTSTEIN** (Josefa Sofia ZENTNER, Abraham Bume ZENTNER, Jose Ben Hershl ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique° ZENTNER) was born in ARGENTINA. He married Adela CZAMY in ARGENTINA.

Sergio Mauricio ROTSTEIN and Adela CZAMY had the following children:
   i. **MARTINA GELER** was born in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.
   ii. **Gael GELER** was born on 09 Feb 2009 in Buenos Aires ARGENTINA.

116. **Rosana Maricel TOJTERMAN** (Martha Haydee Bat Samiri ZENTNER, Samiri ZENTNER, Jose Ben Hershl ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique° ZENTNER) was born on 24 Oct 1970 in Santa Fe, ARGENTINA. She married **UNKNOWN**.

UNKNOWN and Rosana Maricel TOJTERMAN had the following child:
   i. **Vered TOJTERMAN** was born in Apr 2010 in ISRAEL.

117. **Mariana Andrea ZENTNER** (Jose Adolfo, Samiri, Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique°) was born on 4 Sep 1976 in Santo Tome Sta Fe ARGENTINA. She married German Hugo QUAINO, son of Hugo QUAINO and Maria Ester QUARCHONI on 17 Oct 2002 in Santa Fe, ARGENTINA. He was born on 29 Nov 1974 in Santa Fe, ARGENTINA.

German Hugo QUAINO and Mariana Andrea ZENTNER had the following children: i. **Lucas QUAINO** was born on 14 Jun 2004 in Santa Fe, ARGENTINA.
   ii. **Facundo QUAINO** was born on 01 Jun 2006 in Santa Fe, ARGENTINA.

118. **Isidoro ZENTNER** (Alejandro Ben Manuel, Manuel, Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique° Alejandro Ben Manuel, Manuel, Jose Ben Hershl). He died in 2005 in ARGENTINA. He married **UNKNOWN**.

Isidoro ZENTNER and UNKNOWN had the following child:
   157. i. **Fernando Ben ISIDORO ZENTNER** was born in ARGENTINA. He married **UNKNOWN**.

119. **Pedro Ben Alejandro ZENTNER** (Alejandro Ben Manuel, Manuel, Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique°) was born in 1930 in Gualeguaychu Entre Rios ARGENTINA. He died in 1999 in
ARGENTINA. He married Susana Sosa RYAN in Gualeguaychu Entre Rios ARGENTINA. She was born in 1946 in ARGENTINA.

Pedro Ben Alejandro ZENTNER and Susana Sosa RYAN had the following children:

i. PEDRO BEN PEDRO ZENTNER was born in 1970 in Gualeguaychu ARGENTINA.

ii. ALEJANDRO BEN PEDRO ZENTNER was born in 1972 in Gualeguaychu ARGENTINA.

iii. JOAQUIN ZENTNER was born in 1979 in Gualeguaychu ARGENTINA.

158. iv. CECILIA ZENTNER was born in 1981 in Gualeguaychu ARGENTINA. She married UNKNOWN.

120. DANIEL ZENTNER (Aurelio Leonardo, David Dude, Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique) was born on 11 Feb 1967 in ARGENTINA. He married ANAT.

Daniel ZENTNER and ANAT had the following children:

i. MAYA BAT DANIEL ZENTNER.

ii. NOAH ZENTNER.

iii. NETA ZENTNER.

121. CESAR ASSAF ZENTNER (Aurelio Leonardo, David Dude, Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique) was born on 23 Jun 1970 in ARGENTINA. He married IMBAL in ISRAEL.

Cesar Assaf ZENTNER and IMBAL had the following children:

i. AMIT ZENTNER was born in ISRAEL.

ii. OMER ZENTNER was born in ISRAEL.

iii. TALI ZENTNER was born on 22 Jun in ISRAEL.

iv. IRIS BAT CESAR ZENTNER was born on 01 Jul 2009 in ISRAEL.

122. LUCIANO ZENTNER (Aurelio Leonardo, David Dude, Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique) was born on 30 May 1971 in ARGENTINA. He married HAGAR.

Luciano ZENTNER and HAGAR had the following children:

i. RONI ZENTNER.

ii. IDO ZENTNER.

123. MARIANO FRATASSI (Margarita Bat David ZENTNER, David Dude ZENTNER, Jose Ben Hershl ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER) was born on 19 Oct 1975. He married JANINA.
Mariano FRATASSI and JANINA had the following child:
   i. THOMAS FRATASSI was born on 11 Aug 2003.

124. MARIA NIEVES FRATASSI (Margarita Bat David ZENTNER, David Dude ZENTNER, Jose Ben Hershl ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique \(^7\) ZENTNER) was born on 22 Dec 1976. She married RODRIGO KATZ.
   Rodrigo KATZ and Maria Nieves FRATASSI had the following children:
      i. JULIETA KATZ was born on 12 Sep 1998.
      ii. YAIR KATZ was born on 08 Dec 2004.

125. LEANDRO JONAS (Mabel Juana ZENTNER, Jacobo Yankl ZENTNER, Jose Ben Hershl ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique \(^7\) ZENTNER) was born on 01 Apr 1969. He married Carolina ABIAD on 13 Oct 2001.
   Leandro JONAS and Carolina ABIAD had the following child:
      i. CAMILA JONAS was born on 17 May 2008.

126. GABRIELA JONAS (Mabel Juana ZENTNER, Jacobo Yankl ZENTNER, Jose Ben Hershl ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique \(^7\) ZENTNER) was born on 01 Apr 1969. She married Benny AHARONI on 17 Jun 1999 in Kibbutz Gvar Am ISRAEL. He was born on 14 Jan 1976 in Kiriat Malachy ISRAEL.
   Benny AHARONI and Gabriela JONAS had the following child:
      i. IDO AHARONI was born on 31 Jul 2001 in Beer Sheva ISRAEL.

127. ELIANA IKLE JONAS (Mabel Juana ZENTNER, Jacobo Yankl ZENTNER, Jose Ben Hershl ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique \(^7\) ZENTNER) was born on 08 Jan 1972. She married Shabtay HARTOV on 04 Jul 1992 in ISRAEL. He was born on 03 Aug 1969 in Beer Sheva ISRAEL.
   Shabtay HARTOV and Eliana Ille JONAS had the following children:
      i. BAR HARTOV was born on 22 Dec 1994 in Beer Sheva ISRAEL.
      ii. RON HARTOV was born on 09 Mar 1997 in Beer Sheva ISRAEL.
      iii. NIR HARTOV was born on 05 Aug 2005 in Beer Sheva ISRAEL.

128. ILAH RESHEF (Judith ZENTNER, Jacobo Yankl ZENTNER, Jose Ben Hershl ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique \(^7\) ZENTNER) was born on 14 Jan 1977 in ISRAEL. She married Eyal MAOR in ISRAEL. He was born on 14 Jan 1971 in ISRAEL.
   Eyal MAOR and Ilah RESHEF had the following children:
      i. NOAH MAOR was born on 13 Jul 2001 in Beer Sheva ISRAEL.
      ii. NIMROD MAOR was born on 02 Feb 2004 in Beer Sheva ISRAEL.

129. AYALA BASSIA ZIMAN (Iris Susana Bat Nissim ZENTNER, Nisim ZENTNER, Jose Ben Hershl ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique \(^7\) ZENTNER) was born on 19 Sep 1975 in Montevideo
URUGUAY. She married Ran BERENSON on 24 Sep 2003 in ISRAEL. He was born on 04 Feb 1974.

Ran BERENSON and Ayala Basia ZIMAN had the following child:

i. **Shani BERENSON** was born on 27 Apr 2005.

133. **Gabriela Soledad DOLENSKY** (Adriana Iris ZENTNER, Marcelo Ben Jose ZENTNER, Jose Ben Hershl ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER) was born on 03 Jun 1976 in Santa Fe ARGENTINA. She married **Gabriel USATINSKY**.

Gabriel USATINSKY and Gabriela Soledad DOLENSKY had the following children:

i. **Alexis USATINSKY** was born on 19 Jul 1994 in ARGENTINA.

ii. **Matias USATINSKY** was born on 08 Jan 1999 in ARGENTINA.

135. **Estela VAENA** (Ana Beatriz MOGUILEVSKY, Jacobo MOGUILEVSKY, Reizl Rosa ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER, Jaime). She married **Osvaldo ZUBILLAGA**.

Osvaldo ZUBILLAGA and Estela VAENA had the following children:

i. **Elisa ZUBILLAGA**.

ii. **Ignacio ZUBILLAGA**.

136. **Ruben VAENA** (Ana Beatriz MOGUILEVSKY, Jacobo MOGUILEVSKY, Reizl Rosa ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER, Jaime). He married **Claudia LUGANO**.

Ruben VAENA and Claudia LUGANO had the following children:

i. **Paula VAENA**.

ii. **Agustín VAENA**.

iii. **Emilio VAENA**.

iv. **Juan VAENA**.

137. **Michal MAGAL** (Victor MOGUILEVSKY, Jacobo MOGUILEVSKY, Reizl Rosa ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER) was born on 11 Sep 1959 in Kibbutz Nir Am ISRAEL. She married Ohad BEKIN on 08 Oct 1984 in Kiriat Tivon ISRAEL. He was born in Kibbutz Lehavot Habashan ISRAEL.

Ohad BEKIN and Michal MAGAL had the following children:

i. **Itai BEKIN** was born on 25 Mar 1985 in Haifa ISRAEL.

ii. **Nadav BEKIN** was born on 28 Sep 1988 in Haifa ISRAEL.

iii. **Ido BEKIN** was born on 08 Mar 1993 in Afula ISRAEL.

iv. **Hai BEKIN** was born on 18 Aug 1999 in Afula ISRAEL.

138. **Hilah MAGAL** (Victor MOGUILEVSKY, Jacobo MOGUILEVSKY, Reizl Rosa ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER) was born on 21 May 1961 in Kibbutz Beeri ISRAEL. She married Ran NEMESH on 06 Oct 1987 in Kiriat Tivon ISRAEL. He was born in Kiriat Tivon
ISRAEL.

Ran NEMESH and Hilah MAGAL had the following children:
   i.  CARMEL NEMESH was born on 31 Dec 1990 in Kfar Vitkin ISRAEL.
   ii. HAGAR NEMESH was born on 20 Jan 1995 in Alon Hagalil ISRAEL.
   iii. GUY NEMESH was born on 05 May 1999 in Alon Hagalil ISRAEL.

139. YFAT MAGAL (Victor MOGUILEVSKY, Jacobo MOGUILEVSKY, Reizl Rosa ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER) was born on 05 May 1964 in Kibbutz Beeri ISRAEL. She married Omri RAVID on 30 Aug 1988 in kibbutz Dalia ISRAEL. He was born in Kibbutz Lehavot Haviva ISRAEL.

   Omri RAVID and Yfat MAGAL had the following children:
   i.  YUBAL RAVID was born on 08 Apr 1989 in kibutz Dalia ISRAEL.
   ii.  TOMER RAVID was born on 05 Apr 1992 in kibbutz Dalia ISRAEL.
   iii. YAM RAVID was born on 27 Mar 1999 in Kibbutz Bachan ISRAEL.

140. EDUARDO ENRIQUE RIVERO (Ana Celia Nany MOGUILEVSKY, Mauricio MOGUILEVSKY, Reizl Rosa ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER, Ruben Omar Rivero EHUL). He married ALEJANDRA EMQUIN.

   Eduardo Enrique RIVERO and Alejandra EMQUIN had the following children:
   i.  JOAQUIN RIVERO.
   ii.  GASTON RIVERO.

141. LUCIANA STOLIAR (Martha MOGUILEVSKY, Mauricio MOGUILEVSKY, Reizl Rosa ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER, Osvaldo). She married DANIEL SCHLESINGER.

   Daniel SCHLESINGER and Luciana STOLIAR had the following child:
   i.  MATEO SCHLESINGER.

142. FLORENCIA STOLIAR (Martha MOGUILEVSKY, Mauricio MOGUILEVSKY, Reizl Rosa ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER, Osvaldo). She married ESTEBAN TRAJTERMAN.

   Esteban TRAJTERMAN and Florencia STOLIAR had the following children:
   i.  CATALINA TRAJTERMAN.
   ii.  AGUSTINA TRAJTERMAN.

143. GABRIELA STOLIAR (Martha MOGUILEVSKY, Mauricio MOGUILEVSKY, Reizl Rosa ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER) was born on 22 Oct 1968. She married LEONARDO NELSON BRANOLSKY.

   Leonardo Nelson BRANOLSKY and Gabriela STOLIAR had the following children:
   i.  ESPERANZA BRANOLSKY.
ii. **Benajmin Branolsky.**

144. **Guil Aizen** (Alma Chiqui Gorin, Amalia Moguilevsky, Reizl Rosa Zentner, Hershl Enrique Zentner). He married **Michal Tzeder.**

Guil Aizen and Michal Tzeder had the following children:

i. **Yuval Aizen.**

ii. **Yonathan Aizen.**

145. **Tali Aizen** (Alma Chiqui Gorin, Amalia Moguilevsky, Reizl Rosa Zentner, Hershl Enrique Zentner). She married **Eran Levinger.**

Eran Levinger and Tali Aizen had the following children:

i. **Ido Levinger.**

ii. **Noah Levinger.**

146. **Michal Froilich** (Maya Masha Sylvia Gorin, Amalia Moguilevsky, Reizl Rosa Zentner, Hershl Enrique Zentner, Ascher). She married **Gadi Tzeder.**

Gadi Tzeder and Michal Froilich had the following child:

i. **Naama Tzeder.**

147. **Jazmin Froilich** (Maya Masha Sylvia Gorin, Amalia Moguilevsky, Reizl Rosa Zentner, Hershl Enrique Zentner, Ascher). She married **Navot Arpali.**

Navot Arpali and Jazmin Froilich had the following children:

i. **Gal Arpali.**

ii. **Roi Arpali.**

148. **Ariela Bacharach** (Estela Gorin, Amalia Moguilevsky, Reizl Rosa Zentner, Hershl Enrique Zentner, Najum). She married **Amit Levi.**

Amit Levi and Ariela Bacharach had the following child:

i. **Doron Levi.**

149. **Guillermo Augustin Jajam** (Samuel Ernesto, Elena Moguilevsky, Reizl Rosa Zentner, Hershl Enrique Zentner) was born in Argentina. He married Natalia Gimenez in Argentina. She was born in Argentina.

Guillermo Augustin Jajam and Natalia Gimenez had the following children:

i. **Valentin Jajam** was born in Argentina.

ii. **Ana Lucia Bat Guillermo Jajam** was born in Argentina. She married **Christian.**

150. **Lisandro Kohan** (Clara Alicia Jajam, Elena Moguilevsky, Reizl Rosa Zentner, Hershl Enrique Zentner) was born in Argentina. He married
PANELA HONEKER.
Lisandro KOHAN and Panela HONEKER had the following children:
  i. DANA KOHAN.
  ii. MAYDA KOHAN.

155. MARIA EUGENIA HABER (Bernardo Jose, Olga Paulina Pitula ZENTNER, Victor Salomon ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER) was born on 08 Apr 1975 in Montevideo URUGUAY. She married MARCELO SCHWARTZ.

  Marcelo SCHWARTZ and Maria Eugenia HABER had the following child:
  i. NOGA SCHWARTZ was born on 22 Mar 2010 in ISRAEL.

156. ANNA INES HABER (Bernardo Jose, Olga Paulina Pitula ZENTNER, Victor Salomon ZENTNER, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER) was born on 24 Jan 1983 in Montevideo URUGUAY. She married GABRIEL PERCIVALE.

  Gabriel PERCIVALE and Anna Ines HABER had the following child:
  i. VALENTINA PERCIVALE was born on 07 Nov 2008 in Punta del Este

Generation 6

157. FERNANDO BEN ISIDORO ZENTNER (Isidoro, Alejandro Ben Manuel, Manuel, Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER) was born in ARGENTINA. He married UNKNOWN.

  Fernando Ben Isidoro ZENTNER and UNKNOWN had the following child:
  i. FERNANDA ZENTNER was born in ARGENTINA.

158. CECILIA ZENTNER (Pedro Ben Alejandro, Alejandro Ben Manuel, Manuel, Jose Ben Hershl, Hershl Enrique ZENTNER) was born in 1981 in Gualeguaychu ARGENTINA. She married UNKNOWN.

  UNKNOWN and Cecilia ZENTNER had the following child:
  i. VALENTIN ZENTNER was born in 2005 in Gualeguaychu ARGENTINA.
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